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Abstract

ABSTRACr

All organisations need facilities and services to support and sustain their operations and
strategy. Different support arrangementsare required in different sectors,at different stages
in organisational development and in different countries and cultures. In time, support
arrangements need to be modified as cm=mstances change. Although this issue is of
fundamental importance for organisationsof all kinds, it has not been adequately researched
in any detail. This thesis focuses on the generic issues associated with the selection of
appropriate facility management arrangemen

to support the specific needs of an

organisation,with particular referenceto the context of developmentsin Thailand.
The thesis has four main parts. The first part identifies the key factors that reed to be
considered when positioning and structuring facility managementarrangements.This part of
the Thesis describesthe results from a comprehensiveliterature review and an investigation
to establish the conceptual basis for the research.The second part describes specific case
studies of the FM positioning process that were underh*en in five organisations with
operations in Thailand, supported by document searches,semi-structured interviews and by
direct observations. By undertaldng cross-case comparisons, the changing patterns of
FM
between
their
support arrangementswere
and
organisational
characteristics
relationship
analysedand the main areasof decision within the FM positioning and repositioning process
the
from
inform
The
third part of the thesis which
identified.
these
studies
case
results
were
decision
framework,
develops
detail
key
in
the
seven
part
with
a
and
areasof concern
profiles
data
in
tools,
to
collection, option identification,
of
assist a systematic process
associated
evaluation, prioritisation, selectionand implementation of FM support arrangements.
The fDrth and final part of the Thesis reports on field trials of the proposed positioning
process.The trial included a critical exairunation of the practical applicability, potential use
and value of the approach by a sample of independent experts,with their suggestionsfor the
decision
framework
improvement
the
of
prototype
and its tools. The thesis
modification and
concludes with a detailed analysis of the field trial results, a revised and refined decision
framework for Positioning FK followed by a discussion of future opportunities for the
approach and the potential benefitsof further research.
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Chapter1: Introduction

Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Background to the Research
It is generally accepted that Facility Management (RA) has an important role in the
managementof facilities and services,all of which can contribute towards the relative success
facility
fifteen
last
failure
business.
Over
to
twenty
the
the
years,
organisatioes
of an
or
partial
managementhas becomeacceptedas one of the basic functions that all organisationsneed and
has beenadopted and developedwidely around the world (FMA, 2003,Reeves,2000).
Most FM practices share a common aim of providing support services to the
organisation to sustain its businessoperations and to underpin its strategy. The nature and
characteristicsof organisations are diverse and are likely tc) require rather different support
arrangementsat different times, in different sectorsand in different countries and cultures.
One of the crucial issues of facility management practice therefore, is how to provide and
manage support arrangements to meet the needs of a particular organisation within its
context This seemsto be a bask problem for organisationsof all kinds. First, how should they
select and position facility management arrangement to meet the specific needs of their
organisation? Second, what measures should they put in place to review, modify or
restructure thesesupport arrangementsas circumstanceschange?
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Although thesequestionsare of fundamental importance to all organisations,they do
not appear to have been addressedadequately or in any detail. Organisationstend to rely on
informal and intuitive decisionsor replicate the practice of other organisationsthrough simple
benchmarking information where available. Overall, one of two general approachesseemsto
be adopted. The first is the 'best practice' approach where an organisation looks to find and
apply a standard exemplar solution or a set of FM practice arrangementsthat are thought to
be 'ideal'. The second and most commonly adopted approach is 'ad hoc', where an
organisation believesthat its circumstancesare unique and that a specifically tailored solution
is necessaryon a 'one-off basis.These two approachesare not mutually exclusive however,
best practice solutions can be modifigd to suit specificcircumstances.
Thedkpplication of these approaches to FM can be considered at two levels: global
applications and local applications. The global application of FM is reliant on generic
knowledge, proven exemplarsand methods, and equivalent levels of expertise,education and
training, focusing on FM challenges that are similar and shared around the world. On the
other hand, local applications of FM are concerned with specific knowledge, established
customs and practices, the available expertise and skill base, and the priorities within a
particular set of local circumstancesand their cultural context In any situation, a balance
needs to be struck between global and local concernsand between generic and case-specific
have
become
important
local
Currently,
issues
FM
(Nutt,
2002a).
to
to
an
seem
approaches
further
in
to
the
for
FM
their
response
organisations
concern
many
practitioners and
expansion of globalisation and the standardised practices of multi-national corporations.
Here, there is a risk of polarisation between the tendency to move towards globalised and
FM
local
hand,
FM
the
towards
solutions, on
and
specific
and
on
one
generic
arrangements
the other hand. There is a need to be able to discriminate between those parts and aspectsof
for
local
be
FM
that
suitable
and
applicable
specific
concepts
might
global and generic
leads
basic
This
for
local
to
the
those
that
question of
conditions.
are not suitable
practice,and
how to decide on the degree to which generic practices should be adopted or adapted in a
particular country or specific set of conditions.
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1.2 Facility Management in Thailand
During the last decade,the growth and development of FM practices and associated
academic activities have spread to the Asia-Pacific region, particularly as a result of
globalisation,the investment programmes of multi-national corporations from the UK and the
USA, and the expansion of international associationssuch as the International Facilities
Management Association (IFMA), the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and
Facility ManagementAssociation of Australia (FMA). The development of FM practices and
educational activities is particularly advanced in Japan and Hong Kong (Lomas, 1999),and
FM is now emerging in other countries such as Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Thailand. In
Thailand, the term 'facility management' was first mentioned and debated in 1997
(Chotipanich, '2004a)and is now becoming recognisedmore widely, particularly within the
fields of building and property management The title of facility managerwas first adopted by
the multi-national corporations operating in Thailand, with the introduction of their
approachesand proceduresfor FM that had beendevelopedelsewherein the world. Recently,
the concept of FM has begun to be adopted by many large Thai corporations as they realise
the need to managetheir facilities and support servicesmore effectively and to resolvecurrent
problems, such as the increase of operating expensesand the need to comply with new
regulations concerning building safety and energy consumption. Furthermore, the economic
conditions and lack of new building investment finance,have forced them to look for ways to
manageexisting workplaces more intensively and efficiently to increasethe utilisation of their
physical resources.These issueshave raised the awarenessof facility managementgenerally
and have opened up the opportunities to learn from international practice. As a result, there
has beena trend of hiring international FM consultantsto assistThai corporations to establish
or reorganisetheir FM functions, to develop facility policy and strategy and to improve FM
practicesand procedures.Somehave invested in computer-aid facility managementprogr
to assist them in collecting information and building facility databasesto underpin these
developments.

While the concept of managing facilities and servicesin support of the core business
of an organisation might be new in Thailand, the practice of facility managementis not totally
new. Traditionally, facilities managementpracticeshave existed in relation to some building
services and facility maintenance, typically within a central administrative division, an
internal building department or a generalservicedivision. Here FM practice has involved the
provision of a limited range of routine servicesfocusing on operational issues and technical
work, serving bask needs within a short-term perspective.Knowledge, skills and techniques
have been developed through experiencerather than education and training. The existence,
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developmentand value of local knowledge and skills concerning facility managementpractice
cannot thereforebe overlooked.
The outsourcing of facility services has becomethe preferred approach in Thailand,
for organisations that need to concentrateon their core businessesand reduce the burden of
non-core management functions. It has also tended to replace many of the internal FM
operations in order to handle the increasing complexity of the more sophisticatedtechnology
of modem building systems.This has contributed to the recent growth of the facility service
industry. A survey of facility services' conducted in 2001,reported that there were more than
six hundred suppliers offering services relevant to facility management, mostly providing
basic building and facility services such as cleaning, housekeeping, security, building and
landscapemaintenance,etc. Thesesuppliers primarily provided labour and specialisedskills
for facility servicesunder short-term contracts of between one to three years.There were also
a small but growing number of FM service specialists,often operating their businessunder
other names such as Corporate Services igones Lang Lasalle, Thailand), and Total Facility
Services(Prompt Services company limited). Overall, a preliminary study of FM practices
found that organisationsand the public tended to be more familiar with the term of 'Property
Management' rather than 'Facilities Management, with the former title being commonly
recognisedas the inclusive set of building servicesfound in commercial office buildings and
condominiums.
The first FM conference in Thailand2 was held in 2002. The conferenceairned to
establish professional coherenceand to promote academicand professional developments in
the FM field. It was attended by one hundred and thirty representativesfrom many sectors
including FM service providers, property managementservice providers, property owners,
government agenciesand universities, etc, indicating an increasing interest and awarenessin
FM. Feedbackshowed that most participants intended to adopt or adapt conceptsdiscussedat
the conferencefor use in their organisations, and there was a strong demand for further
conferences.However, there is also a weaker side to FM developments in the country.
Although the potential contribution of FM is now recognisedby most large organisations;in
the private sector, the importance of facility management and performance is still not
appreciated by many local organisations and the governmental sector, where building and
support service issuesare generally given a low priority. Here the performance of facilities,
workplaces and support servicesis rarely linked to their core objectives and operations. In
11998-2001Student reports: Casestudy of FM practices,term paper for Facility ManagementCourseat
Faculty of Architecture, Chulalongkorn University, and A FM Supply Study by the Faculty of
Architecture, Chulalongkorn University, presentedto CMT company in 2002.
2FM Thailand 2002,organisedby Faculty of Architecture, Chulalongkorn University, 4-5July 2002.
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addition, the local culture and the legal context may have slowed FM developments and
progress. Thailand is well known for its tolerant culture, with a less demanding and less
critical approach than many other countries. It is common to find that building users tend to
tolerate breakdowns and interruptions to building services and that building owners can
tolerate relatively poor conditions and hesitate to spend on facility maintenance and
improvements. The current lack of building restrictions concerningtheir operational use, and
the relatively Iiinited health and safety regulations tends to reducethe priority given to facility
managementconcerns.
In summary, FM in Thailand is still at an early stage of development, with practices
divided into two general groups. First, there are the local practices that are small in scale,
technical and operational. Second, there are the large international practices that have
imported and adopted 'best practice' arrangementsfrom the LTK USA and elsewhere.On the
facility
limited
hand,
local
to
the
services,due
and
partial
able
provide
one
practicesare only
to their lack of integrative managementviewpoint and skills, while on the other hand, the
international practices seem to be excessive and too expensive to meet the local needs.
Arguably, both might not represent the Use model or an 'appropriaW model for FM
practicesin Thailand. This is a key challengeto professionalFM developmentsin the country.
In addition, FM still needs to establish a distinctive position that differentiates itself from
building
in
to
and
management
property
other associated activities particularly
relation
be
begun
has
FM
to
However,
the
recognised
general potential of
services management.
widely. This is indicated by the rapid growth in facility service demands, the interest in FM
education in the country and the pending building use regulations, which are raising the
be
in
New
the
facility
must
aware of
country
arrangements
practice
management.
profile of
the different circumstances,culture and context of Thailand when they wish to employ
management concepts from other countries and regions of the world. While the issue of
'positioning FNr is important in all organisations everywhere, it is of critical importance in
countries like Thailand where FM is at a very early stage of development. Here two urgent
questions need to be addressed (Nutt, 2002a):

e

To what degree can generic FM knowledge and international 'best' practice be imported
and adopted within Thailand?

*

To what degree should local, customised or alternative FM practices be developed and
employed within the Thai context?

Positimmg FM in Thaümd
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1.3 FM Knowledge and Research
In the UK and Europe, there is an on-going debateabout whether FM is an emerging
profession in its own right (Grimshaw, 1999;2003),with its own disciplinary base in a new
professional area of activity, or whether it is part of a wider multi-discipline coalition of
professional concerns.If FM is to develop as a profession, then it will be challenged to build
its own knowledge and managementskill base (Nutt, 1999;Grimshaw, 1992).Researchand
innovative practice win be needed to establish a securebody of 'professional' knowledge that
consistently advancesand develops to support the members of the profession and the public
that they serve (McLennanand Nutt, 1992).The need for FM researchhas beenstressedin the
UK for many years (Barrett, 1992). FM research is essential to -build a knowledge base,
methods and data to underpin practice and to develop a specialisedmanagementdiscipline
and profession (Grimshaw, 1992;Alexander, 1992;Nutt, 1999).To date, FM practice remains
reliant, to a considerableextent, on borrowed conceptsand techniquesfrom other disciplinary
areassuch as businessstudies, managementscienceand the property professions(Nutt, 1999).
It has few secure methods of its own to underpin good practice experience,and lacks the
support of practical theory. Furthermore, existing knowledge tends to be poorly disseminated
and understood by those in practice, most of whom work out of an operational and technical
base.

While to some extent, FM research faces similar problems to managementresearch
generally, it may not relate specifically to any particular researchideology or principle and
may require a different paradigm than other areas of research(Grimshaw and Cairns, 2000).
Its subject of study is socially basedand diverse and may require a wide range of ontological
and epistemologicalviewpoints. There are two general types of researchapproachesthat can
be applied to the study of FM: generic researchand casespecific investigations (Nutt, 1999).
Generic studies tend to be 'theory-led' involving the systematicinvestigation of a conceptual
position or hypothesis, supported by reliable data, with results validated prior to
implementation. They aim tD tackle problems that are common and fundamental to aH in the
field of study and their findings should be able to be implemented widely. On the other hand,
the case specific approach refers to studies that focus on the specific problems of a given
situation and the individual requirements of the commissioning organisation. They are
typically 'practical-led' and can result in short-term improvements and benefits for those that
are involved. The combination of thesetwo approachescan develop a body of knowledge for
FM that is theoretically sound and practically useful. A researchframework for exploring the
means for blending the generic knowledge with the local practice has been proposed (Nutt,
2002a; 1999). There is a need to gain in-depth knowledge and understanding about FM
Posifloning FM in Thafland
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practices in different regions and their relationship with cultural dimensions (Lomas, 1999;
Gillard and Yiqun, 1999).

'

Most seem to agree that FM researchshould enable practitioners and academicsto
bridge the gap between the practical knowledge, experience, and expertise of the facility
manager, and the needs and concerns of the end-user and their organisations (Nutt, 1992,
Grimshaw, 1992; Alexander, 1992) and that it should give emphasis to management rather
than technical issues(Barrett, 1992;Nutt, 1992a;1999).A number of key characteristicsof FM
researchhave been suggested(Grimshaw, 1992,NutI4 1992;1999,McLennan and Nut4 1992,
Barrett, 1992,Alexander, 1992):

FM researchshould be directed primarily at problems relating to, or arising from, the
managementof the support environment facility resourcesand support services,and to
innovations acrossthis field.
Its rationale should centre on supporting and informing managementdecisions.
It should be undertaken only in areas which can be investigated rigorously and
systematically,concentratingon researchableissuesand the manageableaspectsof facility
performance.
It should be mainly but not exclusively directed to post-occupancyproblems.
It needsto develop methodologies that are capableof encompassingthe human, physical,
integrated
dimensions
financial
technological
an
of
concern
in
and
spatial, environmental,
way.

1.4 ResearchObjectives and ResearchQuestions
The researchreported in this thesisbeganwith three basicpropositions that
The selection of an appropriate set of facility managementarrangements is essentialfor
the achievementof good facility managementpractice.However, neither the adoption of a
standard 'good practice' position nor a solution that is uniquely tailored to meet the
current specific needs and circumstancesof an organisation will necessarilybe the best.
Rather,an adaptive approach that reconcilesthe specific needsof the organisation and its
context with the global 'good practice' experienceand generic knowledge and principles
of FM, should be adopted.

In order to support the core operationsof an organisation,facility management
arrangements
needto respondto the specificneedsof that organisationand its context
However,although organisationsmay be widdn the sameregion, sector,culture and
PosidoningFM in Mudland
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context, they can require quite different arrangementsfor FM practice. There is no single
managementsolution that will suit all circumstances.
In addition, in order to sustain this support over time, FM practices wili need to be
reviewed, modified or restructured as organisational requirements and the business
environment changes.
Thesepropositions lead to the key questionsfor the researchas foflows:
How should FM policy, scope,role, function, and practice be positioned and structured to
support the needsof a given organisation?
9

What key factors need to be considered when selecting, positioning and structuring FM
support arrangements,policies and practices?
By what process of consideration and decision should FM arrangementsbe positioned
overall? What criteria and stagesof decision-makingshould be used?
From this theoretical position, the researchhad four practical objectives:
To gain insights into the issues that should normally be considered in positioning and
structuring FM support arrangements,policies and practices generally, with particular
referenceto FM developmentsin Thailand.

9

To investigate the degreeto which the development of decision frameworks, methods and
tools for positioning FM might have practical value.

9

To consider the potential benefits and problems of appbring these methods and tools in
practice.

*

To develop and test specific methods for positioning FM.

1.5 Thesis Outline
This chapter has set out the background to the research,its basic propositions, key
researchquestions and main objectives.This thesis consists of ten chapters, as illustrated in
Figure l(l), covering the four main stagesof the research
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Chapter Two reviews the literature sources, the theories, knowledge, opinions that
may be relevant to the area of study and other related published material that might inform
the research,to identify the issuesthat need to be addressedand to clarify the conceptualbasis
and context of the researchgenerally. The review covers five fundamental areas;the concepts
of organisational support, organisational support requirements, alternative forms of support
arrangements,the approachesfor linking demand and supply, and selectivegeneric decision
frameworks and techniques.Chapter Three sets out and develops a general theoretical basis
for undertaking research into the positioning of facility management, with the detailed
methodology for the researchdescribedand discussedin Chapter Four. This chapter outlines
the philosophical basisof the research,the approach that has beenadopted for conducting the
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study, the researchdesign and the main methods that have been used for data coHectionand
analysis.Chapter Five documents and analysesfive caseinvestigations that were undertaken
to examine FM practicesand positioning issuesin the real world. This chapter focuseson the
relationship between organisational requirements and FM provisions and their arrangements,
and the changes to this interface between demand and supply. Chapter Six undertakes a
cross-caseanalysis to compare the findings of each case study, their similarities and
differences, and the patterns of relationship between the key factors under investigation. In
the light of theseempirical findings, Chapter Sevenclarifies and further develops the generic
positioning concept and sets out the detailed basis for a multi-stage decision framework for
positioning FM. Chapter Eight describesthe set of field trials that were undertaken to evaluate
the applicability of the decision framework and its decision tools in practice, its strengths and
weaknessesas assessedby a group of experts, and discussesthe trial results and outcomes.
field trial helped to identify possible area for
Chapter Nine describeshow'the results of
-the
improvement and modification. Finally, Chapter Ten summarisesthe outcome of the research
generally. It discussesthe likely implications for FM practiceand the potential contributions to
theory development,with conclusionsand suggestionsfor further research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In the previous chapter the goals, objectives and context of the research were
introduced and the basic theoretical propositions and primary questionsfor the researchwere
set out This chapter describesthe review of the relevant issues,literature and theories that
was undertaken. It focuseson the key issuesthat are relevant to the selection of FM support
arrangementsand practices.The review involved the selection of available documentson the
topic, published information, ideas, date written evidence and opinions from particular
standpoints, and the examination of this information in relation to the research being
undertaken in order to understand the fundamental nature of the subjectof study (Hart, 1998).
The literature review had four main purposes. First, it examined the available knowledge,
theories and publications that might be relevant to the subject of the study. Second, it
identified gaps in the existing knowledge base and helped to clarify the important issuesfor
further consideration and development Third, it uncovered major differences in current
opinions concerning facility management functions and arrangements. Forth, it indicated
which key areasand factors of FM practice should be included within in any theoretical basis
for positioning FM.
This chapter starts with the review of the general conceptsof organisational support
concerning facility resourcesand support services.It reviews expert opinions and previously
published works on the factors that affect the support requirements of organisationsand the
key issuesthat need to be considered, describing the range of alternative support positions
that may be adopted. This is followed by the discussion of the linkage between the demand
for and the supply of organisational support arrangements,and an examination of available
FM decision methods and the generic basisof decision processes.After this literature review,
the main arguments and the rationale of this researchare re-examinedand discussed.

2.1 Organisational Supports
In any organisation,the realisation of their corporate objectivesand stratq*
on the support

of fDur primary

will rely

types of resources, their Financial Resources, Human

Resources, Physical Resourcesand Intangibles Gohnson and Scholes,1999; Lynch, 2003).
information, knowledge, intellectual capital and IT are also generally considered to be a
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further type of primary resourcethat all organisations need (Varcoe, 2000a).Acquiring and
managing these corporate resourcesis a crucial concern of organisations.The responsibility
for managing these resources normally falls on a set of 'support functiorW within the
organisationand can affect their competitive advantage(Daft, 2000;Porter, 1985).
While the essential importance of Financial, Human and Information resourcesare
recognisedwidely Gohnsonand Scholes,1999;Bender,1983),some authors suggestthat in the
past the importance of physical resourcesand their associatedservices have tended to be
undervalued by business(Baird, 2WI; RICS,2003;Nutt, 2004).Consequently,the management
of physical resources has also been neglected (Bennett, 2000). From an organisational
perspective,the physical resourcesupport functions tend to be incorporated under the general
headings of 'firm infrastructure' or 'business infrastructure' (Porter, 1985; Kincaid, 1994).
Infrastructure management belongs to the category of "support activities' which tend to be
viewed as ancillary; activities that while not directly part of the core business,are nevertheless
essentialto support the core business,enabling it to operate securely and effectively. Besides
the management of 'firm

infrastructure, support activities also commonly include

procurement, technologicalsupport systemsand human resourcemanagement(Porter, 1985).
Overall these support functions are needed to ensure that the primary activities of an
organisation that directly generateincome, or directly impact on businessproductivity, win
operate smoothly without disruption. From this perspective,in the past FM has been given a
relatively low priority by business,with no clear view of its supporting role and scope.Today
this viewpoint is no longer reasonable.Both the negative and positive impacts of facility
resourcesand support serviceson an organisatiorescore businessoperations and stakeholder
interestshave began to becomemore widely recognised.For example, outdated facilities and
poor services can be detrimentrl to organisations and employees, constraining work
performance, reducing productivity and damaging an organisations image (Nutt, 2004). In
the most critical circumshinces,deficienciesin vitoil support servicesto core operationscan put
the businessprocessesof an organisation directly at risk through operational failures. On the
other hand, appropriate facility resourcesand high quality support servicescan contribute to
an organisation!s business objectives,its operations, work performance and success(Nutt,
2004).In this respect,facility resourcesand support servicescan have a direct and significant
impact on the performanceof the business,the working environment and worker productivity
(Green,2004).They can be a key componentin organisational change,and have a major role in
reducing employee risks, improving life quality and well-being, and in promoting work
productivity and business compehme (Smith, 2003). In addition, the facility resources can
contribute to the generation of intangible value for organisations sim

ffie physical

environment and the quality of servicescan affect the image of an organisation to its client,
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customersand employees,facilitating their activities, contributing to morale and supporting
marketing and managementobjectives(Bitner, 1992).
Today there are signs that property and facility management is becoming more
directly aligned with organisationalobjectivesfor long-term businessadvantage(Jones,2000).
It has become recognised that the management of the physical resources can have a
considerablefinancial impact for an organisation (Goulet, 1999) and requires skills that are
different to those of other support activities (Youn& 2004). Operational support functions
constitutesa multi-disciplinary field that involves a variety of professionalconcerns,covering
be
knowledge
the responsibility of a single
that
cannot
and
expertise
a wide spectrum of
profession (Nutt, 2004,Grimshaw, 2003). In the past, the support activities associatedwith
facility operations and maintenance,facility planning and property management,and office
Over
(Thomson,
1990).
discrete
the
by
delivered
providers
of
service
set
administration were
last twenty years the managementof support activities has been developed and integrated
due to the increasing recognition of the important contribution of facility resources and
have
been
Increasingly
discussed
they
to
above.
support services organisationaloperations,as
(Rondeau
facility
formally
is
into
et. al.,
that
management
as
recognised
consolidated
a group
1995).The Facilities Managementtitle originated in the USA in the early 1980s(Price, 2003;
Thomson, 1990),but the history of facilities managementdefinitions can be traced back to the
late 1970s (Price, 2003; Rondeau et. al., 1995). The growth of FM has been propelled by
increasedbuilding complexity, the need to contain and reduce operating costs,and the need
for more productive and humane working environments. In the UK, the office sector initially
dominated the concerns of facility management practice, followed by the health-care sector
(Kincaid, 1996).Now, the facility management title has been adopted in most other sectors
such as education,retail, leisure and manufacturing.
The rapid developmentof FM is reflected in the growth of FM networks, associations,
institutions and quasi-professionalbodies in many countries over the last fifteen years. The
National Facilities Management Association (NFMA) was first to be formed. It was
Facilities
known
International
become
has
the
USA
in
in
1980,
the
as
and
established
Management Association (IFh1A), since 1982. IFMA has grown globally through the
LTK
first
In
FM
the
the
local
in
associationwas the
countries.
chapters many
establishmentof
AFM, establishedin 1986.Later it merged with IFM to form the British Institute of Facilities
Management(BIFM) in 1994.FM associationsand institutions have been establishedin many
FM
Euro
Japan.
FMA
Australia,
JFMA
in
Netherlands,
in
in
DFM
and
other countries such as
is a network organisationfor FM associationsand individuals acrossthe EEC countries.
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Although the term of 'facility management' has becomerecognised,widely around the
world, there are many different opinions about its purpose, scope and definition. Table 2(1)
provides a selectionof different definitions of facility management,there are many more.
Table 2(1) Definitions of FM
Source

FM Definitions

The US Library of
Congress(1982)

The practice of coordinating the physical workplace with the people and
work of the organisation, Integrating the principles of business
administration, architecture,and the behavioraland engineeringsciences.
Facility managementis a professionthat encompassesmultiple disciplines
to ensure functionality of the built environment by integrating people,
place,processand technology.
Facility management refers to buildings in use, to the plannin& design,
managementof occupied buiklings and their associatedbuilding systems,
equipment and furniture to enableand to enhancethe organisation'sability
to meet its businessor programmatic objectives.
The process by which an organisation delivers and sustains support
servicesin a quality environment to meetstrategicneeds.

International Facilities
Management(EFMA)
(early 1980s)
Becker(1990)

Centrefor Facilities
Management(CFM)
(1991)
Associationof Facilities The practice of coordinating the physical workplace with the people and
Management(ARA)
work of an organisation.
(1992)
UCL (1993)
The managementof facility resourcesand servicesto support the operation
of an organisationover time.
Alexander (1994)
The processby which an organisation ensuresthat its buildings, systems
nd servicessupport core operationsand processesas well as contribute to
chieving its strategicobjectivesin changingconditions.
Barrett (1995)
An integrated approach to maintaining, improving and adapting the
buildings of an organisation in order to createan environment that strongly
supports the primary objectivesof that organisation.
Kincaid (1996)
The process that provides the working environment which enables an
organisationto function.
FMA Australia (2002)
A businesspractice that optimises people, processes,assetsand the work
environment to support the delivery of the organisation's business
An integrated approach to operating, maintaining, improving and
adapting the buildings and infrashucture of an orgaridsationin order to
createan environment that strongly supports the primary objectivesof that
organisation.
The managementof infrastructure resourcesand servicesto support and
sustain the operational strategyof an organisation.
The integration of multidisciplinary activities
in the built environment
and the managementof their impact upon peopleand the workplace.

Atkin and Brooks
(2002)

Nutt (2004)
British Institute of
Facilities Management
(BUMCAM
EuropeanStandard,
CEN (proposed,2005)

An integrated process to support and improve the effectivenessof the
primary activities of an organisation by the managementand delivery of
agreed support services for the appropriate environment that is needed
I and to achieveits changing obiectives.

Thesedefinitions show the diversity of positions, scope,foci and remits of FM. Some
authors seefi-dsdiversity as a weaknessdue to the lack of a clear disciplinary or professional
coherent They suggestthat FM needsto settle on an agreedcommon definition and boundary
to its practices (Mole and Taylor, 1M; Tay and Oot 1999). Others see the variety of
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definitions as inevitable and as a strength, given the range of opinions and practicesof those
working in this rapidly expanding and diversifying area of managementexpertise(Nutt, 2000;
Grimshaw, 2003).Despite the variety of definitions and the diversity of FM practices,there
seemsto be a common consensusthat facility management is primarily a support function,
managing property, facility resources and services to meet the needs of organisations at
various levels (Nutt, 2002a). This supporting role of FM distinguishes it from business
managementand operations managementgenerally (Nutt, 2000).Most authors agreethat the
overriding purpose of facility managementis its support role which is able to co-ordinate and
integrate disparate operations and tasks to make an effective and holistic contribution to core
businessprocessesand operations (Grimshaw and Cairns, 2000). It should be noted however,
that some authors consider that FM could be seen as a part of core business functions (de
valence et. al., 2003; Alexander, 1994).Others believe that while FM is generally not a core
organisational concern, it can occasionally be so during periods of major organisational
change(Loosemore,2004).
Most agree that the basic purposes of FM are to support the operations and work
activities of an organisation and its staff, managing the work environment and associated
support services.A more ambitious viewpoint is that FM is a function that can manageall of
the physical resources,support services and working environments for an organisation to
support all of its core operations and strategies,within an integrated managementapproach
(BEPM,2003;Atkin and Brooks, 2000;Alexander, 19%). FM provides continuous support and
servicedelivery throughout the life cycle of the physical facilities and the businesslifecyclesof
the organisation. The main concerns of FM have included the cost-effective operational
performanceof the facilities, the efficient use of space,the managementand maintenanceof
facilities, service delivery effectiveness,and health and safety issues.FM can also contribute to
the creation and management of intangible assetsand value (Nutt, 2004; Green, 2004), the
modification and improvement of facilities, the adaptation of existing buildings and facilities,
the briefing and design for new and facilities, and strategic decisions concerning future
operationsand servicesoverall (Nutt 2000).
Given the diversity in the definitions and description of the FM function, the concept
of organisationalsupport has also beendevelopedfrom different perspectives.Thesedifferent
viewpoints may be grouped into seven main categories: workplace support, service
operations management, resource management, business support management, corporate
infrastructure management urban and community FM and the support environment.
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The most widely held view of FM is that it is responsible for 'workplace support
services'for the upkeep and servicing of the working environment (Cofts, 1999;Rondeau et.
al., 1995; EFMA, 2003), a management function controlling all of the disparate operations,
activities and services that enable an increasingly complex workplace to function. The main
objectivesof this workplace support function have been to improve the quality of the service,
to reduce costs and to improve the work environment, its safety and security. Workplace
support was the original focus of FM as evidenced by the 1982definition of the US Library of
Congress,arguably it is probably the most modest position and the most limited in scope.The
servicesincluded relate to a long list of routine facility operations and activities that support
businessoperations, work processes,employees,customers and consumers(Rondeau et. al.,
1995). Authors tend to place different emphasis on various aspectsof workplace support
Somefocus on the physical and environmental aspects,concentrating on the managementof
services that enable the building to operate properly and in good condition, ensuring user
comfort, safely and functional effectiveness(Kennedy, 1996).Here the central concernsof FM
relate to the facility, its building systems,equipment, furniture, and to work operations and
activities. Others suggest that FM responsibilities be mainly focused on workplaces and
functional spaceat the level of individual user support (e.g. Then, 1992;Becker,1990;Tay and
OoL 2001).In another and broader view, workspace is regarded as a businessresource, FM
focuseson the delivery of an enabling workplace environment with the optimum functional
space tD support business processesand human resources, enabling and enhancing the
organisation's ability to meet its businessobjectives(Becker,1990).Here FM concernsinclude
workplace policy and procedure, human behaviour and managementstyle. So overall, from a
workplace support perspectivethe FM function can include the co-ordination of all activities
related to planning, designing, and managing buildings and their systems,equipment and
furniture, its scope covering building acquisition and leasin& building operations, space
allocation, maintenanceand interior design (Becker,1990).
The concept of organisational support can also be considered from a service sector

perspective.From this position, FM has beenconsideredprimarily as a 'servicesmanagement'
function that encompassesall of the processesof serviceprovisions that are neededto support
an organisation and its activities (McLennan, 2004).FM functions and operations include a
number of service market segments,including property services,businessservices,caterin&
cleanin& security, maintenanceand engmeermgservices,wifltin a consolidated approach to
services management (BI17K 2003).This view emphasisesthe importance of reflecting the
services sector and customer focus within the concept of facility managemenL When
developed further it could place FM as an important component of the service economy with
FM focusing on'service operation nuknagement' as its central concern.
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Organisational support arrangements have also been considered from a resource
managementperspective.TIds approach has been routine in management,corporateplanning
and business studies for many years (Nutt, 2004). From the 'Resource Managemenf
perspectivethe organisational support involves the acquisition, allocation and managementof
all resources and the associated services that are needed to support and sustain an
organisation over time (Nutt, 2000). Four generic types of resource are always part of an
organisatioes support requirements; its Financial Resources,Human Resources,Physical
Resourcesand Information Resources.FM has important management interfaces between
each pairing of these four organisational resource types (Grimshaw, 2003). While the
management of Physical Resourcesis a primary responsibility of FM, the management of
Financial Resources, Human Resources and Information Resources are also partly its
responsibility. Within a resourcemanagementrole, FM provides a wide range of support both
operational and strategic, at various levels. Overall this view suggests that the strategic
contribution of FM will occur mainly through its support to an organisatioes 'operational
strategy' (Nutt, 2004).This concept emphasisesthat a balance of strategic and operational
alignments in the resource management profile needs to be maintained to fit the
organisatioWssupport requirementsand their changing context
One of the most common organisational support concepts for FM is a 'Business
Support Management' viewpoint (Barrett, 1995; Alexander, 1994; Atkin and Brooks, 2000,
Langston and Lauge-Kristensert,2002).This perspective,which includes many aspectsof the
three previously described concepts, sees FM as a business function responsible for the
strategic and operational planning and management of facility resources and non-core
business services, to support core business processesand operations of the organisation,
enhancing its performance and competitiveness. Here, the key role for FM is to match an
organisation's support requirements with its physical settings (Langston and LaugeKristensen, 2002), within an integrated business approach to operating, maintaining and
managing resourcesand servicesto underpin the organisation's goals. From this conceptual
position facilities and servicesare seenas a key businessresourcefor every organisation.
A number of more extensiveconceptsfor organisational support have been advanced
recently. One trend is towards total 'corporate infrastructure management' (Varcoe, 2000a;
Goulet, 1999; BIFM, 2003). In this view, FM could potentially encompass business
infrastructure supports of all kinds, including IT, corporate real estateand assetmanagement,
HR management and business services within its integrative management approach.
However, there have been challengesto this viewpoint, especially from academicssuch as
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Grimshaw and Cairns (2003)and Nutt (2004),on the practicalities of this position, given the
current competenciesof FM, its knowledge base and capabilities. Furthermore, a recent
survey of FM practitioners in North America (IFMA, 2001)indicated that this trend is most
unlikely to develop in the foreseeablefuture. Other, more realistic viewpoints for extending
the FM remit have beenoutlined (Robert,2000).He seesFM as a support function operating at
a larger scaleto encompassthe range of urban facilities and public serviceswithin 'Urban and
Community FW. Here, FM is becoming to be seen as a public and community level
management function (Roberts, 2004) with responsibilities for the management of public
infrastructure and its associatedcommunity services.Urban FM is primarily concernedwith
public interest and community well-being and many seethis position as a major opportunity
and challengefor the future development of FM.
FinaUy, the most recent concept of organisational support regards FM as the
management of the business 'Support Environment'. From Otis perspective, FM should
provide a comprehensivesupport environment to the entire organisation, coordinating and
integrating people, place and processesto create competitive advantage for the organisation
(Green, 2004). The challenge here is to manage the business support environment to
consistently meet the changing needs of the organisation,with an optimum use of resources
(Green, 2004). In any circumstance and at any level, the support environment should be
directed and managed to fulfil its functions, to achieve desirable outcomes, and to avoid risks
and failures of all kinds (Nutt, 2004). This view shares many common ideas with other
viewpoints, particularly those of resource management

This part of the literature review has indicated a variety of organisational support
concepts that might be adopted. Each of them representsa different scope, focus, mix and
prioritisation of organisational support arrangements. This leads to very different ideas
concerningwhich FM arrangementsmight or should be adopted. Thesewill be fully discussed
in section2.3.

2.2 Organisational Support Requirements
Since facility resources and support services are required to enable businessesto
operate their core functions effLactively, organisational support requirements have
traditionally been considered to lie at the heart of FM practice. Organisational requirements
and goals generate direct demand for facility resources, support services and facility
management skills and arrangements (Langston and Lauge-Kristensen, 2002), with the
primary operations of an organisation being a key factor in determining support function
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requirements (Porter, 1985).The relative importance or criticality of FM support win tend to
vary depending on the needs and characteristics of the organisation being supported
(Kindcaid, 1996).This section reviews expert opinions concerning the effectsof organisational
characteristicson their requirementsfor businesssupport from facility resources,servicesand
facility managementgenerally.
The term 'Organisation' is defined as a collection of interrelated elementsor groups
with a relatively identifiable boundary, rules, hierarchy, communication, and coordinating
systems,existing on a continuous basiswithin an environment, and engaging in activities that
are usually related to a set of goals (Hall, 2002).Organisations are generally considered to
consist of people, culture, structure, power, technology, objectives and business processes
(Boddy and Paton, 1998; Johnson and Scholes 1999; Daft, 2000) and comprise a dynamic
matrix of operations, both those that are primary business operations and those that are
support operations (Porter, 1985;Bennett,2000).Organisational characteristicsand dynamics
are affected by both internal and external factors. The internal factors refer to internal
processes,operations, politics, and the culture of the organisation (Cooke and Slack, 1991).
These factors tend to affect organisational structure, working methods and procedures.
Exterrudfactors rederto everything that, while outside of the boundary of an organisation,can
nevertheless potentially influence the organisation (Iiall, 2002). These factors include
technological innovation, legal regulations, political influences, economic conditions,
demographic,ecological,cultural and societalconditions. Theseexternal factors can constrain
or support the operations of organisations, affecting their policies, corporate arrangements,
working operations and markets. Overall both the internal and external factors can directly
and indirectly influence an organisation,the structuring of its elements,including its business
processesand managementdecisions(Hall, 2002;Cookeand Slack,1991;Gerloff, 1985).
Basedon their main functional purpose and core business operations, orgardsations
have been categorisedinto a number of traditional sectors, including financial, commercial,
educational, healthcare,manufacturing, etc. (Hall, 2002).Organisations in different business
sectorstend to depend on different setsof facility resourcesand servicessince the requirement
and relative importance of facility resources to core business operations vary by
organisational sector (Price, 2004; McTennan, 2004, Nutt, 2002a). In some industries the
support finxtions attract little attention. in other industrial sectors,the Fm support services
can be a crucial operational element with significant impact on the successof that company.
For example, organisations witidn sectors such as retail, hotel and leisure, critically require
facilities and services that support the activities of their customers and employeesdirectly
(Bitner, 1992). The environment and condition of facility are very Important to the
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organisatiorLsin these business sectors.- So different degrees of dependence on facility
resourcesand serviceslead to different sets of organisational requirements (Price, 2004).For
instance, maintenance management functions are usually crucial to organisations that face
high operational failure risks, e.g. acute hospitab, airports, railways, nuclear plants, etc. In
other businesses,the conditions and qualitative ambienceof the facility and its location can be
important, as in universities and business parks. The quality of facility services tends to be
most important to businesseswhere public customer impact is direct and immediate, such as
retail sites and hospitals. The potential responseof organisations to improve the services to
support their core businessactivities and to reduce negative impacts also varies from sector to
sector (Grimm, 1994, Price, 2004).This issue leads to the chtssic debate about the level of
contribution that strategic FM can make to the core business.It may be argued that in most
organisationsand for most of the time, support servicesare important butnon-critical' (Nutt,
2004).FM rarely has direct impact on corporate failure or success,except to those facilityreliant organisationswhere their facility portfolio and its distribution are criticaRy linked to
businessoperations.In this sense,the strategic contribution of FM tends to occur mainly at the
operational strategy level (Nutt, 2004).It can contribute at the businessstrategy level in cases
where the facflity is an integral part of the business,e.g. hospitaL shopping mal], hotels, and
so on. Nonetheless it should be remembered that FM can occasionally be important and
critical to an organisation's business strategy, so the balancing of operational and strategic
support capabilities of FM has to be considered.
In providing organisationalsupport at the operational IeveL there are two basic needs
that have to be considered: operational needs and human needs, both being important in
relation to the performance of the organisation. Operational needsconcern the requirements
of an organisations primary operational process in transforming its input resources into
output products or services(Johnsonand Scholes,1999).Satisfying theseneeds are critical to
the overall performance,competitivenessand survival of the organisation. According tc) the
operational managementliterature, organisations require sufficient facility resourcecapacity,
technology and location to support their operational processes.These operational needs can
be identified from the organisations policy and its operation strategy concerning operational
goals and capabilities and with the technology required (Daft, 2000).Organisational policy
commonly refers formally agreed intentions, objectives, guidelines, standards, and broadly
stated course of action to be followed in making decisions (Robbins and Coulter, 2003;
Schwartz, 1984). An organisation's policy documentation may state, indicate or imply an
organisation'sfundamental operational issuesincluding level of resourcesrequired and used,
the structure of the organisation, its management style and the priorities of each of its
operations (Pettinger, 2002). In many ca
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requirements and expectations for facility resources,services and FM support However,
public sector organisationsand large corporate organisationsare more likely to have clearly
stated policies concerning their support requirements. Ideally, organisational policy will
elaborate on support requirements, the allocation of resources, workspace design and
allocation, service levels, quality standards, and the methods for service delivery, and will
help to clarify how organisational and business objectives might affect FM strategy and
operations (Atkin and Brookes,2000).The other type of need is human or employee needs.
Satisfying employee needscan make an important contribution to motivating them to work
effectively, resulting in higher productivity and performance(Rosenfeldand Wilson, 1999).In
most organisation and HR management literature, the basic employee needs are classified
according to Maslow's hierarchy of needs which include physiological, safety, affiliation,
esteemand self-actualisation(Boddy and Patton, 1998;Morgan, 1986;Hatch, 1997).Somealso
mention the ERG need theory of Alderfer as a practical approach that covers three basic
Huchzynski,
(Buchanan
'GrowtW
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and
needs
needs;
needsand
needs,
2004).Basedon thesetheories,all organisationswill require good and safeworking conditions
to satisfy the physiological needs of their employees (Boddy and Paton, 1998), while
additional facilities and servicescan enhanceemployeeloyalty and esteem.
Each organisation will have a distinct culture which can also have a major effect on
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associations,suppliers, an employee's family, competitors, customers, government, and
community interests.Sevenmajor groups of stakeholdersare normally mentioned in relation
to support arrangement concerns: shareholders or investors, business sector interests,
customers and consumers, occupants and employees, suppliers, the local community, and
society and government (Alexander, 1996). Stakeholder interests can affect the demands,
priorities and standards, and quality of organisational supports (Nutt, 2002a). Each
stakeholder has a different set of interests in the organisation and its business, and
organisationsneed to balancethe demands and expectationsof all of their stakeholders.Some
times, the interests of stakeholders can tend to be in conflict one with another. For example,
facility investors are concerned with the return on their investment and the long-term asset
value of the property holding, while the employeesare interested in their workplace services
and the environmental quality and safety of the building However, most tend to agreeon the
need to occupy a functionally suitable building at low cost (Smith, 2003).FM need to provide
and managethe support servicesthat meet the requirements of all stakeholdersin a balanced
way.
Recently,development in communication and information technology has generated
a range of opportunities through which organisations and their employees can work more
flexibility, both in time and place. As a result, organisationsand their employeesare becoming
less dependent on a single place of work (Grimshaw and McLennan, 2004). Today
organisationstend to have different workplace requirementsin terms of time and place (Nutt
and McLennan, 2000). Four basic types of organisation work circumstances have been
investigated: work conducted at the same place at the same time, at the same place but at
different times, at different places but at the same time, and at different places at different
times. There are well established twmds in the diversification of work practices, more
responsiveworking arrangements,the global dispersal of work, new multi-venue and multilocation ways of working, and the space-timemanagementof facilities (Harort, 2000).These
new forms of work and more flexible forms of employment are generating new demands for
the accommodationof businessactivities and facility support (Bradley and Woodlin& 2000).
The new geography of workplace location, work processesand work logistics, requires
different business support arrangements in terms of quantity, quality, diversity and
functionality (McGregor, 2000). Changing work patterns and workplace requirements are
resulting in different resource allocation procedures, the logistic management of space and
support services,and quite different setsof organisationalrequirementsfor FM support (Nutt,
2000).It is probable that support requirementswill becomeeven more diverse in the future as
the working environment needs to becomemore adaptive and agile, capable of responding
quickly to the changing demands of corporate strategy as well, as individual requirements
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(Young, 2004). Organisations will require new forms of support services to satisfy the
demands of the distributed workplace, its space-time complexity, changing social
relationships and work culture, within an employee'swork-life balance.
Management theory has tried to understand and explain organisational changes
through the stagesin the development life-cycle (Hall, 1987;Quinn and Cameron,1983,etc.).
There are various viewpoints about the number of stageswithin the organisational,lifecycle.
At the simplest level, an organisational life-cycle can be described as a birth phase, a
transformational phase and death stage (Hall, 1991; Rosenfeld and Wilson, 1994). Many
describethe lifecycle in four stages;an inception/entrepreneurial stage,a growth/collectivity
stage,a stable/ formalised control stage, and a diversification/elaboration stage (Quinn and
Cameron, 1983; Kimberly and Miles, 1980; Daft, 2004), while other authors describe
organisational lifecycle in five stagesor more (Hatch, 1997;Galbraith, 1982).Although these
authors describethe number of organisational development stagesin different ways basedon
different issues,they commonly agree that each of these development stageshas particular
organisational.characteristics and is dominated by different management priorities, power
balance, human resource needs, motivation, leadership style, degree of coordination, crisis
and emphasis (Smith et. al., 1985, Rosenfeld and Wilson, 1994; Hatch, 1997). Quinn and
Cameron suggest that these different models of organisation lifecycle share some common
characteristics,and can be integrated into four common stagesas shown in Table 2(2). The
inception/entrepreneurial stage is typified by innovatiom creativity and marshalling of
development
the
of external
acquisition,
resources,with organisational emphasison resource
supports, and preparing for businessgrowth. In the growth/coltectivity stage,organisations
base,
its training, morale and
human
development
the
to
the
resource
of
give emphasis
cohesion,establishing cooperation acrossall parts of the organisation and meeting employee
has
important
The
of
growth
an
organisation
and customer needs.
size and rate of
implications for its support requirements and the FM remit (Mitchell, 1994).Michell notes
that smaller organisations tend to reqube lower initial standards of services, with tighter
spaceconstraints, and smaller levels of resourceavailability. In the stable/formalised control
stage, organisations give emphasis to organisational stability, the efficiency of production,
diversification/elaboration
in
the
Firuilly,
stage, the
corporate rules and procedures.
managementwill tend to prioritise the monitoring of the external environment in order to
renew itself or expand its domain, or both. These patterns indicate that organisational
activities and structures in one stage are not the same as the activities and structures at
duration
The
the
thning
of stagechangesand
another stage.
of each stage,will clearly vary by
organisational characterisft,

circumstances and conditions (Quinn and Cameron, 1983).

SomeorgaruLsations
might reachthe t1drd stagevery quickly, while odw might not
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Table 2(2) OrganisationalLifecycle
STAGE I
Inception/
Entrepreneurial

STAGE2
Growth/
Collectivity

" Small
" Informal structure
" Investment
awareness

0 Larger
0 Rapid growth
0 Formal
organisational
structure.
functionally based
0 Investment-oriented

STAGE3
Stability/
Formalisation and
Control
* Larger and older
e Average growth
* Centralised.
organisational
structure

STAGE4
Diversification/
Elaboration of
0 Large
0 Declining
9 Diversified/
Decentralised
organisational
structure
0 Reform

(Source: Adapted from Quinn and Cameron, 1983)

Organisational changesaffect the size and structure of the business,working patterns
and the needsfor facilities and support environment (Alexander, 19%). Organisationstend to
have different requirements for facility resourcesat different stages of their organisational
development (Cowan et. al., 1969).For example, at the early inception stage,with small scale
operations and limited resources,organisations tend to look for cheap accommodation at
secondary locations. At the start of the growth period4 organisations naturally require more
spaceand acquire additional facilities usually by movin& balancing out the quality of location
and higher rents against the type and quality of accommodation needed. As growth
continues, more significant facility investment may be required and the diversification of
facility locations tends to increase.Towards the end of the grown phase,when organisations
have become well established,they may consider building their own accommodation.The
early studies of Cowan et. al. were surprised to discover the extent to which organisations
facilities,
because
dissatisfaction
their
in
with
and the wide range of
moved entirely or part
of
reasons which caused a facility to become unsatisfactory. This work indicated that the
provision of spacewas a major factor in the decision structure of any growing organisations,
and that the pattern of their growth often forced them to changetheir plans, to improvise, and
to accept expedient solutions.

it is to be expected &at fitcility requirements will change as organisations expand,
merge, diversify, restmcture, stablise or downsize (Hinks, 2002) and support environment
priorities will tend to reflect organisational circumstances,different business climates and
market conditions (Nutt, 2002a).Generally, organisational.change can occur either within
stable periods or unstable circumstance.Stable circumstancesrefer to the time periods when
organisations are in a broadly unchanging state, or have steady growth with small scale
incremental dump, while unstable circumstancesrefer to periods of high uncertainty, under
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rapidly changing, turbulent and unpredictable condidons that might entail significant
organisationalchange.It has been suggestedthat in stable periods, FM functions tend to give
priority to the securemanagementof routine operations and operational supports. In contrast,
during unstable periods of rapid change, the strategic functions of FM will need to receive
priority in order to modify or reform the support environment, reducing risks and gaining
advantages for the organisation in its changing circumstances (Nutt, 2002a). Strategic
plannin& contingency arrangements and rapid adjustments are normally required in these
unstable periods. The priorities and criticality of key FM functions tend to change over time.
The term 'criticality' generally refers to events, relationships or changesthat determine the
degreeto which any FM function or service is consideredto be critical to the core businessof
the organisation (Loosemore,1998).Loosemore'scasestudies found that a set of FM functions
were given high priority in some situations, but might not in other circumstancesand that
'criticality' could be an intermittent, continuous, short term or long term consideration.These
findings lead to an argument that the distinction between'core' and 'non-core' activities is not
always a permanent feature. Loosemore'sstudies suggestthat FM issuesthat were generally
considered to be non-critical and 'non-core' support functions during stable periods, often
became critically important 'core' concerns for the organisation during periods of major
change.Once the organisational changes were completed, then these critical 'core' concerns
reverted to 'non-core' issues with low 'criticality' (Loosemore, 2004). According to these
studies, there might be no singly preferred point of balancebetween FWs operational and
strategicmanagementrole. Rather, that the balanceof operational and strategic support from
FM needs to be considered in relation to the organisatioes changing requirements under
stable and unstable circumstanc-es,with the priorities of FM re-assessedand adjusted from
time to time.

Corporate organisations that have operations in several regions of the world need to
be aware of any contextual and cultural differences that might have an impact on their
support requirements (Bucluman.and Huchzynskt 2004).Issuesassociatedwith the culturaL
legal, environmental, economic and social context can give rise to different sets of
requirementsand different national and regional priorities for FM practice and arrangements
(Nutt, 2002a).The contextual influence on FM practicesin Asia have been observedby Wong
(2000),particularly in relation standards, perceptions, and quality of service. He describes
how the differences in conditions and specifications for facilities, standards and costs can
affect FM practice, emphasisingthat FM practitioners need to be sensitive on cultural issues.
For instance, Southeast Asian countries currently have lower standards and expectations
when compared to those of the UK and USA, due to the stagein their economicdevelopment,
cultural toleranceand local preferences.It is therefore to be expectedthat FM arrangementsin
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different countries will tend to adopt different standards of practice in respectto regional and
local preferences,beliefs,values, and culture.
It should be noted that the extensive literature concerning corporate organisations,
organisational.theory and business management tends to ignore or pay little attention to
organisation. support requirements and the business support environment While many
publications provide basic lists of types of support, few consider them in any detail. Although
Porter provides general framework for describing the 'value chain' in relation to the key
functions and activities of organisations, there is little detail on the range and extent of the
support required or the management of its provision. Likewise, the 'content theories'
concerningemployee'sneedsand motivation as used in HR management,tend to focus on the
strategy and approach for meeting these needs in relation to businessoperations and reward
systems,but not through support requirementsdirectly.
Overall, the literature review indicates that the support requirements fDr facility
resources,support servicesand FM arrangementswill need to vary with organisational types
and characteristics, locations and business circumstances. In addition, these support
requirements will change from time to time. A number of factors that affect organisational
support requirements, which in turn influence FM support arrangements,were highlighted.
Any FM approach will need to be contingent on these organisational issues and their
variations (Grimshaw, 1999),with the following key questionsneeding to be addressed:

*

What are the key factors and issuesin a particular set of organisational circumstancesthat
will contribute to its organisational support requirements?
What organisational.issues should be examined when arranging and structuring FM
practicesand services?
How can impending clumSesto organisational support requirements be identified or
predicted?

2.3 Alternative Support Arrangements
Given the diversity of organisational characteristics, circumstances and support
requirementsas describedin the previous section,it should be expected that a diverse range
of FM support positions will be in place from which a variety of FM practices are currently
conducted. In this section, the fliesis explores alternative support arrangements for FM
practice, including the scope and remit of FM, its organisation and structure within an
organisation, and its management emphasis whether priority
PödäordngFM in ThaMM4
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management,
different

business

combination

support,

customer

and employee

support,

support

services,

or to

of these (Nutt, 2002a).

FM Remit

While the supporting role of FM is widely recognised, there is considerable
disagreementabout the scopeof FM (Nutt, 2002a)with different views about its purpose and
the range of responsibilities and functions. These viewpoints can be categorisedunder three
generalheadings:the limited remit, the moderate remit and the extensiveremit
From a limited remit position, FM is about ensuring the day-to-day functional
performance of property and the delivery of bask support services. This common and
traditional viewpoint considers FM as a largely building-related set of activities focusing on
the operational issues involved in the routine management of facilities and services (Price,
2003).From this perspective,FM focuseson ensuring that the organisation and its staff have a
dependableand on-budget servicewith the best possible site, space,facilities, furnishings, and
support systems to serve their needs (Rondeau d at., 1995). FM covers a limited scope of
building operations and services, such as building maintenance to structure, fabric,
mechanicaland electrical, plant, alterations and minor repairs, spacemanagement,statutory
compliance, security and health and safety, utilities and energy managemenk insurance,
fittings and furniture, cleanin& and other minor administrative duties (Avis, 1994;Kennedy,
1996;Cordy, 2002).This tightly focused view is primarfly concernedwith the administration
and operation of individual premisesand their support services,which can be grouped into
five typical groups: property servic-es,amenity services, administrative services,hospitality
servicesand communication services(Kennedy, 19%).
The second position, the moderate FM remit, covers a wider field of activity (Nutt,
1999),and is responsiblefor the provision and managementof many varied services(Barrett,
1995)including the managementof property and corporate real estate,businessinfrastructure
management,distributed facilities and workplaces and facilities, and all employee and user
servicesthat are required tD support the processes,operationsand activities within the facility
So the scope of facility management can cover all aspects of property management,space
allocation and management, environmental control, health and safety, and all associated
support services(Alexander, 19%). The Australian FMA's position seesfacility management
responsibilities ranging from those with a very high level of decisions authority within an
organisation and contributing directly to strategic plannin& resource acquisition and
deployment, to those managing the routine day-to-day operations of the facilities TMA,
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2003).Within the 'moderate remit' position, FM embracesa broader range of services,many
more than thoseassociatedwith building operations and maintenancealone (Aston, 1994,Best
et. at., 2003). More than twenty-five support services are typically included within the
responsibilities of FM (Momson, 1990).The scope of FM servicesdefined by IFMA includes
long-range facility planning, annual facility planning, facility financial forecasting and
management,real estateacquisition and disposal, interior spaceplanning, work specifications
and installation and spacemanagement,architectural and engineering planning and design,
new construction, renovation work, maintenanceand operations maintenanceof the physical
plant, telecommunications integration, security and general administrative services (IFMA,
2003).

Many have suggestedthat the FM remit couId be wider stilL covering an extensive
range of responsibilities.Most notably the BIFM has claimed that FM will becomerecognised
as a crucial strategicbusinessdiscipline (BIM

2003).The extensiveFM remit as suggestedby

the BEFMincludes a vast range of FM services,encompassingcorporate assetmanagement,IT
services,financial services,customer service managementand businessperformance delivery
services (BIFM, 2002). Others have suggested that the FM remit should encompass the
managementof integrated businessinfrastructure support at Board level (Beckerand Steele,
1995),and that the FM title might eventually include HR and IT (Goulet, 1999).All of those
who advocatethesemore extensiveremits for FM tend to agreethat an even broader range of
service responsibilities will be required in the future. They suggestthat the range of services
will need to include financial management, information and communication management,
assetand property management,infrastructure and project management,quality management
and risk management services (Bernard Williams Associate,1994). Cotts sets out the most

extensiverange of servicescovering fourteen types of support, with more than forty
individual servicesidentified, ranging from generaladministrativeservicesto real estate
acquisition and disposal (Cotts, 1999).Basedon these viewpoints across the 'limited',
'moderaWand'extensive'FM remit positions,a detailedoverviewof the rangeof FM services
hasbeencreatedto inform the theoreticalbasisof this thesis,asillustratedin Figure2(l). This
showstheninemostcommongroupsthat wereidentifiedthroughthe literaturereview.These
ninegroupsare;realestateand propertymanagement,
projectmanagement,
maintenance
and
repairs,building operationsand services,office services,planning and programming,space
phnuungand management,
operations,administrationand management,
employeesupport
andservices.
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Figure 2(l) FM ServicesRemit
Figure 2(1) includes an undefined tenth group - 'Other. This undefined group is
included to ensure that future possibilities are riot overlooked. So the serviceshat have been
suggestfrom the 'extensive' remit viewpoints, together with service innovations in the future,
would be included here, as and when they are introduced. For example, in the recentyears the
scope of FM service has been extending beyond the services that are normally provided
within the site or the facility. In some "best' practice cases,serviceshave been broadened to
cover issuessuch as life-style management,personal and family support, the managementof
the journey to work and the facilitation of local amenities uses (Chiswick Park, 2WI; Roberts,
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2004).FM is also becoming more involved in community and environmental services and
their management, such as waste management, transportation management and logistics,
residential care and educational support (Roberts, 2004). The participation of FM in PFI
schemesrequires FM to deliver support servicesover the long term according to the specific
needsof a given projects (Jones,2000).Other social supports for the organisations business,
its clients, customers, employees and public at large should be expected, as the scope of
facility managementpractice continues to expand rapidly (Nutt and McLennan, 2000;Nuttý
2004). In these circumstancesit would be shortsighted to rely on any single or standard
viewpoint As organisational requirements, businessoperations, community needs and work
patterns continue to diversify, it is likely that 'other' innovative services will be included
within the FM remit to support new operational and strategic demandsin the future.
Support ServicesArrangements

Given the wide range of support services wid-dn the FM remit, individual services
cannot be expected to be of equal importance to an organisation, its businessprocessedand
operations.Support servicescan be categorisedwithin three bask levels of relative importance
(Nutt, 1997).First there is the 'inner shell of support' of those services that provide vital
support to the core operations of the organisation at all times. Deficiencieshere put the core
businessesat risk Second,the 'middle shell of suppore provides routine but essentialday to
day support services.Third, there is an 'outer shell of suppore consisting of servicesthat are
only required occasionally but, when they are required, they entail specialist knowledge and
skills that are not normally available within organisations. Given the differences in
organisationalobjectivesand businessoperations, a variety of emphasesbetween theseshells
of support should be expected.Support service

tend to be structured according

to their criticality for business continuity and their relative importance to employees,
customersand consumers (Nutt, 2002b).Support servicescan be packaged and managed in
different ways, with at least four ways in which they are commonly structured (Bennett,1999;
Nutt, 2002a).First, support services can be considered as a set of individual services, disaggregated packages within an 'office services' package, a 'building services' package, a
'customer servicee package, and so on. Second, support services may be considered as a
'property services' package-an aggregatedpackageof property and support services,within
which property concerns are the main focus. Third, support services can be arranged as a
package of 'business services, an integrated set of support services within a service-based
business strategy. Forth, support services may be arranged within a totally integrated
'infrastructure services'or TFM package(DeutscheBank, 2003).
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The arrangements for service delivery across the wide range of service types have
become an important issue for organisations. Identifying service delivery options and
selecting the preferred delivery method is an important issue fDr FM practice (Jones,2000).
Support services can be delivered by the organisationýsin-house staff, or external service
providers, normally termed 'contracting out' or 'outsourcing' (Barrett, 1992,Payne,2000).The
outsourcing of support serviceshas become popular in recent times and many suggestthat it
can provide financial advantagesfor the organisation (Kabanis, 2003),releasingstaff time for
core businessactivities. A combination of the two types of service delivery arrangement may
be adopted to provide a range of 'mixed-sourced' solutions under a variety of partnership
undertakings (Atkin and Brooks, 2000,Buckley and McFadzean,1994).Some authors claim
that an appropriate strategy for service delivery procurement and partnering could improve
the businesscompetitivenessof an organisation (Anderson and Rajagopal,1994,Buckley and
McFadzean,1994).OveralL the selection of the service delivery method will depend on the
policy, goals and criteria of the organisation (Bernard Williams Associate,1994;Aston, 1994;
Grimm Ct.41.,1994;Kennedy,1996;Szigeti and Davis, 2002).
When outsourcing is adopted, organisations have a number of options for arranging
their service contracts. At its simplest, there are three bask approachesto grouping support
serviceswithin an outsourcing contract: individual, bundling and total facilities management
(Barrett, 1995). First, organisations can enter to separate contacts for each single service
(Payne, 2000), each service being tendered and managed individually within the service
portfolio overall managed by the FM team. This method probably has the lowest risk, but
tends to be highly complex to handle due to the large number of contracts. The second
approach is bundling contracts or multi-service contract clusters (Payne,2000).Here services
are arrangedinto a small number of groups based on the different qW

and technical

complexities of servioesand the different levels of skill, experienceand knowledge that are
required. Different service bundles will therefore tend to reflect different manpower and
equipment availability, and the organisational structure and capabilities of the service
provider (Grimm et. al., 1994).The third approach has been pioneered under the title of 'Total
Facility Management' (ITM). This is a comprehensive approach to FM service delivery,
managedby a single company,where all servicesare bundled within a total'managed' service
(Payne,2000,McGregor, 2000),with the client relinquishing direct control of the management
of facilities (Alexander, 1995).To some authors, this approachesis considered to be the most
convenient and cost effectiveway to handle all facility services,but there can be major risks of
system failure, since everything depends on a single contract, the performance of a single
outsourced provider, and the financial viability of its business.Finch (1996)argues that each
method of contracting has many variants within
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apportionment, contractual relationships, incentives, reliability and robustness. No single
method can provide a perfect solution for all organisations. The adoption of a particular
service delivery approach can affect the role of FM (Bernard Williams Associate,1994). For
example, a total in-house FM arrangement is adopted then it will be unable to avoid the role
of service operators alongside other management functions. By undertaking a total
outsourcing approach, FM can adopt a role of 'management agene or 'client representation,
co-ordinating and monitoring the work and performanceof the external servicesuppliers.
Management Responsibilities

As the remit and functions of FM have been extended, the management
responsibilities of FM have diversified further. At least six functional characteristicsthat are
function,
function,
have
been
FM
identified;
the
the strategic
technical
to
economic
related
function, the social function, the service function, and the professional function (Grimshaw,
2003).Each function has particular concerns and priorities. For example, FM as a technical
function tends to be concerned with maintaining the practical utility of the physical
infrastructure and plant with emphasison building, operations, maintenanceand repair. FM
as a strategic function is concerned with forward planning, the anticipation of change, the
acquisition and adaptation of physical infrastructure resources to support organisational
developments.In recentyears,someFM teamshave developed an additional function, that of
the 'intelligent client, with responsibility to represent the organisation on all facility and
facility management issues, including the procurement and allocation of a significant
proportion of the organisatioWsresources,client representation and providing contingency
support arrangementsfor the organisation (Anderson and Rajagopal,1995).
it is widely recogrdsedthat FM can have responsibilities at both the operational and
strategic levels (Alexander, 1994;Thomson, 1990;Barrett, 1995,Nutt; 2002a).Operational FM
responsibilities involve meeting and satisfying the current operational support needs of the
organisation, while the strategic responsibilities of FM relate mainly to future situations and
needsand to the changing demandsof orgartisationsover the lorter term (Barrett, 1995).Other
authors suggestingthat FM also operatesat a tactical level, particularly in relation to service
provision and logistics in the short term (Robathan19%; Stephens,1994;Langston and LaugeKristensen, 2002).This thesis focuseson the operational and strategic levels of FM support
only, since theseprovide a practical'real-W distinction as evidencedin the literature review.
There are two schools of thought about the printary managementemphasis of FhL
TraditionaBy, service providers, facility managers and property management
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have argued that the primary emphasis of FM should be at an operational level, focusing on
day-to-day processesand tasks operations and short-term managementconcerns(Avis, 1994).
From this practical operational viewpoint FM provides a secure,safe and effective working
environment which is essential to the performance of any business, whatever its size and
scopeof works.
The other school of thought, mostly academics,facility directors, senior consultants
and FM associations and institutions, argues that FM should also have primarily
responsibilities at a strategic level. From their perspective,FM has a strategic function within
an organisation, which will directly affect businessperformance (e.g. Alexander, 1996;Then,
2002).Many authors suggest that FM should provide management services that meet both
strategic long-range and short-term operations (Rondeauet at., 1995;Thomson, 1990,Nfitchell,
1994),and that the strategic dimension of FM should include responsibility for the long-term
planning of essentialresourcesto support the strategic intent of the core business.A further
group of authors suggestthat FM should have a balanceof emphasisbetween operational and
strategic levels of support, undertaking these two roles at the same time, to support both an
organisation's current needs and future demands (Nutt, 2004; Barrett, 2000; Grimshaw, 1999).
In this sense, FM encompass the functions of management and administration

that link

strategic and operational issues one with the other (Barrett, 1995).

FM Structure

The structure of a facility departinent or group in relation to an organisations
structure as a whole, is a critical factor affecting the level of managementinvolvement and its
decision making authority and the potential role of FM within the businessprocess(Barrett,
1995,Bernard Williams Associate,1994).The organisation of FM arrangementsshould reflect
not only the short-term resource needsto deliver agreedFM support levels and services,but
also the changing needs of the parent organisation and its long-term plans for development
(Cotts, 1999).Given the variety of organisational requirements, it is unlikely that a standard
organisational structure for FM departments could be developed (Barrett, 1995),however a
basic range of alternatives would be of valite and attempts to ckssify the types of ways in
which FM can be organisedhave beenundertaken (Kaya and Alexander, 2005).Their research
indicated that the characteristics of FM organisation depend on its relations to the
environment the expectations of personnel, the degree of organisational change that is
anticipated, the visibility to customers and procurement options given the availability of
service providers, rather than its sector. As a result of their research, a prototype FM
organisation classification model was proposed. The model based on 'systems thinking',
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suggestsnine key factors, including organisational change,customer feedbackand visibility of
services,personners profile, structure of supply chain, hierarchy, formalisation, specialisation,
geographicaldispersion and relative size of FM, and three classesof FM organisations,which
are high criticality/high visilifity, low criticality/low visibility, and multi-site high
criticality/high visibility. Others have suggested that FM departments might be organised
around three bask forms: a servicesdesign form, a geographic form of design and customer
design form (UMA, 2001).For example,with the service design, facility groups are organised
and structured according to the nature of the services being provided, where as with the
geographic form of design, facility groups are organised according to the geographic
distribution of work and the location of facility sites.With customer design, facility groups are
organised according to the types of service customer groups, regardless of the variety of
servicesprovided to the customers.
Many issues need to be considered when orgardsing and structuring FM
arrangements.IFMA identifies eleven important factors that should be considered;the ability
to meet customer needs, the total number of facilities and locations, organisational growth
expectation, the number of employees, the financial status of the organisation, product or
service orientation, codes and regulations, company culture and history, outsourcing policy,
and the internationalised characteristicof the orgardsation.The ability to meet customerneeds
is the most important factor. Two additional factors have beensuggested,resourceconstraints
and internal politics (Bernard Williams Associate, 1994). The size and role of an FM
deparlanentvaries according to the extent to which servicesare outsourced (Bernard Williams
Associate,1994).The more extensivethe outsourcing, the smaller FM team, and the greater the
Small
organisations will tend to rely on a
role.
management
emphasis on a co-ordinating
compact administrative FM deparlartent,supported by external contractors and consultants,
while larger organisations that own freehold facilities may prefer a 'full-service' FM
department with their own in-househuman resourcesto support most FM functions. A recent
survey of FM organisation in North America (MMA, 2WI) found that a half of all FM teams
are situated in an independent department and more than forty percent are part of a larger
department, such as Administration, HR, Finance or Real Estate.More than sixty percent of
the FM departments surveyed, adopted a functional structure, organised according to the
types of servicesbeing offered. Given this range of influencing factors, IFMA has found that
the size and number of facilities to be managed, the number of construction projects being
undertidmit, rapid growth of the organisation,and the total number of employeesare the most
common factors influencing the formalisation of an FM department
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The role and position of FM within an organisation is crucial to facility management
practice and to its contributions to core businessoperations (Stephens,1994).A number of FM
orgamsation models have been proposed. Some are based on locational dwacteristics. For
example,Cotts (1999)proposesfive models of an FM department the office manager model;the one-location/one-site model; the one-location/multiple-sites model;- the multiplelocations/the regional or divisional-headquarters modeb and the international model. Others
have based their distinctions on the variety of outsourcing arrangements and levels of
administrative authority. Bernard Williams Associate (1994) has suggested at least seven
different forms of FM department types. At one extreme, he describesthe small tradition
facilities department focusing on technical issuesin which the core managementteam consists
of technically based personnel managing a direct labour force which executesmost of the
work itself. Another model of the FM group is the organisation of an in-house management
team focusing on the interface between the core business and support services,outsourcing
form,
flat
FM
Some
technical
the
a
organisational
often
adopt
organisations
most of
services.
called an 'intelligent client' structure (Bernard Williams Association, 1994), with a simple
management hierarchy within the department with the total outsourcing of all support
services.FM deparbnentswith this model have high responsibilities for the strategic issuesof
resourceacquisition, allocation and facility policy. This simple 'flat' non-hierarchicalstructure
business
'kerner
the
of
constantly
aware
staff,
who
are
of
core
model requires only a small
developments,core operational changes,and the development of strategiesto support these
dynamic needs.
The linkages between the FM department and an organisationýs business
management teams can be critical to FM operations and performance. Different corporate
different
FM
importance
in
for
the
towards
the
of
result
and
requirements
attitudes
relationships between the FM department and the organisation's managementstructure. Four
major qWs of relationship between FM departmentsand businessmanagementin relation to
(Barrett,
1995):
have
been
identified
corporatestrategicplanning,
'Administrative' linkage: FWs function is to provide day-to-day operational support, but
is consideredto be relatively unimportant in the corporate planning process.
'One-way' linkage: FM mainly responds to corporate strategic initiatives and changing
circumstances,reactively.
Two-way' linkage: FM has a reciprocal and interdependent relationship with those that
are responsiMe for corporate strategic planning. Here, IRM is viewed as credible and
important, and undertakes a proactive approach with full involvement in the
development of strategk plans.
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'Integrative' linkage: This is the highest level of managementlinkage in which there is an
ongoing and dynamic dialogue, both formal and informal, between the FM planners and
corporate planners, with facility managers involved in many strategic businessdecisions
and their implementation.
Each "

of linkage reflects a different level of management involvement

Organisations will tend to adopt one of these linkages depending on their management
structure, their understanding of FM issues, facility managers' awarenessof organisational
objectives,and the structure of FM department (Barrett, 1995).

The literature sources reviewed in this section indicated that there are at least four
major issuesthat need to be addressedwhen arranging FM practices,the scopeand remit of
FM, support services arrangements, management responsibilities, and the organisational
structure of FM. In addition, the review has indicated the variety of FM practices and
positions that can be adopted. This section has also discusseddifferent viewpoints concerning
the scopeof FM and has developed a structured list of FM service possibilities. Overall, this
diversity in FM positions and arrangementsleads to the following interrelated questions:
What might be an appropriate FM position for an organisation to adopt at a particular
time? How should organisationsposition their support arrangementsgenerally?
How can FM support be aligned and structured to meet the changing demands of an
organisation?
How should we selectthe appropriate range of FM servicesto meet the requirementsof a
particular organisation at any given circumstance?

2.4 Linking Demand and Supply
As discussedin the previous sections, organisations can have quite different sets of
requirements for their business support environments, and in turn, FM can support them
from a variety of different positions. Given this organisational variety and the different ways
in which facilities and services may be provided, used and managed, there may be no
universal 'preferred' approach to managing facilities (Atkin and Brooks, 2000; Nutt 2002a).
While a FM 'best practice' approach can provide a broad framework for practice and help to
understand the key factors that are involved, the adoption of a 'best practice' solution can
undervalue the diversity of facility types, organisational demands, businesssector priorities,
contexts and circumstgaves.The role of FM should be defined in respect to the contingent
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needsof an organisation concerning facility issues (Hinks, 2002).Barrett (1995)suggeststhat
facility managersshould not merely selectservice items from a generic list, but provide those
servicesthat are specifically needed by a particular organisation. All of theseauthors tend to
agree that FM practices will need to be tailored according to the specific circumstancesof a
given organisation. A tailored position can enable FM functions, with appropriate authority
and delegation, to provide the most suitable support environment for the organisatioWscore
businessprocesseswith effective resourcemanagementboth in the short-term and long-term.
A number of academicsand senior practitioners have recognised the importance of
linking the demand for and the supply of support fiuictions openly and more directly. Any
mismatch between an organisatioWs demands and FM provisions may lead to underperformanceor over-performancein practice and to inefficient and ineffective organisational
support generally.An under-performanceFM position will tend to provide slow responseand
tc) limit the potential to provide proactive response to an organisation's key values and
requirementsand constrain its success(Stephens,1994).On the other hand, over-performance
FM positions may result in inefficient resource utilisation, wasteful and redundant work
processes.The incorporation of FM goals and directives within organisational priorities can
maximise the contributions of facility resourcesand support servicesto businesssuccess,so an
appropriate model of facility resourcesneeds to be developed to support the organisation
(Langston and Lauge-Kristensem2002).Theseideas can be categorisedinto four major groups
basedon the theoretical approachesthat they adopted: the resourcemanagementapproach, a
business management approach, a corporate property management approach, and the
servicesmanagementapproach.Theseapproachesare examinedand reviewed in this section.
The ResourceManagement Approach
The resourcemanagementapproach to the allgmnent of demand and supply has been
well establishedfDr many years (Bander,1983;Johnsonand Scholes,1999;Lynch, 2003),and
its pobentialfor considering supply and demand positions within the built environment (Nutt,
1970) and the business support environment (Nutt, 1999) has been set out in detail. Nutt
(2004) proposes a 'resource platform' framework to help characterise the resource
management profile for any given organisation based on the degree to which FM is
responsiblefor physical, human, financial, informational resources,services and intangibles.
The platform uMises the relationship between these basic business resourcesand a generic
resource management process that includes eight major stages; resource plannin&
procurement, aRocation, deployment udlisation, reallocation, restructuring, and disposal.
Basedon an identified profile, the framework provides the basis for considering which parts
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of the resource management process should be managed by FM team, which not The
framework can also be used to compare alternative managementoptions from which to select
a preferred businesssupport solution, characterisingthe scopeand remit of FM. It can help to
balance the management concerns and responsibilities of FM on the supply-side with
appropriate FM support arrangementsthat are aligned to businessand user demands.
The resourcemanagementframework has been developed further by an examination
of the six interfaces between the four primary resources,to develop a ResourceModel for
Strategic Management (Grimshaw, 2003). Other authors have contributed to this approach
(Krumm et. al., 19%; Then, 1999,2003)to produce a conceptualframework for integrating FM
services with strategic business planning and operational asset management, under an
'integrated' resource management' framework that links corporate real estate and facility
managementconcerns.This framework is intended to create a continuous dialogue between
the strategic managementof core businessdevelopment and the operational managementof
business resources,aiming to put an appropriate physical resource structure in place that
matches demand with appropriate support strategies. By applying this framework, the
relationship between the strategic decisions of facilities provision, driven by core business
demands, and the tactical-operational decisions of support services provision and their
managementcan be establishedwithin a real estateportfolio.
The Business Management Approach
Those that have adopted a businessmanagementapproach have tended to develop
frameworks for FM,, that include both operational and strategic levels of management The
ORBIT-2 study, Organisations, Buildings and Information Technology pioneered by Frank
Duffy (Davis et. al., 1985)produced an early conceptualframework that can help to inform the
development of FM policy and proceduresfor an organisation. Wifl-dn the ORBIT framework,
FM arrangementscan be assessedfor their suitability in relation to an organisations profile,
whether it is involved mainly in routine/low changebusinessprocesses,routine/high change,
non-routine/low change, or non-rcrutine/high change activities. ORBIT-2 implies that the
predominant type of work and rate of change within an organisation will require different
types and levels of FM involvement and support Four bask management positions were
suggested: those with a low level of co-ordination and low staff involvement, low coordination with high staff involvement, high levels of co-ordination with low staff
involvement, and managementpositions with high co-ordination and high degreesof staff
involvement Each management position can be suitable in different circumstance. For
example, in relation to FM the low co-ordination and low staff involvement position may be
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level.
for
that
technical
at
an
operational
organisations
require
services
support
most suitable
in contrast, the high co-ordination with high staff involvement position will tend to be
decisions.
FM
involvement
is
in
required
planning
and
management
suitable where
strategic
The ORBIT study also found that over time, management positions had tended to move to
higher levels of co-ordination with greater degreesof staff involvement, as the general rate of
organisationalchangeincreased.
Barrett (1995; 2000) has developed a generic model of FM practice that maps the
linkages between a facility department, an organisation's the core businessand the external
environment, based on system theory within an information processing perspective. Two
functions
FM
The
levels
linkage
identified.
that
will interact
suggests
model
of
major
were
with the core business at an operational level by meeting the current needs of every
department on a regular basis,and at a strategic level by searchingfor possibledevelopments
within the FM area to respond to the external environment and future businesschange.This
linkages
facility
in
their
strategic
and
operational
with
clarifying
model can assist
managers
the organisation. Atkin and Brooks (2000) have developed a three-stage framework for
developing FM strategy, consisting of strategic analysis, solution development and strategy
implementation. Their approach includes the identification of goals and critical success
factors, targets, technical and customer-focusstrategies,and service procurement strategies.
This framework is intended to help to link FM strategy to the organisation's strategic plan,
including its strategic requirements for accommodation strategy. It emphasisesthe issues of
servicedelivery and value for money that can be enhancedthrough FM strategy.
More recently, Green (2004)has proposed a model for business/support alignment
and the managementof the businesssupport environment The model is constructed around
three approaches, Business Support Environment Value Mappin& and Organisational
Lifecycles and Effectiveness.The primary purposes of the model are to align the support
environment with the needs of the stalwholders, and to predict the dominant aspectsof the
support environment for the next stage in the development of the organisation. A value
mapping technique is used to profile support environment requirements through resource
utilisation and organisation cohesiveness.An organisational lifecycle approach is used to
predict or forecastbusinessneedsat the next anticipated 'change-point' in the future.
The Corporate Property Management Approach

Another set of approaches aims to link the busmess support environment and
organisational demands for support from a corporate property management perspective.
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Rondeau et. al. (2000) have developed a comprehensive approach, called Integrated Asset
Management(IAM), that attempts to match corporate infrastructure planning and investment
procedures with the delivery of corporate services. IAM is a concept that organisations can
use to iden* the optimum number, types, locations,capital costsand operating expensesfor
an organisatioes businessinfrastructure, with its assetrequirementsbeing driven by business
and service needs. The IAM process consists of the identification of the asset need, the
provision of the asset the operation of the assetand the renovation or disposal of the asset,
incorporated within the strategic assetplan, the assetacquisition plan, the assetmanagement
plan and the assetdisposal plan,
An integrative framework for 'CRE portfolio management'has been developed by the
Corporate Real Estate Portfolio Alliance in the USA (Varcoe, 2000b). This framework is
intended to fink the managementof the corporate real estateportfolio with the organisation's
The
financial
business
its
main components of the
performance.
overall
strategy and
framework consist of four 'logkar phases:inputs, analysis, outcomesand management,with
twelve individual sub-components.The framework can be used to describe the existing and
delivery
to
the
or change
available
portfolio,
analyse
projected components of a real estate
options using the methods of risk analysis, financial analysis, modelling and scenario
plannin& to determine the most beneficial option, and to ensure that initiatives and plans are
achieved in the most effective and efficient manner. This approach to corporate portfolio
decision
form
further
has
been
to
processconsisting of
management
a
management
expanded
five main phases:defining portfolio needs,identifying overall goals and strategies,analysing
and selecting the options; implementing the plan, and monitoring the selected option to
included
facility
Here,
2000b).
(Varcoe,
improvement
was
as an
management
stimulate
integral part of the implementation process.
The ServicesManagement Approach
This approachsetsout to link the arrangementsfor an organisatioes support services
(2000)
Bennett
business.
the
the
used a contingency approach to
with
strategic needs of
develop a framework for positioning an organisatioWsstrategy for support services of all
kinds, to provide a strategicplatform for decisionsconcerningsupport servicesprovision. The
framework treats support servicesas operations and decisionsas processesin order to achieve
a strategic dialogue between operating positions and strategic decisions. Lee (2002) has
proposed a model for linking FM services to the core business, adopting a value tree
business
linkage
is
In
through key issuessuch as customer
the
to
the
core
approach.
model,
satisfaction, businesscontinuity, operating efficiency, and the organisation's key objectives
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such as income maximisation, risk minimisation at optimum cost He suggeststhat FM needs
to understand core businessneeds,the sourcesof competitive advantage or value, in order to
identify what is critical to the business,its customer and stakeholders.The key issuessuch as
businessobjectives,the nature of products and services,the processesto achieve them and
plans for future growth and development need to be taken into consideration. The
requirements for FM and support service can be identified at the end of the process.More
recently, McLennan (2004)has suggestedapplying a service managementframework, within
the servicessector of a national economy, as the primary focus for FM developments in the
future. The service management framework is useful in enabling the analysis of facility
management processesand activities to be established, with the potential for predictive
approachesto the managementof occupancyand the use of spaceto support an organisation's
business.Based on this approach, FM could reflect the activities of the business sector in
delivery,
by
demand
is
the
and the
service
and
characterised
which
organisation operating,
extent and closenessof the customer interface.

Each of the four basic approadies that have been examined in this section provide
useful conceptual frameworks for linking the demand for and supply of organisational
support arrangements, but from different aspects.The resource management approaches
provide conceptualframeworks for linking FM concernswith establishedmanagementtheory
at a strategiclevel. The businessmanagementapproachesconcentrateon linking the strategic
OveralLThe
and operating issuesof FM practicesto an organisations core businesstprocesses
facility
focus
to
tend
planning
on
corporate
corporate property management approaches
issues, linking property portfolio management and property investment and value with
focus
level.
The
approaches
on the
management
service
corporate requirements at a macro
largely
between
organisational
needs,
at the
and
services
support
structural relationship
operational level. However, none of these approachestaken alone, addressesthe issue of the
supply and demand for FM support arrangements,comprehensivelyand holistically.

2.5 Decision Processes and Techniques
Whatever approach is used tc) link or align FM provisions with an organisations
businessneeds,it can be expectedthat a multi-stage processof investigation and decision will
be required to understand the organisation.and its needs and to. identify possible solutions
from which and choosing the best Although decision making is an integral part of FM
practice and an essential component of a facility manager's role (Barrett, 1995), specific
decision processesor frameworks for considering key elements of FM practice an rare and
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remain largely undeveloped (Nutt, 1999). In contrast, the literature on generic decision
processes, search procedures, option

comparisons and evaluation, selection and

implementation, is extensive. Three specific FM decision processeswere idend&d and are
examined here, followed by a review of the relevant generic material. The first FM decision
process,as proposed by Barrett (1995),was developed to address two major problems. First,
FM managers tend to rely on few secure decision making procedures in arriving at their
selectionof a preferred managementapproach,secondthey tend to lack information about the
merits and consequencesof alternative coursesof action that are available to them. Barretfs
FM decision processadopts a managerial position, consisting of four main stagesand twelve
steps. The process begins with the exploration of the nature of problem, followed by the
generation and evaluation of possible solutions, culminating in the choke of a preferred
option. The first stage of this process has five steps, sensing the problem, setting initial
objectives, identifying problem characteristics, establishing a decision-making body and
confirming decision-making process. The second stage involves two steps, collecting and
analysing relevant information, and applying creative solution generation techniques. The
third stage has five steps, the identification of evaluation criteria, testing feasibility, testing
acceptability, testing vulnerability and the selection of a solution. As mentioned above, three
basic decision criteria are adopted: feasibility, acceptability and vulnerability. Feasibility
criteria are used to evaluate whether there are sufficient physical, human and financial
resourcesavailable within organisation to implement a solution successfully,including skill
requirements, capacity requirements,and the degree of fit. Acceptability criteria are used to
measurethe relative returns or benefits of the alternative solutions, particularly their potential
operational impacts and financial impacts.Vulmability

criteria are used to evaluatethe levels

of risk, or worst outcomes, that are involved in each solution. The forth and final stage
concernsthe implementation of the selectedsolution, including follow-up and control. Overall
this process provides a practical method for generating solutions concerning the specific
recurrent problems of FM practice,rather than with the decisionsof positioning FM generally.
The second identified decision processconcernsthe development of an FM strategy,
business plan and service provision and delivery arrangements (Atkin and Brooks, 2000),
based on their framework as discussedsection 2.4. The processconsistsof flu-eemain stages
with twelve phases. The main stages of their method are strategic analysis, solution
development and strategy implementation. The strategic analysis stagecovers data collection,
service audit: and review, assessmentsof aqxvtations and objectives, portfolio audit, FM
resourceaudit and market audit, aiming to establish an understanding of the current state of
organisafionýssupport arrangementsand its FM approach. The solution development stage
involves the analysis and interpretation of information pined from the first stage and
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includes the activities of option generation, criteria assembly,option evaluation, and option
selection. In the final stage, strategy implementation, the selected option is developed and
implemented through a FM strategy and operational plans, as part of a changemanagement
processsupported by staff trainin& resourceplanning and acquisition. In undertaking each of
the three phases, Atkin and Brooks suggest that facility managers apply well established
management techniques such as benchmarkin& SWOT analysis, risk analysis, optimising
model, as appropriate.
The third decision method was developed as part of the ORBIT-2 study for
organisationsin North America (Davis d. aL, 1985).This method is intended to support key
decisions concerning facility investment, improvements, management in use, and the
managementof rr in the buildings. It rests on an objective processthat analysesthe demand
for and capacity of an organisationýsfacilities, assessingthe current and future facility needs
of an organisation and its workplace requirements in order to develop strategies for a
building's capabilities and for its facility management.ORBIT-2 adopts a comparative rating
method, applied tD four main stagesof consideration: the building, the organisation, IT and
FM, all incorporated within the calculation of a building's rating score, followed by a
corrective strategy stage with the identification of design options for change,and the analysis
of financial options, with a final decision-makingstage.
A major objective of this dm& was to develop a decision framework for positioning
FM. In order to gain a more fundamental understanding of decision processesthe literature
review neededto include a selectiveexamination of general decision theory, problem solving
procedures and managerial decision processes.Decision making can be viewed as a generic
processthat is applicable to most forms of organised activity and all associatedmanagement
pIannin& design and problems (Harrison, 1999).It is a processfor deriving a 'good' or 'besf
outcome, solution, return, or result In businessdecisionsare commonly made in the context
of maxindsing market share,improving quality, reducing costsand minimising risks (Samson,
1988). There is a very wide range of purposes in problem solving and decision making
processes(VA-dte,1975).For example, operational decisions may be concerned with the best
way to utilise available resources to operate and improve a given system. Technological
decisions may be concernedwith the design, development specifications,and production of
innovatory systems,while policy decWons;may be concernedwith policy chokes relating to
business strategy, operational strategy, mvestment, and to employee, customer and
community support.
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Decisionscan be made in many ways, in many situations and within many different
timeframes. There are at least four basic decision situations: decisions by formal methods,
decisionsby informed judgements, decisions by negotiation, and decisions by inspiration or
incremental management(Nutt, 2002c).Formal problem solving and decision bddng can be
part of a single or multi-stage process of decision, based on deterministic or probabilistic
methodologies, with either optimising or satisficing objectives (Ackoff et. al., 1%2). Simple
decisions are made normally within a single-stage,but with complex issues and most 'realworld' problems, a multi-stage process of decision is usually required (Moody, 1983;Eilon,
1%9; Turban, 1988; etc.). Most plannin& design, management and governmental issues
require a multi-stage approach. There are various views on the processof decision making.
Turban (1988)suggestsfour stagesfor a decision process,while Harrison (1999)indicates six
stages of decision making Eilon (1969) and Nutt (2002c) suggest a more comprehensive
processconsisting of eight stages,while Cooke and Slack (1991)propose a nine-stagegeneric
decisionprocess.The number of stageswithin any decision processwill tend to depend on the
scopeand complexity of the processoverall, the level of uncertainty that is faced (Rosenhead,
1989a).Thosewho consider that the decision-making processends with the output or solution
tend to employ fewer decision stages, while those that consider that the decision process
should include implementation, monitoring and adjustment, will tend to suggest a longer
decision process or cycle of decision (Noorderhaven, 1995, Harrison, 1999). Most authors
suggest that at least six generic stages or activities should always be included within any
given decision process.Thesestagesor activities are:
1. Understanding the Problem and its Structure
2. Identifying and GeneratingOptions
3. Option Analysis and Evaluation
4. Selectinga Prefeffed Option
5. Implementing the SelectedOption
6. Feedbackand Review
Understekndingthe Problems is the first stage of the generic decision process.The
process begins with the exploration of the nature and structure of the problem, its subproblems, variables, parametersand constraints and the clarification of the objectivesthat the
organisation or decision maker has in initiating the decision process.An objective refers to the
specific states or conditions that an organisation wishes to attain, defh-dng the purposes,
directions and priorities within the decision processoverall (Harnson, 1999).The activities at
this stage include problem recognition, clarification, understandin& Ow setting of objectives
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and the collection of information and data about the problem area and its characteristics
(Cookeand Slack,1984).
The secondstageis the identification and generation of alternative options, a creative
process involving the search for information from which to fashion alternative options
(Harrison, 1999).Options refer to the alternative coursesof action between which the decision
maker is to choose(Cooke and Slack, 1991) and are normally generated by listing available
coursesof action, searching for alternatives, developing hybrid solutions or inventing new
opportunities. The number of options to be investigated is an important decision in its own
right, anything between two and many. The number of options needsto be limited depending
on the availability and cost of information, the expertiserequired in the problem area (Turban,
1988),the time and resourcesthat are available to searchoptions, and the decision criteria that
can be used for rationalising the search process (White, 1975; Turban, 1988). Alternative
options may be described in two ways: first, the possible set of options is made explicit, with
each paired alternative needing to be compared and evaluated exhaustively, second, the
desirableset of options is defined via a system of constraints within which a systematicsearch
for feasible solutions needs to be undertaken (White, 1975).Four typical option solutions are
commonly encountered:a fully developedset of options is available at the start of the decision
process,a full set of developed options is available within the environment of the decisionbut
needs to be discovered during the decision process;a customised set of options needs to be
developed specially for the decision process in question; and a set of ready-made options
needs to be modified or extended with some customised features (Cooke and Slack, 1991;
Mintzberg et.al., 1976).
The third stage in a six part generic decision process,focuseson option analysis and
evaluation and their methods and techniques that can be employed. An extensive range of
quantitative techniques are available, particularly within the field of operational research
(Schwartz, 1984, Cooke and Slack, 1991; etc.). These employ mathematical and statistical
methods m different generic areas of application, such as linear programming models,
queumg theory and resourceallocatwn models, competitive or game theory models, heuristic
decision models, sunulation models, decision tree analysis, etc. Linear programnung is the
best-known form of an optimisation model, dealing with the problems associatedwith the
optimal allocation of resourcesamong competing activities (Turban, 1988),the determination
of the 'best' outcome, the optimum value of a decision variable (Schwartz, 1984) or the
identification of solutions with maximum benefit or mmunum risk or cost Game theory
models have been developed to inform the decisions in competitive problem situations,
optimising the value of their outcomes and minimising the chancesof losses.Simulation is a
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decision-makingtechnique used to explore the behaviour of a systemor the consequencesof a
decisionor action through mathematical modeHn& prior to implementation in the real world.
It is an exploratory and predictive approach rather than an optimising technique (Cooke and
Slack,1991).A simulation model is normally structured around a processor set of procedures
that describethe logical relationship between all problem elements,variables and constraints.
They are particularly valuable for investigating and managing complex systemsand dynamic
situations. Decision trees techniqueshelp to manage uncertainty and risk in situations where
decision makers are presented with a number of options, stages of decision or courses of
actions, but each with associateduncertainties about the risks and benefits that they may
entail (Cooke and Slack,1991;Moody, 1983).This technique employs probability analysis and
statistical techniques to identify the chances of partial failure or relative successfor each
sequenceof option in the form of a decision tree, assisting the decision maker to selectthe best
decisions
it
In
to be
sequences
of
enables
addition,
possible course of action overall.
representedand the consequencesof future decisionstracked back to assesstheir influence on
the present stage of decision. All of thesemodels depend on rational assumptionsconcerning
the objectivesand behaviour of the decision makers, the time horizons under consideration,
and the formal nature of the problem structure and the decision process itself. In many
situations it is difficult or impossible to achieve optimal solutions, decision makers might
adopt satisficing and heuristic approaches.Heuristic modeling is a decision-makingapproach
that uses 'rules of thumb' and satisficing criteria in the search for a secure and satisfactory
solution. Here, there are a variety of 'soft-system' methodologies that can be adopted when
the more quantitative mathematicalapproachescannot be used (Rosenhead,1989b).
Option evaluation requires criteria on which judgements can be based.Csiteria,may
be selectedor adapted from genericlists (White, 1975;Rosenheadet aL, 1972)but the selection
of an appropriate set of criteria will depend on the fundamental nature of the decision
situation, the purpose of the decision process,and will need to be compatible with the desired
outcomes and possible consequencesof the results. The choice of criteria will depend on
whether the area of decision has single or multiple objectives,whether it involves a single or
multi-stage process and whether there is a dominant criterion or a number of criteria that
need to be employed. Traditionally, the relative complodty of decision situations have been
categorisedon a low uncertRinty-highuncertainty scaleand on a low-risk to high-risk scale.in
circumstanceswith low uncertainty and low risk, decision processestend to be deterministic,
supported by reliable and full information, aiming to meet very clear and simple objectives
with an understanding of what the likely outcomeof alternative coursesof action would be. In
contrast, in high uncertainty and high risk situations, only partial information is normally
available, outcomes are unsure and the decision maker needs to adopt a probabilistic
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approach.When the level of uncertainty is very high, then it may be more logical and practical
to keep a range of options open for the future to take decisionsin an incremental step by step
fashion, maintaining flexibility with which to respond to the uncertainties of the future
(Braybrooke and Lindbrom, 1963, Rosenhead,1989a).The decision situations can affect the
selection of decision criteria (Rosenheadd at., 1972). For example, in a certainty situation,
where no element of chanceintervenesbetween decision and outcome,with a single objective,
the simple optimisation can be applied as criteria. In contrast, the risk situations where the
link between decisions and outcomes is probabilistic, the optimisation criteria may not be
practical and will tend to ignore possible variations of outcomes.A range of criteria may be
neededto copewith this situation.
The best decision criteria for use in the short term may not be the best for longer term
decisions(White, 1975).For example, although cost is normally referred as a typical criterion
in any decision process,optimising cost is not always an effective or secure decision criteria
for long-term planning (Rosenheadet al., 1972).The concept of optimality tends to be limited
to profit maximisation or cost minimisation in the short term, it tends to distort option
evaluations in multiple objective situations and profit maximisation does not necessarily
provide a true representationof the aims of organisationsand their managementover the long
term. There is no single criterion that is appropriate universally. For instance,in developing its
business structure, organisations may use the criteria of steady-stateefficiency, operational
responsiveness,strategicresponsiveness,decision and information quality, financial feasibility
and human resourceavailability (Ansoff and Brandenburg, 1971).In coping with long-term
decisionssuch as planning and strategic problems, organisationsmay be wise to use a basket
of criteria associatedwith flexibility and robustness rather than financial achievementalone
(Rosenheadet. A, 1972).It is essentialthat the selection of short-term criteria is compatible
with the long-term criteria and additional criteria that may be required in the future.
The fifth stage of a generic decision process is the selection of a preferred option,
solution or courseof action. This stageinvolves the application of formal and informal criteria
to generatepreferencesbetween options, consolidating opinions and judgements, in order to
decide on the most appropriate course of action to adopt The selection processmay look for
the 'best' or a 'good' outcome based on the optitnising and satisficing logic as mentioned
earlier (Turban, 1988). Furthermore, both short and long term positions may need to be
consideredso that longer term advantagesare not sacrificed for short-term gains (Rosenhead,
1989a).
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The two final stagesof a decision processare concernedwith the implementation of a
decision and the subsequent appraisal of its impact, influence and effectiveness.
Characteristically, this can involve post-implementation studies, monitoring and auditing
arrangements,performance evaluations and periodic review. Appropriate actions have to be
undertaken to ensure that the decision is properly implemented as intended and that suitable
management skills and arrangements are in place (Cooke and Slack, 1991) with the
commitment of the senior change agents (Harrison, 1999). The implementation stage can
usually be treated within a project management approach (Maylor, 2003), where there is a
need to ensure that the decision is implemented with adequate resource and within quality
targets and clearly defined plans (Harrison, 1999,Noorderhaven, 1995).Formal and informal
feedbackarrangementsare usually required at this stageso that outcomesand achievements
arising from the decision process may be evaluated against the original purpose and goals
(Noorderhaven, 1995).Successfullyimplementation requires that the decision makers receive
sufficient information to indicate the degreeto which the actual outcomesof the implemented
decisioncomparedwith the initial objectives(Harrison, 1999).The decision makers might then
consider adjusting, modifying, correcting or aborting the implementation processaccording to
the feedbackinformation and its evaluation.

Performance indicatDrs have become a key tool for gaining feedback information and
reviewing the success of an implementation
summanses this area of development

process. The final part of this literature review

specifically

in relation

ti) facility

management

performance issues. First, performance measurement systems can help to evaluate the
effectiveness of FM practices, second it can be used to link the needs of the organisation with
support provisions. In recent years, it has been recognised that performance measurement
systems can be used as a tool tc) support decisions at both operational and strategic levels (ref:
Hinks). At the operational level, performance measurements have been used to identify the
areas for cost reduction, service improvements and for efficiency gains in the short term (Nutt,
2002a; Hinks 2002). However, in relation to cost, it has been found that seeking lowest cost
solutions can lead to a deterioration in the quality of services at an operational level, and
management responsiveness at a strategic level (Gflkwd

and Yat-lun& 2004). At the strategic

level, it has been claimed that performance measurement can be used to directly link FM
functions with the core operations and objectives of an organisation and its business strategy
(Hinks, 2002), helping tD demonstrate the importance of facility management arrangements
for the organisation. In ban, it should assist the organisation to achieve optimum services
delivery, both in quantity and quality to meet its business needs. In practice, performance
measurement helps to assess the relative success or not of FM practice, and indicates the
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efficiency and effectiveness of the Fhfs team performance overaH (Bernard Williams
Associabe,1994).

There are two basic questions concerrung performance measurement:which method
to adopt and which aspectsto measure. Hinks argues that the crucial issue of performance
measurementis to measurethe important aspectsonly (Hinks, 2002).Similarly, Nutt suggests
that it is essentialto identify an aggregatedlevel of measurementand to use only a few critical
performance indicators concerning specific FM support management functions. Measuring
too much or in too much detail or inappropriate issues,may have negative impacts such as
inappropriate use of time, wasted resources, distorted management objectives, and
unattainableand unsustainableperformance expectations.Others believe that the potential of
FM performance measurementsis to improve operating efficiencies of all kinds (Mitchell,
1994).Ideally, FM performancemeasuresneed to relate to businessperformanceand business
value (Hinks, 2002; Lee, 2002).The key issue here is how to develop an appropriate FM
performanceframework that links directly to relevant organisational and businessobjectives,
their operational processes,and to user and employee support requirements (Mitchell, 1994,
Grimm et. al., 1994;Dickson, 1994;Nutt, 2002a;Loosemore,2004).In his value tree approach,
Lee proposes that FM performance measures should be assessed agamst specific
organisational objectives such as income maximisation, optimum cost, minimum risk,
customer satisfaction and retention, businesscontinuity, and flexibility (Lee, 2002).He also
suggestsin a broader context that performance measurement of community benefits could
also be included. Performanceobjectivesrelated to effectivenessand productivity would also
be beneficial to enhanceFM practice,but they are difficult to achieve.
Two main types of tools have been used to indicate and measure FM performance.
They are Key PerformanceIndicators (KPIs) quantitative measuresof the performanceof FM
,
support arrangements and the service supplied, and Service Level Agreements (SLAs),
qualitative specifications of elements and levels of service that the provider has to achieve
(Atkin and Brooks, 2000).Hinks and McNay suggest seven performance dimensions for FM
relating to business operations and support, equipment, space utilisation, change
management,maintenanceand general servicesperformance (Hinks and McNay, 1999).The
potential range of KPIs for FM is extensive(Hinks, 2000)and comprehensivecomputer based
performancesystemsare being developed (Craig et. al., 2006).Other have attempted to apply
available techniquessuch as 'Balanced Scorecard'(Kaplan and Norton, 1996),Total Quality
Management(Gatiss, 1996;Bank, 1992),and Benchmarking (Leilkied and McNair, 1994)as
generalperformanceframework and indicators to improve for facility managementpractices.
The 'Balanced Scorecard' approach, for example, provides facility managers with a broad
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framework that can translate an organisatioWs strategic objectives into a coherent set of FM
performancemeasures(Alexander, 1995;Atkin and Brooks, 2000).Theseauthors suggest that
FM could customise the balanced scorecard approach, incorporating key FM goals and
performance measures that directly link to overall business performance, developed for a
particular organisation, and made relevant to its specific businesspracticesand objectives(de
Valence,2004).The key issueshere are what is the appropriate set of performanceindicators?
What is the appropriate extent of performance measurement?What mix of operational and
strategic or business performance indicators should be used fDr FM performance
measurement?

Summary
This chapter has provided background information, conceptsand opinions relating to
the researchtopic by reviewing relevant literature and clarifying the areasthat may need to be
explored. The key points and findings from the review can be summarisedbelow.
First, the issuesof organisationalsupport were discussedgenerally, from a number of
theoretical viewpoints; those of work support, services management,resourcemanagement,
businesssupport management,corporate infrastructure management,urban and community
FM, and support environment A range of FM definitions and organisation support concepts
that organisations might be adopted, were discussed. Each of them represents a different
these
The
focus
viewpoints
variety
of
arrangements.
scope,
and prioritisation of support
reflected the multi-disciplinary nature of organisational support and the range of its
arrangements.There is no evidence of a study describing how organisations adopt these
conceptsof organisationalsupport
Second, the issues of organisational support requirements were discussed. It was
indicated that the organisational support requirements for facility resources,support services
and FM arrangementstend to vary with organisational ty1m and characteristics,locations and
businesscircumstances.In-depth studies concerning the relationships between FM practice
and organisational characteristicsand context were rarely found. The key factors concerning
FM arrangementshave yet to be examined. Most notions about the relationship tended to be
based on theoretical considerationsso there is a need for empirical evidence. Moreover, as
discussedin section 2.2,organisationalsupport requirements tend to changeover time and the
relationship between organisationalchangeand FM changeand the dynamic of FM generally,
have yet to be studied in detailed. The literature review has confirmed that there is a
consensusof opinion that the alignment of the FM function to the core business of an
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organisation is a crucial matter. It has also indicated that there is a generally held view that
FM arrangementsneed to meet the specific requirements of a particular organisation and its
sectorrather than a standard form of FM support arrangementsto fit all organisationaI types
and circumstances.This implied the need of understanding and method for linking FM
arrangementsto organisationalcharacteristics.
Third, alternative support arrangementswere explored. Four major issuesconcerning
FM arrangementswere discussed:the scope and remit of FM, support servicesarrangements,
managementresponsibilities, and the organisational structure of FM. It was found that there
are a variety of arrangement positions that FM can be adopted. Here, the issue of selecting
appropriate or suitable position was implied. The review has also found that the
arrangements of FM practice tended to be considered discretely, with few integrative
approaches for considering FM arrangements overall. Most discussions about FM
arrangementstend to focus on FM service delivery and operational arrangements.In addition,
there was no evidenceof researchrelating to positioning FM.
Forth, the available approachesfor linking FM demand and supply were examined.
These approaches were grouped into four main groups: resource management, business
management, corporate property management, and service management The frameworks
within resource management approach seem to provide the broadest idea for linking FM
support to the organisational needsat a strategic level. The need for a secure framework for
identifying and choosing appropriate FM arrangements for the particular organisation is
commonly concernedas it is recognisedthat FM practitioners would benefit from additional
decision tools for identifying FM position, rather than using an intuitive. However, the
literature review was unable to uncover any specific frameworks or systematic decision tools
addressing the issue of FM support arrangementscomprehensivelyand holistically. It would
appear that there are no available methods that are both fimretically secure and practically
useful. Someauthors provide general conceptual models that are relevant to the positioning
process but these tend to be partial in relation to the issues that need to be considered.
Furthermore, they lack systematicmethods, procedures and decision criteria for positioning
FM in different circumsbuices.
FinaIly, this chapter selectively examined three FM decision methods and reviewed
the essenceof generic decision processes.It was found that the available methods may be
useful to support FM decision making generally, but were not specifically developed for
application to the positioning issues.To gain a more fundamental understanding of decision
processthis chapter has reviewed the literature concerning general decision theory, problem
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findings
following
decision
the
In
the
chapter,
solving proceduresand managerial
processes.
from thesereviews will be used to develop the conceptualbasis for the research,setting out a
theoreticalframework for positioning FM.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Basis
The literature review, as describedin the previous Chapter, gave support to the basic
researchpropositions that were introduced in Chapter One (page 8). It confimed that there
appear to be no established generic models or practical decision tools to assist in the FM
positioning process-of selection, implementation and modification and that an explicit
framework, with criteria and methods for positioning FM, has yet to be derived and
developed to cope with the diverse circumstancesthat are faced by organisations;around the
world. The literature review did uncovered various conceptsand approachesthat help to link
organisational needs with FM practice provisions. Theseconceptsand approachestended to
be partial and relatively undeveloped. None provided a comprehensive explanation or a
securetheoretical model to support the development of a practical framework for positioning
FM. Ideally, any theory or approach for FM positioning should be capable of considering all
major relevant factors in a holistic way, determining the balance of support between the
operational and strategic needs of the organisation, and Uddng into account the range of
changesthat might occur in the future. It should also provide a rigorous and comprehensive
overview of the variety of support arrangements,managementmeasuresand pracdces that
should be considered,including the possibilities for new initiatives and innovation.
In order to researchthe idea of positioning FM further, a cohesivetheoretical concept
of the positioning decision process needs to be developed. The use and importance of a
theoretical framework to support researchare described by many authors (Yhi, 1994,Miles
and Huberman, 1994;Ticehurst and Veal, 2000).First, the theoretical framework provides an
essentialbase tc) guide the research in a specific area, helping to understand the problem
structure and the identification of the key variables to be studied (Kumar, 2005).Theoretical
framework will indicate the relationships between the key variables of the study, how they
might be identified and measured,providing a map for method selection,data collection and
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analysis (Yin, 1994). The framework can be developed from existing theories, new
fundamental insights, the experienceof the researcher,informal observations,and the general
objectivesof the study (Miles and Huberman, 1994).The theoretical basis for the researchis
developed in this chapter, with the detailed methodology describedand discussedin Chapter
Four. This chapter setsout to identify the main issuesand key variablesand constraintswithin
the positioning processand their general relationships one with another, using the knowledge
gamed from the literature review, expert opudon and practice experience.It begins with the
development of the general concept of positioning FK the nature of positioning and the
recurrent factors that are involved. The main defining attributes of FM support arrangements
and practicesare also explored. T'heconceptual ideas and decision processintroduced in this
chapter are developed further in Chapter Sevenin the light of the empirical evidencefrom the
casemvestigationsas describedm ChaptersFive and Six.

3.1 The Basis for FM Positioning
First, it is essential to clarify the concept of FM positioning in the context of this
research study. Positioning FM is a process of consideration, discussion and decision to
identify and select a set of management support arrangements to match organisational
requirements within a given context.Support arrangementsand their associatedFM practices
must have the potential to satisfy the needsof the organisation over both the short and longer
term. Sothe positioning decision processmust have a major strategic dimension in addition to
operational concernssuch as the sourcing of servicesand tactical responsesto changesIn the
FM skills market. Most importantly, positioning FM is also concernedwith the issuesof that
can link FM arrangementswith the external social, economicand cultural environment and its
context. Appropriate FM*support arrangements,with a sufficient resource base, skills and
level of authority, should encourage good FM practices with appropriate balance in
managementorientation and remit to satisfy the organisation's short and long-term needsand
to reduce the risks of operational and strategicfailures of all kinds.
The underlying hypothesis of the researchis that in order to provide effective and
efficient organisational support, FM arrangementsneed to be selectedin a more rigorous, a
more comprehensive and more systematic way in relations tc) the specific circumstances,
strategies operations and context of business support requirements. Therefore, the thesis
arguesthat FM should adopt a contingent approach rather than any standard or 'best' practice
approach.While a standard Ibest' practice approach may be useful for achieving cost-effective
operations and services (Porter, 1985), the approach tends not to hike the account of the
changing nature of organisations and the changing context in which they operate (Bennett,
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1999). Bennett has criticised its tendency to ignore the specific relationships between
organisationalsupport requirements and their changing context, which can result in insecure
strategiccapabilitiesand canjeopardise long-term performance.
Based on the literature review, it should be expected that the factors affecting the
positioning processwill be of two kinds: those that relate to either the 'internar or to the
"externar issuesand circumstimcesof a given organisation. The internal factors relate to the
nature of the organisation,its businessstrategy, organisationalpolicy, businessoperationsand
culture. These factors tend to directly influence an organisation's requirements for facility
resourcesand support services,contributing to the demand situation to which the FM team
has to respond. Furthermore, these internal factors will tend to be unique to a particular
organisation at a particular time. The secondgroup consistsof a wide range of external factors
which are normally not controllable by the organisation and its facility management team.
Theseexternal factors can generateboth constraints and opportunities for FM practice, but to
a considerableextent they be common for all similar organisations in the same sector, region
or country. However, someof thesefactors will be more localised,such as the property market
and the availability of FM skills, services and suppliers. So in order to establish the grounds
for positioning FM, a detailed understanding of these internal and external factors, their
possibleinfluencesand impact is of vital importance.
Positioning FM is based on the prenuse that different organzations, different sectors
and different circumstances will require a different balance in management support
arrangementsin relation to functions, responsibilities and priorities. Given the diversity of FM
practicesand organisationalneeds,the repositioning of FM may be needed from time to time
in order to maintain consistencybetween an organisation's dynamic requirements and the
balanceof emphasisin managementsupport arrangements.From a t1teoreticalviewpoint and
confirmed by the literature review, FM provides managementsupport for organisations at
two levels; at both the operational and strategic managementlevel. FM practice has to strike a
balance between its operational support to day to day work processesand activities and
strategic support to the organisatioWs long term plans and developments. So operational
support refers to the ability to handle routine facility operations and service delivery to meet
all needs, while strategic support refers to the ability to sustain an organisation's business
processesand operations over the medium to longer term (Nutt, 2002a,Barrett, 1995).The
balance between operational and strategic management support may need to change over
time (Nutt, 2002a).For example,when organisation is small with limited facilities, operational
support will be the bedrock issue and the need for strategic support from FM will have low
priority. In contrast,as an organisationbecomeslarger with high ratesof changeit will tend to
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require more complex and responsiveFM support at a strategic level. Therefore,FM Will need
to balanceand adjust its support, providing secure short-term operational support together
with long-term strategic support with which to face and managechanging circumstancesand
conditions. So overall, FM arrangementswill need to be flexible, responsiveand dynamic, and
be capableof modification, adjustment and repositionin& in order to accommodate'internar
organisationalchangesand 'externar contextual changesof all kinds.
The literature review, as discussed in section 2.3, showed that while the functional
characteristicsof FM can be defined in many ways, five general primary functions can be
commonly identified; FM strategy, planning and programming, administrative management,
serviceoperations and client representation.In any circumstance,FM might focus on one or a
combination of these five general functions depending on the organisatiows specific set of
needs. FWs strategic function involves strategic management issues concerning the
acquisition and deployment of physical resourcesand support servicesover the longer term,
including the development of FM policy, the selection of facility and facility management
arrangementsand contingency measureswith which to prepare for organisational and market
changes.FWs planning and programming functions link these,strategic concernsto mid-term
managementissuesconcerning the allocation and utilisation of space,servicesand equipment
to support business objectives and user needs through time. FM's administrative functions
centreon the management,coordination and control of all facility operations,support services
and associatedroutine activities, together with a very wide range of ancillary dudes as
indicated in Figure 2(1) on page 29.The forth and most common set of FM functions, relatesto
service operation managementand responsibilities for support servicesdelivery whether inhouse or outsourced, building services,maintenanceand repair, user and customer services
and office services generally. Finally FM functions can include client
responsibilities on behalf of the organisation,for all matters concerning facility resourcesand
support services,their acquisition, negotiation, procurement and disposal. Within these five
bask functions at least nine generic areas of responsibility can be commonly defined in
relation to the list of generic FM remit as illustrated in Figure 2(1) on page 29, real estateand
property management,planning and programmin& spaceplanning and management,project
management,generaladministration and management,maintenance,building operations and
services,office services,and employeeand support services.
Within any given combination of FM functions it is to be expected that priorities and
emphasis will vary from case to case.For example, priority may be given to the issues of
business continuity, resource availability for business operations, financial performance,
facility operation continuity, physical appearance,operating cost performance, health and
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safety and security of customer and employee, public and community support, etc.
(Alexander, 1996;Atkin and Brooks, 2000; Kincaid, 19%). The set of organisational priorities
in a particular casewill influence the general orientation of FM practice and can serve as a
useful indicator of the type of support arrangementsthat are required. On the other hand, a
profile of FM priorities can be used to examine and understand the current focus of FM, which
in turn can be used to indicate the areaswhere an adjustment of priority may be needed.
In order to be able to discriminate between different FM positions the researchneeded
to selecta number of defining attributes. This approach has been used in the past to examine
and characterisedifferent FM practices(Becker,1988;Loosemore,1998).In studying the ways
in which FM is organised and changed, Becker selected nine aspects of FM practice for
detailed investigation. They include organisational structure, involvement in corporate
briefing
in
decision
involvement
level
the
the
and planning process,
plannin&
of
authority,
the range of expertise available, space policy, the degree of employee involvement,
environmental evaluation and finnitare policy. In examining the relative criticality of FM
arrangements for an organisations core busirms, Loosemore studied the diversity of FM
circumstances with reference to Fhfs role, scope, interaction, authority and performance
measures. Based on these ideas and the range of FM characteristics that were identified
through the literature review as described in section 2.3, a preliminary set of eight basic
attributes was selected to help profile different FM positions. The eight distinguishing
FM,
FM
the
FM
policy,
of
primary
role
and
responsibility,
scope
attributes are:
purpose and
the level of management involvement, decision timeframe, FM structure, service delivery
arrangements,and measuresfor performanceaccountability.
This section has attempted to clarify the conceptual basis of an FM positioning
process. It has suggested a contingent approach that recognises the influence and importance
of both 'internar

and 'externar

factors and the need for a dynamic balance between

operational and strategic concerns as circumstances change. A number of basic FM functions,
general areas of responsibility and priority concerns have been suggested, together with eight
primary

distinguishing

attributes through which an FM position may be characterised.

Finally, it should be noted that it is to be expected that the selection of an FM position will
result from a multi stage process of decision based on generic criteria and organisatiows
specific criteria, with the preferred FM arrangements being chosen to reconcile any gap
between the supply and demand for facility resources and support services, based on an
organisatioWs current and anticipated requirements.
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3.2 The Conceptual Process
The use of a conceptual framework to describe the theoretical aspectsof a domain of
study is very common (Bryman and Bell, 2003).Typically, a conceptualframework provides a
graphical description of a 'researcharea, its main components,the main defining factors and
their interrelationships, indicating how the researcherviews the theoreticalbasis for the study
overall(Ticehurst and Veal, 2000). A general conceptual framework for positioning FM is
shown in Figure 3(1) in the form of a process of consideration, starting on the left and
concluding to the right
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Figure 3(1) ConceptualProcessfor Positioning FM

The framework is constructed as a five-stage process. The process starts with an
examination of an organisatioWsbusiness operations and its current support requirements
together with a review of the current facility resourcesand support servicesthat are provided.
This first stageidentifies any deficienciesin organisational support and any gaps between the
supply and demand for operational and strategic support The secondstagein the conceptual
processinvolves a thorough investigation and analysis of the organisatioWscurrent and likely
future support needsin relation to,all major internal and external influencing factors. Here the
relative importance of the different facets of the support environment need to be clarified,
prioritised and agreed. The third stage in Figure 3(1) involves a systematic search for
alternative FM support arrangements that appear to be suitable to meet the predicted
requirements and the generation of hybrid or novel options where appropriate, again in
relation to all relevant internal and octernal influencing factors. In the forth stage of the
conceptual process, alternatives are compared and evaluated, band on the organisations
criteria and decisionsmade on the preferred set of support arrangements.Ideally, at the end
of the first four stagesof the process,this decision should be sound, contingent and viable,
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having been scrunitised in relation to all relevant internal and external factors. The new FM
position is then implemented in Stage 5. In order to cope with the dynamic changes in
organisational.support requirements, the conceptual processshown in Figure 3(1) includes a
review and modification element at the end of the processthrough which repositioning can be
triggered in the future.

Overall, the conceptual process shown in Figure 3(1) illustrates that the needs and
priorities for organisational,support option generation and the selection of a preferred set of
FM arrangements,are all affected by the internal factors of the organisation and the external
factors of the economic, social and market context Furthermore, the conceptual framework
suggeststhat internal factors will tend to directly influence the positioning process,while the
external factorsare more likely to have only indirect influence to the outcome.

3.3 FM Position Profiles
Deriving an appropriate proffle of FM arrangementsand their attributes is the central
crucial concern throughout the processshown in Figure 3(1). The literature review indicated
the wide range of positions that FM can adopt in practice, as discussedin Chapter Two. The
researchdeveloped a summary account of FM services,clustered into nine main groups, as
illustrated in Figure 2(1) on page 29.This diagram consolidatesthe work of other authors who
have produced inventDries(BIFM, 2002;Cotts, 1999;Jordan,1994),groupings (Kennedy, 1996;
Bernard Williams Associate,1994)and general classifications(Kincaid, 1994; Momson, 1990)
of the range of services for which FM can be responsible. However, the literature review
uncovered no authoritative methods that could be used for profiling and describing the set of
FM support arrangements and responsibilities in a given situation. A conceptual basis for
profiling any FM position in relation to its resource management responsibilities has been
proposed (Nutt, 1999;2000) and developed (Grimshaw, 2003).This method, which is at an
early stageof development,helps to profile the extent and the proportion of an organisationýs
resourcebase for which the FM team is directly responsible. It also help's to profile which
parts of the generic resource management process are within the remit of a particular FM
arrangement which not (Nutt, 2004). The conceptual FM profile of Loosemore (1998), as
mentioned above, was found to be useful in mapping orgardsational support arrangements
and the emphasesgiven to the aspectsof FM. While all of theseapproachesare relevant to the
profiling of FM services,resourcesand emphases,they do not relate holistically or explicitly to
the FM arrangementsand positioning processoverall
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In this research,FM arrangementshave been proffied through eight setsof attributes,
ranging from FM purpose and policy, FM scope and responsibility, the primary role of FM,
the level of management involvement, decision timeframe, FM structure, service delivery
arrangements,to performancemeasurement,as discussedabove.Within eachset of attributes,
alternative positions can be distinguished based on the results of the literature review.
Summary descriptionsof theseeight defining attributes are describedbelow:
Purpose and PoRcy; describing the nudn orientation and emphasis of FM practice. At
least three basic sets of FM purpose and policies are commonplace.First policies can be
predominantly Facili"riented,

focusing on building management, operational costs,

maintenance and repair. Second policies may be Work-oriented, focusing on the coordination of all workplace supports and servicesto meet organisational and staff needs.
Third, policies can be Business-oriented,focusing on aligning facility resources and
services to support the organisation's business goals and operational strategy directly.
Many other FM policy orientations am adopted in different sectors, and policy
innovations should be expectedas FM practicescontinue to develop and diversify.
Scopeand Responsibilities,- describing the scopeand range of resourcesand servicesthat
are included within the FM remit as discussed above. The range of management
responsibilities can be characterised,as having Limited Scope mainly covering routine
support services for internal customers, or Selective Scope covering a wider raw of
workplace resourcesand support services,or an Extensive Scopethat is responsiblefor
most of the organisational support environment, and its physical resources,together with
a wide rangeof business,employeeand customer services.Further extensionsto the scope
of responsibilities, both tangible and intangible, have been predicted by many authors
(Green,2004,Nutt, 2004).

Primary Role; describing the predominant characteristics of the FM task Three bask
types of role can be identified with emphasison the Operational Managementof routine
tasks and services, or the Management Coordination and partial integration of all FM
functions and services,or the StrategicManagementof business infrastructure, resources
and serviceswith responsiblefor long-term planning Other FM roles should be expected
to be adopted to support different policies, as FM requirements and capabilities in the
future continue to dtversify.

o

Management Involvement; descnbing the level of FM involvement wifidn

an

organisation's managementstmcture overall. The level of managementinvolvement and
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its communication links to core businessmanagementmay be characterisedas Low Level
Management,part of operational management and administration, Middle Management
Level, part of the organisationýsline managementstructwre,and High Level Management,
part of the senior managementhierarchy The Low Level managementpositions tend to
have a one-way communication linkage with business management while those in
middle and high managementpositions have more partidpation in businessmanagement
meetings and decisionswith a two-way reciprocal communication linkage (Barrett, 1995).
Decision Timeframes; describing the predominant time horizon of concern and decision
Short-term
be
Decision-making
as:
characterised
situations
can
making authority.
decisions,typically concerningissuesand responsibilities within a one year time period or
less, Medium-term decisions, typically concerning one to flxree years ahead including
decisions,
Long-term
issues,
typically
tactical
and
most
planning and service procurement
beyond a three year time horizon concerning long-range strategy, resource planning,
facility investment, acquisition and disposal.
FM Structure, describing the organisation of FM arrangements within an organisation
based on the degreeof functional integration. Three general types of FM structure can be
distinguished: a Fragmented Arrangement where facilities and services functions are
distributed acrossmany groups or departments, Integrated Arrangement where facility
department,
functions
and
one
within
are consolidated
and service-relatedmanagement
Highly Integrated Arrangement where all businessinfrastructure, property procurement
Other
division
located
functions
facility-related
of
organisation.
an
one
within
are
and
forms of Fm structural arrangementsshould be expected as part of innovations in FM
support provisions.
Service Delivery,- summarising the characteristics and methods of service delivery
be
distinguished:
Dis-sagregated
Three
types
can
of arrangement
arrangements.
Arrangement where individual servicesare managed and delivered separately;Packaged
Arrangement where servicesare bundled into a small number of major groups based on
their characteristicsand the types of skill required; or Totally Integradve Arrangement
by
delivered
one source within a TFM contract. Within the
are
where all support services
three arrangementtypes there are many combinations of outsourced,part-sourcedand inhouseforms of delivery and servicepartnerships.
Performance Accountability; summarising the arrangements for the measurementand
be
limited
Performance
or
can
measurement
of
performance.
management
systems
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extensive,ranging from General Performance Measurements,to Specific FM Performance
Measurements to Business-related Performance Measurements. General performance
measurements are normally part of the basic management responsibilities for the
utilisation of resources, operational performance and service delivery. Specific FM
Performance Measurements involve the use of key indicators of FM management
performance, accountability and improvements based on management progress and
achievements overall. Bushiess-related Performance Measurements tend to focus on
strategic performance measureswhere infrastructure, facility resources,support services
and FM effectivenessis evaluated from a busumm and organisational,perspective,usually
in terms of productivity, efficiency, corporate responsibility and competitive advantage.
These eight sets of management attributes and their combinations, taken together
with the theoretical basisfor characterisingthe facility support servicesplatform as mentioned
earlier, provide a conceptual basis for profiling FM support arrangements in any particular
caseor specific set of circumstances.This conceptual basis is shown in Figure 3(2) in the form
of an arrangement matrix. On the horizontal axis, the matrix covers the eight sets of
managementattributes: purpose and policy, scope and responsibilities, primary role, level of
management, decision timeframes, FM structure, service delivery arrangement, and
performance accountability. The attributes and resource profiles can be used collectively to
help to position and align FM to one of three major levels of managementremit overall: Basic,
Consolidated and Comprehensive,as shown in the vertical axis of Figure 3(2) and described
below.

0
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Level 1: BASIC. This has been in a typical arrangementfor traditional FM practicesbased
on operational management fanctions, facility-oriented with limited scope, employing
dis-aggregated service delivery arz %en
with only basic operational performance
measurementsystems.This is the most common form of FM arrangementin Thailand.
Level 2: CONSOLIDATED. This is a general arrangement where the FM remit
consolidatesand integrates all facility-related resourcesand services.FM arrangementsat
this level tend to be work-oriented with selective scope and a co-ordinating role at a
middle management level, grouping service delivery arrangements into a few coherent
packages,with specific FM performance measurement arrangements in place. This is
perhaps the most common form of FM arrangement described or adopted in the UK and
North America.

Level 3: COMPREHENSIVE This is the most ambitious type of FM arrangement, fully
integrated with the strategic functions of the organisation. FM arrangementsat this level
tend to be business-orientedwith extensivescope,adopting a strategic role at a high level
of management,focusing on long-term planning issues with the use of business-related
performancemeasurementsystems.
Conceptually, an organisation will consider the options that are available tD them
acrosseach of the eight attributes and at each of the three managementlevels. They will then
select a combination of these positions, those that best meet their specific needs and
constraints,to form the most suitable set of support arrangementsoverall. It should be noted
that a higher level of managementis not necessarilybetter than a lower one. Rather,basedon
the basicpropositions of the research,organisationsshould adopt a set of arrangementsthat is
the most appropriate for their circumstances.The matrix shown in Figure 3(2) can also be
useful in helping to proffle the characteristics of existing FM practice arrangements. By
drawing a line through each relevant cell of the matrix a generalprofile of current FM practice
can be mapped. This conceptualmatrix has beenincorporated within the five casestudies that
investigatethe characteristicsof FM arrangementsas reported in Chapter Five.

This chapter has developed a conceptual basis for positioning FM proposing that a
contingent approach be adopted with a multi-stage processof consideration and decision as
illustrated in Figure 3(1). This model shows an analytical five-stage processof decision in the
selection and implementation of FM arrangements.The general conceptual processneeds to
be developed further through an examination of empirical evidence from real case
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investigations of FM practice arrangements and their rationale. In the next chapter, the
detailed researchmethodology for obtaining empirical evidence to develop the conceptual
basis
The
for
be
framework
FM
theoretical
decision
considered.
will
positioning
processand a
for the researchas developed in this chapter will be used as a framework for considering the
detailed research approach, the research design, and the selection of methods for data
coRection.
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Chapter 4
Research Methodology

The literature review as descriled in Chapter Two, confirmed that few studies had
been undertiLken of FM arrangements and practica in different regions and countries,
especially outside North America and Europe. Only a limited understanding of the different
elementsand cultural contexts of facility managementarrangementswere indicated and the
need for a theoretical fi-amework to underpin the decision-makingprocessfor positioning FM
was generally supported. Although many have attempted to develop ideas and methods that
relate to this need, there is still a considerable gap between theoretical concepts and their
practical application. This thesis aims to address this gap, and to develop a practical decision
framework for positioning FM basedon empirical evidenceas well as theoretical ideas.So the
objectivesof this chapter are:

*

To consider the available researchconcepts,approachesand methods.

*

To selecta suitable methodology for achieving the objectivesof the researck

This chapter sets out the philosophical basis for the research and describes the
researchprocessand the researchdesign that was used to conduct the study Also it explains
the reasonsfor adopting a casestudy approach, the caseselectioncriteria, the unit of analysis,
data collection methods and the forms of data analysis that were employed to help to develop
a generic framework for positioning FK Finally, the chapter discussesthe method by which
the resulting decision framework was scrutinised and tested and the general validity of the
outcomesof the study were verified.
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4.1 Philosophical Basis
The selectionof a researchmethodology and the ways in which researchquestionsare
to be explored, will depend on the underlying philosophical basis of the study (Bryman and
Bell, 2003). This philosophical basis helps the researcher to clarify the overall research
approach,to recognisethe limitations of any particular researchmethod and to createor adapt
a researchdesign and programme to fit the nature of the researchproblem under investigation
(Easterby-Smithet. al., 2002).The development of a philosophical basisfor researchinvolves a
number of considerations and issues, particularly the epistemological and ontological
positions of the researcharea, the form of logic to be adopted and the feasibility of alternative
investiptive approaches.In relation to the researchreported here, the philosophical basishad
to recognisethat

e

There were no establishedtheories for positioning FM.
There was limited empirical researchto inform or support theory development in the FM
field generally.

9

There were few establishedmethods and techniques that might be used to support the
positioning process.

o

There was little empirical evidence or detailed information about how organisations
determined their support requirementsor positioned their FM arrangements.
Theseissuesunplied that the researchwould need to:
Gain empirical evidenceof what organisationsdo when they position and reposition their
FM arraRgementsand to understand how they make positioning decisionsovertime;
Develop a securetheoreticalapproach and framework for positioning FM arrangements,
Identify and build appropriate decision process,methods and tools,
Test the methods and tools to ensure that they are applicable in practice.

Epistemologicalconsiderationsm researchare concernedwith the sourcesand origins
of knowledge, how it was discovered or created and to what degree it should be regarded as
reliable and acceptableknowledge within the disciplinary area. Since this researchaims to
gain understanding and insights of positioning processesand actual practices in the 'real
world', the researchadopted a mainly empirical approach. Empiricism refers to approaches
that study the reality of any situation or phenomenon through knowledge gained from
experienceand direct observation (Bryman and Bell, 2003).Empirical studies were needed in
this research to gain practical evidence of FM arrangements in red cam and to test the
potential application of the methods and tools that were developed.
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Ontological considerations are concerned with how research should consider the
fundamental nature of a given subjectdomain and how it can be examinedand measured.The
area for researchwas concerned primarily with decision issues and their context rather than
physical objects or natural systems, and was therefore difficult to measure or quantify
objectively. In order to gain an understanding of this type of subject, the research placed
emphaseson an approach of 'constructivis& and 'interpretivism' rather than positivism and
objectivism. Constructivism and interpretivism, takes the view that the world or subject of
study is socially constructed and predominantly subjective(Bryman and Bell, 2003),and seeks
to uncover meanings and understandings of the broad interrelationships in the problem area
or situation. This approach was therefore suitable to face the characteristicsof the subject-of
research- the positioning of FM arrangements and their subsequent changes - through a
largely subjective process of reflection, intuition, interpretation, translation and the
.
development of conceptual meaning (Easterby-Smithet. al., 2002; Bryman and Bell, 2003).
Given the research intentions to gain understanding of the positioning process, its
relationships and the 'how' and 'why' questions as set out in Chapter One, a mostly
qualitative research approach was adopted for the study. Qualitative researchmethods are
regarded as a suitable approach for studying areas about which little is known, building
theory and associated interpretive data, to produce findings by non-statistical processes
(Straussand Corbin, 1998).It is therefore a useful approach for topics for which virtually no
researchhas been undertaken in the past and where there is little prior literature to inform the
research(Bryman and Bell, 2003).It is also a useful approach in gaining in-depth information
within a holistic overview of the context of the study (Miles and Huberman, 1994).
Within a broadly constructivism and inte

orientation, the researchfor this

thesisadopted a mixed logical position, combining deductive and inductive processes,the use
of which have been widely adopted in research(Easterby-Smithet al., 2002,Ticehurst and
Veal, 2000).The researchbegan deductively by building a conceptualbasis for considering the
FM positioning process as discussedin Chapter Three. It used a theoretically-led approach
basedon deductive logic to help to identify the key variables to be studied and to inform the
collection and analysis of data. This approachmay be consideredas contrary to the conceptof
grounded theory that emphasisesthat theory-building research should not begin from a
preconceivedconcept of the structured relationship between variables but should generate
theory out of data (Eisenhardt, 1989,Strauss and Corbin, 1998). But other authors, such as
Miles and Huberman, Bryman and BeIL Ticehurst and Veal, and Yin, argue that Preconceptionsare inevitable, and support the use of a conceptualframework to shapeand guide
data collection and analysis,especiallythrough a casestudy approach.Theseauthors suggest
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that this approach can be more economical and direct, producing comparableand potentially
generalisablefindings in researchstudies that are tightly constrained by resourcesand time.
But this approach also has potential weaknesses.If the initial conceptual framework is too
tightly constructed it may lead tc)a limited viewpoint, it may overlook key problem areasor
issuesthat were not anticipated and give rise to an unbalancedschemeof data collection and
analysis. To avoid these weaknesses,the research minimised the risks of pre-conceptions
concerning the conceptual framework by using a set of research questions that facilitated
cross-casecomparisonsin an open-endedway In addition, the researchsourced a wide range
of others opinions to ensure that the analysis was not biased and was open to be informed by
findings outside of the initial conceptual position. The philosophical positions of the research
as described above were used as a basis for research design, as described in the following
section.

4.2 ResearchDesign
Researchdesign refers to the selection of a prfinary strategy for conducting the
research and the organisation of research activities within that strategy (Bryman and Bell,
2003).It is concernedwith the selectionof the main researchinstruments, whether to rely on
an experimental approach,cross-sectionaland/or longitudinal studies, a casestudy approach,
comparative studies, social surveys, multiple-casestudies, and so on. The researchdesign will
define the unit of analysis,the issuesthat are to be studied directly and the nature of the data
to be collected. The research design for this thesis was constructed around the research
questions and objectivesas set out in Chapter One and summarised in section 4.1 on page 67.
The researchdesign neededtD address:
The ways in which the key factors involved in the consideration of FM Policies and
practices could be identified and studied, with particular reference to the context of
Thaffand.
9

The means by which a decision framework and tools for positioning FM could be
developed.

9

The evaluation of the framework tools in relation to their application in practice.
In addressingtheseneeds,the researchdesign focusedon the Mowing objectives:

e

to understand and gain practical insights of positioning processesfrom actual FM
pracum and experience.
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o

to examinethe degreeto which this experiencemight be replicated and generalisedwithin
a theoreticalframework

*

to test the applicability of the theoretical ftamework and its tools.

In order to meet these needs and objectives,it becameclear that the researchshould
adopt a 'mixed' researchdesign approach as advocated by many authors (Easterby-Smithet.
1990).These authors suggestthat a mixed researchdesignscan
al., 2002and Leconard-Barton,
provide multiple perspectivesand richer information concerning the subject of study and are
capable of offsetting the constraints and limitations of the individual methods that they
include. The central researchmethod that was selectedwas case-based,with a multiple case
investigation approach.This method was considered to be most suitable for this researchfor
severalreasons.First, the casestudy can provide an in-depth description and explanation of a
processthat has not yet beenthoroughly researched(Leonard-Barton,1990).It can be a logical
method for empirical investigation of a contemporary phenomenonwithin its real-life context,
especiallywhen the boundaries between phenomenon and its context are not clearly defined,
and it is an appropriate method in circumshuweswhere 'how' and 'why' questions are being
posed (Yin, 1994).It can allow an investigation to retain a holistic overview of the meaningful
characteristicsof real-life events such as orgarusationaland managerial processes(Pettigrew,
1992)and provide a multi-dimensional picture of a situation and crucial relationships to both
test existing theory and generatenew theory (Eisenhardt,1989).The case-basedapproach can
deal with past and current circumstancesand can incorporate a variety of data collection
methods to gain qualitative and quantitative evidence, e.g. intaviews, direct observations,
questionnaire surveys, and inspections of documentation (Eisenhardt, 1989,Leonard-Barton,
1990).This approach can also benefit from the prior development of theoretical propositions
to guide data collection and help structure its analysis.
The researchdesign adopted a multiple-case study format to help to establish the
basis for a replication logic. On one hand, the variations acrossa sample of casestudies can
enable the researcher to replicate findings across cases and through the similarities and
dissimilarities observed,to distinguish between cam acrossa variety of different dimensions
that are conceptually meaningful. So this approach could enablethe researchto identify both
the common and the differentiating factors of FM arrangementsamong different organisations
and from different sectors.On the other hand, the multiple-case study approach can provide
the researcherwith a deep understanding of processesand outcomes, the chance to test
hypothesesand to develop a clear picture of locally grounded causality (Huberman and Miles,
1994).The casestudies were structured and examined in a consistentlongitudinal fashion, in
order to enablethe researchto observeand study the changing patterns relationship between
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organisational.characteristicsand their FM practicesin a dynamic way (Pettigrew, 1992).This
type of researchdesign has been used widely for studying orgardsational dynamics since it
has the ability to link change processes to key events or determining factors, and to
simultaneously explore the links between the context content and processesof change
together with their interconnectionsthrough time
Two stagesof data analysis were used to interpret data from the casestudies and to
inform the development of a theoretical decision framework for positioning FM. Each
individual caseinvestigation was analysed independently, but to a common format, in order
to gain familiarity with the datoi and to codify the preliminary patterns of FM arrangements
and their changeson a 'within-case' basis.Cross-caseanalysis was then undertaken to search
for and compare similarities and differences in the patterns of relationship and to help
formulate and further develop the concept and theoretical framework for positioning FM.
Details of both stagesof analysis are discussedin section4.4 of this Chapter.
The results from the multiple-case investigations and their 'within-case' and 'crosscase' analysis, were used to clarify the conceptual basis of the research and to develop the
decWon framework and wols for positioning FIVLTheseresearchoutcomesthen neededto be
tested before they could be considered as valid and relevant to FM practice. In order to do
this, an 'Applicability TrWr method was employed. This was a hybrid approach combining
aspectsof expert scrutiny, partial field trial testing and hypothetical simulation exercises,to
develop a method to facilitate the assessmentof the decision process and tools. The trial
subjected key elements of the positioning framework and its tools to an examination by
individual experts from a sample of organisations,using a three-part set of trial documents
consisting of an executive summary of the proposed FM positioning process,details of the
proposed seventeen positioning tools with explanatory documentation, and a three-page
questionnaire for completion and return. Trial participants were asked to review the
positioning process and tools as if they were really undertaken for their organisatiort, to
provide their judgements on the key elementsand stagesof the process,together with their
suggestionsfor improvement In assessingthe applicability of the processand tools ,a set of
assessmentcriteria were used, including usability and practicality, the logic, structure and
stages of the process,its coverage and emphasis, flexibility and adaptability. This sort of
method was employed due to the constraintsof cost, time and manpower that are associated
with a Ph.D. study. Details of the trial and its evaluation are summarised,in section 4.6 and
discussedfully In Chapter Eight
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Basedon this researchdesign overall, the processof researchwas constructedaround
four main stagesas describedbelow and illustrated in. the flowchart shown in Figure 1(1) in
Chapter One, page 9.
Stage 1: The Area of Study. The first stage involved the study of relevant literature,
conceptual positions and practice experience to inform the development of a theoretical
basisfor the research,as describedin Chapters Two and Three.
Stage2: CaseInvestigations. This stagefocused on five caseinvestigations,eachof which
profiled FM practice positions at different time periods and explored facility management
policies, structure and change,clarifying the role and scopeof FM and the key factors that
were taken into accountwhen positioning FM arrangements.This phaseaimed to identify
the relationships between a particular set of FM arrangements and the characteristicsof
the organisation that it supported within the wider context The data from the casestudies
least
had
between
two time states.
identify
that
the
to
at
occurred
changes
was analysed
Within-case and cross-caseanalysis was undertaken to understand and characterisethe
changeprocessesand the key factors that influenced the adjustment and restructuring of
FM arrangementsand practices.
Stage3: Framework and ProcessDevelopment This stage involved a processof induction
through which the implications of case study findings for the positioning theory were
inferred (Bryman and Bell, 2003),and the results of the cross-casecomparisonswere used
to refine the initial theoretical framework for positioning FK and to develop a decision
processand its took.
Stage 4: Framework and ProcessEvaluation. The final stage of the research involved
testing and evaluating the applicability of the positioning framework and its decision
tools in practice, leading to further refinements and the consideration of improvements
and developmentsfor the future.

4.3 Case Study Sample
The selectionof the number and type of casestudies is different from the selectionof a
sample for questionnaire surveys, structured interviews or other quantitative research
methods which normally depend on representativesamples that require a large number of
participants. For obvious practical reasons,casestudy researchrelies on a smaller number of
subjects or instancesfor in-depth study. The number casesselectedshould be sufficient to
serve the specific purpose and overaUscope of the investigation and follow the logic of an
experiment rather than the logic of survey sampling (Yin, 1994). They can be chosen to
produce insights and information based on the concept of 'making comparison, with the
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number of cases and the variety of circumstances to be studied, intended to discover
variations between events, processesor concepts, or may be chosen to cover theoretical
categories,to provide examples of polar types or to meet other theoretical or conceptual
considerations (Pettigrew, 1990).In this respect, caseselection aims to fulfil the purposes of
providing insights, replication and analytic generallsation rather than to enumerate
fiequencies and generate statistically reliable results. In areas where there is difficulty in
accessinginformation, Pettigrew (1990)suggeststhat the casecan be selectedon the basis of a
process of 'planned opportunism!, where the research focuses on those casesthat provide
ready accessto researchsites. So in the adoption of a casestudy approach, it is important to
identify and define what the 'case' for investigation is at the outset in order to determine the
number of casesto be investigated, the limits of data coEktion and the form of analysis (Yin,
1994).This entity called 'unit of analysis, forms the basis for the researchsample (EasterbySmith et. al., 2002). In this research, the unit of analysis was 'the FM functioW within an
organisation, selectedbecauseits characteristicsrepresentedthe position or arrangementsof
practice in any given situation.
Given the considerations discussed above, the sample of caseswas selected on a
'theoretical sampling' approach (Straussand Corbin, 1998) using the theoretical basis in line
with the general conceptualframework for positioning FM as proposed in Chapter Three. By
adopting a theoretical sampling approach, the case studies were chosen to maximise the
opportunities to discover variations among the concepts(Straussand Corbin, 1998) with the
sample is purposeful directed to the logic and theoretical basis of the research. A sample
number of between 4 and 10 cases is usually considered tD be acceptable,practical and
generalisable(Yiriý1994,Eisenhardt,1989;Pettigrew, 1990).With three or fewer cases,it can be
difficult to generatetheory with sufficient gerwralisation and empirical grounding unlikely to
be convincin& while with more than ten cases,it becomesdifficult to cope with the practical
complexities and volume of the data. Five main case investigations were chosen for the
research to cover a range of business sectors and facility types so that the theory and
framework developed from the research might be capable of generalisation. The cases
included a telecommunicationcompany, a manufacturing company, an international bank, a
major local bank and a university, all with a basic understanding of facility management
practice. Four of these were large private organisations, the fifth was a public sector
institution. Each can study covered at least two stages in organisational development with
different sets of FM support arrangementsat different times. Case selectionswere based on
three generalcriteria:

*

The organisationswere all operating in Thailand.
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The organisationshad an established FM function or department that was responsiblefor
someof the support arrangementsand serviceswith which FM is normally associated.
In each of the selectedcasesthere had been developments or changesin FM functions
over the previous five years.

4.4 Data Collection
This section summarisesthe variety of methods that were use to collect data, the key
sources of data and the means by which data was collected in practice, using a mixed
approach. The case study investigations used four main methods of data collection: semistructured interviews, direct observations, questionnaires and the hu;pection of archival
documents. Semi-structured interviews were employed as the main data collection method,
providing a flexible approach with which to cope with the variance of the casesand queries
during the interview. It is an efficient and open method that capturesessentialdata but leaves
both interviewer and interviewees flexible to ask and answer additional questions as
appropriate (Bernard, 2002).In this researchthe interview questions were directed to selected
key personsin the FM team within the organisation, generally those who were responsiblefor
directing, plannin& managing and operating the FM department or functions. To enrich the
information gained from the semi-structured interviews and to crosscheckthe validity of
information, supplementary interviews were conducted wherever possible with business
managersand FM staff at the operational level.
in total, twenty-one interviews were completed. Given the conceptual basis of the
researchas describedin Chapter Three, a short-list of key questions was developed as a proforma to help structure the interviews to ensure that the required general and specific
information was collected together with opinions and comments from the interviewees. The
key questions within the pro-form& were designed to be flexible so that they were equally
applicable to the various organisational types and to be flexible and open to collect any
unexpected responses.The interview questions are included in Appendix B, page 279. It
covered the following issues:
Organisationalbackground and policies.
The nature and

ris * of facilities, their usesand services.

The background to the FM organisationand its development
The conceptsand methods of facility managementused within the organisation.
The scopeof FM responsibilities,servicesand work operations.
Key issuesfor FM practice including its primary focus, priorities and concerns.
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"

Level of authorisation and responsibilities for management involvement and decision
making.

"

The linkage between FM functions and orgardsationalstructure.

"

Accountability and Performanceindicators for FM services.

"

Other comments on current problems and constraints, risks and opportunities, criticality
and performance.

*

Opinions concerningfuture improvement

A survey sheet- TM practice profiles, in Appendix B, page 279,- was used to record
data concerning the perceptions of the primary functions, the work responsibilities, the
percentageof budget allocation, and the predominant priorities of FM practice. Document and
archival data was used to accessrelevant secondary data of the organisations including its
historical background, its stated business objectives and strategies, policies and resources.
Sources included annual reports, the organisation's released documents, its web site, any
business
further
information
the
In
concerning
addition,
press coverage and other records.
context of the organisationýsoperations and the market environment was collected, when
available. Direct observation was used as part of each visit, to collect further information
about the activities, facility uses,behaviour and culture of the organisation generally.
The data collection for each of the five cases was planned and conducted
systematicallyaround a six stepsprocess:
1. The first visit was introductory. The researcherexplained the basis of the researchproject,
its objectives and requirements and the research methods, including a preliminary
discusslon concerrung the planned intervxws and the key persons that would be
involved.
2. Prior to the fan interview, the research began the collection and scrutiny of
documentation and archtvematerial to obtain background information of the case.
3. The first interviews took place one or two weeks after the first visit using the semikey
in
for
interviewing
interview
selected
persons
each case.
pro-form&
structured
Interviews were of 1% to 2 hours duration. Documentsabout the Organisationand its FM
department were also reviewed at the end of the interview, with all conversations
field
At
interview,
interviewed
by
the
the
tape,
end
of
notes.
supplemented
on
recorded
FM managerwas askedto complete and return the survey sheet.
4. Interviewee replies, comments and opinions were transcribed into fieldwork notes to a

for
format
then
missinginformation.
checked
were
and
standard
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5. Secondinterviews were undertaken in all casesto obtain missing information to verify the
information received and to discuss suppkmientary issues. At this meeting the survey
sheetswere coRectedtogether with the remainder of documentsrequested.
6. A third interview was conducted where riecessary,either faceto faceor by phone.
The collection of the comments and opinions of the experts in the 'Applicability Triar
at the end of the research,employed a survey questionnaire consisting of two major parts:
indicative commentsand open-endopinions in Appendix C, page 283.Eachindividual expert
was askedto indicate his/her opinion on eachindividual phaseof the decision processand its
five-point
key
features
the
to
the
tools
criteria
using
a
overall
against
assess
associated
and
scale ranging from strongly agreed, fairly agreed, agreed/acceptable, fairly disagreed, to
strongly disagreed. The respondents were also asked to provide their individual opinions
comments,reservations or suggestionsconcerning the particular question through the openfinal
In
indicative
the
to
the
part of the
comment
end questions which were attached
questionnaire,they were asked to comment on the strengths and weaknessesof the decision
further
invited
tD
tools
suggest
modifications
and
were
process and
overall, and
improvements. The details of the trha package and questionnaires will be fully discussedin
Chapter Eight

4.5 Data Analysis
As mentioned in section 4.2, there were two main stagesof data analysis in the case
investigations.First, was the data analysis within each of the five casestudies in turn, second,
By
the
overall.
using a case-basedstudy
results
of
was a comparative cross-caseanalysis
method, most of the collected data and information was qualitative, but supplemented by
by
data.
This
was
widely
adopted
many authors
approach
analysis
some quantitative
(Eisenhardt,1989).As a first step in the data analysis, the researchtranscribed the recorded
interviews into a comprehensivedatabase,indexed by interview question number. Next, all
the interview notes for eachcasewere consolidatedand constructed into an integral field note.
Using theseinterview databasesand secondarysources,e.g. organisations annual report, etc.,
five individual case reports were produced to summarise the key information in each cases
(seeAppendix A, page2-1t,". ý278).
To sort and interpret the data at the primary stage, the combination of within-case
analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989), coding techniques (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) comparative
analysis,longitudinal time-seriesanalysis (Yin, 1994;Miles and Huberman, 1994)and 'ground
analysis' techniques(Easterby-Smithd. al., 2002)were adopted. First within-case analysis was
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functions, FM responsibilities and FM priorities were illustrated in radius diagrams, as shown
in Figure 4(2) below. Figures 4(1) and 4(2) show notional positions only. Details of the real
results of this part of the data analysisare describedin Chapter Five.
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Once the data analysis of individual cases had been completed, the research
five
from
investigations
data
the
to
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examine and
case
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conducted a cross-caseanalysis
differences
develop
in
to
identifying
order
conceptual
and
similarities
compare results,
from
techniques
The
several
methods
and
employed
cross-casecompansons;
insights.
Qualitative Data Analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994) and cross-casepatterns searching
(Eisenhardt,1989).The findings were compared on three key issues:FM arrangementfactors,
diagrams
to
A
decision
tables
factors
created
the
were
of
and
number
process.
and
change
facilitate the comparison and analysis.Theseare describedfully in Chapter Six.
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Basedon the insights gained from the casestudies and the cross-casecomparisons,the
conceptualbasis for of positioning FM was developed further to refine the initial framework
and to establish a general decision framework and associated tools for positioning FM.
Throughout this analysisand development process,researchresults, outcomesand ideaswere
recheckedregularly with the interview databaseand casereports to ensure consistencyand
reliability The resulting prototype framework and tools then needed to be scrutinised, tested
and validated.

4.6 Scrutiny and Validation of Results
ht undertaking any given researchprojects, one of the main underlying concems is
the general validity of the methodology and quality of the research being undertaken.
Typically, there are four important validity criteria: construct validity, internal validity,
external validity or generalisability and research reliability overall (Yin, 1994). Research
reliability is concerned with the question of whether the results of a study are repeatable
(Bryman and Bell, 2003)and whether the operations and proceduresof the researchare logical
and secure(Yin, 1994).Construct validity is concernedwith whether the researchinstruments
are sufficiently accurate measures of reality (Easterby6Smithet. al., 2002). This involves
establishing secure operational descriptions for the concepts, ideas and relationships being
studied (Remeyiet. al., 1998).To ensureconstruct validity, this researchused multiple sources
of evidence such as interviews that included individual and collective information and
opinions, organisational policy documents, archival records, recorded expert opinion, public
documents,and direct observations,to support the conceptualdevelopment and the analysis.
Internal validity is concerned with knowing whether the major auumption. and
inferencesare correct and whether the researchdesign has eliminated bias and the effects of
extraneous variables (Easterby-Smithet. at., 2002).The internal validity is mainly involved
with the data analysis phase (Yin, 1994) and can be demonstrated by sound arguments and
logical analysis structures, so this research established a theoretical positioning basis, and
applied a set of analytical techniquesas describedin section4.5. External validity is concerned
with knowing the degree to which the researchfindings can be generalised within a wider
context and have generic relevance tD other settings (Easterby-Smith d. al., 2002). In this
researchthe external validity was assuredin two ways. First, the researchutilised, a replicated
logic acrossthe multiple-casestudies. Second,it examinedthe generalisability of the outcomes
of the study, by conducting assessmenttrials to test the generalapplicability of the positioning
processand tools in practiceas describedbelow.
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A number of alternative methods of evaluation were considered for this research,
principally through field trial or experiment and action research(Robson, 2002),simulation
(Gilbert and Troitzsch, 2005)or gaming exercises,opinion surveys (Bryman, 2004)and expert
group discussionand review (Bryman, 2004).A field trial or experiment approach to test any
new method or product is usually considered to be the most secureway to proceed (Susman
and Evered,1978).If this is not feasible then the performance of new decision processes,novel
techniques, expert systems and innovative management arrangements, can be examined
systematically with the use of simulation models or gaming exercisesprior to 'real-world'
application. While these approachesproduce only indicative and hypothetical results, these
can be of considerable practical value particularly in fields where there are difficulties in
implementation in the real situation directly (Schwartz,1984).On the other hand, the result of
this approach may be questionable since simulation models are an abstraction or
approximaiion of real world problems (Fossett et. al., 1991). New ideas, proposals and
predictions can also be tested indirectly through expert scrutiny and peer group review (Gass,
1983).Reviews can be undertaken on an individual basis through a wide variety of opinion
survey, structured interview and questionnaire techniques, or collectively through one of
many of the well established group review methods undertalmn face to face or remotely
(Bryman, 2004).Opinion surveys are a well establishedway of obtaining a large sample of
opinions and commentson the possible value of new methods and decision toolsi and can be
conducted remotely Assessmentsthrough ophuon surveys have limitations in complex fields
since there is no one presents to help respondent if they are having difficulty answering
questions,imposing a 'cannot prompf constraint on the assessmentprocess(Bryman, 2004).
Assessing new methods or any approaches, which require in-depth expertise, through a
survey approach,can therefore have major limitations. Expert or peer group review, such as
the Delphi method, brainstorming or focus group discussions,can be useful to pin direct
opinions from a panel of experts. This approach can provide secure lines of communication
between the researcherand experts in the field, however, consolidating the range of expert
opinions can be very difficult to achieve.The discussionscan be difficult to control and there
may be 'group effects' with a single opinion having undue influence on the others, which in
turn may causebias among the participants and distort the outcome (Bryman, 2004).
Ideally, a field trial of a FM positioning framework would involve the systematicrealtime observation and recording of the results of a representativesample of applications across
a vanety of organisation types and circumstances,covenng all of the nudinfacility sectorsin a
number of countries or regions. However, it was considered that a fall field trial of this Idnd
was not feasible within the context of a Ph.D. research programme, due to the lengthy
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duration of the FM positioning process,the constraints of the researcher'stime and the limited
resourcesthat are available to support Ph.D. studies. However, partial field trials, limited to a
few crucial stagesof a decision processand to a small selection of problem elementscan be
feasible within the context of a Ph.D. study (Taylor, 2002). A hybrid 'Applicability Triar
approach was developed for this study, combining some aspectsof the methods mentioned
above. The aim of the Applicability Trial was to scrutinise key elements of the positioning
framework and to test their applicability as assessedby individual experts from a sample of
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/ There might be some weaknessesin using this method: the trial was largely uncontrollable
and basedon subjectiveopinion and trust To overcome the weaknesses,the sufficient time for
the questionnairereply was given, and a short-list of highly qualified FM expertsfrom various
sectorswas selected./
[Ch 8] In assessingthe applicability of the processand tools, t1tefrequency of opinions
on eachdepartment of the processand tools were analysed.The feedbackof the opinions was
quantified in percentage and presented in the format of graphs. The results were used to
indicate the extent of their usefulnessIn practice.
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Chapter 5
Case Investigations
The last chapter set out the methodology and framework for the researchoverall. This
chapter describes the five case studies that were undertaken to examine FM support
arrangements in practice. These investigations aimed to gain an understanding of the
relationship between FM support arrangements, organisational requirements, their business
context and the factors inducing modifications or changeover time. The objectivesof the case
investiptions were:

9

To undertake detailed studies of a sample of FM arrangementsthat had been adopted in
practice;

"

To investigate the relationships between the adopted FM arrangements and the
characteristicsof the organisationsthat they support;

"

To identify the key issuesof concern and the basis of the decision processleading to the
selection of an appropriate set of FM arrangements to support the needs of a specific
organisationat a particular point in time;

"

To examine those factors and changing conditions that had induced modification or
restructuring of FM arrangemenb over time;

"

To analyseand compare the factors influencing the FM positioning processacrossthe five

casemvestigations,
To provide generic irtsights intD the positioning process,basedon the information pined
from cross-casecomparisons,
To consider the potential opporhmities and possible limitations of formal decision
methods to assistin the positioning process.
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The first four of these objectives are the focus of this chapter, while the remaining
three objectivesare addressedin Chapter Six: Cross-caseComparisons.
As explained in Chapter One, the researchfocused not only FM positionin& but also
on repositioning in response to organisational changes.Change is a major and important
feature of organisationallife (Bunws, 2000).Within the businessmanagementliterature and m
organisation theory generally, there is

a broad consensus and consistent evidence that

organisations change over tune and that the pace of organisational.change is accelerating
Change Is considered to be inevitable in all organisations (Holbeche, 2006; Dawson, 2003;
Burnes,2000)and responding and adjusting to changeare seenas a critical aspectof effective
management (Hussy, 1995). Understanding the implications of change and the types of
responsethat may be required, is vital to an organisatiorescompetitive positioný its survival
and success(Dawson, 2003).In addition, the understanding of the processof changecan help
organisationsto decide when to activate change,when not and help them to determine what
is an appropriate strategy and programme for change management.Where it is possible to
identify, map, estimateor predict the potency of the forcesthat are including change,then the
reactions to that change within an organisation or group can be understood, planned and
managed(Lewin in Burnes,2000:268)and an appropriate model of organisational changecan
be developed.It is therefore essentialto study changeprocessesover time and to identify and
examinethe contextual and temporal characterof any changesthat might be undertaken.
Organisation support requirements also changeover time, as describedin section Z2
(page 50). Thesechangesnot only relate tc)internal organisational requirements, but are also
affectedby many external factors that can induce changeswithin organisations.The literature
review that was undertaken during the early part of this research,demonstrateda widespread
view that the alignment of FM support arrangementsto the core businessrequirements of an
Organisation is a crucial matter. It also indicated that the dynamic relatiorwhip between
changing organisational requirements and FM support arrangementswas a neglectedarea of
study. Ile literature review also confirmed a generally held view that FM arrangementsneed
to meet the specific requirementsof a particular organisation and its sectorat a particular time
rather than a standard or 'idear form of FM support arrangements to fit all organisational
types and circumstances, emphasising the need to understand the links between FM
arrangements and changing organisational
cteristics. As set out in Chapter One, all
Orgardsationsface a common problem of how to position fiteir FM support
ts in
--these dynamk circumstances and how to review, modify or restructure their support
arrangementsas their organisational,requirementschange.
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The caseinvestigations that were undertaken as a central part of this researchset out
to study this changing pattern of relationships between organisational support requirements
and facility management arrangements. Each of the selected cases and the periods of
investigation, covered at least two different sets of organisational support requirements in
order to study and compare FM positioning and repositioning decisions, within a highly
dynamic environment. The specific issue of positioning FM for organisations within Thailand
was a major concern of this study, as described in Chapter One. In this region, FM practices
and professionalinitiatives are at an early but rapidly evolving stage of development, and, at
the outset of the research,the degree to which international FM practices might be applied
directly within the context of Thailand was unclear. Caseinvestigations of FM positioning and
repositioning within Thailand were therefore considered to be essential for the study,
particularly to understand the potential application and adjustment of generic knowledge and
experienceto the specific circumstanceof FM practicesin the country.
Five caseswere selectedfor investigation using the criteria describedin Chapter Four.
Eachcasehad positioned or restructured its FM support arrangementsat least once during the
last five years. All of the caseswere investigated longitudinally, each casecovering at least
two stages in organisational development and their associated sets of FM support
arrangements. The cases covered a range of business sectors, Chey included a
telecommunicationcompany, a manufacturing company, an international bank, a university
and a major local b&nL Table 5(1) gives a summary overview of the five caseinvestigations.
Detailed reports summaries for eachof the five casesare included in Appendix A, from page
7-29to 291.

Table 5(1) CaseStudy Overview
CASE

LOCAL
INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATION ORGANISATION

A. Telecuummunication
C-pany
lk. constmcdon Material
manufachnw
0 Major Bank

MIVATB
SECTOR

0

IMBLIC
SECTOR

STAGESOF
ORGANISATION
STUDIED
vQS
S/D

0

S/D

muldvasity

Wit

& Local Bank

Iq - Inception Stage
[G] - Growth Stage

WR

P) - Diversification Stage
Restructuring
Stage
-

[S] -Stable Stage
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The process of the case investigations, data transcription and analysesis described
below. As a first step, information from the recorded interviews were transcribed to a
common format widiin a structured database,indexed by interview question number, with
the interview notes for eachcaseconsolidated as a comprehensivefield note. At this stage,the
researcherbegan to codify and categorisethe key issues concerning FM arrangements,their
changesand decisions.The codifying processwas done manually on a caseby casebasis,with
the researcherexamining eachinterview transcript highlighting the key issues,keywords and
any information that was outstanding. The adopted processhelped to avoid any inconsistency
from responsesand language translation that might have occurred when using codified
software. It allowed the researchertc) re-check the meanings of the original transcripts and
recordingsand to resolve doubts or unclear messages.After compiling each of the field notes,
the researcherre-examinedall facetsof the databaseto assurethat all questionswere covered
and fully answered.Where there were unclear or incomplete answers,the researcherreturned
to checkthesequeries with thý source.The five consolidated casereports summarising the key
information for eachcase,were then supplemented by arddval documents,particularly by the
organisationsannual report, stated policy documents and any FM departmental documents
that were available. The detailed format of the case reports as used to conceptualise and
categorise data, is shown in Appendix A, from page 229 to 291, and the example of
consolidatedcoding analysisof the key issuesis included in Appendix E, on page337.
In the next stage of the processan analysis was undertaken of the interrelationships
between the key codified issues within each of the five case studies. In these within-case
analyses,the characteristicsof the FM support

nu

and their changeswithin the

study period were analysed and summansed graphically through a series of FM profiles, as
developed in Chapter Three (page 63) plotting the characteristics of eight key FM practice
attributes against the three facility managementlevels that were identified. The emphasesof
the primary FM functions, FM responsibilities and FM priorities were illustrated using radius
diagrams.At this stage,the key relationships,factors and issuesconcerning FM arrangements,
later
detail
described
in this chapter.
decisions,
in
as
changesand
were summarised
Tliree sets of issues relating to positioning arrangements,change processesand the
key areasof decision were analysedacrossthe five casestudies to identify common patterns
and relationships. The results of this cross-caseanalysis and comparison are described in
Chapter Six. The knowledge gained from the cross-casecomparisonswas used to develop and
refine the initial theoretical concept, as set out in Chapter Three, and the implications of the
results in relation to development of generic FM positioning concepts, are explained in
Chapter Seven.
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Each case investigation therefore consisted of two parts. The first set out to gain a
detailed understanding of the individual case organisation and its FM practices. The key
organisational characteristics were identified and the set of FM arrangements were
summarised using the proffie analysis diagrams as discussedin Chapter Four. In the second
part of the case investigations, two main issues were examined in detail;- the factors
influencing the FM arrangementsthat had been adopted, and the context and characteristics
of the FM changesthat had been undertaken. Figure 5(1) illustrates the framework for the case
investigationsand the basisfor the within-case analysis.

Organkaflonal
proffie

AnangementCharuterWics

case
Investigations

FM
Analemenb

crowcaw
Comparisons

Change Chameteristke

Figure 5(l) CaseInvestigation Framework

This chapter describeseachof the five caseinvestigations,in turn. Its five subsections
summarisesthe organisationalpositions at eachparticular stageof development and describes
the associatedFM support arrangements,their
and context An interpretation
of the reasons for the adoption of each FM practice profile is included. In the following
sections, the detailed analyses of the factors affecting the positioning arrangements, the
changeissuesand the key areasof decision are discussedagain on caseby casebasis.
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5.1 [A] CaseInvestigation A:
Facilities Management Arrangements for an International
Telecommunication Company
In 1999this organisation was a newly establishedjoint venture company, founded by
the Thai Corporation and a leading global telecommunicationsorganisation. Within five years
(1999- 2003)the organisation had become the third largest private wireless-communication
serviceprovider in Tbailand, with 10%-15%of the total market share.
Up to the year 2000,the organisation operated as an interim company, focusing on the
coordination of its businessset-up activities and preparing for a full business launch in due
course. During this set-up period the organisation had a small number of staff who were
accommodatedin a temporary office of 4,000 square metres. At this stage the organisational
structure was loosely defined with business priorities given to planning and formulation
issues, including business development strategy, staff recruitment, negotiations, facility
acquisition and development.
In late 2001,the organisation implemented a 'businesssoft-opening' to commencethe
partial operation of its network system and customer services.At this stage,its businessfocus
was redirected to gaining market share and new customersand to launch its formal business
operationssupported by a newly defined organisational structure.
By the year 2002the organisation was operating fully. The main businessahn was to
pin further market share and to establishits brand more strongly in the national market The
company had moved quickly on from a period of rapid growth to a more stable period of
consolidation with emphasison operational effectiveness.I'he overriding company policy was
to maintotin and extend its market share, with particular emphasis on the development of
strong customerrelationships and loyalties.
This case investigation covers FM support arangements in three different
circumstances:at the inception stageof the joint venture, during the growth and development
stiLge,and at a stable and steady state stage.Each of these duw sets of FM arrangementsare
describedbelow.
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5.1 [All FM Profile at the Inception Stage
At the inception stage,the FM team was structured on a temporary and partial basis.
With only two primary functions; building operations and building services.Outsourcing was
the main means of service delivery and delivery arrangements were fragmented with no
systematiccoordination and no formal arrangements for routine performance measurement
The FM priorities at this stage were primarily facility-oriented with particular emphasis on
facility planning. Two important issues were paramount ensuring that the building services
were regularly and securelydelivered; preparing plans and actions concerning the acquisition
and deployment of facility resourcesW support businessoperations.
At this inception stage, the FM services and range of responsibilities were Umited.
They included the managementof a temporary head-officefacility and a Ihnited range of basic
building servicesand operations such as deanirtg, security and general office housekeeping.
However, while the main role of FM was operational it also had a key role in strategic
planning for facility resource development and acquisition. So FM was involved in
managementat two levels: at a mainly routine operational managementlevel and at a more
strategicbusinessmanagementlevel. Operational managementissuestended to involve shortterm decisions concerning routine matters, while the participation in the facility resource
acquisition involved in medium and long term strategic considerations.When asked why the
FM department was initially structured with a very compact scopeat the inception stage,the
Head of department replied:
"As therewas a small numberof staff and the offix was small and rented,FM
neededto cover no more than the baskfunctions that could deliver routine and
standardbuilding use services.In my opinion, it was sufficient to haveonly tuv
finctions of thosebuilding servicesandofficeservices,
within thedqxrtment..'
The characteristicsof FM functions, work priorities and the predominant concernsof
practice at the inception stage are profiled in Figure 5(2). FM functions were predominantly
directed to service operations, with responsibilities on the strategic functions of planning,
programming and acquiring facility resourceson the one hand, and to the routine operational
functions of service delivery on the other hand. The FM priorities at this stage were given to
operational continuity and on the health and safety of employees,particularly those that were
foreign nationals.
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5.1 JA12 FM Arrangements at the Growth Stage
During the growth period, the main activities of the organisation were to acquire all
essentialresourcesfor businessoperations and to develop its network stations. It was critical
that all facility resources were put in place to support the full business operations of the
company at the next stage of development. It was recognised that any failure tD achieve this
goal would causesignificant damageto the company in short and longer term. So to support
the businessimperatives of the organisation,the FM remit and its practiceswere re-arranged
radically The Head of FM indicated the effects of the organisation's rapid development
between2001and 2002on FM practice"... then (2001),completingWficility

prvjectson time was the priority. We (FM

department)put all resources
and time to achievethis tasL It wasvery critical to the
wholeorganisation.77tefollowing priority (2002)was to relocateand accommodate
business
finctions and employees
in our newficilities. 77wwhad to beplannedin
advance,whilefiwility operations
wereput into a low priority."
and maintenance
At

this

star

all

FM

responsibilities

were

consolidated

within

a 'Facilities

Management, department located within the company's HR division. The characteristics of
FM were described by the Head of department

"FM is thefinwhon that involvesthe servicesfor buildfin&peopleand (business)
operationsand is mainly concernedunth building uses,usersand services. 77us
definessubsequently
thewopeof FM responsibilityandseruices.
'v
The FM department had both planning and managementftuictions. its main functions
were divided

into six service sections: real estate transaction services, buflding services,

administrative

services, project management, an environment,
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section and a FM helpdesk service section. Outsourcing continued to be the main means of
service delivery, but now systematically bundled by type of service and the type of skill
requirements. During this stage the FM purpose and policy became primarily business
support-oriented. The FM functions were directed to the acquisition and development of an
appropriate physical resource base to support the business launch and the subsequent
businessoperations,with emphasison completion to a tight tune scheduleand budget
The FM remit and responsibilities were still selectivein scope.While they covered the
entire facility resourceissuesand all workplace supports and services,they did not cover all
of the technical operational systemsat all sites, cell-sites and the BaseTransmission Stations
(BTS) being excluded from FM responsibility. In term of task, the FM departinent was
responsible for the delivery of all facility projects and all facility services once building
construction was completed. Management responsibilities covered a wide range of services
including real estateservices,project management facility maintenanceand repairs, building
operations and services, office services, planning and programming, space planning and
allocation and facility servicesadministration overall.
The FM department had a strategic role in delivering facility resourcesand services
and in anticipating and prepanng to meet the organisational requirements that were expected
at the next stage of development This involved regular participating in executive-level
meetings to report on the progress of facility projects and to ensure that the facility
development and acquisition met business needs within the time schedule. Here the FM
department became directly involved with business management issues and strategic
decisionsconcerning facility development,jointly with the senior businessmanagers.
As mentioned above service delivery arrangementswere mainly outsourced with the
use of external consultants, systematically arranged in major groupings. Given that facility
resource delivery was a key priority, construction performance indicators in relation to
quality, cost, time, and completion rates were used to monitor and assessthe effectivenessof
the FM departinent But at this stage,the FM department and the businessorganisation gave
little attention to regular performancecheckson other support services,sincethey were as yet
not fully operational.
The characteristicprofile of FM practice during this period is summarised in Figure 5
(3). The primary functions of FM focused on FM strategy, planning and organisational
representation. At the start of this period, FM had to give high priority to facility resource
acquisition, development and project management. Once buildings and workplaces were
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occupied and began to operate, the responsibilities of delivering facility services,operational
management,and the health and safety of the employee began to receive greater emphasis.
Maintenance and repair services were given a low priority becausebuildings were in new
condition and constructed to high quality standards. Towards the end of this growth period,
FM priorities were given to businessoperation continuity, the availability of facility resources,
and workplace quality and appearancewithin the new facilities.
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5.1 [A]3 FM Profile at the Stable Stage
All resourceacquisition activity had been completed by 2002.Now that the company
was fully operational and had stablilised its businessoperations, its focus shifted to routine
business operations and their secure operational support from facilities and services. The
Head of FM department explained the reason fDr the minor readjustment of the FM
department after the organisationmoved into a stableperiod:
"In the previous stage,project managementwas the main important function of the
FM department becausethe organisation ums vrpanding the businessand services.
Howeuer,once the building construction had begun to phasedmn, thefunction um
less required. 7herefore, in order to retain the level of organisational efficiency,
redundantfunction such as preject managementneededto bedatunsized.'

He also added:
dwrawed,the main taskof thefunction
"As the numberof prqect implementations
(work)."
to routineservices-oriented
to shiftfrom project-oriented
needed
At flus strible stage the FM deparbnent retained its consoHdatedstructwre but with

more concentrationon routine and regular facility operationsand se"kes. However,Or
provision of work support continuedto be its main objectivewith particular concernfor
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maintaining facilities in good condition to preserve workplace quality, and company image.
The scope of FM responsibilities and services remained selective and were very similar to
those during the previous stage of development DUring this StableStageFM was Positioned
at a middle management level, but with less involvement in business planning and
managementissuesthan during the earlier period. Now its decision making processesbecame
focusedsolely on tactical mid-range issues,particularly on cost-efficiency improvements and
higher quality service delivery, which continued to be mostly outsourced. Key FM indicators
were used to assessthe performance of the FM department and to benchmark facflity
managementservices to selected quelity standards. The indicators included facility service
quality, cost, and other basic FM performance measuressuch as lag-time, breakdown rates,
etc.
The FM characteristicsduring this stable stage are summarised in Figure 5(4). The
predominant functions of FM concerned administrative management,service operations and
organisational representation. FM responsibilities were directed to administrative processes,
building operations and services, and to office services with high priorities on facility
performanceand physical conditions, operating cost, and the enviroruartent,health and safety
of the workplace.
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5.1 [A]4 FM Changes in Case A
This can investigated two setsof changeto FM arrangements:the first relating to the
[A]2), the secondchange
change from the inception stage to the rapid growth stage ([A]"
relating to.the transition ftom. a growth phaseto a more steady period of company operations
([A]2-> [A]3).

In the caseof the first set of changes([A]14[A]2), the national economicclimate was a
factor that contributed indirectly to the need to change business strateu, which in turn
required changesto FM support arrangements.There were significant organisationalchanges
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betweenthe inception and growth stagesof development, with a rapid increasein the number
of employees,the intensification of marketing and customer support activities with the full
operation of all businessprocesses.As a result the portfolio of facilities had to be expanded
and diversified through the development of different types of facility at a variety of locations.
In thesecircumstances,major changesto the scope,the functions of FM support arrangements
were undertaken to respond to:

*

The organisatioif s requirements for the acquisition and urgent occupation of additional
facilities with minimum disruption to work operations and businesscontinuity.

9

The responsibilities of facility project management, development programming and
timely completions.
The responsilbilitiesfor managing multi-site rather than single site operational support
The associatedproblems of servicesprocurement with an extended and diversified range

of servicerequirements.
9

The need to prepare for anticipated future changesin the quaIity and qTes of facflities
required.

A new FM department was established,reporting to the company's HR division, to
support the businessdevelopment the acquisitions and development of facility resources,the
extended demands of facility operations and support services,and to securethe full business
operations in the further stage.The organisational structure of this FM was divided into six
major functional groups, with an intensive staff recruibnent and training programme. The key
issues that induced the first set of FM changes were the inadequacy of FM capabilities
including manpower and resourcesto support the larger facility size and the larger number of
users, and the mismatch between the purpose, policy and role of FM and the new
organisational, needs at the development stage. Without basic changes to the FM
been
have
business
the
at risk of operational
could
processes
arrangements,
organisatioWs
failure. The changesimproved FM capabilities in facilitating physical resource acquisitions
and development in handling the full scopeof facility managementfunctions to support the
demandsof organisation and facility operations.The changeswere planned and implemented
proactively prior to the organisational and facility change.The processof FM changeinvolved
significant actions to transform, modify, and establish new working arrangementsand was
facilitated by external consultants in a professional and systematic manner. The degree of
changewas relatively major in relation to both strategic and operational capabilities and can
be considered as a 'radical repositioning' of the FM arrangements.The main changesto FM
below.
Table
5(2)
in
support arrangementsare summarised
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Table 5(2) ChangestD FM ARRANGFIvIENTS[A]I--> [A]2
ICHANGE [All --> [A]2
FM
CHARACTERISTICS

Key Issues &
Priorities

Redirectedto focus on strategic issuesof businessmid facility resource
acquisition and businessoperationssupport, with increasedattention to
planning and project management.
Refocusedon facility development projectsand resourcedeployment,
planning and programming of spaceallocation.

Scopeof
responsibilities

Modified to cover an extended rangeof responsibilitiesparticularly at a
strategiclevel concerning facility resourcedevelopment.

Scopeof services

Extendedto include a larger range of support services.

Primary Function

Service Delivery

Redirectedwith priority to project managementfunctions in addition to an
enlargedFM role.
FM dSgRIW= establishedas part of formal managementstructure of the
organisation.
Give decision-maldngauthorisation at both strategicand operational
levels of
gement.
Transfortned,wa full-scale FM support operation with consolidated
structure.
Allocated a significant capital investment budget and a full operating
budget for all support services.
Rafigoglind and extendedwithin functional groups.

Performance
measurement

Establishedformal performancemeasurementarrangementconcerning
the completion and quality of facility developmentprojects.

Purpose& Policy

Level of Management
involvement
Level of Decision
making
FM Structure
ResourceAllocation
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Overall, the FM proffles as shown in Figure 5(6), indicate that FM arrangementswere
elevated to a higher level as a result of these changes towards a more consolidated and
integrated position with the scope and responsibilities of servkw widening considerably.
Decision-makingprocessesbecameconcernedwith tactical as well as strategic and operational
issues focusing mainly on the problems of facility resource delivery. Shifts in the primary
functions, responsibilities and priorities of FM due to the organisational changesbetween [A]l
and [A]Z are indicated in Figure 5(7). The general direction of FM changesare consistentwith
greater emphasis[+] being given to FM strategy, plannin& programming, and organisational
representation. The responsibilities shifted to property and space management, project
managementand delivery, with the priorities more given to the issuesof businesscontinuity,
resourceprovision to support businessoperations, and the completion of facility acquisitions
and their physical quality. Overall at this thne, rather lessemphasis was given to FM services
and building operations,office services,operating costsand customer/employee concerns.
Turning to the second set of changes([A]2-> [A]3), FM support arrangementswere
adjusted again as the organisation moved from the period of rapid growth towards a more
stableset of businessoperations oveirall.At this stagethe national telecommunicationbusiness
had become much more mature and competitive. The organisation modified its business
strategy with less emphasis on further intensive business expansion to focus on customer
servicesand retention and maintaining a highly cost competitive strategy. These changesin
businessstrategy had a direct impact on the role, responsibUitiesand priorities of FM which
were rearranged to support the full businessoperations, to reduce operational risks and to
retain work efficiency The project managementfunction in relation to facility development
was no longer a primary concernthe organisation.So attention was redirected to improve the
routine management functions associatedwith facility services and operations and to the
performance and efficiency of FM practice generally. The Head of department implied the
differenceof FM role betweenthe growth and stableperiod that
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"In thebusinesssettingup period,FM wasoneof thecrucial and criticalfinctions.
I, as theHeadof FM department,had to participatein weeklybusinessmeeting.All
fiwility planning and managementstrategieswere given high priority by the
is no longeras critical,
businessmanagement
team.Now, as thefiwility development
I am not requiredto participatein the businessmeetingsany more.FM will be
involvedin businessmeetingsonly whenthereis a
requiredto participateor become
businessunit needto expandor adjust its spaceor facility services.Shorterficility
themainconcerninstead."
managemet haveplansbecome
The key issues that impacted on the second set of changes were the completion of
facility resourcedevelopments, the increasedemphasis on routine operational support, and
the reduced need for facility project managementcapabilities.Thesechangesmainly involved
fine tuning FM practice to adjust the operational capabilities of FM to fit the changing needsof
the organisation while retaining the efficiency and effectivenessof the FM department. The
secondset of changeswere implemented reactively, the degree of change was minor and can
be considered as an 'incremental adjustment. These changes are summarised in Table 5(3)
and proffied in Figures 5(8) and 5(9).

Table 5(3) Changesto FM ARRANGEMENTS [A]2 -> [A]3
FM
CHARACrERISTICS

CHANGE JA12--> JA13
abuie
to concentrateon routine office operationsand facility services
delivery with emphasisan the support of businessoperations.

Purpose& Policy
Key Issues
Priorities
Scopeof servicesand
responsibilities

Shifted to routine operationswith reduced emphasison planning and
project managementfunctions.
due
facility
to
by
Reduced
responsibilities
management
project
curtailing
the completion of facility developments.
Aftated, by shifting to a primary role of coordinating operational
managementfunctions.
Adjulled by reducing involvement in businessmanagementmeetingsand
strategy.
Adbwkd by reducing strategicinvolvement in businessdecisionsto focus
decision-making.
levels
tactical
of
on routine and
Aftated by eliminating the project managementfunction, reducing
functional sectionsto five: building services,administration services,
EH&S/Security, property trimeactions,and FM heIPdesL
Reducedresponsibility to managing the operating budget.

Primary
Function/Role

-

Level of Management
involvement

-

Level of Decision
making

-

FM Structure

-

Resources

-

Service Delivery

for servicedelivery.
Retained
arrangements
same
-

Performance
measurement
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Overall, a comparisonof FM emphasisbetween stage [A]2 and [A]3 shows that major
changesto the primary functions, responsibilities and priorities of FM were undertaken. Once
the period of growth and the associated facility acquisition and development had been
completed, the responsibilities were refocusedon facility services,administration and regular
service delivery. Now the issuesof real estatemanagement,facility plannin& programming,
project managementand spaceplanning and managementhad lower priority than in the past
Facility managementconcernsbecamelessstrategic and more operational in focus. While the
priorities of FM practice during growth period were given to business continuity and the
availability of business infrastructure resources, in contrast, during the stable period,
operating costsand operational continuity becamedominant priorities, together with concerns
for the quality of workplace environment, and the health, safety and security of employees
and customers.

Summary Findings from CaseA
The generalfindings from dds caseinvestigation can be summarisedas follows:
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The stage in an organisations development is a key factor affecting the characteristicsof
the FM arrangementsthat are put in place. At each development stage the organisation
tended to have different needs for the supply of facility resourcesand support services.
The scope and levels of demand both increased and decreased over time and FM
arrangementsvaried according to these changes.Based on Case A, a distinction can be
made between a 'strategic orientation' for FM during unstable periods of rapid change,
focusing on long-term planning and decision, and an 'operational-orientation' for FM
during stable periods of consolidation and little change,focusing on mid and short term
operational managementand performanceissues.
The range of bask FM services was determined by the needs of business, facility
operations and staff support requirements, again related to the state of organisational
development A 'limited' service range was adopted during the hiception stage, and
dextensive'service range was provided during the growth period, and a more 'selective'
business
the
to
of
stable
operations.
period
support
servicerange was adopted
The scope of FM responsibility was mainly determined by the organisational policy at
eachstageof development
The approach to service delivery

was determined by a combination of

organisational policies, organisational resources, facility characteristics and the
capabilities of local service suppliers. A similar approach to service delivery was
employed throughout the period of investigation with no significant changes.
The level of FM managementinvolvement and decision authority within the organisation
facility
For
the
investigation.
during
project
the
of
example,
role
under
varied
period
management,with involvement and decision authority at a high level of management,
level
lower
facility
by
of
at
a
the
management
operational
role of
was superseded
In
Case
A,
the selection
the
involvement
organisation.
within
and
authority
management
decision
involvement
level
FM
and
management
of
of an appropriate role, emphasisand
be
issues
to
the
timeframe
addressed at each stage of
of
a
result
was
authority
function
FM
the
development,
than
positioning
of
a
permanent
rather
orgardsational
within the managementhierarchy of the organisation.
Changesto FM arrangementsas a result of organisational changewere undertaken both
proactively and reactively The proactive,changeswere undertaken in advanceof planned
be
FM
to
to
tended
the
reactive
arrangements
changes
other
organisational change,while
in responseto shifts in business and work priorities, and on the completion of tasks or
stagesof development
The main issues concerning FM arrangements of this case included operational
capabilities and reliability, support service range and responsibility and organisational

resourcerequirements.
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5.2 [B] CaseInvestigation B:
Facility Management Arrangement for the Headquarters Office
of a Manufacturing Corporation
This casestudy is of the largest construction material manufacturing corporation in
Thailand, establishedby royal decree.The corporation has a reputation for its good standards
of corporate governanceand its adoption of a socially responsiblebusiness approach with a
high concern with community and public interest It is well known for its employee care and
welfare and the high standards of its support services.In the past the corporation had a strong
unifying culture with a strong bureaucratic and hierarchical organisational structure. A
national economic crisis in the late 90s led to a major organisational and business

restructuring.
Between 1997 and 1999, the organisation suffered from the effects of the national
economic recessionin Thailand. The -corporatedebt increasedto more than 50% due to the
devaluation of the monetary exchange rate. As a result the corporation was forced to
restructure its businessand modify its managementarrangementsin order to retain market
position and to sustain its business competitiveness and viability. In 1999, the corporation
implemented a 'business restructuring' initiative to respond tc) the economic setback. The
restructuring led to the creation of many subsidiary and affiliated companies to enable the
business,
its
down
to
business,
focus
its
to
to
of
parts
shut
unprofitable
core
organisation
on
reduce the burden of central costs and to reverse the decline in profitability. This led to the
for
functions
into
charge-back
regime
companies,
with
a
subsidiary
spin off of all support
facility and support serviceprovisions.
This casestudy examinestwo sets of FM support as tsenten at the head-office of
the corporation, before and after its businessrestructuring in 1999,both during the 'maturity'
stageof organisationaldevelopment

5.2 [B]l FM Profile before Restructuring
Prior to 1997,the organisation had been growing at a steady rate. All businessunits
were under one unified corporation, structured around eight business groups with a single
business
located
line
The
the
of
eight
within
offices
groups
all
main
were
shared
of support.
the Head-office of the corporation. The head-office was located on a site, divided into northand south-zonesby a local accessroad. In term of the hnportance of the head-office facilities
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relating to the core operations of the organisation, the Vice-President for Finance,who was
responsiblefor supervising the operations of FK describedthe office facility as:
U a support resourcewith medium criticality to the core operations(of the
...
organisation),where its performanceand risks might not much affect other
"
operations...
He describedthe extent of risk from facility and support services"... the occasionalfailures of facility operationsof the head-qffiwcould partially
interrupt someof the officeoperations,but wen unlikely to causewrious harm to
corebusinessoperations,manufacturingandproduction,overall.'
FM had been an establisheddepartinent within the organisation for more than thirty
years. It reported directly to the Vice President for Finance and Administration and was
located within this division. The FM department had three main functions concerning
plannin& management and operations. The planning and management functions were
centralisedwith a business support orientation overall, adopting a policy of 'work support.
Operationally, the FM department was tasked 1x)deliver all essential facility and employee
supports within the head-office, the primary concernsbeing7the efficiency and effectiveness
of facility operations and support services; the provision and management of workplace
supports; and the worklife quality of the headquartersemployees.
FM had a key coordinating role in the administration of the internal facility support
services,with all facility-related staff, both permanent and outsourced, being allocaW to the
department The corporate policy assignedresponsibility for all facility resourcesand support
servicestD the FM department, which held a medium to low-level managementposition, with
its primary focus on operational management Periodically, the department also participated
in businessmanagementmeetings providing inputs to the tactical planning decision process
concerningfacility resources,services,future requirements and improvements. So overall, the
FM department was involved in deciston-making at both operational and tactical levels,
including annual and short-term planning. The department had authority for the selectionof
service suppliers and for service contract tendering. A former head of Office Administration
Servicesdescribedthe primary functions of the department as:

M-an internalfacility servicesadministratorand provider,co-ordinatingand
'
supportservices
andtheirservice
vendors.
controllingfacility
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He describedthe characteristicsof FM deparbnent as.
m a centralised
functionsfor non-coreservices.It tom an internalfunction of the
...
organisation,providingservicesfortheorganisdionwithin a singleculture."
The department's scope of services and responsibility was extensive, covering all
facility services and some business support services such as design management, the
coordination of and construction project management, maintenance and repairs, building
operations, office services, facility planning and programmin& office space planning, and
admmistrative managementincluding office supply procurement, generally. A former head of
Office Administration Servicesdescribedthe concept and scopeof FM serviceas:
"T'he range and coverageof serviceswere determinedbad on the demandof
building usesandusersof theorganisation.Sincetheorganisationregardsempl%ws
as oneoffour critical concerns,quality of employeelift and staff moralare priority
issues.Thus the supportservicesshouldbeprovidedas muchas possibleto satisfy
the needsof theemployee
in orderto achievethebestperfirmanceand the maximum
Someother servicessuchas staff transportationwere
product" of the employee.
left out because
it couldcauseconflictor add risks to theorganisation.Someservices
suchascarfleetwassoldout and contractedbackwhentheorganisationsawa profit
opportunity."
The new managing directDr of FM company described the characteristics of FM
servicesbefore the restrucbming.
"In the past, the policiesand standardswere basedon the requirementsof the
corporation.It was authwitativejkcilifies and serviceprovision. EverythingWas
"
basedon thecommonstandantsof thecorporation.
The arrangements for service delivery were rather fragmented, with each service
being delivered by an individual supplier or outsourced service provider. In assessingthe
performance of the FM department and Its operations, the organisation applied a number of
simple business indicators, such as the number of job completions, the satisfaction with
service performance based on. a set of service standards and the number of project
finplementations within the programmed time. The department adopted a zero-budgeting
systemto control its performance.
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Figure 5(9) illustrates the general characteristicsof the FM functions, responsibilities
and priorities prior to the business restructuring. It shows that the primary functions of FM
were during the period focused on service operations and client representation, with main
responsibilities being on the spaceplanning and management,the administration of services,
maintenance,building operations and services,office services,employeesupport servkes, and
project management Real estate issues were not included within FM remit at this stage. At
this tune the priorities of the FM department were given to business operations continuity,
facility services continuity, employee's comfort, convenienceand safety, the efficiency and
cost of servicesand the completion of the jobs and projects, all to satisfy the basic business
needsof the organisation.A former head of Office Administration Servicesemphasisedthat
"... Thedepartmenthad to give high priorities on the continuity of workpim and
ficility wrvices,employee
cwnfort,conveniew and safety,theefficiencyof services,
costeffectftwm, thecompletionof jobs and actionplans,and the satisfactionof the
basicneedsof theorganisation.
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Figure 5(9) FM Emphasesbefore Restructuring [B]l

5.2 [B]2 FM Profile after Restructuring
As part of the business restructuaing process, the original FM department was
reformed as a new and separateiscility managementcompany The corporation transferred
all of its facility managementresourcesand servicesoperations to this new FM company and
in addition, included all of the functions associatedwith its corporate property portfolio
management.The company, which had a more comprehensiveset of responsibilities than the
original department, adopted a functional matrix structure divided into core and site
functions (we Appendix A: CaseReport B, page 230-243).It adopted a businessmans.
oriented policy with particular focus on the issuesof utilisation, effectivenessand eftiency,
income generation, tenant retentwn, service satisfkfion, cost control, and the performance
and convenienceof tenant businessoperations. The tenants (affiliated companies)were well
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served, supported and satisfied. The office space generated sufficient income to cover all
operating and management expenses and the costs of maintaining the facilities m g6od
working condition appropriate to the companys image. As a result of these changes the
managementand operations of the new FM company becamemuch more entrepreneurial and
professionalwith the conceptsof 'customer-oriented', 'tenant-focused' and 'solution provider'
being adopted. The new managing director of FM company indicated the needs of a new
approachfor facility managementregarding the concept and objectivesof the FM function, he
said:
"... FM must respondto the requirementsof the businm, support the business
operationssothat thebusinesses
am opentiedefficientlyand effectivelyby not having
to worry abouthandling non-coreoperations,to enhancethe businesscompaniesto
focuson their coreoperationsand decrease
burdens.It is thefunction that is entitled
"
to coverall servicesandprovideany non-coreoperations.
After restructurm& the FM role was a combination of traditional facility and property
managementfunctions. It representedthe corporation in all property managementissuesand
extended its focus to include strategic planning and strategic management, while reducing
involvement at an operational level. Its responsibilities covered all of the physical assetsand
related services within the head-office site, utilisation and long-term planning and
development FM issuesnow intended to be reviewed at a higher level of managementwithin
the organisation than hitherto, often as an integral part of the corporate managementprocess.
The FM company had direct two way linies of communication with the senior business
managers of the corporation, particularly in relation to strategic decisions concerning the
investment in facility resourcesand services. nie FM company provided information and
advice on facility improvements and the development of mid to long-term facility plans and
strategy,while retaining authority over routine operational managementdecisions.
The range of services support continued to be extensive as during the pre
.
restructuring stage, but now also included business support services, building engineering
services,building inventories and data base, travel arrangements, and the procurement of
consumables.In addition, as part of the new concept of 'solution-provider, FM attempted to
make provision for a range of additional customised services as requested by individual
tenants. The delivery of facility services was handled more systematically with services
became
grouped into a smaller number of integrated bundles. Performance
predominantly service focused, employing measuresthat covered a combination of businessrelated and facUlty-related metrics. 11e company continued to assas wrAce performance
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through outputs such as completion of Wk, service quality and facility utilisation rates.
Tenant and user satisfaction indicators were planned as additional performance measures
together with a few new indicatDrs, such as revenue target achievements to assessthe
performanceof the company.
The characteristicsof FM arrangementsafter the businessrestructuring are shown in
Figure 5(11),indicating that the primary function of the company now involved strategic FM,
planning and programming and administrative management Fhfs main responsibilities
covered property services, planning and programmin& building operations and support
services,and to facility project management.As in the pre restructuring stage, the priorities
continued to be given to businesscontinuity, operational continuity but with greater emphasis
on facility operating cost and performance.
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Figure 5(10) FM Emphasesafter Restructuring [B12

5.2 [B13FM Changes in CaseB
All of the major changa to FM pracdm ([B]I-->[B]2) were a cozwquence of the
corporatioWs business restructuring process. Organisational support arrangements were
business
FM
the
to
new
arrangement
support
company
restructure within a new subsidiary
and to anticipate the requirements of the diversified business operations at later stage of
development The key issuesthat impacted on the restructuring of FM were the changesto the
organisation's policy, business structure and corporate culture. Without changes to FM
arrangements, the organisation's business operations would have face additional risks of
interruptions and been less able to respond to the new opportunities that the business
restructuring processhad opened up. The changesimproved FM capabilities to support the
organisatioWsnew resourceallocation policy, organisational culture and its working patterns.
It also resulted in a higher utilisation of the facilities and improved efficiency in the delivery of
services.While thesechangeswere planned, they were implemented,reactively after the main
organisational changeshad been made. Overall the degree of changewas relatively minor to
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moderate in term of operational capability, but was quite significant in terms of strategic
support The decision of change can be considered as a 'structural transformation'. The
changes helped to consolidate and integrate the planning and management of property,
facility resourcesand support servicesat strategic, tactical and operational levels of decision.
Details of the main directions of changeare summarised in Table 5(4).
Table 5(4) Changes tD FM ARRANGEMFNIS

[B]I-> [B]2

I CHANGE [B)T-->[B]2
FM
CHARACTERISTICS1
Redirectedfrom internal central facility serviceprovision to include all
facility and property managementissuesof the corporatehead-office.
Refocusedwith both a property servicesorientation and an internal
customerservicesorientation, within an income generationremit.
Changedserviceconceptfrom'resporwtve services!to'service solution
provider'.
Shifted to property servicesand income generation.
Shifted from operational and tacdW to strategicissues.
Modified by reducing someresponsibilitiesfor office serviceswith more
tenant choice,and by lea involvement with office servicesfor affiliated
companies.
Extendedby providing specialcustomisedservicesfor tenants,but reducing
the scopeof someoffice services.
Adapted to the function of property managementrepresentativefor the
corporation by undertaking the role of Facility and Property Management
Agent
Promotedto a higher level with participation in businessmeetingsand
strategicadvice concerningfacility resourcesand their deployment

Purpose & Policy

Key Issues &
Priorities
Scopeof
responsibilities
Scopeof services
Primary Role

Level of Management
involvement

Transformedto a higher decision-makinglevel with parity to other business
entities: gaining authority to participate in businessand nmugement
decisions.
AdgR a matrix organisationalstruchire in order to improve customerservicecapabilities.
Re9ftushad from individual servicesupply contractsof facility operations
and maintenanceinto a single servicebundle.

Level of Decision
malcing
FM Structure
Service Delivery

Increasedto include user satisfactionand key FM and incomeperfonrumce
indicators,e.g. cost-incomeratio, etc.

Performance
measurement
I
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The patterns of changesare indicated in the FM profiles shown in Figure 5(12)and in
the changesof emphasis indicated.in Figure 5(13).Overall the FM profile was raised from a
predominant Level Two position, prior to restructuring, to the comprehensive coverage
position Level Three, after the restructuring process. This change to the level of FM
involvement was accompaniedby a shift of emphasis.Greater emphasis [+] was given to FM
strategy and programmmg, with responsMities shifting towards facility planning and
property management More emphasiswas also given to the issuesof income generation and
to the operating performance of facilities. On the other hand, rather less emphasis H was
given to FM servicesoperations, client representation, spacemanagement,and to office and
employeeservicesas part of work priorities overall.

Summary Findings from CaseB
The caseincluded two setsof FM arrangementsthat were implemented to support the
corporation at different times before and after restructuring. The general findings from ads
caseinvestigation can be summarised.as follows:
The changes to the policy and purposes of facility management practice formed an
important and integral part of the bushuss restructuring process. They were a direct
consequenceof corporate policy changes and reorganisation. FM policy was directed
initially to 'work support and operational continuity' but was superseded after
restructuring to a direct 'business-oriented' FM policy, as part of the corporate resource
base, to help income generation and to improve customer and tenant service and
satisfaction.
The diversification of organisational,culture as a part of the business restructuring had a
practical and direct impact on the scope of services that were required to support an
extendedset of demands.
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The range of basic FM serviceswere determined by the needsof organisational policy, its
businessand facility operations and staff support requirements. Additional customised
support services were introduced after the business restructuring to satisfy the
diversifying needsof customersand tenants. A distinction can be made between'essential
services'that were determined by functional needsand 'discretionary services' that were
introduced to createadditional intangible benefits for business,customersand employees.
The selected form of structure for FM operations was determined by facility site
characteristics,the purpose and policy of FM and the concern for the delivery of services
effectively and efficiency. A 'simple functionar FM structure was replaced by a 'customeroriented' structure.
The levels of management and decision authority, together with the timeftame of
responsibility, were determined by the functional remit of the FM Company. The initial
middle level of managementinvolvement and mid-term decision range when FM was an
internal support department was raised to a higher level of managementinvolvement and
business
became
independent
FM
long-term
entity.
a
as
a
range of responsibility
Initially, the capability of available service suppliers limited the choice of servicedelivery
method. By the time of restructurin& an extended range of service options and supplier
competenciesled to alterations in service delivery arrangements.The importance of the
availability of FM skills in the market can be a significant factor when selectinga preferred
FM solution.

The performance measurementarrangementsreflected the work priorities and the remit
of the FM function. The initial 'operational performance' measurement system was
business
indicators
'strategic
performance and
as
performance'
supplemented with
income generationbecamecrucial componentsof FM services.
The main issues concerning FM arrangements of this case included operational
capabilities and reliability, operational compatibility, support service range and
responsibility, service delivery capabilities, local preferencesand practices,organisational
policy and support remit, and organisational resource requirements. The issues of
business operations strategy and support reqtdrements, long term support capability
becamemore concernedfor the FM support arrangementsafter the restructuring.
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5.3[q CaseInvestigation Q
Facilities and Property Managementof an International Bank
Case study C investigated the FM support arrangements for a leading international
bank that operatesaround the world. This bank, which has a British base,hasbeenconducting
businessin Thailand for more than a hundred years. Initially it operated as a sub-branch of
South-east Asia's Singapore Branch, offering limited corporate banking services, but has
recently been expanded to provide a comprehensive range of banidng services to the local
customers,within a strong corporate managementculture. The casestudy is concernedwith
the FM support arrangementsunder two setsof circumstances,those before and after a major
businessmerger that served to implement the business change.The changesin FM practice
were a direct result of the changesand expansionof the bank's business.

5.3 [C]l: FM Arrangements before Merger
Before 1999, the bank had been operated in Thailand as a division of the Singapore
branch, providing limited business banking services for corporate clients. At this time its
requirements for facility resourcesand their management were rather modest and the FM
group was located as part of the Central ServiceDivision, not as an establisheddepartment in
its own right As the result the FM organisation was seen as part of the central administrative
services with a limited range of operations, functions and responsibilities. The primary
objectives of the FM group at this stage were to ensure that the bank had appropriate and
sufficient office space to support its operations, with adequate servicesfor the facilities and
staff, and services were being delivered as contracted with general emphasis on routine
facility operations and support services.The Head of Administration gave his opinions on the
Uhnitedoperations of FM before the merger
"the Bankhada smallnumberofactivitiesofficility and propertymanagement
as it
occupieda quite small amount of office spacein a prime commercialoffice that
providedall kinds of building wrvwes. 7he activities involving FM were largely
routineand simple.77temuns no needforthedivision to haveafidl operationof FM
fiinctions."

At "

time the FM group had a coordinating function and was the property
representativewithin the Bank It routinely coordinated with the property managementteam
who was responsiblefor common building services,and was also periodically responsiblefor
property contracts management The responsibilities of the FM group were limited to office
PositlardngFM in ThWbmd
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areas that were rented in a commercial building and their associatedfacility services.Their
responsibilities included the handling of property leases and the day to day operational
managementof the bank's office, accommodation with decision-making authority limited to
routine and operating matters. Outsourcing was the main method of servicedelivery through
a number of simple and separateforms of contact. General performance measurementswere
used to evaluate the FM group and Central Service Division annually. These performance
measurementsconcentratedon budgeting control and the performanceof serviceproviders.
The basic characteristicsof FM practice before the merger are illustrated in Figure 5
(14). A limited FM function was focused on administrative functions and organisational
representation, mainly concerning facility services. Building operations, services and
administration was the main responsibilities with the high priorities on operational
being
health
the
of
employees
and
customers
regarded
and
safety
continuity, operating cost,
as the most critical.
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Figure 5(13) FM Emphases befbre Merger [ql

5.1 [q2: FM Arrangements after Merger
Between 1997-1998,the national economic crisis caused significant problems for all
local banks, and forced the government to permit foreign banks to merge with and invest in
local banks. In 1999, given these business opportunities the case organisation expanded its
businessby merging with a local bank and began to provide a full range of banking services.
As a consequencesof the extended business operations, the number of employee increased
from around 400 to more than 2,000 people, with an associatedrapid growth in facility
resourcesas indicated in Table 5(5).
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Table 5(5) Growth in Facility Resources

1999
Head office

2001

2002

2003

1

1

1

76

45

41

41

65,000

43,000

12

Branch

-

Office space(Sq. m.)

2000

51"

41,000

41,M

The merger resulted in a different set of FM support arrangementswith a functional
structure basedon six bask types of service provision that covered both facility planning and
management functions. The FM department adopted a policy of active business support,
focusing on the provision of adequateand efficient facility resourcesand workplace services.
Immediately after the merger, the relocation and consolidation of head-office functions
becamepriority task. The FM department undertook a leading role in the rationalisation and
coordination of the organisation's facilities to support the merged business strategy. It
reviewed which of the fixed as ts should be retained, which should be sold and which sold
and leasedback. Its responsibilitiescovered all of the bank's buildings, its foreclosedproperty,
and their related services. It also represented the organisation on all issues of property
liquidation and operations with the Bank of Thailand. The FM department was located in a
middle-managementposition, remaining within the central service division. The department
head reported to four levels of management the head of the central service division, the
operation director for Thailand, the regional property director, and the global property
management group at the head-office in the UK The Head of Facility and Property
Management(FPM) department explained the relationship between the organisation's change
and the changeto FM:
"... To becompetitiveour bankneedsto initiate new serviceproductsto attnwt its
clients andfit the new demandsall the time. 7hesenew serviceproductshaving
differentapproachand operationprocesses
consequentlyrequireddifferentsupport
departmenthadto initiate projectsand
thepropertymanagement
services.77terefore,
FM
providefacilities to ficilitate the new demandsof thew newoperationprocesses.
had to be concernedwith supporting the operationprocesses
involvesproviding
space,building servicessystems,and supportservicesbasedon numberof the staff,
technologyuseand requirement,worifim and work relationship,and dqmrtment
structure.' "... FM has to prouidesupport to the organisationand link to the
by providing sufficient spaceand building servicesthat are
operationprocesses
requiredforprocessingtheoperation,in termsof quantityand quality ... threemain
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issuesof FMfunction of the Bank:safety,costsaving,and time-efficiency
in sen*e
prouision."
Formal lines of communication between business management and facility
managementwere put in place, with communication and authorisation primarily at a midrange level concerning tactical issues of decision. The FM department was empowered to
undertake all tendering for facility services contracts and the selection of suppliers. It was
responsible for proposing and setting out the annual investment and facility operating
budgets and the setting of performance targets. FM services responsibilities were selective.
They included facility operations and nudntenance,churn management, cleaning, property
project management,help-desk furkctions,and property disposals. The FM department was
not responsiblefor security and telephone services.Outsourcing remained the main method
of service delivery, but with a more systematic approach to service groupings than hitherto.
The FM department monitored performanceon regular basis with measurementsof customer
and employee safety, cost efficiency and operational performance using specific FM
performance indicators. Overall, the performance of the department, its achievements in
meeting planned targets and cost savings across ten key performance baseswere assessed
annually. When asked about the arrangement of FM performance measurement,the Head of
FPM replied:
"... Keyperformance
indicatorscanvary by country. But indicatorscan becommon
if it is requiredby the regionalheadoffice.In Thailand,indicatorshavebeenset in
orderto evaluateperformance
of eachfunction. 77mperformance
criteriaarebasedon
thecorporatepolicywhichcanvaryftom yearto year."
The characteristics of FM practice after the merger are profiled in Figure 5(15),
indicating a new balanced position overall, with equal emphasis being given to operational
and administrative functions on the one hand, and to strategic and planning functions on the
other hand. While administration continued to be main responsibilities, property and space
management,building operations and servicesand facility project managementnow received
equal attention. However, little emphasis was given to employee, public and community
support issuesas this was the responsibility of the Bank's public relations department.
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5.1 [C]3: FM Changes in Case C
The merger and expansion of the BaWs business activities m Thailand, involved
changing from a steady-stageto a diversifying stage in its operational development The Bank
modified its organisational structure in responseto the larger volume of businesstransactions
and operations and changed its business priorifies to focus on general consumer banking
services.Its customer portfolio and basebecamemuch more diverse, with reliance on its retail
branchesas a key businesschannel for the delivery of fmancial services.The head-office was
mainly a back-office operation but the size of the bank's property and facility portfolio had to
becomemuch larger and more diverse with a variety of facility types, tenure arrangements
and locations.
The merger and the expansion of the Bank's businessactivities resulted In a radically
different set of requirements for facility and service support. Furthermore, the facility
managementfunction was seenby the Bank as a key meansfor facilitating the implementation
of the merger and managing the transitional arrangement associated with property and
workplace services.In turn, the FM department within the Central ServiceDivision needed to
upgrade its skill base and capabilities in order to cope with the new set of business
expectations,support requirementsand the expansionof businessand facility operations.As a
result the following actions were implemented:

*

Redefinition of busmess operatbm, requirements and user needs for facility and
workplace support services;
Expansion and diversification to the scopeof responsibility generally;
Restructuring and expansionof the FM departinent widdn the Central ServiceDivision to
support the erdargedscopeof services,
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Recruitment of a new property and facility manager, and ten additional FM staff, plus
staff transferred from the local bank.
The changesimproved the capabilities to support the new businessoperations and the

capabilities of FM to support the increasing demands of facility operations and building users
due to the merger. Overall, the degree of change was significant in term of FM's operational
capabilities to support the new business operations of the Bank, but relatively minor in term
of its strategic contribution to organisational,support as there was no change to FM function
and role according to the corporate property and facility policy. The change was largely
unplanned and discrete,implemented simultaneously with the businessmerger as such it can
be considered as a 'practice transformatioe. The changesare summarised in Table 5(6) and
profiled in Figure 5(16)below.
Table 5(6) Changesto FM ARRANGEAENTS fql

[C]2
-->

FM
CHARACrERISTICS1
Purpose& Policy

Primary Role

Develog2dfrom a position of reactivemanagementof disparateservicesto
integrated businesssupport management
Chang2dservicespolicy to a businesssupport orientation of 'workplace
suppore, continuing to focus on operating and maintaining facility
resources.
Diversified to cover the issuesof work operationscontinuity and support,
workspaceallocation, health, safety and security of customerand employee,
and the rationalisation of facility retention.
Extendedthe scopeof responsibilitiesto cover both internal facility resource
assert.
managementand the foreclosedprop"
Diversified by extending the scopeof servicesto cover facility operations
and mainterutnce,building servicesand user supports.
Extendedto a full facility managementrole.

Level of Management
involvement

Retainedunder the Central ServiceDivision, with four lines of middle level
managementreporting.

Level of Decision
making

Modified decision-maktnopowers to cover the enlargedscopeof
responsibilities.
&Mandtd to a full FM department within Central ServiceDivision, but with
a new functional structure.

Key Issues &
Priorities
Scopeof servicesand
responsibilifles

FM Structure
Service Delivery
Performance
measurement

PbsitioWngFM in Thaflud

Extendedservicescontractsinto ten major groups basedon type of seMce
and skill specialisation.
Extendedfrom generalperformanceevaluation to include the evaluation of
facility operationsand servicedelivery.
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Overall, it can be seen that the FM profile moved to a higher level of management
involvement in organisational,support, consolidating its role to Level Two during the period
investigated by this casestudy. Figure 5(17) overlays the characteristicsof TIMpractice before
and after the businessexpansion.It indicates a consistentposition where, in most facetsof FM
practice,its functions, responsibilities and priorities, the scope and scale involvement in the
businesssupport environment had been extended [+]. The main responsibilities of FM had
concentrated much more emphasis to real estate and property management, workspace
planning and management,and facility operating issuesgenerally. Its priorities had shifted
towards business operations and their continuity, the availability of facility resources,and
financial performance, with continuing concern for physical condition and operation of the
facilities.
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Summary Findings from CaseC
This casecovered two sets of FM arrangements,before and after the organisatiows
business merger. The general findings from this case investigation can be summarised as
follows:

The changes to facility management practice were a direct consequenceof business
expansion and the rapid increase in the number of facilities. The extension of FM
capabilities from a 'basic' to a 'consolidated' set of arrangementsafter the businessmerger
was essential to support the new and extended set of business demands and work
operations.
The range of FM services and responsibilities was determined by the needs of business
operations and the diversification of the facility portfolio, its size, distribution and tenure
characteristics.
The refocusing of the Bank's business strategy, from the provision of limited'

to

'extensive' businessservices,demandedthat a more effective set of support arrangements
be put in place with re-emphasis of FM priorities, from a 'facility-focused' to a 'worksupport' orientation.
The businessstrategy was the key factor affecting the characteristicsof the Bank's facility
resourceportfolio and management This relationship in turn impacts FM purpose,policy
and role overal
The characteristicsof the BanWsbusinessoperations in Thailand, the constraints of the
local context and the availability of FM service suppliers had a direct practical impact on
the implementation and adjustment of the organisation'sglobal corporateFM standards.
The extent of performance accountability was related to the scope of FM services and
responsibilities, with the performance measurement systems expanding to cover the
enlarged FM remit in the post-mergerperiod.
The main issues concerning FM arrangements of dds case included operational
capabilities and reliability, support service range and responsibility, service delivery
capabilities,and organisational policy and support remit
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5.4 [D] Case Investigation D:
Physical Resource Management of a University

Casestudy D concernsthe FM arrangements and practices for a major university in
Thailand. This is a government university with high national prestige, located in Bangkok
with three extensive city campuses. The University provides a comprehensive range of
academicprogrammes covering a wide area of academic study and knowledge. Since it was
formally establishedin 1917,the University has had steady growth with its facility resources
being developed and expanded largely in line with the increasein student numbers and the
growth in teaching programmes. Prior to 1998, the University focused on un.der-graduate
education and its teaching programmes.It had positioned itself as a major teaching university
with widening programmes of undergraduate studies. The long-berm planning and
development of the University tended to reflect the government's strategies and plans for
higher education with the university following the general administrative practices of the
goverrunent
In 1998 the University implemented a major change in its corporate policy to move
from its position as a teaching university to a research-ledinstitution while maintaining its
teaching programmes and reputation. This fundamental shift in policy led to the reengineering of the University's academicstrategy, its organisational,structure, and its working
and teaching patterns. At this time it also began to changeits managementstructure through
functions to Individual faculties, while
the decentralisation of academic mana
Government
had
At
time
this
the
also
centralising administrative support servicesgenerally.
introduced new national educationpolicies with the intention that universities should become
self-goverrung with a reduction in government subsidies, largely as a result of the economic
recession.This study investigated FM practicesin the two circumstances:before and after the
University's reengineeringprogram.

5.4 [D]l

FM Profile before Re-engineering

Before the period of re-etigmeann& the University's facilities and their serviceswere
managedby the Buildings and Grounds Division of the University. The Division which was a
part of the Office of the University President adopted a typical and traditional approach to
FM that was common within public sector govenunent organisations.It treated the functions
of facility planning and fwffity
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organisational structure. The Division

consisted of six sections: Design and Construction

Management, Security, Facility Maintenance, Gardening and Housekeeping, Building
Management and Administration. The Division had a predominantly facility-oriented focus
with a primary purpose to maintain and repair the infrastructure, buildings and engineering
systemsof the campus in good workable condition. Periodically, the Division was tasked to
deliver construction projects for the university but its main focus was on routine technical
operations,services,and maintenance.
Overall, two issues tended to dominate the work of the Division; the operational
conditions of University facilities and the delivery of construction projects.FM undertook the
function of facility servicesoperator. The division was positioned at a basic level of routine
day to day operational management providing maintenance and repair skills and
superintending the basic campus and building servicessuch as cleaning and security. While
the Division was responsible for all communal and central facilities and the campus
infrastructure, its serviceswere relative limited, with basic servicesarranged to be delivered
on an individual serviceby service basis by in-house staff. The Division rarely participated in
university planning and management meetings, and its relationship with the academic
structure of the University was a on-eway line of communication from the academic
authorities to the Division. From time to time the Division was also responsible for the
university's building construction projects, but it was not involved in their campus planning
and in development strategy generally. At this time there were no formal performance
measurement systems for facility use and services management, but individual staff
performanceassessments
were undertaken for rankings and salary promotions.
Figure 5(18) summarises;the main dwacteristics of FM practice during this period,
indicating the primary FM function of facility services operations, with the main
responsibilities on building services,maintenanceand construction project management Its
priorities were given to the issues of physical conditions and the continuity of facility
operations.
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before Merger [D]l

5.4 [D12 FM Profile after Re-engineering
A former President of the University implied the importance of facility management
fDllows:
long
in the
term as

"Theremight not bemuchnewbuilding development,
but therewill bea greatdeal
of systemrenovationand upgrading,insidep4nterior
renovationand modernisation.
In order to avoid obsolescence,
the development
of newfacilities and renovationof
We realised
existingfidlities needsto bemorepreciseto theneedsand technology
...
that physicalmanagement
shouldincorporatemanagement
and planning - without
planning and informatim it cannot manageeffectivelyand efik*ntly. It also
that it is necessary
to centralisethefacility servicesin order to
recognised
efficiencyof resource
utilisation,andcost-e&tiveness.'
As part of the re-engineeringprocessto transform the University from a 'teaching' to
a 'research-led' institution, the Buildings and Grounds Division was replaced by a new
infrastructure and services organisation - the Office of Physical Resource Management
(OPRM). The new OPRM was positioned in the University's governancestructure alongside
the Office of Academic Affairs, the Office of Human Resourcesand the Office of Finance,all
reporting to the University President directly. Overall, the OPRM was a consolidation of all
facility and related serviceswithin the University. It adopted a functional structure based on
the types of work to be undertaken and had three main divisions: an architectural and
infrastructure division, a buildings and grounds division, and a security and transport
division. A former Vice-presidentfor PhysicalResourcesManagementstated:
"It wasa mainaim that with the new integnttiveorganiotion structureand higher
level of management
as a result of the re-engineering,the FM function will twrk
moreeffectivehjin the long-term.77wpromotionof FM function is a part of the
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longer-termplan to consolidateall facility operationsand servicesthroughoutthe
"
organisation.
The OPRM was given accessto the University's managementdecisionsand meetings
and becameresponsible for the preparation of annual bids to the capital investment funds
committee for facility developments and improvements. The principal function of the OPRM
was facility resource management, planning and coordination. It had comprehensive
responsibility for all central infrastructure resources and was selectively responsible for
planning of physical developments and improvements, and the management of building
spaceuse acrossall of the communal -

and facilities within the campusareas.The

OPRNrsprimary coordinating role was in relation.to the outsourced facility servicesand their
delivery, although someserviceswere operated by its own in-house team.
After the re-engineerin& FM policy was redirected to focus on the support of
academicactivities - the core operations of the university - in addition to the physical issues
of facility operations and maintenance.While the main responsibilities were still concerned
with physical issues rather than academic support services, the adequacy of space and
servicesfor use, the safety and security of users both staff and students, resourceudlisation
and the control of costsin use,all beganto receivemore attention.
In terms of the level of management involvement, FM considerations were promoted

significantly as a result of the University's re-engineeringprocess.It now becamea part of the
business management arrangements with

regular participation in the University's

managementmeetings on a two-way communication basis.The OPRM was expectedto make
proposals and action plans for facility resourceimprovements over the medium term and to
have more involvement in strategiclong-term decisions.
The support servicesremit of the OPRM included building design, construction and
project management, maintenanceand operations, building services,security,
and transport services. These services were delivered by a combination of in-house and
outsourced arrangements, initially still on an individual service basis. General bush-ass
performance measurements were Introduced to assure accountability for meeting annual
targets, the quality and costs of the services strewn, and plan implementations, and other
quantitative targets.
Figure 5(19) Mustrates the dwacterbtics of FM practice after the ev I wering
process. It shows that the primary functions of FM continued to involve administrative
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management,but now included planning and programming. Its main responsibilities were on
administration, maintenance,project management, and facility planning, and priorities were
given to operational continuity, physical conditions, the health and safety of staff and
students, performance and operating costs, with increasedconcernsfor resource availability
and community support
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FM Priorities

[D]2

5.4 [D]3 FM Changes in CaseD
The implementation of the University's reengineering program resulted in
fundamental changes to the organisational, and management structure and to work
procedures. Organisational managementpolicies were reversed with the decentralisation of
academic management and procedures and the centralisation of support services
arrangement.In relation to physical resourcesupport, the university becamemore concerned
with the campus environment generally, the condition and appearance both inside and
outside its facilities. It allocated resourcesto iricrease the communal and shared academic
facilities with plans to diversify facility usesto acc
te the needsof a future 'researchled' university.
The reenghwering of the University led to an imbalance between the capacity and
capabilities of the existing FM organisation and its personnel, and the strategic and
operational responsibilities and skills required within the new Office of Physical Resource
Management The FM arrangementswere restructure to support new organisational policy
and management structure and tep adjust the FM strategic supports and operational
capabilities to fit the new structure. The key issues that induced the FM change were the
recognition of obsolete FM pracdcas,the inadequaciesof existing FM knowledge and skills,
the limitations of the technical staff responsible for operations and services, and
inconsistenciesbetween FM policies and the new organisational.policy and the lack of a
resourcemanagementapproach.The changeswere implemented through:
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"A

consolidation of facility servicesand operations,

"

An expansionto its scopeof service and responsibility;

"

Restructuring the FM organisation;

"

The adoption of more outsourcing arrangements;

"

The establishmentof a system for FM accountability.

The changesimproved the operational capabilities of the FM team within the OPRM
to handle the increasedcomplexity of facility operations and the strategiccapabilities of FM to
support the longer-term objectives of the University. In the short-term it aimed to improve
cost-efficiencyand facility service performance.The changeswere planned and implemented
in parallel to thi organisational management restructuring overall. They included the
consolidation of facility services, planning and management within the organisational
restructuring and repositioning Overall, the degree of change to operational support
capability was moderatewhile the changedegreeof strategic support capability was relatively
major, and can be viewed as 'structural repositioning' process.Thesechangesare summarised
in Table 5(7) below.

Table 5(7) Changesto FM ARRANGEMENrM P]"
[ýý
JFM
GE [DIT-5ý1DI2
[GIARACrER717STICS]
Purpose& Policy
Key Issues &
Priorities
Scopeof
responsibilities

[D]2

Transformed from an operational to a resourceand servicesmanagement
position.
Diversified to include academicsupport servicesin addition to the physical
issuesof condition and maintenance.

Scopeof services

by extending responsibilitiesto a tactical planning level
concerningphysical resourcemanagement,and the managementand
improvement of central facilities and services.
Modified with somediversification of building and communal services.

Primary Role

Modified to a more major position of managementand coordination.

Level of Management
involvement

Raisedto a higher level of managementinvolvement and responsibility.

Level of Decision
making

Service Delivery

BgiW to a more direct accessto the capital investment funds of the
university and tacticaldecision making with pbuu-dngauthority.
of the FM organisationalstructure to support thosefunctions
ResourceManagement
transfen,ed to the Office of Phy"
Diversified to useboth in-houseand outsourcedsuppliers.

Performance
measurement

Createda new set of specificperformuncemeasurementsystemto improve
Fm accountability.

FM Structure
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The re-engineering of the University's organisation, policies and practices led tD
significant changes for FK particularly in relation to the level of its involvement in the
University's management systems. Figure 5(20) indicates the extent of these changes by
comparing the characteristic profiles of FM practice before and after the reengineering
process. It can be seen that all aspects of FM practice were raised to higher levels of
managementinvolvement, mainly to a'consolidated' Level Two arrangementoverall.
Figure 5(21) indicates that the primary functions of FM had shifted to more
administrative management, planning and programming Its main responsibilities were
largely changed to service administration, space planning and management, and service
progranurung instead of building operations, service and maintenance. Its priorities were
given to the issues of resource availability, facility operating cost performance, public and
community support, and health and safety.
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Summary Findings from CaseD
The caseincluded two sets of FM arrangementsthat were put in place to support the
organisational requirements before and after re-engineering. The general findings from this
caseinvestigation can be summarisedas follows:
The changes to FM arrangements were a key component in the organisation's
restructuring and re-enghwering processas the University had recognised,that FM could
contdbute to its image and ability to become a leading world-class university. To attain
the goal of a leading university, the organisation needed to improve and upgrade its
facility support for academicactivities and to createa distinctive environment for learning
and researchactivities. This need led to FM changesand improvements.
@ The major organisational change provided an opportunity for FM rearrangement major
integration and improvement However it needed time and a transition period before the
new goals of FM could be achieved.
A much higher level of integration of FM support arrangementswithin the University's
managementsystems resulted from the restructuring processas a direct consequenceof
the new governmentel and organisational policy and the University's requirement for
better work-support from facility resources and services. In addition, the higher
integration of facility managementand services led to increased concern for improved

levelsof strategicsupport
In this public sector organisation, the government's directions and policy were an
overarching factor that had a direct influence on FM purpose, policy and level of
management involvement, including service delivery arrangements and performance
less
freedom
had
in
before
University
the
In
turn,
the
re-engineering
accountability.
arranging FM department and selecting service options due to the strict governmental
directives and national standards, making FM arrangements less related to the specific
needs and context of the organisation. The change of government's policy on university
autonomy led to the changesto university's managementand FM practice overall. After
the re-engineering, FM practice was rearranged more towards the specific needs of the
University.
The increasing emphasis within organisational policy on facility resourcesafter the reengineering had practical impacts on the purpose and policy of FM practice. hxxeased
emphasis on the facility environment and utilisation led to a change in FM focus from
'facility-focused' to 'work-support' and from service operations to coordinating
management
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"

The range of FM serviceswas determined by the essentialneedsof facility operations and
conditions, and building use requirements, but the extent of service provision was
determined by the policy and resourcecapacity of the organisation.

"

The emphasis on FM performance measurement was determined by the organisational
policy and culture. The change of government's education policy and the increase of
university autonomy raised the need for greater management accountability to the
University. This led to the changesto performance measurementpractice and culture with
the establishment of a more formal performance measurement arrangement for FM
services,as a part of the re-engineeringprocess.

"

The main issues concerning FM arrangements of this case included operational
capabilities and reliability, operational compatibility, support affordability, local
preferences and practices, organisational policy and support remit and organisational
resourcerequirements.
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5.5 [E] CaseInvestigation E:
Property Management for a Local Bank
The last of the five casestudies examines the FM practiceswithin a large local bank.
This organisation was one of the leading banks in Thailand and had been establishedfor more
than sixty years.The organisational change, to which this casestudy relates,occurred in 1999
largely as a result of the recessionin the Thai economy.At that time the bank had commercial
branchesin every city throughout the country. In 2002 the bank held some 25% of market
share of the local banking market with total assetsof approximately US$ 30.5 billion total
assets.
Between1997 and 1999, the bank becameheavily affected by the regional economic
recession and the Bardes business performance began to decline. Furthermore, business
competition from overseasbanks irtcreased during this period due to deregulation by the
Bank of Thailand that allowed overseasbanks to operate more freely in the country. As a
consequence,the bank was forced to implement a 'business transformation' initiative,
restructuring its functions and operating processesin order to regain market position and
local competitiveness.This transformation led tcothe downsizing and centralising of many
businessdecisionssuch as corporate loan approvals, standardising its businesspracticesand
support operations. Staff was laid off and unprofitable business units were closed down,
international standards and practices were introduced with the restructuring of all the
organisatioWsinternal business units. This casestudy examinesthe FM arrangementsbefore
and after the businesstransformation of the Bar&

5.5 [E]l FM Arrangements before Transformation
Before 1999, the Bank's primary business had been consumer banking services for
local people with its extensive branch network as a base for its expanding business. The
physical facilities of the Bank also served to demonstratethe stability and creditability of the
BarWs image to its customers. In the past, the Bank had considered that it was necessaryto
own all assets,particularly the physical assets,and tD provide all associatedservicesand skills
in-house. There were two main reasons fDr this: the physical assets provided financial
security; and the number of suitable external servicesuppliers was very limited.
For many years, the bank had had a Central Services Division (CSD) that was
responsible for all facility management functions and activities. Fadlity management had
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low
for
bank
in comparison
its
been
the
very
since
costs
were
major
concern
operating
never
a
with other elementswithin the overall budget of the Bank. The head of Property Management
describedthe conceptof facility development and managementof the organisation in the past
"The pastconceptofficility development
was basedon checkand
and management
for building procurementand
balancebasiswhereonedepartmentwas responsible
ficilities relatedfunctions
for operationsafterwards.77se
the otherwereresponsible
weredividedinto two parts: a pre-constructionpart and a post-constructionpart.
The pre-constructionteam was separatedfrom the post-constnxtion team. The
building designand constructiondepartmenthandledconstructionproects.After
the project was completed,central services would take over operation and
"
maintenance.
The Central Service Division consisted of two departments: a Design and Office
AssetsDepartment that was responsible for building design, construction managementand
for
facility
Services
Department
that
Central
operations
was
responsible
office services,and a
CSD's
functions
the
Pkuudng
head-offices.
in
of
were
not
part
the
corporate
and maintenance
Head
Facility
The
President.
Office
the
being
the
of
these
of
remit,
allocated within
Management Information System (FMIS) section described the importance of FM function
before the businesstransformation:
"In thepast,thebankdid not caremuchaboutjkdify issues.Businessdevelopments
Even
ftom
be
initiated
physical
viewpoint.
marketing
a
and projects would
Some
it
initiatives.
times,
by
developments
made
and
strategy
wereruled marketing
be
because
the
implement
difficult
possible
development
might
not
to
projects
project
to developphysically. 77tecentral servicedepartmet and design and furniture
departmentdid not participatein thebusiness
planning.'
Overall, the FM functions had a fragmented structure, with no integration between
the responsibilities for facility planning and facility operations. The CSD had two primary
facilities
head-office
first
that
the
to
operated smoothly and
corporate
ensure
purposes:
budget
building
time,
deliver
within
and to quality
to
on
projects
efficiently; and second
for
facility
the
division
The
and
of
corporate
operations
services
all
was
responsible
standards.
head-officesand the delivery of new branch facilities, including their design, construction
branch
FM
included
The
the
office
planning
retail
of
services
managementand coordination.
space, mechanical and electrical operations, maintenance, cleanin& and the security
by
delivered
in-house
head-offices.
Most
for
staff on
the
services
were
corporate
arrangements
business
basis.
At
this
the
they
perfDrutance
same
general
stage,
used
a service-bymservice
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job
FM
tasks
to
and project
as
outcomes
such
concerning
operational
evaluate
measures
completion and budget spend.
The division had an operational orientation and culture, focusing on the physical
conditions, appearanceand operations of buildings and facilities and was preoccupied with
operational performance. The management of facilities services was regarded as a
little
level
than
function
handled
with
strategic
operational
rather
at
an
and
supplementary
connection to the businessmanagementprocessgenerally. Most of the time, communication
'medium-IoW
'one-way'
business
the
at
a
conducted
process
was
a
managers
with
decision-making
limited
had
Division
level.
Overall
the
authority and was
management
concernedmainly with routine operational matters.
Figure 5(22) illustrates the characteristicsof FM practice prior tc) the introduction of
the Bank's transformation process.It indicates that FM functions were predominantly related
to service operations but with responsibilities for facility design and planning. FM
responsibilities were directed to building operations and services,maintenance,construction
project planning and managementfor the branch offices, with facility operations continuity
and facility conditions being primary priorities.
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5.5 [E]2 FM Arrangements after Transformation
The changesto FM practice were a part of the 'BusinessTransformation' programme.
The improvement of FM efficiency and effectivenessbecame key issues. In this case, the
facility
Head
the
importance
became
the
of
of
as
resources,
more aware of
organisation
property managementpointed out
11 7he Bank has now realimd that facilities that are critical to Me business
...
"
in
be
condition...
andmaintained an effective
operationsshould uwUmanaged
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In turn, the view of FM goals changed to be a Ibusiness-driven' function as the Head
emphasised:
"... if we want to servelsupportthe businessof the bank,the methodand practiceof
(pn)perty)management
Wehaveto think how to
shouldbedriven alongthebusiness.
" "... I think thefocusor main imuesof
saveand maximisethecostsand investment.
FM shouldbedeterminedby the rolesand contributionsoffacilities to the business
operations.On the one hand, FM for the Bank is concernedwith customer
satisfaction,lag time, cost saving. On the other hand,if shouldbeconcernedwith
propertyvalue,return on the asset,efficiencyratio of improvement,and return on
operatingcost,soon."
As part of the business transformation process the structure of the original FM
division was reorganised to form a new 'Property Management' Department with two
principal setsof FM fuzictions.On the one hand it consolidatedall functions relating to facility
planning and management within a comprehensive Infrastructure Planning remit, i.e.
property management,property projects and property operations. On the other hand the FM
division retained responsibilities for all of the operational management aspects of the FM
support function, Le. FM technology, administration, office procurements and logistics. The
structure of FM becamemore centralised with an increasing degreeof integration between its
facility planning and operational managementfunctions. The concept of works and services
also changed with the adoption of a work support-oriented policy and culture. The
restructured department was determined to provide sound and supportive facilities and
servicesfor the operations of the Bank, supporting the core businessmanagementgroup with
strategic solutions for facility and workplace managementýa strategy for managing and
maintaining the value of property assetswith increasedutilisation and enhancedoperational
performance of the existing facilities. In the future it intended to becomemore involved with
strategicissuesof portfolio managementand businessinfrastructure and servicessupport
Overall the coordinating functions of FM were upgraded to strategic and tactical
levels of management decision. Now positioned at a middle management level, the
department regularly participated in senior businessmanagementmeetings with a clear twoway communication structure to business management personnel. The restructured
department had authority for facility planning Issues proposing facility action plans and
for all service contracts.
strategy with responsibilities for the tendering
However in some areas its responsibility remained relatively selective, covering the space
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management of corporate head-office and branch office space and facility operations and
servicesfor the'corporate' head-offices.
Naturally, the scope of services was enlarged by the FM reorganisation,and the
department had to consider the feasibility of outsourcing as much as possible of this enlarged
portfolio of support services,with groupings of service bundles to ensure efficient tendering
and improved service delivery. The department started to use facility service indicators to
assessits own performance and to improve the focus on key FM issues.It was developing a
set of indicators that were business-related such as cost performance indicators and user
satisfactionmetrics. At the time that the casestudy was conducted, it was reported that the
new arrangements had enhanced the planning and management capabilities of the
department, enabling it to better serve and support the Bartles business strategies and
operations. The transformation and the reorganisation of FM functions were seen to be
improving the performance,efficiency and competitivenessgenerally.
Fignalre5(23) summarises the general characteristicsof FM practice after the Bank's
transformation process.It indicates that an extended role into long-term planning and FM
strategy with high responsibilities to property portfolio management, programmmg, space
planning and facility servicesadministration. FM priorities are given to the issuesof business
and operationscontinuity, financial performance,operating costsand customersupport
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5.5 [E]3 FM Changesin CaseE
CageE investigated the changesto FM arrangementsthat occurred during the mature
stap of the Banies organisational development but where the national economic situation,
tDgether with the deregulation of banking activity had generated a need fDr significant
transformation of business practices. The Bank transformed most of its bushum and nonbusinessunits to improve its competitiverms, including the facility managementfunctions.
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The organisationalchangesincluded downsizing the branch serviceoperations,organisational
restructurin& the redesigning of procedures and working processes, the adoption of
international standards of banking practice, all with more reliance on information technology
in its business operations and services. The Bank looked to reduce its fixed assetsby the
selectivedisposal of freehold property, taking advantage of the surplus of leaseholdproperty
in the market It planned to expand its business through a large number of micro branches
with short-term leaseto ensure businessflexibility.
The consolidation of facility management-relatedbanctionswas an important part of
the Bank's processfor businesstransformation, reconsidering the operational functions of FM
to improve working performance and to ensure a direct contribution to businesssupport and
competitiveness.In this respect,the head of the Design and Office Asset Department initiated
the integration of all functions related to facility planning, programming, managementand
services within a unified department All of the changes were undertaken to support the
business operations in the new business strategy, and improve the capacities of facility
operations, services and management This led to a fundamental change in the orientation,
role and practicesof FM within the Bank with the expectationthat consolidation of FM related
operationswould reduce the need for redundancies,increasethe pace of decision making and
implementation, with significant business advantage overall. In addition, all of the property
functions that used to locate within the Office of President were consolidated to the FM
department This led to the increaseof strategic respondbilities of the FM in relation to the
corporate property portfolio management Thesechangesto FM arrangementswere essential
to:

*

Sup ort the new businessmanagement;
Fp
Overcome inconsistenciesbetween the new businessrequirements and strategy and the
previous organisational resourcemanagementpolicy,
Improve FM performanceand capabilities generally.

As the head of FMIS sectionsaid:
'By the restructurin& this departmentshouldbeabk to focus moreon planning,
forecasting,analysis,strategyand management,
ratherMan providingservicesas in
thepast.77wmain issueof thepracticewill becentredon thepedbrinance,
officifify
on investmentreturn in relation to
utilisation and efficiencyand the performance
incomegewration of the businessunit. It will focus moreon propertyvalue,costeffectiveness
and efficiency.In doingthis, thedepartmmtis trying to reduceits role
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in manualandoperationaltasks,shifting orientationfivn: operationsto management
first
but
Hozoever
E&M
is
task,
the
the
main
not
maintenance still a
and strategy.
priority. It will be concernedwith organising,setting standard,setting direction,
and controlling ... 77tedepartmentand thefunction will bemoreinvokvd with the
businessoperationthrough the performanceof propertyandjkcilities in relation to
business
"
per)bnnance.
"... the restructureof our departmentis a changeof paradigmin providing and
be
for
facilities
Bank.
A
the
will
approach
more
offensWactive
services
managing
business
bank
its
the
to
units unth propertysolution
and
aiming
provide
undertaken
and initiative... "

The implementation of thesedumges included:

9

The consolidation of property and facility management fimctions, facility services and
operations;
The restructuring of the FM organisation within the Bank;
Using information technology system to support facility managementand establishing a
fimctional unit of FM hdormation System,

9

More reliance on outsourcing arrangementsfor building management,facility operations
and service delivery functions;

*

Retaining and retraining the existing operational staff and recruiting additional staff to
System.
Information
FM
FM
and
strategicplanning
undertake

These changes set out to improve FM capabilities in support of the new
base,
improve
to
the
skill
and
to
management
and
planning
organisational policy,
enhance
facility resource uffisation, cost-efficiency and service performance. The changes were
implemented reactively in responseto the businesstr
rmation process,more than a year
degm
in
Overall
the
initiation
the
the
transformation.
of
change
was
moderate
of
after
relation to both operational capability and strategic support and can be considered as a
'practice alteration. Details of the main direction of changeare summarisedin Table 5(8).
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Table 5(8) Changesto FM ARRANGEMENTS [E]1--> [E]2
FM
CHARACrERISTICS

ICHANGE [Ell-->

Purpose & Policy

Key Issues&
Priorities
Scopeof
responsibilities
Scopeof services
Primary Role
Level of Management
involvement
Level of Decision
making
FM Structure

I

[E12

Redirectedto a businim-supportpolicy,with focuson propertyand
tasks,in additionto
workplacemanagement
andstrategicmanagement
servicedelivery.
Refocused
on businesssupportperformance,
includingbusinessresource
andcustomers.
availability,financialperformance,
andH&Sof employees
Diversifiedto coverall facility andpropertyservices,
with extensive
andextendedrange
responsibilityfor facility resources
anda consolidated
of services.
Modifiedby integratingandregroupingtheextensiverangeof facility
services.
Redirectedto a comprehensive
remit
propertyandfacilitymanagement
overall.
levelwith participationin selectivecore
Elevatedto a middlemanagement
businessmanagement
meetings.
FAisedto a higherlevelof decision-making
authoritywith extended
decisions.
operatingbudgets,theparticipationin strategicmanagement
Planningand
Reorglail2dto covertheduelfunctionsof hu'rastructure,
OperationalSupportManagement.

Service Delivery

AdblttA with greateremphasison outsourcingarrangements.

Performance
measurement

Extendedto includespecificFM performance
metrics.
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The changesto the FM profile, pre and post businesstransformation, are illustrated in
Figure 5(24).Overall, FM arrangementsmoved to a higher consolidated Level Two position as
consequenceof the change.It should be noted that in this CaseStudy the changeprocesswas
ongoing and Figure 5(24) represents an interim arrangement position. The organisation
planned to implement a further set of changesin the near future probably to include the spinoff of facility-property managementfunctions into an independent and self sufficient business
entity, reinforcing and further developing the concept of a 'business-orientation. It was
intended that this new entity would focus on the strategic planning and managementof the
facility portfolio to support the Bank with full businessaccountability for its viability, finance
and development The dotted circles in Figure 5(24) indicate the probable level of the FM
profile at this next stagein the planned processof change.
A concluding comparison of the characteristicsof FM practicesacrossthe two periods
studied is shown in Figure 5(25).It can be seenthat most FM functions expanded [+] to cover
more areas of FM administration, strategy, planning and programming, and organisational
representationover the casestudy peri9d. In contrast the involvement in service operations
tended to decrease [-] with FM responsibilities moving away from emphasis on routine
operational issuessuch as maintenance,building operationsand servicesto strategicplanning
and strategic management issues. FM priorities tended to extend to cover core businessrelated issuessuch as business continuity, the availability of business resources,workspace
and office systemsand financial performance.

Summary Findinp from CaseE
This caseinvestigation included two sets of FM arrangements, before and after the

businesstransformation.Thegeneralfindingscanbesummarisedasfollows:
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"

The restructuring of FM arrangementswas initiated to support the organisation'sbusiness
management restructuring. The initial set of 'fragmented' and 'facility-focused' FM
arrangements were replaced by a more 'integrated' approach with the new FM
arrangementsfocusing on 'work-support' to enhance the contribution and udlisation of
facility resources.Integration of FM arrangements was seen as a key issue in changing
organisational policy, culture and managementapproach.

"

As FM was mainly responsible for the support services of facility resources and
workplace, the range of services was determined by the needs of working and facility
operations. Without radical change to working and facility operations, the range of
servicesremained relatively the same throughout the processof change.

"

The creditoLbilityof FM department and the condition of internal politics affected the level
of FM function integration and the delegation of management and decision
.
authorisations. The close and strong personal relationship between the organisation's
President and the Head of FM helped FM to gain access to business management
meetingsand to becomepart of the businessdecision making process.
The coverageof FM functions was determined by organisational policy with 'strategic and
innovative' functions being added to the existing 'operational functions' in order to
improve the performance of FM department in handling facility utilisation and property
managementperformanceoverall.
The focus and remit of FM affected the timeframes of concern and decision.The extensive
scope of functions from facility operations to property planning required FM to be
concerned with both strategic and operational decisions, both over the medium and
longer term.

"

The service delivery arrangements were determined by organisational, policy, the
availability of in-house resourcesand capabilities, and the availability of external service
suppliers. With the new policy of concentrating on the core business requirements, the
outsourcing approach for operational service delivery becamea more feasibleoption than
the in-house delivery practicesof the pasL

"

The extent of FM perfDrmancemeasurementwas related to the degreeof FM involvement
and to the level of accountability to the core business operations. The 'generar
performance measurementsof the past were replaced by more 'specific' performance
metrics onceFM becamerecognisedas part of the businessmanagementprocess.

"

The main issues concerning FM arrangements of this case included operational
capabilities and reliability, operational compatibility, local preferencesand practices and
organisationalresourcerequirements.
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Summary
In this chapter, the information gained from the five case investigations has been
documented and summarised. It was not intended that the selected case studies should
represent'best' FM practiceswithin any given organisation, but rather that they be examined
to gain an understanding how FM practices were arranged in relation to their context
generally. The case studies investigated FM arrangement profiles and their change
characteristics,they identified and analysed key arrangement issuesand the relevant areasof
decision, examining the factors that induced changes.The relationships between the eleven
circumstances of FM positioning and the internal and external conditions and the
relationships between FM changes and contextual changes were analysed to identify the
specific arrangement factors, change characteristics and key areas of decision. The
investigations and analysesfound that FM arrangements were determined by many factors.
Case A showed the development of FM arrangements through three different periods of
organisational. development Cases B, D and E indicated the relationship between
organisational restructuring and changes to FM arrangements,while Case C illustrated the
impacts of business expansion on FM arrangement changes.The case studies showed that
changes were undertaken in order to improve or adjust the operational and strategic
capabilities of FM to support or accommodatethe new demands of organisations.Each of the
five casesshowed different degreesof change, depending on the gap between the existing
capabilities of FM provisions and the required capabilities for organisational support. In the
following chapter, the results of the investigations across the five case studies will be
examined and compared to identify their similarities and differences.
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Chapter 6
Cross-caseComparisons
This chapter reports on the second part of the analysis of the findings from the five
case investigations. It describesthe results of a cross-casecomparison to identify the main
factors that influenced the FM positioning and repositioning process and the key areas of
decision that were involved. Both common and contradictory patterns of relationship are
examined in order to scrutinise the initial propositions of this thesisas set out in Chapter One.
The structure of this chapter is illustrated in Figure 6(1) below.
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This chapter has four main sections. First, it considers positioning issues and FM
arrangementsacrossthe five casestudies. It examinesthe patterns of relationship between FM
and its context in order to identify any factors that appear to influence the positioning decision
process.This section looks to uncover similarities and differencesbetween the findings of the
individual casestudies.
The second section examines the patterns of dump of the FM positioning process
over time. It looks to identify the generic circumstancesfor change,any triggers of changeand
the main reasonsfor changesto FM support arrangements.The third section of the chapter
seeksto identify and characterisethe key areasof decision in the positioning process,the main
alignments between organisational needs and facility management provision, and the
changingbalanceof emphasisbetween operational and strategic concerns.
The forth and final section considers how the specific findings from the five case
investigations might inform the development of generic positioning concepts for FM. It
considers the opportunities and potential limitations to the development and application of
generic decision frameworks and supporting decision tools to assist the FM positioning and
repositioning processin the future.

6.1 Positioning Issues and Arrangement
Table 6(1) shows the general pattern of relationship between organisational
characteristicsand FM arrangementsacrossthe elevendrcumstances that were investigated in
the five case studies. The rows in, the table represent the organisational and contextual
attributes that were identified in the individual casestudy analyses,while the columns cover
the eight FM attributes that were selectedin Chapter Three and used in the caseinvestigations
as described in Chapter Five. The strengths of linkage between pairs of each organisational
attributes and contextual attributes and each of the FM attributes are indicated by the number
of circumstancesin which they were observedacrossthe five caseinvestigations overall. The
detailed referencematerial on which this table is basedis included in Appendix E, page331.
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Table6(1) GeneralPatternsof Relationships
FM ARRANGEMEM
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Table 6(1) indicates that the strongest set of linkages were those between
organisational policy and all of the eight attributes of FM arrangements. This strong
relationship was evidenced in every casestudy. For example, in CaseD, a major changein the
organisatioWspolicy, redirecting its priorities to aim to becomean autonomous, research-led
institution, had a direct and major impact on all aspects of the FM function and role,
challenging it to improve facilities and environment to support researchas well as teaching
activities, to move from a routine operational focus to work-support position, with more
extensive scope and responsibility at higher level of management within a totally reformed
functional structure. In a secondexample in Case B, a new

policy of service

charge-back and accountability for facility resource allocations, with the organisatiortal
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requirement for operating facilities as a separate businessunit led to the restructuring of FM
arrangementsas a whole, again acrossall of the eight athibutes.
A secondareaof strong linkage was between organisationalstructure and the level of
managementinvolvement coupled with the timeframe of FM concerns(Row Three in Table 6
(1)). Again, this strong linkage was found in every casestudy with an additional degree of
moderate linkage to FM scopeand responsibility. In six out of eleven circumstances([B]l, [B]
2, [D]1, [D]2, [E]1, [E]2),the characteristicsof the organisatioWsstructure had directly affected
the ways in which FM functions had been consolidated within a departmental structure. In
contrast, organisational structure appeared to have no discernabledirect relationship to the
purpose, policy and role of FM and to delivery and

issues. This was an

unexpectedoutcome.
A further area of strong Unkagewas indicated between business operation strategy
and FM purpose, policy and role, associated with moderate linkage with the scope and
responsibilities of FM (Row Five in Table 6(1)).Three cases(caseA, B and C) showed that their
businessoperational strategiesat eachtime period had a strong relationship to FM policy and
role that was adopted. A comparison of those casesthat had different issuesof businessand
work operations,confirmed the expectation that this would affect the scope of FM activities.
with small or limited business operational capacity, the
scopeof FM also tended to be narrower compared to that during subsequentperiods of full

In two circumstances([A]l, [ql)

operation.
The stageof organisational development appeared to be a common area of moderate
to modest linkage with all of FM attributes, except the service delivery arrangements (Row
One in Table 6(l)). In five of the arrangements ([All, [A12, [A)3, [ql, [q2), there were
significant differences in FM support positions between the stages of organisational
development During periods of high growth and/or organisational change([A]2, [q2), there
were indications that FM purposes,policy role, scope,managementinvolvement, and decision
timeframes;tended to emphasisestrategicpriorities over the medium term. In contrast, during
stable periods the priorities of FM tended to be more routiriely focused on operations and
servicecontinuity. In the more stableperiods, FM concentratedon a coordinating role within a
short to mid-term timeframe, at a middle managementlevel of involvement (CaseB, C, D and
E).

Very little direct linkage was indicated between some orgardsational and FM
attrilutes. Organisational culture did not appear to be related to the set of FM attributes
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overall, with the exception of performance measurement.Stakeholder interests appeared to
have only slight linkage to FM arrangements with few circumstances where stakeholder
issueswere taken into account explicitly when clarifying FM purpose, policy and scope([Bli,
[B12,[D]2). However stakeholder interests in casesA and C, were included as an integral part
of organisational policy, prior to considerations of FM positioning. The four contextual
attributes, Le. economic, legal, cultural and local market, appeared to have linkage to few of
the FM attributes generally. In most casesorganisations were concernedwith the economic,
legal and cultural issues at a broad policy level before FM purpose and policy was
determined, but here a strong to moderate influence was apparent. Cultural issues had a
relatively strong linkage to the performance measurementregime and all ca confirmed that
local culture and preferenceswere taken into account when organisationsset up their service
delivery arrangements.This was most apparent in the case of multinational-organisations
(CasesA and C) where their corporate performance standards and measurementsneeded to
be aligned with specific local attitudes and preferences.
Table 6(1) shows a strong linkage between FM skill and supplier market and service
delivery arrangements.The case investigations were all within Thailand, and, as had been
anticipated, showed that the capacity of the market was a major factor in determining the
approach for service delivery arrangements. All of the cases indicated that the local FM
suppliers market influenced the selection and arrangement of the service delivery approach.
Where and when the FM industry was undeveloped with a shortage of competent facilities
service suppliers, organisations tended to undertake and manage the operational support
servicesin-house ([B11,[D]I, [E)1).At later stagesas the FM industry developed, organisations;
had a wider range of service delivery options, which commonly led to the adoption of an
outsourcing approach. In casesB, D and E, both individual services and service package
outsourcing was undertaken to replace the earlier in-house service delivery and fragmented
service outsourcing, as the suppliers become more available and competent Generally there
was clear evidencethat the contextual attributes were linked with the organisational attributes
directly, but they appearedto have had surprisinj little influence on FM arrangementsoverall
with the exception of the three FM aspectsmentioned above.It may be argued therefore, that
the contextual attributes appear to have influenced FM arrangementsindirectly through the
organisational attributes in most
The examination of the general pattern of relationships across the five casestudies
tends to support several of the viewpoints outlined in the literature review. The findings
is
'standard'
fDr
'best
FM
that
the
or
solution
arrangements
a
practice'
reinforce
notion
unlikely (Nutt, 2002a,Barrett, 2000). rather, those organisations;tended to select their FM
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arrangementsto suit their specific needs and unique circumstances at a particular time,
informed by 'relevant' practice experience.Overall, organisational policy appearedto be a key
factor influencing the choice of FM arrangements. The results from the five case studies
suggestthat the clarification and detailed examination of an organisation's mission and policy
documents,and any statementsconcerning its intentions for policy change might be the most
singly important source of information from which to consider FM positioning and
repositioning directions for the future. This finding is consistent with the opinions of those in
FM practice and the academicworld, that it is essentialto align FM arrangementsto support
organisational policy (Atkin and Brooks, 2000,Grimshaw, 1999;Barrett, 2000).FM scopeand
responsibility was the single most important attribute relating to the set of organisational
attributes as a whole. When defining FM purpose, policy, scope, role and responsibility, it is
necessary to understand and reflect organisational policy and its business operational
strategy. The selection of a performance measurement regime tended to be related to both
organisational policy and organisational and contextual culture, supporting the viewpoint
that the cultural differences might require different degrees and types of performance
measurement(Nutt, 2002a).Basedon the casestudy findings, it may be argued further that
service delivery arrangements cannot be determined solely by organisational policy, rather
the capacity of the FM skill market and its constraintswill have a strong influence which may
be particularly crucial for FM practices in emerging markets such as Thailand. Furthermore,
the cultural context might have significant impact on FM at the operational issues such as
service agreements,performance indicators and customer relationship, as suggested by a
number of authors (Wong, 2000;Gilla d and Yiqun, 1999;Lomas, 1999).However the linkage
between the cultural context and FM arrangementswas not as strong as had been anticipated,
nor was it as strong as someauthors have suggested(Won& 2000).

6.2 FM Changes
Table 6(2) shows the patterns of relationships between changesto FM arrangements
and changesto organisational,and contextual attributes acrossthe six circumstancesof cJumge
that were investigated in case studies. In Table 6(2), the rows represent changes to
organisational and contextual attributes while the cohinuis represent changes to the main
eight FM attributes. it should be rememberedthat significant contextual changesdid not occur
within the time frame of the caseInvestigations.The relationships between the changesto FM
arrangementsand the organisational changesare indicated in Table 6(2) basedon the number
of circumstancesobservedfrom the caseinvestigations.The detailed attributes are the sameas
these used in the previous section and information on which this is based is included in
Appendix E, page331.
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Table 6(2) The Patterns of Change
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Table 6(2) shows a relatively dense pattern of linkage between changes across the
eight FM attributes and orgntintional changesrelating to development policy and structure
(Row One to Three in Table 6(2)). Particularly strong linkage was indicated between policy
and structure changesto FM and policy changeswithin the organisations.Within half of the
[E)]2,[Llt-> [E]2), the changesto FM purpose and
changecircumstances([B]t-> [B]2, P]O
policy, responsibility, management involvement decision-making level, FM structure and
performance accountability were all linked directly to changesm organisational policy. This
suggestsa major area of linkage betweenchangesin organisational.policy and the changesto
FM generally with strong linkage to FM policy, reinforcing the importance of this relationship
as describedin the previous section. Here the caseinvestigations found that while there was
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generally clear information and documentation concerning organisational policy and its
change, in contrast FM policy documentation was not common in the Thailand context This
finding emphasises the need for more formal and clearer FM policy statements and
specificationsfor change.
It was found that the dumge of FM policy and rearrangementsof FM scope and
responsibility were linked to all but one of the organisatioradattributes (Coluxnn One and
Two in Table 6(2)). In addition, a moderate linkage was indicated between the FM policy
changes and changes in economic conditions and the regulatory context In all cases FM
policies were redirected to support changes in organisational. policy and core business
operations that had resulted from the national economic recession,except for caseA, where
the organisation's development stage was the dominant issue. Changes to the level of FM
involvement in management decisions, FM structure and changes to decision timeframes;
showed mostly moderate levels of linkage to changesin organisational structure, policy and
development, with the relationship between FM structure changesand organisational policy
changesbeing strong in most cases(Columns Four, Five and Six in Table 6(2)). It was found
that changes to the level of management involvement tended to be related to a change in
organisational circumstance, ie. between low-change and stable to high-change and
restructuring, rather than the development stageitself No discernabledirect linkages between
the changes to the level of management involvement and decision timeframes with the
changesb:) other organisationaland contextual attributes were found in any of the cases.
Changes to service delivery arr

---

had only modest linkage with

organisational policy and culture, but not to other organisational,attributes. It had moderate
linkage to the changesin the FM skill market, indicating the influence of the market on service
delivery arrangements,as found in section 6.1. Three cases(case B, D and E) specifically
indicated that their organisationshad adjusted their servicedelivery arrangementsdue to the
increased service options available in the market. Overall however, the case study results
suggestthat the selectionof service delivery arrangementsand changesto thesearrangements
are not as directly related to, or influenced by organisational and businesscharacteristicsas
informed 'opinioW (Jones,2000) and literature sources (Atkin and Brooks, 2000) tend to
suggest. Rather it appearsto be not as integrated as the other FM attributes and a relatively
independent issuewithin organisationalconcerns.

Changesto performancemeasurementarrangementsappearedto have a moderate
development
level of linkage with both organisational,
policy changeand organisational,
changes(CohunnEightin Table6(2)).Theselinkagesappearedto beof two kinds.In onekind
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of change, performance measurement arrangements were changed becausethe operational
[AJ2, [A]2--> [A]3 and [cli-) [q2). In the
capacity of the organisation had changed ([A"
other kind of change, performance measurement arrangements changed in response to
organisation policy change and in one circumstance also involved a major change of
organisational,culture and administrative attitude ([D]T*-> [D]2). In caseB, when FM became
a subsidiary businessunit, the performance arrangementshad to change to reflect the income
expectationsof the major stakeholder - the corporation.
Overall organisational policy change was the most emphasisedand common trigger
that induced position changes to FM arrangements (Row Two in Table 6(2)). To a lesser
degree, organisational structure and development changes also had moderate to modest
linkage to the changesto all but one of the FM attributes (service delivery). As described In
section 6.1, contextual change did not appear to influence changes to FM arrangements
generally in any of the case studied. The econon-dcconditions changed slowly after the
recession which affected all the case organisations triggering some changes in business
structure, operationsand organisationaImanagement In other respects,there were no sudden
or significant changes to the cultural context during the study periods of the case
investigations.So the generalpicture of little evidenced linkage was to be expected.
The abovefindings tend to give strong support to the general hypothesis of this thesis
and the commonly held viewpoint that FM arrangementswill rseedto be adjusted in the light
of changing organisationalcircumstances(Nutt, 2002a).The findings concerning the changing
levels of managementinvolvement, decision timeframes and FM structure tended to support
the theoretical proposition that FM arrangements need to give more emphasis to strategic
issues when organisational change is turbulent, during period of rapid growth, mergers or
restructurin& but with operational emphasis when organisations an in a relatively stable
state with little change or steady growth (Nutt, 2004). The notion that FM should hold a
strategic position within organisations at all times (Alexmder, 1996, de Valence ef. al., 2003,
Rollins, 1995) was not generally supported. There were few circumstancesthat showed FM
undertaking a full strategicposition within the organisation.Moreover, in thesecircumstances
the strategic position of FM tended to be temporary (CaseA). Rather the casestudy findings
support the notion that the function and role of FM should placeemphasiseon the operational
issues of facility and services support for most of the time, focusing on an organisationýs
doperationalstrategy' but with contingency arrangementsready to support 'businessstrategy'
as and when required during periods of rapid change (Nutt, 2004).This implies the need for
early warning arrangementsto be put in place to gain intelligence of major organisational and
businesschangesso that FM repositioning can be considered. Finally, the caseinvestigations
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showed that in the majority of casesorganisations tended to look ahead only to the foreseen
short-term changes that were planned. The FM timeframe for change was correspondingly
short term, not prepared for unexpectedand long-term changesin the future.

6.3 Recurrent Areas of Decision
This third sectionseeksto identify and characterisethe num areasof decisionwithin
the FM positioning and reposition process,that were common acrossthe five case
investigations,their eleven sets of FM arrangementsand the six circumstancesof change.
Overall, six generalrecurrent areasof decision were apparent relating to:

"

Current Support Arrangements and Capabilities

"

Facility Resourcesand Organisational Requirements

"

Support ServicesNeeds

"

The Purposesand Extent of change

"

Facility ManagementPriorities

"

The Implementation of Change
The cross-comparisonsof current support arrangements across the eleven FM case

circumstances,identified a number of common issues that were used to review the general
suitability of FM support arrangements.Ten major issuesconcerning FM arrangementswere
recurrently mentioned. Six of theserelated to operational decision issuescortcenung7
operational capabilities and reliability
operational compatflAty overall
support servicerange and responsibilities
servicedelivery capabilities
support affordability
local preferencesand practices
Four of the recurrent issuesrelated to more strategicaspectsof support provision
organisational.policy and support remit
businessoperation strategy and support requirements
longer-term support capabilities
organisational.resourcerequirements
Table 6(3) illustrates the extent W which each of these ten decision issues were
identified wifixin the set of casecircumtomes, together with priorities that were expressed.
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The density of entrm in Table 6(3) indicates that the listed decision issues were
however,
Overall
the
table
the
shows,
commonly encountered across
eleven
that different organisationstended to give different priority teosome of theseissuesdepending
on their specific requirements and

The pattern of priorities indicated in the

table can be divided into three groups. The first gToup,relates to decision issues that were
given high priority in most circumstances; operational capabilities and reliability,
organisational resourcerequirements,local preferenceand practice, and the range of support
services.The one exception is fie organisation that had adopted standard practices from the
government ([D]1), here the issuesof support service range and service delivery capabilities
were given low priority
The second group in Table 6(3) relates to decision issues that tended to be of
secondary concern but warranted high to medium levels of priority in most circumstances,
including; organisational policy and support remit, service delivery capabilities and
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operational compatibility overall. It should be noted that operational compatibility was only a
low priority concernin CaseA since this was a recently establishedorganisation.
The third group shows a mixed pattern of priority including; businessoperations and
strategy support requirements, longer-term support capabilities and support affordability.
These factors tend to reflect the unique sets of concerns of the particular organisation. The
priority given to the issuesof business operations strategy and support requirements and to
longer-term support capabilities were particularly varied, dependent on the nature of
organisation and the emphasisof its purpose and policy in overall. Across all but one of the
decision issues shown in Table 6(3), a common question was faced - to what extent are
existing support arrangements sufficient to meet the current and anticipated needs of the
had
low
'support
The
issue
which
priority in
affordability'
was
organisation?
exceptional
most circumstances but with a high priority concern in the case of the public sector
organisation (case D) and the 'entry' stage of organisation case (A). Overall, the issue of
'affordability' seemedto be considered as part of other decision issuesrather than as an issue
in its own right
Three interrelated decision issues concerning operational capabilities, resource
requirements and support services were given high priority generally. Organisational
resource requirements and the availability of facility resources appeared to be a major
decision issuein all circumstances.Key questionsincluded:

"

To what degree is the facility resource base sufficient, inadequate or excessiveto meet
current and anticipated needsof the organisation?

"

Are the setsof current FM arrangementsand skflls capableof managing the complexity of

"

the existing facility resourcebaseand any planned future developments?
Are additional human resourcesand skills needed?And ff so, are they available in the
local market?

At any p&rticular time, an organisation needs to detemm*wthe balance between its
demands and the supply of facility resources.The case studies showed that organisations
required Merent capacities, types and distributions of facility resources in different
circumstances (case A and Q. The cases also indicated that the characteristics of facility
resources,e.g. their complvdty and capacity, affected the range of servicesthat were needed
and the level of FM resource skills that were required. The consideration of the range of
support services that were needed was a high priority concern generaUy, but with
considerable variation across the eleven case circumstances.Some support services were
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considered to be essential in some organisations, in some circumstances and at certain times
but not by others, depending on the specific organisational stage of development, policy and
business operational strategy. Overall, this decision issue tended to focus on a number of weR

known basicquestions:

9

What range of support servicesis required?

o

Which of theseare essentiaLwhich are discretionary?

*

What other support servicesmight be provided?
What delivery arrangementoptions are available?
How should individual servicesbe grouped and organised?

Facility resource provisions tended to be reviewed periodically when organisational,
be
tended
to
Lft
service
provisions
support
contrast,
changes were occurring or planned.
reconsideredmore frequently. Decislons here were relatively independent of organisational
The
in
to
in
need
conditions.
changed
market
response
undertaken
changes many cases,often
to support new or modified FM purposes and objectives was the singly most common
how
The
issue
to
found
in
FM
the
of
of
case
circumstances.
most
purpose of
changegenerally
found
in
developments
further
two of the
facility
only
was
and
manage new
acquisitions
base
Wility
to support more
their
resource
expanded
circumstances,where organisations
intensive businessoperations.A basicdistinction can be made between those changesthat are
initiated by the FM department and those that are a consequenceof changesthat are outside
of its influence or jurisdiction.
Table 6(4) Recuffent Issuesfor FM Change
PRBdARY PURPOSESFOR FM CHANGES
To support new Orpnisational policy
and Sbucture, and Stoigeof Organisationel
Development

(B)")2
[CIWC]2
(DJI*JV]2

To support new BusinessStratW
and Work Operations
To nurage new Facility AoqWsid"
Development

CASE
REFERENCE
[B)"12
(CJI*JCJ2
[D]I*P]2

and

(A)I*(A)2
JC)16*(CJ2

To support modified FM Purposesand CbJectim

(All*(AJ2
[A)2*[A]3
[Bll*M]2
Pll->[D]2
IML>(E]2

To adjust aid support new or modifiecl FM
Operations

[All->[A]2
[CJWCJ2

Improvements
To w1deveOpemSonel
generally

[A]2*[A]3
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All of the individual purposes of change shown in Table 6(4), and together with their
combinations give rise to a shared set of decision issues concerning the need for change,the
focus of change,and the scaleof changesto be undertalun Key questionsinclude:

"

How can a FM department become aware of changes that might impact on its remit,
functions and operations?/ When will FM need to be changed?

"

What early warning arrangements might be put in place to alert the FM department of
changesthat are outside of its influence or control?

"

What set of primary and secondary changesto FM arrangements should be considered?
What needsto be changed?

"

If changesare needed,then what types and degreesof changeshould be considered?

"

Does the organisation of FM arrangements need to be restructured or reformed
fundamentally, or adjusted and modified?

"

What time horizons of considerationand concernshould be adopted?

"

What scaleof decision will this involve?

"

How should the processof changebe undertaken?

"

How can the required changesbe unplemented?
The casestudy investigations identified six scalesof FM change decision covering a

range of change situations as summarised in Table 6(5). Some changes involved a radical
repositioning of FM arrangements ([A]l --> [A]2), others related to relatively minor
adjustments and modifications to" FM practices ([E]I -> [E]2). Major changes to FM
arrangements were related to major degrees of organisational change. The Kale of FM
between
the existing supply and the
be
the
the
to
tended
to
gap
size
of
changes
related
projected demand for FM support capabUities.
Table 6(5) Scaleof Positioning Decisions
SCALE OF CHANGE
DECISION

D1IGR11 OF
FM CHANGE

CHANGE
REFERENCE
operational

DEGREE OF
FACILITY
CHANGE

Strategic support

IAIP*IA2]

M
r cap"
improvement

Major capability
improvement
Retain strategic
capability

MAJOR

MAJOR

lawcal

Majorcapability
expansion

Major aspability
rearrangement

MODERATE

MODERATE

1D11*lPZ1

Moderate capability
modification
Minorcepability

Mal-

MAJOR

MINOR

RADICAL
REPOSITIONING
PRACTICE
TRANSFORMATION
STRUCTURAL
1 11POSITIONING

support

DEGREE OF
ORG.
CHANGE

l,TRUCTURAL
RANSFORMATION
RACTICE
1
0DIFICATION
]POSITIONING
ADJUSTMENT

1511"21

adjustment

capability
ndirection
Moderate capability
modification

MODERATE

MNOR

1311*W1

Moderate capability
ation
mod'

Minor capability
adjustment

MINOR

MINOR

JA2"31

Minor capability
adjustment

I
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Furthermore, decisions to undertake major changes usually included a significant
change to the balance between operational support and strategic capabilities. The case
investigation findings were consistent in idenfifying a pattern of facility management
priorities concerningoperational and strategic supports where:

*A

High level of operational support capability tended to be required once facilities and
serviceswere in fuH operation
A High degree of strategic support was required when organisations were in periods of
rapid change or in situations with high levels of uncertainty and when facility resources
and FM contributions formed a central part of the organisation's changeprocess.

*

*A

Medium levels of operational support were required when organisations were in the
processof developing facilities that were not yet in full operation.
Medium degreeof strategic support tended to be required when organisaticonswere in
stable periods with low to medium levels of change.

*

Low operational support requirements were associated with small-wale facility and
services that were not critical to the core operations, partial FM operations, or when
facility operations and serviceswere the responsibility of the landlord.

*

Low strategic support requirements were associated with stable period with little
expectedchangein organisationalrequirements.
Figure 6(2) illustrates the levels of operational and strategic support capabilities for

the eleven case circumstances. The vertical axis represents the FM operational support
capabilities, high, medium and low, while the horizontal axis indicates the degree of strategic
support capability, again high, medium or low. Casecircumstance[B]2 had the highest level
of both operational and strategic EM capabilities when FM arrangements became a core
concern within a new businessstructure. At the othes extreme, casecircumstances[A]l and
[D11 had low levels of capability from operational and strategic perspectives, when FM
positions were at an early formative stage [A]l and disparate undeveloped [D]1. In a similar
way, Figure 6(3) indicates the degree of FM change, in relation to strategic and operational
support capabilities, for the six casestudy change situations. These changesranged from a
radical repositioning of FM capabilities ([A"

[A]2) when there were significant changesin

every aspect of organisation, tc) a modest positioning adjustment ([A]2--)

[A]3) when the

organisation had slight shifts of its businessoperations to a stable stage.The key questions
concerning FM managementpriorities included:
What degreeof changeto operational support capabilities is required?
What degreeof changeto strategicmanagementinputs will probably be required?
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What balanceof support is appropriate between operational and strategic considerations
and capabilities overall?
FM STRATEGICSUPPORTCHANGE

FM STRATEGICSUPPORTCAPABILITY
Hish

ý
-5
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Figure 6(2) Operational and StrategicCapabilities
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Figure 6(3) Types and Degreesof Change

Once organisations and/or their FM departments had realised that their support
arrangementsneededto change,they then had to decide how the processof changeshould be
implemented. The comparison of FM changesacrossthe six change circumstancesshowed a
diverse pattern of implementation. Table 6(6) characterisestheseFM changeprocesses.
Table 6(6) ChangeProcessesand Time Frame
FM CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

PROACTIVE

PARALLEL

CASE
TIME FRAME
REFERENCE
Plarinedchangeundertakenone
year in advanceto support MAW
[AI&JA21
predictedorganisaflonaldumges.

[W&PYA

VA*IA31

Prlr>IB2]
RE-ACTIVE
lal*[C2]
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CRITICALITY
SPSEDOF
IMPUBAENTATION
VERYKM
RAPID

GRADUAL/
Plannedchangetwo yearsin
advanceand undertakenasa part of MODERATE
a fundamentalstructuralchangeto
the organisation.
Unplannedadjustmentsundertalan SLOW
after a review of FM departmental
capacitiesmid responsibUitles.

MEDIUM-LOW

Plannedchangeasa part of businessGRADUAL/
restructuring,but implementedone MODERATE
year after the corebusinesschanges.

MEDIUM

hmnediateand unplannedFM
dump in responseto an
mpmdkftd Imminewopporkwity
arisin&
FM Changesto adjustto business
bwwformation oneyear later.

RAPID

HIGH

--UAL/
GRXD
MODERATE

MEDIUM-LOW

LAW

IN
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The table shows a variety of time horizons of concern,speedof changeand degreesof
criticality in the change management arrangements, with indications that the process and
speedof changewas dependent on the time frame for the changesto be implemented and the
criticality for organisational,businessoperations, the higher the criticality, the quicker the pace
of change.Overall, the FM change processescan be characterisedwithin the following three
groups:
Proactive Change: changes that were planned, with implementation normally being
initiated in advance of the orgardsational changes. This type of change and
implementation can occur only when the organisation has been able to predict or plan a
future change and has recognised the need for FM arrangementsto be changed to meet
the new set of needsthat the changeengenders.
Parallel Change: incremental FM changes that were implemented alongside and in
parallel with the organisational changes.This type of FM change was normally planned
and implemented as an integral part of the organisational changemanagementprocess.
ReactiveChange:changesnormally undertaken after organisational change.This type of
change tended to be unplanned and was normally in response to unexpected or
unpredicted organisational, changes or changes in market conditions. In one case
([BIT->[B]2), FM changeswere planned in advancebut implemented reactively due to the
uncertainties about FM policy and the delay in the rationalisation of its internal human
resources.Furthermore, in this casethe changesto FM arrangementswere not considered
to be highly critical to the organisatioWsoperations overall.
The cross-casecomparisons showed that change was reactive in most of the cases
indicating that reactive action is an important component of support managementfunctions,
despite the commonly expressedview that FM needs to become more reliant on proactive
rather than reactive management (BEFK 2003; Rollins, 1995). The key question for
implementation was:
What type of changemanagementapproach should be adopted and with what balanceof
emphasis between proactive, paraflel and reactive measures when implementing a
particular changeinitiative?
This section has identified some of the recurrent issues and areas of decision within
the FM positioning and repositioning process.Although the number of case circumstances
was relatively small, the investigation proved to be useful for understanding the dynamics of
FM arrangements over time. It also raised a number of basic questions that need to be
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resolved.Thesequestions provide inputs to the next chapter, where a positioning framework
and associateddecision tools are consideredand developed further.

6.4 Generic Positioning Concepts
The overriding purpose of the caseinvestigations was to gain a better understanding
of the FM positioning processes through which an appropriate set of FM support
arrangementscan be selectedto provide effective support to an organisations operational and
strategic needs. There is widely held view that FM arrangements should be aligned to an
organisation's policies, businessprocessesand core operations, as described in Chapter Two.
In selecting FM arrangements,organisations will naturally expect to find that more than one
alternative solution is possible for its FM arrangements. Logically they should select the
option that appearsto be most suitable to meet their specific needs,objectives,constraintsand
So,
time.
the modification
However,
over
change
requirements
culture.
organisational support
or repositioning of FM support arrangementsis an important consideration also. Decisions
need to reflect short-term operational requirementsand longer-term strategicneeds.
Selectingan appropriate set of FM support arrangementsinvolves a processtherefore,
that includes the clarification and scrutiny of organisational requirements,the considerationof
alternative ways in which these requirementscould be satisfied, a comparison of the benefits
and limitations of the alternatives, followed by the selection and implementation of the
for
future
in
tD
changesas and when
prepare
place
put
preferred arrangement,with measures
required. In this sense, FM positioning is similar to many decision-making process with
shared genericcharacteristics.
Most of the general expectations concerning the linkage between organisational
requirements and FM provisions tended to be confirmed by the case study findings.
Organisational support requirements were basically related to organisational characteristics,
circumstance and context. Different organisational requirements during different stages of
development (CaseA and Q led to different FM

at each of the time periods of

& -gen
the investigations, and none of the five case studies had the same FM arrangements.The
general hypothesis that different FM arrangementsare required by different organisations at
different stagesin their business development was confirmed, supporting the argument that
'standard' or 'best practice' solutions are unlilcely to be the most securebasis for FM practice.
Rather, the selection of an 'appropriaW FM positioning solution, customised to the specific
requirements,characteristicsand circumstariceof organisation, and repositioned periodically
within a continuous processof adjustment,seemsto be a more practical and secureobjective.
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The cross-case comparisons showed that FM arrangements were dynamic. To retaiti
or sustain their value, FM support arrangements needed to be changed or repositioned over
time. A generic interpretation of the case study findings suggests four major origins of I'M
change repositioning,

including

contextual

changes, organisational changes, changes to

business operations, and internal FM changes. These are illustrated in the colunins of Figure 6
(4) below.

CONTE-XrUAL
CHANGES

ORCANISAI IONAL
CHANGES

Figure6(4)

OriginsofFMChange

BUSINESS
CHANUES

ENE
CHANGES

POSI I IONING &
RUPOSI I IONING

Figure 6(4) shows the four levels of change that can indtice the repositioning of FM
support arrangement. Each of the origins of change can have either a direct or ail indirect
effect on the repositioning process. At a primary level, support arrangement repositioning can
originate within the remit and practices of FM, without any significant organisatioiial changes
having occurred (column 4 in Figure 6(4)). The repositioning at this level can be seen as a
continuous process of adjustment and improvement in the practices and procedures of tile FM
team. At an operational level, changes to FM arrangements can occur in response to changes
in core business activity, including

changes in business strategy and markets, modified

business processes and operations, and new business support requirements (column 3 in
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Figure 6(4)). FM changes to support business change tended to be in response to an
organisation's modified operational requirements for facility resourcesand support services.
At a more fundamental level, some changes to IRMarrangements were triggered by major
organisationalchangessuch as organisational policy change,structural change,organisational
development,and organisational culture change(column 2 in Figure 6(4)).This type of change
within an organisation overall, tended to lead to significant changes in FM support
arrangements.Finally, the origins of change can arise from external factors again with either
direct or indirect impact on FM changes (column 1 in Figure 6(4)). Contextual changes
included changesto local skills and services, legal changesto specific issues such as health
and safety. All had a direct impact on facility policy, the FM skills base, support services
delivery, and facility practicesand operations. Other contextual changesto regional economic
conditions and markets tended to have a direct impact on organisational changes,but only
indirect impact on FM changes.Overall, Figure 6(4) can be used to consider and examine the
variety of different combinations of types of change that might be undertaken, across and
within the four levels of changeset out in column one tc)four.
An early awarenessof contextual changes supported by monitoring arrangements
could help the FM team to take appropriate action, and undertake either proactive or reactive
change.It is also vital for FM practitioners to be able to be aware of forthcoming changesin
organisational development and policy, business strategy, and facility provisions and
capacity. In order to be effective in coping with change, key information concerning
organisational policy and busirm!ss strategy, needs to be accessed,understood and applied to
the consideration of changesto FM operations (Barrett, 2000, Atkin and Brooks, 2000;Nutt,
2004;Then, 2003).With securemonitoring systemsand information databases,FM should be
able to examine an appropriate range of core and non-core supports, and choose an
appropriate solution for implementation. While the initial positioning of FM is important
when organisations are being established, periodic repositioning Is also a major concern as
organisationscontinue to changeover time. Finally, it should be noted that organisationswill
not necessarily need to undertake FM changes each tune that there are busirmss,
organisational or contextual changes.Provided that the gap between the support capabilities
of FM and organisational requirements remains non-critical, a 'no-change' option will tend to
be preferred.
The majority of case investigations confirmed that orgardsations look to set up FM
arrangements that are capable of supporting both short term operational needs and their
longer term strategic requirements. So when positioning or repositioning M they seek to
allgn operational and strategic support capabilities with the specific operational and strategic
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businessrequirements of the organisation at a particular time (Nutt, 2004).The investigations
showed that any significant gaps between FM support capabilities and an organisation's
needs were an important trigger that induced changes to FM support arrangements.This
suggeststhat two major issuesneed to be faced when positioning or repositioning FM:
Operational Consistency - the alignment of FM operational capabilities, their functional
efficiency and effectiveness,with the operational demands of the business,its processes
and procedures,and with the needsof facility and serviceusers.
Strategic Consistency - the aligrunent of the FM team's strategic capabilities with the
characteristics of the organisation, its stage of development, its long term goal, and
businessstrategies.
Thesetwo issuescan provide a framework for determining the direction and degree
of FM change that may be required. Applying this concept of 'consistency' within the Nutes
formulation of 'Nine Strategic Positions' (Nutt, 2000),a three-by-three matrix of alternative
FM positions and changestrategiescan be constructed,as shown in Figure 6(5).
STRATEGIC
CONSISTENCY

Higb

High

Medium

L4DW

ROBUST

SAFE

CAU77OUS

[Structural
MoMmtion)

[Structural
Trandomationj

SECURE

NEUTRAL

INSECURE

[Practice
Altemtionj

flacremmental
Improvement)

[Structural
Repositioning)

WEAK

VULNERABLE

EXPOSED

[Practice
Transfonnadonj

[practice
Repositioning)

[Radical
Repositioning)

PAaintain
Position]

OPERATIONAL
CONSISTENCY

Medium
-

LOW

Figture6(5) FM Alipments with Business

The positions shown in Figure 6(5) range from the most 'exposeX position (bottom
right), where there are low consisturAesbetween an organisatioes operational arld strategIC
(top
'robusf
FK
to
the
position
a
capabilities
requirements and
of
operational and strategic
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left) where FM arrangements are highly consistent with an organisation's operational and
strategic needs.Each of the nine positions in the matrix relates to different changestrategies
ranging from 'radical repositioning' to 'maintain position'. Six of these nine strategieswere
evidenced in the caseinvestigations.The nine changestrategiesare:
Maintain Position: sustain the status quo of FM operational and strategic support
capabilities when current management arrangements appear to be sufficient to support
the organisation'sneeds,both in the short and longer term.
*

Structural Modification: improve stirategic consistency of FM capabilities in order to
move towards a more robust position.
Structural Transformation: the major realignment or restructuring of FM policy,
functions and scope to develop strategic capabilities for the future, usually as a result of
organisational.reengineering, business restructuring and/or anticipated changes in FM

supportrequirementsoverlongerterm.
0

Practice Alteration: improve the operational consistency, while sustaining the strategic
consistency.

*

Incremental Improvement: gradual step by step improvements to achievebetter strategic
and operational consistencyoverall.

0

Structural Repositioning: fundamental changesto establish secure strategic capabilities
and consistency,while improving operational support capabilities.
Practice Transformation: expand the operational remit of FK its organisation, staffing,
fundamentally
functions
FM
to
transforming
scope of services, and respondIbilities,
finprove operational support consistency.
Practice Repositioning: the urgent need to reposition operational support capabilities,
while improving strategic support capabilities, normally as a result of unpredicted
facility
business
its
to
resourcerequirements.
and/or
operations
changes
orgardsational
Radical Repositioning: comprehensivechange to FM practices, both operationally and
decides
FM
is
that
existing
practice
not capable of
when
an
organisation
strategically,
handling operational tasks or supporting long term businessgoals and operations.

Logically, organisations and the facility management Wamsthat support them, will
seek to secure positions of high operational and strategic consistency, looking to move
towards the positions shown in ore of the four top-left elementsof the matrix. In contrast it is
to be expectedthat FM practicesin any of the ftee bottom positions - weak, vulnerable and
drastic
take
to
action to pursue a much improved position at
and
exposed,will need
urgent
the upper levels as soon as possible in order to reduce the risks of operational failures.
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Between these two extremes,it is probable that FM practices that are sustained at medium
levels of consistencywill hold low levels of risk for an organisation,but further improvements
will be desirable.
The matrix shown in Figure 6(5) may be used to review the current capability and
consistencyof FM arrangementsin relation to organisational needsat a particular time. It can
also be used to help to determine when changesshould be considered, and to examine the
degree and extent of FM change that should be undertakerL Take three examples. First,
organisations;that are changing their structure or businessprocessessignificantly, may find
that their FM arrangementshave insufficient resourcesand capabilities to deal with the new
set of circumstances,and as a result are pushed towards the bottom-right position. This
position can be very exposedand potentially harmful to the organisation's operations in both
the short and longer term. So,organisationswM need to adapt a radical repositioning strategy
for major FM changes,to move from this position to at least the neutral position in order to
reduce risks of partial operational failure. Second, organisations that have appropriate FM
arrangements to meet their current and anticipated operational and strategic needs, will,
attempt to retain this secure base position as long as possible, while looking for further
improvements towards a 'robust' positiorL While organisations have FM support
arrangementsthat are capable of supporting short term needs, they should again consider
gradual improvements for FM between periods of major changes.Third, those within the
'neutrar position in Figure 6(5), wiU need a securecommunication linkage to those who are
responsible for organisational policy and strategy, in order to avoid a slippage to a lower
position due to unexpectedor dramatic changes.
When improving operational and strategic consistencies,the case investigations
indicated that a number of decision issues were commonly concernedacross the five cases.
Theseissuessuggesta set of bask criteria that can be used when positioning and repositioning
decisions were made. However, each organisation tended to give different emphasis to
different criteria depending on their specific needs,characteristics,circumstancesand context
Common criteria included:

9

Operational cagahdffity
ServicerefishiLlity
Managementaccountabft

9

Financial A&rdaMU

9

Resourceav
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*

SkiRand Quality suitab
pathjflilýy to organisational procedures and existing FM practices

e

Suitabilily to support and sustain long term developments

s

Potential for changeand funprovement

9

Flexibilfty for change

Summary
This chapter has examined the patterns of the relationships between FM support
arrangements,internal orgardsational circumstancesand the external context acrossthe five
casestudies.Basedon the analysis of thesefindings, a more generic conceptof positioning FM
has been developed. The findings from Chapter Five and Six give gerwral support to the
research propositions of this dmis that Uwe are no established and tested practices for
selecting the most appropriate FM arrangements in any given set of circumstances.They
confirm that organisationstend to adopt and develop their FM arrangementsto support their
specific needsat a particular time in an informal and rather ad hoc manner. In addition, the
studies tend to support the expectationthat FM arrangementsare unlikely to be static and will
need to be adjusted and altered as circumstame change.The casefor the development of more
secureand systematicproceduresto assistorganisationsand facility managerswhen deciding
on appropriate FM arrangements was therefore reinforced. Overall it would seem that the
concept of FM positioning would be useful in asskqft organisations to identify appropriate
FM arrangementsto fit their particular needsacrossa range of circumstancm:

for.a neworganisationor for a new facHity.
Thesettingup of FM practicearrangements
The repositioningof FM practiceswhen an organisationhas or intends to undertake
significant changessuch as re-engineeringor mergers.
"

Providing organisation with a tool to reconsideror reposition its FM functions.

"

Auditing and improving the performanceand accountability of current FM practice.

"

Reviewing alternative options for FM when new external developments occur or new
tedmologicaI innovations are to be introduced.

o

Identifying critical areasof FM practicefbr the organisation generally.
In the next chapter, the casestudy findings and relationships are used to inform and

refine the initial theoretical basis of the researchthat was described in Chapter Three, to help
to develop a prototype of FM positioning decision framework and amx-iated decision support
tools.
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Chapter 7
The FM Positioning Process
One of the major objectives of this research was to develop a practical decisionmaking framework for positioning facility managementarrangements,the need for which was
set out and describedin Chapter Two. The final part of this thesis describesthe development,
evaluation and improvement of this decision framework and its tools. This chapter
summarisesthe processof development and issuesthat neededto be resolved. Chapter Eight
describesthe assessmentsthat were made of the positioning framework and its tools through
expert practitioner scrutiny. It summarises the results of the field trials which provide the
basisfor the modification and improvements that are set out in Chapter Nine.
The main objectives of this chapter are to describe the development of the FM
positioning framework, its stagesof decision and its supporting tools. The overall processof
developmentis shown in Figure 7(1).Staxtingfrom the results of the literature review and the
theoretical model that was described in Chapter Three, the empirical findings from the five
case investigations and the cross-casecomparisons, the general positioning process was
further clarified. These sources were also used to help to develop the main framework for
positioning FM, its stagesof decision and its supporting tools.
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Figure 7(l)

Positioning Framework Development

7.1 The Positioning

Process

The initial theoretical model of the positioning process, as proposed in Chapter Three,
was further

developed and refined, given the empirical

findings

from the five case

investigations and cross-case comparisons and examined through an acadernic discussion
event. The revised general description of the positioning process is shown in Figure 7(2).
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Figure 7(2) General Positioning Process

Overall, the general process as described in Figure 7(2), suggests that there are
internal and external factors that will influence the selection of an FM position. Organisational
characteristics and requirements, together with the facility resources and support services are
regarded as internal factors, which tend to have a major direct impact on the arrangements for
FM. On the other hand, external factors relating to the legal, economic, market and cultural
context will
positioning

Positioning

have a more indirect impact on any arrangements that are adopted. The
for
facility
demands
the
the
consideration of
process starts with
supply and
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resourcesand support servicesfor the organisation and the identification of any gaps between
what is provided and what is required. This in turn leads to the generation of options,
prioritisation and the consideration of positioning criteria and practice focus. This part of the
process ends with the determination of the support capabilities of FM in relation to the
required balancebetween operational and strategic support arrangements.
In order to deal with the dynamk characfxwisticsof supply and demand factors, the
general positioning processdescription includes a periodic re-exan-tinationand a reverseloop
for actions, ranging from minor modification to major repositioning. Organisations and
facility managers can respond to change in two ways: proactive and reactive management
Proactive change can be undertaken when the changesto internal and external factors have
been anticipated or planned in advance.Otherwise, the FM team will need to undertake quick
reactive action when unexpected changes are indicated or informed through the system.
Overall, the processshown in Figure 7(2) presentsa general schemaof how an FM position
can be derived to match the particular needs of an organisation in specific circumstance.It
provides the basisfor developing the positioning decision framework in the next section.

7.2 The Positioning Framework
As mentioned early, the purpose of a FM positioning framework is to help
organisations to determine what FM arrangementsmight be most suitable for them. Here a
number of basic questionsarise.Which specific aspectsof an organisation'scircumstancesand
context need to be considered? What information is essential to inform FM positioning
decisions?What aspectsof FM positioning might benefit from a systematic and analytical
decision-making approach, what not? Through what decision stagesmight an organisation
consider and selectan appropriate set of FM support arrangements?How can an organisation
become aware of the time when modifications or repositionmg of its FM support
arrangementsshould be considered?As suggestedin Chapter Two, there would appear to be
no available methods or decision tools to deal with theseproblems. Furthermore, the findings
from the case investigations indicated that organisations tended to make their decisions in
theseareasin ad hoc way, basedon information to hand. A positioning framework could help
to;

assistthe positioning decisionprocessin a rigorous and responsiblemanner.
finprove reliability of positioning decisionsand their implementation.

Posid"
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*

identify, generateand selectan appropriate set of support arrangementsin a systematic
way.
encourageFM practitioners to conduct reviews and monitor their performancein order to
improve or readjust FM arrangementsto support changing requirementswithin any new
context
In general,securedecision support methodologies should be adaptable, flexible, and

transferable (Arinze, 1987). They should not involve too many stages so that the overall
decision processbecomestoo complex and cumbersomefor the user, but not too few so that
important steps are overlooked and the process becomes simplistic, unsophisticated and
partial (Harrison, 1999). As discussed in section 2.4, an extensive generic decision-making
processcan involve as many as nine or more stages(Cooke and Slack,1991),while the most
(Moody,
Nevertheless,
1983).
stage
only
a
single
consist
of
simple, compact processmight
Simon,
Samson,
1988;
1977)
Eflon,
1969;
Harrison,
1999,
(e.
Ackoff
1%2;
et. aL,
most authors g.
have tended to agreethat complex decision-making processesshould typically be multi-stage
and include the following activities:

"

the clarification of objectives;

"

the collection of information;

"

the identification and generation of alternative options;

"

the analysis of options, their comparative advantages and disadvantages,

"

the selection of a preferred option or solution;

"

its implementation;

"

feedback and review.

The framework for positioning FM was developed around these listed activities,
structured into three distinct activity sets.Shice FM arrangementsneed to meet the specific
first
decision
the
the
stage
of
context,
and
-terisfics
processrelates to information collecting activities concerning organisational background and
policy, business strategies, and operations, etc. The second set of activities focuses on the

requirementsof an organisation, its

opportunities and options for the future. In searchingfor an appropriate FM position, ideally
all possible alternative options should be identified, considered and reviewed. Non-viable
options should be discarded and viable options should be examined and compared in detaff
This second part of the decision processinvolves the generation and analysis of alternative
options, leading to a selectiondecision and implementation. The third set of activities relates
to the re-examination of support arrangements in responseto change, both predicted and
internal
to
track
Normally,
this
and
monitoring
arrangements
unexpected.
will requue
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external changes of all kinds and contingency arrangements with which to face the
unexpected.When significant changes are underway or expected, then a re-examination of
FM arrangements will be required and the need, or not, to reposition FM should be
considered.
Basedon the above, a three-phasepositioning framework was developed. PhaseOne
information
facility
the
collection,
predominantly
concerns
of
profiling
organisatioruil,
and
contextual characteristics.Theseprovide the basis for determining FM policy, objectivesand
option feasibility criteria in the next stage. Phase Two focuses on option gerwration,
consideration and selection. PhaseThree involves the implementation of the selectedoption
and arrangementsfor periodic review. Within this thive-phasestructure, sevendecision stages
for positioning FM were developed in detail, Thesestagesare:
1. The clarification of key factors
2. The investigation of requirements
3. The identification and generationof positioning options
4. The comparison of options
5. Option selection
6. Implementation arrangements
7. Review arrangement
The overall positioning framework a illustrated in the form of flowchart, in Figure 7
(3). The seven stages of the process can be expanded or contracted depending on the
circumstancesof use. For instmm, when dealing with large and complex organisations,with
extensive and distributed facility resourcesand support services,the process might well be
extended in order to make thorough considerations and decisions. To the large extent, the
processcan be broken down into eleven discrete stagesof key internal factor profiling, key
external factor profilin& supply analysis, demand analysis, gap and priority analysis, option
generation,feasibility evaluation, analysisand comparisonof short-listed options, final review
and selection,implementation arrangement,and periodic review. in contrast, when dealing
with simple and small organisations,with limited facility resourcesand support services,the
user might well reduce the framework to as few as four stages,to save time and resources.For
this use, phase one and two can be implemented as a total single stage of information
collection and option consideration and selection respectively, while phase three can be
implemented into two separatestagesof implementation and review.
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7.3 Stages of Decision
The details of eachof the seven stagesare describedbelow.

Stage 1: The Clarification

of Key Factors

The aim of this initial stage is to collect basic information about the organisation at the
broadest level in order to be able to profile the businesssupport environment within which
FM will be required to operate.This stage involves making fun use of existing documentation
such as mission statements,stated businessstrategiesand operational plans. The information
can be gathered from various sdurces sruchas organisational and archival documentation,
interviews with key managers, national and local statistics, public information, etc. This
information can be divided into two groups: information concerning internal factors and
external factors. The 'intemar factors refer to the set of organisational issuesthat can directly
and indirectly affect the consideration of facility management support arrangements.They
include:

The stage and circumstances of Organisational Development referring to different
positions in an organisationýslifecycle such as the formation stage,growth, diversification,
maturity consolidation,

mation, restructurin& etc.,

Organisational.Structure and Systemsreferring to the formal structure of the organisation,
its departments and divisions, and lines of delegation, internal regulations and to more
qualitative organisational attributes such as organisational culture, belie&, values, social
responsibilities,etc.
Organisational,Policiesconcern the organisationýspurposes,its businessand management
objectives and initiatives, including its strategiesat all levels such as corporate strategy,
business strategy and operational strategy, refen-mg to documented mission statements,
businessgoals,managementdirectives, forecastsand plans, etc.
Organisational Processesreferring to the characteristicsof the business process and its
. ary operations, such as working processes,operations, procedures and practices,
office operations,working patterns and activities, major businessdrivers and key success
factDrs,etc.
9

Other specific or unique organisationalinformation.
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Information concerning possibly relevant 'external' factors refers to variables and
constraintsthat are outside the organisationýsdirect control or influence, but can indirectly or
directly affect FM arrangementsfrom time to time. Theseinclude:
The EconomicContexts:the general state of the national and local economy,as described
through relevant economic indicators, trends, real estatemarket performance indicators,
etc.
The Cultural Contexts: the prevailing set of attitudes, beliefs, values, tolerances, and
preferenceswithin the local culture, including cultural expectations that affect service
standard levels and quality.
The Legal Contexts: local law, legislation, codes and regulatory requirements that will
directly impact on organisationalresponsibilities and facility managementpractices.
The Local FM Context the capacity of the local facility management market, including
service supplier availability, the competencyof service providers, the available FM skills
base,etc.
e

Odter

Ideally, the outputs from this stage will include a comprehensive proffle of
organisational characteristics,purposes and processessupport by secure information of all
relevant factors. However, it is essentialfor an organisation to add any other information that
is particularly important for it or is likely to have high priority during the time period of
consideration,including any organisationalor businessuncertaintiesfor the future.

Stage2.- The Investigation of Requirements
The second stage of decision shown in Figure 7(3), involves the collection of
information about the demand for and supply of facility resourcesand support servicesat a
detailed level. It investigates both present and future needs for resources and services,
identifying any support gaps and considering the priorities of FM over the short and longer
term. This stageconsistsof four main parts:
Supply Investigation: the identification of the current capacitiesof the supply of facility
resourcesand support services,and the capabilities of FM arrangementsand team. The
facility resourceinvestigation will include the clarification of facility features such as its
typology and sectors,the size of facilities, their locational distribution, their morphologies,
systems,tenure, and condition. The support service component of the investigation will
include a description of the existing set of servke provisions, their range and extent of
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coverage,their cost and the levels of servicequality. The existing FM human resourcebase
also needsto be clarified through the investigation of its experience,skills and knowledge,
within the context of the FM budget, and FM information technology supports. The
following questionsneed to be addressed:
-

What facility resourcesand support servicesdoesthe organisation have now?

-

To what degreedo the facility resourcesand support servicessupport or constrain the
organisation'soperations?

-

What are the current organisational staffing and contextual constraints to FM
practice?

e

Demand Investigation: the identification of short and longer term support needs of
businessprocesses,their primary operations, employee and customer requirements, and
facilities in relations to resources, support services and their management These
questionsneed to be addressed:
-

What facility resources are essential to support the primary operations of Che
organisation in the short and longer term?

-

What servicesare neededto operateand maintain the facilities effectively?

-

What servicesare fundamentally neededto support employeesand customers?

-

What should the priorities for FM arrangementsbe?

Gap Analysis: the detailed analysisof all identified gaps between demand and supply and
the examination of likely future constraintsand opportunities.
Interpretation: based on the outputs of the analysis of organisational demand and the
current and projected supply of FM capacity and capabilities, to prioritise the areasand
issuesthat FM needsto addressfor the short, mid, and long term future.
At the end of this stage, the organisation should have been able to ascertaina clear
statementof needsfor facility resourcesand support services,and to have clarified the critical
issuesand priorities for facility managementpolicy and practice, with outputs from this stage
including profiles of demand and supply, support gaps, organisational and contextual
constraints,and imperatives for FM generally.

Stage3: The Identification and Generation of Positioning Options
DecisionStageThree begins the secondphaseof the positioning processas illustrated
in Figure 7(3). The objectivesof this stage are to identify, generateor create a comprehensive
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range of alternative options for FM support arrangements,and to distinguish viable options in
order to produce a short-list of possibilities. This stageconsistsof three main activities:

9

Generating alternative options for FM support arrangements: to describe all of the
possible types of FM arrangements that might be suitable to meet organisation's needs
from available published sourcesof information, by systematicsearchesto identify 'good'
or 'best' practice exemplars and through the creative consideration, invention and
development of novel approachesand innovative solutions, alongside the 'status quo' or
no-changeoption. Key questionsindude:
-

What options inight be appropriate for our organisatiort,which not?
Which of the options known are feasiblefor our organisation, which are not?
Can we generateany additional new options that might benefit our position?

Deriving a Shortlist converging on a minimum of two to a maximum of somefive feasible
options for detailed examination through the elimination of non-viable or inappropriate
options. The organisation win need to apply basic feasibility criteria, such as financial
viability, practicality and operational reliability, etc., together with any additional criteria
to satisfy the organisatioes unique requirements.Option elimination from the standpoint
of organisational requirements and contextual constraints win result in a short-list of
potential FM positioning options for more detailed examination. The main question is:
-

What criteria should be used to eliminate non-viable options, and what elimination
techniquesmight be used?

Option Profiling. preparing a detailed profile of each option, in this final part StageThree,
the key attributes of each option are discussed, examined and summarised. The key
attributes are FM purpose and policy, service focus, priority function and role, scopeand
responsibility, level of management involvement and decision making, FM structure,
servicedelivery arrangementand performanceaccountability. The main questionbeing.
be
detail?
How
degree
in
to
the
short-listed
options
profiled
and
what
should
-

Stage4-.The Comparison of Options
In StageFour the options that have been short-lisbedare examined in detail and then
evaluated and compared, one with another. This stage considers the potential value of each
option for the organisation in relation to both positive and negative characteristics.This stage
includes the following activities:
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The identification and examination of the potential advantagesand limitations of each
business
its
in
to
the
policy,
and
relation
organisationýs purpose
candidate option
processes,staff and customersupport, and to FM operationsand practices.
"

The analysis of the possiblerisks and opportunities within eachoption.

"

The comparison of the short-listed options against agreedcriteria.

"

The documentation of the results of an option appraisal as the basefor option selection.

These activities need to be undertaken with thorough and systematic procedures.
Short-listed options should be assessed,compared and ranked basedon their capabilities and
ISoft2
'hard"
long-term
to
and
of
a
combination
employing
needs,
short
and
potential meet
ranking approaches.Each viable option will need to be rated and weighted against agreed
evaluation criteria. Examples,as discussedin section 6.4,include:

-

Operational Capability/Reliability:

-

reliability in meeting day-to-day service support requirements.
Service Accountability: the degree to which an option is capabIeof achieving agreed

an optioes

ability, capacity and potential

standardsof serviceprovision and hnprovements over time.
SIdUSuitability: the appropriatenessof an option's FM skill base to manage agreed
facility and support servicesin accordancewith FM policy, function and remit
Financial Feasibility: an option's feasibility as part of an organisation's business
long
term.
financial
the
and
short
over
policy
strategy and
-

Compatibility and Consistency:an option's suitability to give balanced operational
and strategicsupport to current and anticipated corporatecircumstances.
Flexibility and Versatility: an options capacity to accommodatechange across the
Figurý
6(4),
154.
in
page
shown
of
change
circumstances
combination

-

Sushkinability: an optioWs robustness and long-term capability to support an
organisatioWschanging businesssupport environnent
Any other specialistcriteria.

The above criteria are generic and it is to be expected that an organisation and its
decision makers may wish to add to this list or use other criteria and methods. For Example,
decision makers might use other analytical methods, such as cost-benefit analysis, SWOT
analysis, opportunity-risk analysis, baLuice-scorecard,etc., tcoinform their compansons of

1A'hard' approachrefers to a ranking method where eachof the options is evaluatedagainstkey factors
or criteria in the environment, resourcesand expectation,and scored.In implementing the evaluation,
the criteria are given weighting basedon their significanceto the organisation.(Hax and Majluf, 1990)
2A 'soft' approach refersto the use of a ranking scalerelative to the ability to achievethe criteria, i.e.
most competent,capable,and leastcompetent (Hax and Majluf, 1990)
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options and their selectiondecision. Furthermore, it is not suggestedthat theseformal criteria
and methods should replace the experience and judgments of businessmanagersand facility
managers.The value of comparisons and judgments that are basedon managerial experience
and practice insights should not be superseded by decision criteria used within the
positioning framework

Stage5: Option Selection
The purpose of the fifth decision stage is to ensure that the most appropriate and
robust option is selectedfrom the short-fisted alternatives.At the start of this crucial selection
stage,the results of the option analysis from StageFour, need to be summarised, presented
and reviewed by senior members of the organisation and the facilities team. In making the
final decision, the organisation and the decision-makersmay need to apply additional criteria
to re-evaluate the short-listed options, particularly to ensure that loner term business
uncertainties and alternative organisational futures are taken into account So the activities at
this strigeinclude:
Agreeing on final selection criteria and methods. The following questions should be
addressed:
Are additional selectioncriberiarequired and for what precisepurpose?
What method of selection is to be used, e.g. a processof elimination or an optimising
approach,etc.?
-

How wiH expert judgements and 'good' practice experiencebe combined with the
ob*five

criberia and more formal ranking mediods?

Final systematic review at a senior level of the short-listed options, their relative
advantagesand limitations. The activities involve final exanunation and ranking of option
againstdifferent combination of criteria and judgements.
-

Which option promises to meet the needs of the organisation most comprehensively
now and in the future?

Discussionand final selection.The main question is:
-

What are the anticipated risks and opportunities of the selected option? What
measurescan the orgurdsationtake to minfinise or mitigate the risks and to realisethe
opportunities that the option entails?
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Once an option has been agreed and selected,contingency provisions also need to be
considered to prepare for unforeseen circumstancesand changesthat might arise during the
implementing stage and beyond. Ideally, these contingency plans for the short-term and
contingencystrategiesfor the longer-term should be an integral part of the specificationof the
selectedFM positioning option at the end of this stageof decision.

Stage6: Implementation Arrangements
Once the preferred positioning option has been selected, the organisation and FM
team will need to plan its implementation, the stagesof its introduction, timeframes,targets,
and action plans, agreeing on the necessaryactivities and responsibilities. This will require
discussionwith those who will be involved in the process,both the key staff and departments
that will be affected by the change (Daft, 2000).This sixth stage in the decision process,is
likely to face the usual problems that are encountered in a change management process
(Thomson,1997)and involve the use of managerial,administrative, and persuasiveabilities to
ensure that the implementation of the chosenoption is progressedenthusiastically acrossthe
organisation. Within this context, the organisation and facility management team should
cooperateto discussand agreethe following issues:
Organisational support and the commitment of business managers, including the
human
financial,
for
implementation,
sufficient
particularly
resourcesand skills required
and information resources.
The phase of the implementation process,the timeframes involved and the identification
detailed
implementation
the
key
in
the
the
with
process
of
project management
of
stages
plans and targets.
Detailed action plans and the activity stepsrequired to support the implementation.
Contingency plans to respond to the unforeseenproblems and issuesthat might arise.
Other additional arrangements that are necessaryto support any specific process of
finplementatiom

Stage7.- Review arrangement
The final stage of the decision processshown in Figure 7(3), concerns the range of
measuresthat might be put in place to re-examineFM arrangementsas circumstanceschange.
organisations,their businessprocesses,support requirementsand context are dynamic. It is to
be expected flierefore, that FM arrangementsthat were initiaRy appropriate and securewill
become less so over time. FM pracfim need to be reviewed periodicaUy, re-assessedand
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adjusted if they are to continue to support and sustain organisations effectively. This stage
will need to:
Establisha periodic FM positioning review system
-

Selectan appropriate cycle for the review. The frequency of the re-examinationshould
depend on the anticipated rate of changeand businessdynamics of the organisation,
the time horizon of its strategic plan, and the market environment Too frequent reexamination could be wasteful and disruptive, while infrequent re-examination may
have a detrimental cost for the organisation through theýdelay in adjusting to
changing businessneeds.

-

Determine the level and method of re-examination.
Ensure strategic and operational consistencybetween the FM position, its provisions
and capabilities, witý prganisational requirements and circumstances(see the TM
Alignments with BusinessmaftW, as proposed in Chapter Six on page156).

Put measures in place to update information concerning changing organisational
demandsto permit proactive actionsto accommodatefor future change.
e

Setup monitoring arrangementswith which to assessFM performance.
The outputs of the final stagewill form the basis for a performancemeasurementand

monitoring system, its timeframes and repositioning decisions ranging from minor
adjustment to radical repositioning, and all part of FM change managementarrangements
generally.

7.4 Positioning Decision Tools
The FM positioning framework and its seven main areas of decision, helps to
structure the positioning process but requires a set of specific decision tools for
implementation in practice.The term 'tools' refers here to a set of instruments or tangible aids
to support a decision process (Kettinger et. aL, 1997). Decision tools need to be practical,
sufficient to cover the stageof decision,consistent one with another and flexible for different
organisational circumstancesof use. The positioning tools that were developed as part of this
thesis,referencedin the right hand column of Figure 7(3), were intended to:

"

Assist information collection and profiling, provide a basis for discussion and decision
making, information analysis,and the preparation for option implementation;

"

Provide checklists, documents for discussions, and essential criteria, all as aids for
analysis,evaluation and decision;

*

Reducetime consumption m coUectin&sorting and analysing information generally.
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The development of the tools adopted the conceptand format of a worksheet3,which
is a well establish type of tool for processing information and supporting decision making
(Platts and Gregory, 1990). The use of worksheets provides and 'traceability' to the user,
where the logic and data are recorded and can be revisited periodically. The supporting tools,
as developed in this thesis were called 'workdocuments'. Each was designed to support
specific needs at particular stage in the positioning process.Seventeenworkdocuments were
proposed overall, as presented in Appendix D, page 320. Their purposes of use are
summarised in Table 7(1).
Table 7(1) Positioning Tools Summary
STAGE
1 Clarificationof Key
Factors
2 Investigationof
Requirements

PURPOSESOF TOOLS
0 To collectand profilecontextual
information.
* To profileanddescribe
requirements.
organisational
0 To profileoperationalneedsand
priorities.
0 To profileanddocumentcurrent
facility resources.
0 To profileand describeexisting
supportservices.
0 To profileanddescribecurrentFM
capabilities.
constraints
0 To tabulateorganisational
in arrangingFM.
To documentthekey issuesand
imperativesfor FM.
3 Identificationand
0 To identifyandlist all possible
Generationof FM
positioningoptionswith workingfile
PositioningOptions
documentation.
To eliminatenon-viableoptions
To detailprofileof short-listed
options.
_ decisioninstrumentsfor
4 Comparisonof
To provide
Options
analysisand
optioninvestigation,
comparison.
5 OptionSelection

6 Implementation
Arrangements
7 Review
Arrangement

WORKDOCUMENTS
9 1.10rganisationalProffle
* 2.1.1Profileof Requirements
0 2.1.2OperationalNeeds
9 221 CurrentFacilityResources
0 2.2.2ExistingSupportServices
0 2.2.3CurrentFM Capabilities

0 2.3ConstraintsIdentification
0 Z4.1KeyIssuesfor FM
0 2.4.2Imperativesfor FM
0 3.1OptionIdentificationand
Elimination
9 3.2ViableOptionProfiling

and
4,4.1Advantages
Disadvantages
a 4.2OptionAnalysisand
Comparison
9 5.1SelectionCriteriaandDecision
9 5.2ContingencyPlans

To provideguidelinesand
(provisional)criteriafor final option
selection.
0 To provideinstrumentsto help
ratecontingencyPlans.
o 6.1ActivitiesandActionPlans
0 To providechecklistsof actions,
required
andresources
commitments
for implementation.
Review
9 To providechecklistandinstrument * 7.1PositionConsistency
for assessing
positioningconsistency.
0 To provideinstrumentsfor
I repositioningaction.

3An example of using worksheet to support a strategy formulation process is shown in a work of
Manufachning Audit in the Processof StrategyFormulation, developedby Platts and Gregory (1990).
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7.5 Use Appfications
In this chapter, a decision framework for positioning FM has been developed and
described.The -positioning process aims to provide a systematic framework to support and
assistdiscussions,evaluations and decision making rather than a prescriptive processthat is
to be followed in all cases and under all circumstances. The intention is to encourage
organisationsand facility managers to think critically about alternative FM arrangementsas
rigorously as is possilble.The framework is basedon a flexible and adaptive approach and has
been developed for multi-purpose uses. These include the initial establishment of FM
arrangements, the assessmentof any given FM position and its capabilities, and the
consideration of repositioning possibilities as circumstanceschange. In addition, different
organisations will have different business strategies, different organisational policies and
requirements,different priorities and cultures, with a wide variety of facility types, working
processesand customer-interfaces.This variety will result in different emphasesbeing given
to operational businessneeds and to the support servicesthat are provided. So organisations
are likely to apply different policies and criteria when selecting their FM support
arrangements.Given this variety, the extent to which the framework might be applied should
be basedon its practical effectivenessand efficiency in use to handle the specific circumstance
of any particular organisation. In this respect, organisations should consider two types of
framework:
best
the calibration and
the
the
to
of
positioning
use
modification
make
customisationof the decision processoverall.
To cope effectively with their specific set of requirements, organisations will need to
calibrate the positioning framework and its decision tools, tailoring its stagesand processesto
meet its own unique circumstancesof use. This may require the inclusion of an organisation's
own methods, techniques, and decision criteria. It should also be mentioned that the
positioning framework and tools were not intended to be exclusive. They do not supersede,
replaceor curtail the use of other methods and techniques.The advantagesof including other
established methods such as Building Quality Assessment (Baird et. al., 1990), ORBIT-2
(Davieset. al., 1985)and Real EstateNorms (Baird et. al., 1990),as suggestedin workdocument
2.2.1 should always be considered. In addition, an organisation can customise the decision
framework by selecting some but not all stages of the process. For example, small
organisationswith less complex organisational structures and simpler support requirements
may not need to conduct an exhaustivesearch,as should be undertaken by a large national or
global organisation. Organisations may also choose to start from different points in the
process.For example, if improvements to the existing arrangementsare the primary focus,
then it could begin at StageSeven.If on the other hand, the organisation wished to test and
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compare a new and innovative set of support arrangementsagainst its current 'best' practice
solution, then it could choose to start at StageFour, adding the new potential option to the
short-listed options of the past These issues will be considered further in the concluding
chapter of this thesis. Overall the decision framework promises to provide a more systematic
way of considering FM arrangements and practices for organisations across a variety of
settings. However, the general applicability and potential value of the processand its tools
field
describes
be
discussed.
The
tests that were
the
to
chapter
and
next
need
assessed
be
framework
how
indications
the
their
the
might
positioning
of
results and
undertaken,
improved.
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Chapter 8
The Assessment of the Positioning
Framework and its Tools
The framework for positioning FM, as described in Chapter Seven,was developed
from a theoretical perspective informed by the results of the literature review, the five case
investigations and by research and practice group discussions. All theoretical decision
frameworks and decision tools of this kind need to be scrutinised and bsted prior their use in
real applications. This chapter summarisesthe assessmentsof the developed framework that
have been undertaken as part of the Ph.D. researchprogramme.
One of the main objectivesin developing the Positioning FM framework was that it
should be of practical value to those working in the field. Scrutiny and assessmentby those
with extensive practical experience of FM is therefore particularly important, whatever
method of testing is adopted. Practitioner scrutiny needs not be limited to an assessmentof
the practical value of the approach alone, but can also seek to provide expert opinion
concerning modifications and further developments to improve the usefulness of the
positioning framework and tools in practice.
Real-time field tdals were riot feasible widdn the context of a Ph.D. study, so
alternative approaches were reviewed as described in section 4.6 in Chapter Four. An
'Applicability Triar approach was selectedto assessthe Framework and Tools as thoroughly
i
but from a variety of hypothetical rather than'real' decisioncirctimshinceswithin
as possible,
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the constraints of cost, time and manpower that are associatedwith Ph.D. research. This
approach was feasible in bermsof time and cost, and is capableof providing valid result at a
preliminary level of evaluation. The purposes, design and procedures for the Applicability
Trial will be describednext, followed by an account of the analysisof the results.

8.1 The Purposes of the Trial
The general need for a positioning framework for FM was introduced in Chapter One.
This formed the basisfor the main theoretical proposition of the thesisthat
"77teselectionof an appropriateficil(ty management
arrangementis essential
jbr the achievement
practice.However,neither
of goodfacility management
the adoptionof a standard'good practice' position nor a solution that is
uniquely tailoredto meetthe current bpedficneedsof an organisationwill
necessarilybe the best.Rather,an adaptiveframeworkthat reconcilesthe
specificneedsof the organisationand its context with the global 'good
practice'andgenericprinciplesof FM shouldbedeveloped.
In order to support the core operationsof the organisation,the ficility
managementarrangementsneed to respondto the specific needsof the
organisation,its jkilities and its contextualenvironment.However,although
organisationS
arewithin thesameenvironment,i.e. sameregion,contextand
culture, sector,and at the sameorganisationalstage,they may requirequite
differentFM practicearrangements.
In addition, to sustainthis supportover time, FM practiceswiU needto be
"
of practicechanges.
reuiewed,modifiedor restructuredastheenWronment
The general purpose of the trial therefore, was to re-examinethis perceived need for a
positioning framework from the standpoint of those in FM practice and consultancy. Given
that a positioning framework was seento be of potential practical value, the main purpose of
the trial was to test the degree to which the decision framework and tools, as developed
through the research,was applicable to different tyrpesof organisation,in different sectorsand
in different countries and circumstances.This part of the trial would begin to assessthe
general robustness of the 'generic' positioning framework when used in the 'specific'
circumstancesof any given situation (Nutt and McTAnnan,2000).
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Within this general purpose, a trial also needs tc) examine the usefulness of the
framework and tools in real world circumstances,how easily or not is it to comprehendand to
use. The practical usability, applicability, flexibility and adaptability from a facility managers
viewpoint, all need to be examined. The opinions of practitioners also need tD be considered
as to whether the decision processis sufficiently comprehensive,systematicand secure.Here
the Trial would invite practitioner responsesrelating to the completenessand balanceof the
decision process and its stages, seeking opinions regarding any bias, omissions or over
emphasiswithin the process.
The Trial should also provided an opportunity for detailed scrutiny and invite
comments on the perceived strengths and weaknessesof specific parts of the process and
individual decision tools. It can-alsoencouragesuggestionsand ideas from Trial participants,
for the modification, improvement and further detailed development of the framework and
tools, and provide an opened opportunity for them to raise additional issuesand concerns.In
summary, the purpose of the Trial was:
To confirm, or not, the general value and usefidnessof the approach.
To test and assessthe relevancy, sufficiency and applicability of the framework and tools.
To identify ideas and areasfor modification, fiulher improvement and development

8.2 Trial Design
The detailed design and development of the Applicability Trial aimed to provide a
for
documents
"stand-alone'
suitable
set
of
self-explanatory
simple, clew, unambiguous and
distribution to trial participants by post The trial documentation was designed to contain
from
deter
lengthy
the
information,
to
too
completing the
respondents
sufficient
not
assessment,nor too short to inhibit an understanding of the positioning process.
As discussedabove, the Trial participants would firstly be asked to comment on the
generalapplicability of the processand tools with referenceto a hypothetical situation. It was
realised,that there are a wide variety of organisational situations that might generatethe need
to consider the positioning and repositioning of FM arrangements.These situations could be
specific to a particular organisation so what is appropriate for one organisation may not be fDr
another. To avoid these complexities, the trial selected three conventional situations
representing the simplest recurrent circumstances that might be involved in any FM
positioning or repositioning decision. Thesehypothetical situations were a past situation - "In
"If
FM
the
manager
regardto the latestreviewof N4&er FM arrangements
situation
present
.-.",
podsmingpmkknwbm
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and a future situation - "If FM managerhad
for the organisation
The participants were free to
to radicallyreconsiderthe FM arrangements
......
chooseone of thesecommon by hypothetical situations; past, present and future, from which

wasto reviewthecurrent FM arrangementsnow

to make their assessmentof the FM positioning process.
The assessmentinvolved the examinations of the fluee main phasesof the decision
process,its seven stages,its overall features, and any perceived strengths and weaknessesof
the framework and its associatedtook as it discussed in Chapter Seven.The experts were
asked to evaluate each of the three main phasesof the processand the value of the approach
overalk
PhaseOne: The collection and Use of Information. This phase involves an assessmentof
two stages: the collecting and sorting of essential information and the specific
investigation of the internal demand for facility resourcesand support services and the
currently available supply.
PhaseTwo The Consideration of Positioning Options. This phase involves the appraisal
of three stagesof decision; the identification of potentially viable positioning options, the
comparison of the potential advantagesand disadvantagesof short-listed options, and the
selectionprocessby which the preferred option is chosen.
Phase Three: Implementation. This phase involves the evaluation of two stages; the
detailed measuresfor the implementation and development of the rew FM position and
the arrangementfor periodic review, re-examinationand future adjustments.
Overall Features:This final part of the evaluation is directed at the feattires of Ow decision
their
including
its
tools
of
general applicability,
assessment
an
process and
overall,
strengthsand weaknesses.
In making an assessmentof the applicability of the process and tools in these four
areas,an appropriate set of assessingcriteria was essentiaLMany criteria have been suggested
for use to evaluate or assessnew models, frameworks, methods or instruments (Fossettet. al.,
1991; Gan, 1983; Platts, 1993; Straub, 1989). These criteria include technical validity,
operational validity, dynamic validity, usability, model validation overall, feasibility,
adaptability, etc. Gan (1963) argues that the set of crihnU should be selected to suit the
individual assessmerdbased on the characterwics of the particular model. For this Trial, the
potentially relevant criteria include usability, cost, feasibility, risk, logical cowdstency,
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coverage, flexibility, and adaptability. Since the trial was hypothetical, the criteria of cost,
feasibility and risk could be problematic and difficult to apply outside of a 'rear application.
Eventually, four key criteria were chosen,tc)getherwith'other, for the Applicability Trial:
Usability and practicality - how easily could the processof consideration and decision be
followed, and to what extent might it help in the formulation of FM arrangements?
Logic and structure of the process- is the framework arranged in a systematicand logical
fashion?
9

Coverage and emphasis - does the framework and tools cover the essential areas of
concernand include sufficient stagesin the positioning process?
Flexibility and adaptability - could. the framework be adapted for use acrossa range of
circumstances,different orgahisations,sectorsand decision situations?
0
Other - are there other criteria that should be used as suggestedby the respondents.

The comments and opinions of the experts were collected through a survey
questionnaire in two parts which invited indicative comments and open-ended opinions. In
the first part, individual experts were asked to comment on each phase of the decision
process,the associatedtools and the overall features of the system, against the criteria listed
above, using a five-point scale.In relation to this scaling system, it should be mentioned that
alternative binary, three, seven and ten point scaling systemswere considered in relation to
the properties of the questions to be asked and the criteria to be used (Bernard, 2000).The
binary and three-scaleapproacheswere considered to be tDOsimplistic and too broad for
assessing'applkability' against the listed criteria. In contrast, while seven- and ten-point
scaleslike Semantic differential scalescould have provided more detailed results, they were
considered to be too difficult to apply with levels of discrimination that were too fine for the
judgements of the respondents and the analysis of results. In this case,the five-point scale
approach, of 'strongly agreed, "fairly agreed, 'agreed/acceptable', 'fairly disagreed', and
'strongly disagreed' was considered to be suitable for discriminating between the comments
of the experts to an appropriate extent in hypothetical trial. It allowed the respondents to
expressfiner-grained views compared with a fluve point scaleto produce practical results for
the analysis and evaluation.
In the secondpart of the questionnaire,the respondentswere also asked to give dwir
opirdons, reservations or suggestions in response to open-ended questions which were
attaclvedto the inclicative comments.FinaUy in the last:part of the questiormaire,they were
asked W coirunent on the strengths and weaknessesof the positioning framework and tools
gerkeraDy,with any suggestionsfor further ftnprovement
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There were four main sets of questions.The first set of questions aimed to assessthe
practical applicability of the information collection phase.The questionshere were:

9

Does the information gathering process and its tools provide a secure and systematic basis

to assistin the collection and sorting of essentialdata for positioning FM?
9

Can the essentialand relevant information be collectedby using the processand tools?

*

Will the information to be collected by the processbe sufficient for FM positioning?

e

Could the data and information gathering processand tools be adapted for use acrossa
range of organisationsand sectors?
The second set of questions addressed the perceived usability of the positioning

processand tools and aftned to assess:

e

The degree to which the option consideration process was seen to provide a useftd
framework for identifying and generating possible FM position options.

9

The degree of agreement concerning the value or the process and tools in helping to
eliminate non-viable options in order to define a short-list of potential options.

*

The use of the process and tools in helping organisations and facility managers to
compareoptions and selectinga preferred option.

9

The usefuhtessof the proposed feasible criteria (WorkDocument 3.1) and fivir sufficiency
for the elimination of non-viable options.

e

The usefulnessof the comparison criteria (WorkDocument 4.1) and their sufficiency for
comparing short-listed options.
The d*d set of questions focused on the assessmentof the implementation phase of

the decision process.They were:
Does the ftnplementstion and development process and its tools provide useful and
necessarystagesfor the introduction of a new set of FM arrangements?
9

To what degreewill the periodic reviews wassist the essentialactivities for re-examination
and development?
Will the processand tools provide a systematic basis to assist organisations and facility
managers in making repositioning decisions for FM support arrangements when the
context changes?
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Finally in the forth set of questions, participants were asked to comment on the
overaUfeaturesof the decision process:

*

To what degree will the FM positioning process and its tcoolsprovide a useful basis for
arranging facility managementpracticeswithin any given organisation?;

9

Ukm the processand tools provide a systematicand logical approach to positioning FM?

9

Could the processand tools be adapted for use in a range of circumstances,organisations
and sectDrs?

9

Does the processhave sufficient stages?In addition, the experts were invited to provide
their opinions and suggestions.
The sixteen questionsset out above were tricorporated within the Trial Questionnaire.

Each of these questions was expressedin the form of a clear and unambiguous statement
Trial participants were invited to express the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with
each statement using the five point scale mentioned earlier. Point 5 on the scale indicated
strong agreementwith a statement,Point I indicated strong disagreement.The Questionnaire
is included in Appendix C as part of the complete set of documentation entitled 'The
Applicability Trial Package'on page 2%. This packagewas piloted with academiccolleagues
and selectedFM practitioners prior to use and the results used to make minor modifications
and amendments for clarity and completeness. The Trial documentation explained the
for
its
instructions
introduction
the
to
the
trial
package
material
with
purpose of
and gave an
use.The packageconsistedof three specific documentr.
1. Document A: a single page summary description of the proposed FM positioning process,
its three phases and seven stages, together with a schematic diagram of the overaU
decisionprocessand its associatedtools.
2.

Document B: a complete set of the proposed seventeen positioning tools with explanatory

documenlation.
3. Document C: a three-pap questionnaire for completion and return by the individual Trial
participants.

8.3 Trial Procedure and Analysis Framework
The procedure for the Applicability Trail consistedof four main stages:
1. Establishingthe SampleBasefor the TriaL
2. Short-listing and Selectingthe Trial Participants.
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3.

Delivering the Trial Package and Instructions.

4.

Collating, Tabulating and Analysing the Trial Returns.

In order to achieve a broadly based a"ment

of the FM positioning process,the

Trial needed to include organisations and participants from a selection of facility sectors.A
comprehensive approach to include a representative sample from all of the main facility
sectors was not possible within the limited number of trials that were considered to be
logistically feasible to undertake. Four major facility sectorswere therefore selected,namely
private and public sector offices, healthcare,and education, together with a general category
relating to 'consultancy' expertise. The potential Sample Basefor Trial participants was then
drawn from three main sources;the FM Exchangenetwork of UCLI, the delegatedatabaseof
the FM Futures Conference- the Future H in Property and Facility Managementconference2,
and the delegate database of Facility Management Thailand 20023 to include potential
participants with expert practice experiencein Thailand.
The second stage of the procedure used this sample base of some three hundred
potential participants and through a processof discussion and elimination4 converged on a
short-list of thirty FM experts, all with extensive FM work experience wid-tin major
organisationsacrossthe five categoriesmentioned earlier. It was anticipated that a sample of
thirty might produce bento fifteen actual returns. The short-listed potential trial experts were
then sent a letter of invitation to participate (see Appendix C, page 296) with a published
Potential
background
information.
2004b)
(Chotipanich,
FM
Positioning
as
article on
being
knowledge
had
that
individually
were
of
others
no
and
participants were approached
invited to take part. Twenty positive responsesexpressing an interest in taking part were
Package
(see
Trial
The
Applicability
for
Trial.
ban
final
formed
the
These
the
sample
received.
Appendix C) was distributed to this expert group in the first working week of January 2005.
Participants were asked to return the questionnaireswithin three weeks and most did so.
Thirteen questionnaireswere returned, comprising ten UK and three Thailand responses.The
from
from
the public office sector,one
the
one
sector,
office
private
returns consistedof seven
from education, one from healthcare,one from a commercial property position, and two from
senior consultancy practice. The framework for the analysis of the returned Trial
questionnaireshad four main stages.
I The FM Exchangeat UCL is an international alumni network consisting of some 150past MR. FM
graduates,advisors,specialistlecturers,and organisationsinvolved in collaborative research.
2"Future H in Property and Facility Management' Conference,25th-26thMarch 2W4 organisedby
University CollegeLondon, University of Reading,and College of Real EstateManagement
3Facility ManagementThailand 20OZJuly 2002,the first FM conferencein Thailand organisedby
Chulalongkom University, Bangkok,Thailand.
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1. A preliminary tabulation of responses.
2. The analysis of general comments and opinions concerning the decision framework and
its t(mb overalL
3. The analysis of specific comments and opinions related to each of the three detailed
phasesof the positioning processand their associatedtools.
4. The analysis of respondent's suggestions,for modifications and improvements to the
positioning processand to individual decision tools.
The general purpose of the analysis was to tabulate the expert comments and
opinions, to evaluate the applicability of the processand tools against the key criteria, and to
categoriseexpert comments and suggestions.Figure 8(1) illustrates the framework for the
analysis, together with the five main sets of criteria that were included in the trial
documentation concerning usability and practicality, logic and structure, coverage and
emphasis, flexibility and adaptability, and 'other' criteria as suggestedby the respondents.
First, the indicative comments of the respondents were tabulated. Second,the respondents
commentson the overall features of the processand tools were examined. Third, the analysis
considered the specific comments on individual phasesof the positioning processand their
decision tc*b. In addition, StagesTwo and Three of the analysis included an evaluation of the
perceived strengths and weaknessesof the process.FinaRy, the respondent's suggestionsfor
improving the processand tools were examined and analysedin detail.
UubiMty &
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Fipre 8(l) Ile Framework for AnRlysis

4It was essentimlto ensurethat the participantswere qýmlifledand experiencedFM expertsand
understood the acaden-dcpurposesand proceduresof the Trial.
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8.4 Preliminary Tabulations
The first stage of the analysis of Trial returns was the prelfininary tabulation of the
commentsof the thirteen respondentsrelating td the sixteen questionsas summarisedin Table
8(1) below. The four columns of the Table relate to the information collection Phase, the
identification and consideration of positioning options Phase,the implementation of selected
option Phase, and the overall features of the decision process.The numbers represent the
degree to which the individual experts agreed or disagreed with the definitive statements
relating to eachof the three phasesof the process.
Table 8(1) Preliminary Tabulations
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[KEY to Responses:5-strongly agree, 4-fairly agree, 3-agree/acceptable,2-fairly disagree, 1-strongly
disagree]

The preliminary tabulatiorm are summarised in Table 8(1). The mod preferred
hypothetical scenarioused for the assessmentwas the 'present' scenario, Le. "If FM manager
6,
E*ht and three respondents selected
was to review the current FM 4r=g8MMtS IWIV
'present' and 'futuW scemnos respectively, with orily one respondent selecting &e 'pase
scenano. The tabulation of scenario selection with Ow background of the respondents
indicated that the 'present' scenariowas chosenmostly by the experts who are responsiblefor
day-today FM operations, and the 'futaW scenario tended to be chosenby the experts from
the those who are in the high level of management and the FM cormiltancy sect:
or. The
selectedhypodw*al situations seemedto have no significant effects on the comments made
with responsesbeing largely consistent acrossthe dWerent hypothetical situations that had
been selected. A detailed inspection across the tabulations found that there were no
discernabledifferencesin responsesthat related tc)the selectedscenarios.The tabulation table
8(1) shows that none of participants strongly disagreed with any of the definitive statements
about any part of the decision process (score 1). The majority of indicative comments were
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within the range of strongly agreed (score 5) to agreed/acceptable(score 3), with forty-nine
percent of the total responsesrated as fairly agree (score 4). Only five percents of overall
comments indicated a fairly disagreed rating (score 2). The results of the preliminary
tabulation were therefore encouragin& with confirmation that the positioning process and
tools were consideredto provide a securebasis for applicability in practice generally. Overall,
the perceived applicability of the framework was found to be supported in more than ninety
percent of the responsesand that in the few instancesof lower scores(score2). This seemedtco
be caused by the technical terminology or by short or insufficient explanation of the
framework and tools in the Trial Pack.This outcome may reflect one of the disadvantagesof a
survey-trial method.
A statistical analysis of the 'Mode' value of the responsesfound that the range of
comments was between score 3 (agreed) and score 5 (strongly agreed), with the majority of
comments on score 4 (fairly agreed) with this mode value reflecting a positive feedback
overall. It indicated that the overall,features of the process,the Information Collection Phase,
and the Implementation Phasereceived very high scoresand were considered to be secure.
However, while PhaseTwo of the process received quite strong support, there were some
indications that it may needfurther development
The background, position, the organisation and the field of practice of the
respondentsseem to be relevant to fimir stated views. It can be noticed that the tabulations
showed a relative consistency in the Indicative comments made by experts from the same
sector, but that the comments of the experts from different sect(orswere themselvesslightly
different The commentsfrom specialisedsectors,such as healthcareand education, seemedto
be lessconvinced of the coverageand sufficiency of information collectedfor their specific FM
positioning decisions.The consultuicy experts s2emedto be concernedwith detail concerning
the methods for the elimination, comparison and selection of options. Generally, the
respondentswho were accountablemostly at an operational level seem to be very concerned
with the customer, service, supplier and user information and the issue of cost, while the
respondentswho were responsiblefor the strategic planning of property and FM focused on
the option generationand the selectionstages.Overall, the processand tools seemto be more
plausible and slightly more highly rated by the strategic FM practitioners than respondents
with mostly operational respormbilifles.
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8.5 The Analysis of Expert Opftuions
This section involves the analysis of the detailed expert opinions and comments on
the overall featuresof the positioning process,its fitree major phasesof information collection,
option identification and comparison, its implementation and development A comprehensive
summary accountof all expert commentsis presentedin Appendix D, page 320.
OveraU Featuresof the Process
Figure 8(2) illustrates the opinions of the experts on the overall features of the process
and bDob, indicating that

Approximately eighty percent of the detailed responsesin this area strongly agreed that
logical
tools
the
approach to the problems
systematic
and
provided
a
overall,
processand
of positioning FM, and that they were adaptableto Merent circumstancesof use.
There was reasonableagreed that the processand Wols were useful and contained the
essentialstagesof decision.

Overall Features
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Figure 8(2) Opirtions on the OveraUFeaturesof the Process
Overall, the comments on the framework were supportive in that it provided a useful
method for selecting FM

and had ability to cope with the varW
ety of FM

and contwct For instance,:
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The facilities coordinator of an international accountancycompany (0-4) commentedthat
"Overall is a goodand usefula"t
to putforward a robustframeworkthat will uvrk in thereal
uwId. "
The Thailand head-office facility manager of an international off company (T4)
commented.that "The toolsareflextIplewith openquestions,but the resultsare thenevaluated
'
unth changeabkcn&7* so theyarevery practkdfor any givenorganisation.
e

The manager of facilities management& corporate servicesof a well-known bank in UK
(0-2) reflected that "It couldwe this a usefidtool acrossall businesssectors.Publicsectormaybe
"
a challenge.

oA

civic centre manager V?-2) stabedthat "It is easytofoUmvandlqgioaý*tematic. '
A few reservations were expressedconcerriing the competency of implementers, the

expertise needed to use the method and some difficulties with technical berms used. For
instance,:
The director of iF
operations of a major investment corporation (0-3)
ftwwwort If usesto guide process,analysis,debateand
commented that "A goodconceptual
decisionmakin&I wouldjudgethat it would bevaluabk.' "771C
pmem mapcontainedin me page
is usefid. The conceptualmodelwoulit over tinw, be supplemented
with diecklists,correlated
results,exonples,etc." However he was concerned that If appliedtoo rigomWy I twuld
uwry, it muld only everbea gooda theproplewho useit. Iv
The head of property managemmdof the bagest bank in Thailand (T-1) stated that "M
goals,
wouldwork in mostcasnbut mm modowtion is still requiredtofit Mccificorganisational
visions and culhoWf4ctors. '

PhaseOne: Information Collection

In relationto the informationcollectionphase,the resultsof the trial aresummarised
m Figure 8(3) beknv, hulkatbng that

Most respondentsagreedquite stronglythat the processand tools provideda systematic
instrument fDr the collection of information, capable of adaptation to different
organisational,

andrequirements.

There was a reasonablelevielof agreementthat the processand tools would help to collect
the essential information fDr positioning FM and would be sufficient. However, two
respondentsconsideredthat the coUectedinformation might not be sufficlent
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Figure 8(3) Opiniom on PhageOne

Overall most commentssupported the view that the processand tools would be
capableof capturing the basic and essentialinformation for positionJngFM. Most of the
respondentsagreedthat the method for information collectionwas flexible enough to be
adjustedor modified for dealing with different types of organisationsand facilities. For
instance,:

9

The director of ifý

operations of a major investment corporation (0-3)

commentedthat "Thekryfiwtm seemto beflmbk andadaptabk.'
The facilities coordinator of an international accountancycompany (0-4) supported that
"Generallyit capturesall salientpoints."
A FM & PFI consultant (C-3) and the director of works and operations of a NIHShospital
(H-2) shared the santeview that "77seprocessappmmto beatrenwly compekensiuc'
conunents.about the specific datoi required for specific hwlhty
types. In the caseof the respondentswho were dealing with customer-interfacefacilities, they
There were dkvm

considered that the process should be abk to capture information concernmg customer
levels of satisfaction,and service quality, etc. The respondentswho were largely
expec
fDr
opmationd FM suggested that more information on service suppliers or
jLeqx)tWble
partners should be incorporated widdn the process at this phase. A few respondents
expi,so1P concern tha in somece the processmight need extr information to generatethe
-most appropriate position for FM.
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PhaseTwo: The Identification and Comparison of Options
Figare 8(4) sununanses the opinions that were expressed concerning the option
identification and comparison phaseof the positioning process.It indicated that:

a

Most respondentsconsidered that the processand tools provided useful fiwmework for
generatingoptions assistinghi their comparison and in the selectionof a preferred option.
They agreed, but to a lesser degree than fDr phase one, that the process and
workdocument 3.1 could help to eliminate the nort-viable options, using the suggested
criteria. Two of the respondents were rot fully convinced that the criteria were sufficient
tDbe useful in their specific - LLLL
identification and Considerationof Positioning Options
IIInw process
md toolsprovide
options
usefidkanmvmkfor generatirig
They cm help lo Andma
nm*mibL-

F-I I FT

oplim

WadtdomnentUprovidesuseftl
Positioning Option hesmililycamia

71wyCRnAssistto ommPareWWI
selecta preferred optim

F-I

Warkdocument4A provides useful
suAlkientcompsmisoncriberia.
Nwaber of Respomials

10

012456789
I ask"*

a

EF. Idy&. W-d

0ASMd

OFktyw-d

um, -Vyw-d

Figure 8(4) Opinions on PhaseTwo
There was diversity in the commerttsconcerningwith the option consideration phase.
For instance,

The Thailand hud-office

facility manager of an international oil company (174)

commentedthat "GeneraUyOn toolsprovidehelpto organbationto deteminepossil;k options.'
177wfiasibility criteria cot effectivelyflier out the non-fiasibleoptions.' and '7he evaluation
form is usefWand niftient. 77wfour elementshave coveredfundonental factors for the
cotibideriatiomm

The facMdesmanagerof an UK tobaccogroup (0-5) stated that It zWUhelporlodmums to
resUmwhffe Am maybegqs in thdr proemn anl wt up."
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On the other hand, some respondentswere concernedthat the structure of the phase
and tools might be too simplistic and subjective and the criteria might not be sufficiently
adaptableto their specific case.For instance,:
The director of h4rastructure operations of a major investment corporation (0-3)
commented that "Cmceptually Ow procm nud= sense,but them is a need to
Workdocuntents
3.1 and3.2.77wFM projUm(priority otd relativecriticality) wouldbevaluableif
therewemknowncorrelationbetween
proftleandsermcemodels"
PhaseThree: The Implementation and Development
Figure 8(5) summarises the opirtions that were expremed conceming the
implementation and development phase.It shows that:
A very strong consensuswas indicated by the trial participants that the processand tools
could provide a systematic basis for repositioning FM, and that the re-examination
processwas useful.
It was agreed that the processand tools could provide a suitable basis for plannmg the
implementations of the selectedoption.
0

Only one participant adopted a'fairly disagreo'comment here.
implementation and Development

Mapare
ndtoobpwvidesuffiderit
8"m for opdm implemerAROM

Ilbe periodic reviews pmvide Owbeds
for FM margewtom r"SaWkWAM
ad developomout

Me pmem and b)Ob win PWVM*
"skmatic bub for FM aposidoWng.
Numbw of Respoo&mb

10

023456789
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13F"qp-d

ýyw-d

Figure S(S) Opirtiormon PhaseThree
Theseopinions were supported by individual comments,most of which indicated that
the periodic review was generally consideredto be a useful mechanismfor repositioning FM
dynamics
few
its
FM
However,
the
comments
and
context.
of
practice
a
with
and coping
reflected the need for a more detefied. review process and more explicit guidelines and
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methods for helping the facility managers to determine the nwd for repositioning FM. For

insbmce,:
The Thailand head-offim facility manager of an intemational,oil company (T4) stated that
"77wtoolsprovidenecessary
for theimpkmentafion,but the tableprovidedforactionplans
stages
could be structured d@irmtly; mote detailed table could make it clearerand easki,for the
injbrmationprvvidersandmaders.
'
The director of infrastructure operations of a major investment corporation (0-3) stated
that "At this stagea preftrredmodelor qrvach hasban identified.77mkey to getting it right is
the transition of this info a practical deliverable solution supported by appropriate
Is therea needfor a stagelookingat evaluadonslulecUng
serviceprovidem?"
suppliers1partners.
and "Matrix approachbalancingstrategicand operationalis sensil* and could be usefil. My
practicalconcernwould bethat thebodsjbr scoringcapabilityto supportstrategicchangemight be
knowledge
"
of, andsatisjbctionwith currentoperationalarrangements.

Summary
This chapter has described the specific purpose of the 'Applicability Thar, the trial
design, its procedures and questionnaire,and has presented and discussedthe test results. In
summary, the results were highly encouraging and tended to confirm that the main strengths
of the process and its tools wen their comprehensiveness,their logical and systematic
structure and their capability to support organisations and facility managersto consider and
reconsider their Fm arrangements holistically and become more aware of the changing
environment and context. The positioning processwas seenas a valuable systemto encourage
organisations and FM practitioners to collect and consider all relevant issuesconcerning FM
ar.

thoroughly, to take decisionsfor selectingan appropriate option systematically,

CAR
with a heightenedconcernfor future changes.It was also indicated that the processincluded a
few useful criteria to help decision maldng A few reservations were expressedwith some

corxwn about the complexity of the process,the specific txwhnicalterm employed, the needs
for relatively high levels of expertiseIn using the methods and the time required.
So overall, the outputs of the trials provided positive feedbackthat the FM positioning
processand tools were useful and applicable in practice ille jnform&tlon processand tools
were regarded as a strong method by most respondentswho indicated that they would assist
in the collection of key information most effectiv*-

Although it also received positive

support phase two of the processand tools for option consideration, was found to be Im
convincing than the other parts of the process and required huther development Most
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respondents agreed that the third phase of the process for option implementation and
development, were useful and applicable for practical use. There were a few indications that
some parts of the processand some tools would need further development.So in the light of
these test results and the detailed suggestions included m Appendix D, the next chapter
discussesthe potential improvements that might be made to enhancethe shvngths and reduce
the weaknessesof the process,and suggestspractical modifications to the decision framework
and its tools.
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Chapter 9
Improvements and Modifications
In the previous chapter the method for testing the potential usefulness of the
prototype positioning framework was described and the outcomes from the 'applicability
trials! were reported. The results confirm that the decision framework and tools were
generally consideredto be useful, practical, flexible and adaptable. Along with the assessment
of practical value, the trial also sought expert opinion corxeming any modifications and
further developmentsthat might be undertaken to improve the usefulnessof the positioning
framework and its tools in practice. As a result a number of useful expert suggestion were
collected.At this final stageof the research,theseinputs were used to improve the framework
and tools for practical use.
This chapter is in three parts. First, it reviews the mcpertopinions and suggestionsfor
further improvements and categorises them into major groups. Second, it examined the
relevancy of these inputs in relation to the remit of positioning FM and identifies potential
improvements wid-dn each phase of the decision process.Finally, it summarisesthe practical
modifications that were made to improve the decision framework and its tools. Figure 9(1)
illustrates the structure of this chapter.
coýn
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Figure 9(l) Approach for the improving the Framework
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9.1 Expert Suggestions
The opinions of the experts concerning further improvements were invited through
specific questions in each section of the questionnaire, with a section for general suggestions
felt
free
Each
they
the
to
as
end.
expert was
provide suggestions
and overall opinions at
necessary.The transcript of opinions and suggestionsis included as Appendix D, page 320.
This sectionreviews the suggestions that were made and examinestheir areasof attentiorL
Overall, PhaseTwo, the option consideration phase, received more suggestionsthan
the other two phasesof the process.It was found that the opinions and suggestionstended to
The
individual
background
the
the
to
experts.
of
responsibilities
and
vary according
level
tended to
the
management
at
a
strategic
were
responsible
of
experts
who
suggestions
issues
dealing
framework
in
improving
the
the
overarching
with
of
capabilities
concernwith
business
to
to
FM
long-term
their
impact
the
core
and
contribution
of
arrangements,
such as
for
those
operational management
responsible
mainly
sustainability, while
experts who were
tended to be concerned with improving short-term and technical capabilities such as
delivery.
In
facility
addition, the
service
supplier
and
performance
operating costs,
suggestions about information requirements and decision criteria tended to reflect
characteristics of the organisation and sector within which the experts were currently
diverse,
to some extent they shared common
Although
these
were
suggestions
engaged.
for
the
four
improvement,
to
issues
into
be
relating
main
categorised
concerns which can
framework.
decision
the
positioning
prototype
processof
scope,structure, usability and
The experts suggested that the scope of the information collection phase should be
be
information
to
that
the
obtained.
might
need
additional
more extensivewith examples of
The additional information related to external issuessuch as environmental conditions, legal
factors
internal
Further
information
to
the
of
context
market
and regulatory requirements and
related to the stated vision and mission of the organisation, its politics and corporate morale,
its legacy and brandin& its size and relative wealth, stakeholder interests of all kinds, and
facility issues such as IT and supporting engineering generally. The experts recommended
that the additional scopeof information collection might need to be determined on the basisof
the unique businesscharacteristics,goals and focusesof an organisation. In the consideration
of alternative positioning options, someexperts suggestedthat this part of the processshould
be extended to include the collection and consideration of detailed operational information
level
their
the
expectations,
and
of quality, the costs
opinion
and
viewpoints,
such as customer
of services,current service performanceand potential supplier capabilities.
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The second group of suggestions concerned improvements to the structure of the
positioning process as a whole. There were opinions suggesting that some stages and decision
tools were so closely interrelated that they might benefit from being consolidated, particularly
that stages four and five might be amalgamated, together with their workdocwnents

for

information collection. Some suggested extendin& or developing more detail to the process
and tools, particularly

the option generation, elimination and selection phase and the FM

consistency evaluation within the review arrangements stage.

The third group of suggestionsconcerned how the practical usability of the method
could be improved and how any problems associatedwith actual implementation might be
avoided. Overall, some thought that the method should come with more explanation of the
FM positioning concept and more detailed instructions for underfaddng the positioning
processand using the associatedtx*ls. Furthermore, it was considered that there should be
specific decision tools for demand-supply gap identification, the summation and analysis of
viable options comparisonsand for the setting up of the review system.
Finally, there were a number of suggestionsfor the improvement of the secondphase
of the decision processat a practical level. Somesuggestedthat more use should be made of
quantitative methods that include weighting and rating techniquesfor option comparison and
selection.It was suggestedthat the option assessmentstage might becomemore securewith
the use of existing decisionsupport methods and techniques,such as risk assessmentanalysis,
sensitivity analysis, cost analysis,feasibility analysis,etc. Many of the respondentssuggested
that other or alternative criteria might also be useful for option consideration and non-viable
option elimination. Issues and criteria that were mentioned, related to core business
relationships and synergy, future developments and flexibility, intangible and welfare
benefits, supportability,

manageability, servkeability, sustainability, stakeholder and

customer impact and criticality, the relative capability of suppliers, technologicalcomplexity
issues and transition feasilility. The potential applications and limitations of these expert
opinions and suggestionsare discussedin the next section.

9.2 Potential Improvements
Giventhe coUective
for hartherimprovementsthat wereprovidedby the
suggestions
'applicability triar, here It is essential to consider how these may be used to identify the
potential areasfor improvement to the framework and decision tools, in order to build on the
perceived strengths and to reduce or eliminate any weaknesses.While expert opinions and
su"estions provided useful inputs to the consideration of furdw inPrOVeMents,they are
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naturally subjective and are influenced by the focus of each respondent Therefore, their use
needs to be careful and selective, concentrating on those suggestions that relate to generic
issuesof direct relevance to the remit of positioning FM. The scrutiny of the bial responses
point to a number of improvements that might be undertaken at this stage. Four sets of
possible improvements were identified; those relating to the positioning framework overall,
and thoserelating to eachof its three main phases.Overall, the framework could be improved
by revising and simplifying its structure toimprove use comprehension,and by rearranging
the workdocuments so that they are more compact for use in an effective manner.
The scope and coverage of the information coflection phase might be improved by
giving more explicit and greater emphasis to business issues-on the one hand, and to any
specific and special issues that are important to the organisation, on the other hand,
identifying and using existing databases where available. The investigation of support
requirements and provisions could be improved by the inclusion of a 'gap identification'
element to profile and analyseany imbalancesin the demand and supply of facility resources
and support services more explicitly. In relation to the decision tools, the set of
workdocuments supporting stage one and two of the framework, might be further refined to
make them more compact, while specific workdocuments for gap identification and the key
FM issuesand priorities of FM need to be developed.
T'he trial respondents tended to agree that improvements to Phase Two of the
framework should focus on the practical usability of the Option Consideration phase with a
more compact process, guidelines for option idendfication and generation and a more
structured system for option selectioL The trial results also implied that there may be a need
for more flexibility in choosing from the range of general criteria, or in impo"

other

specific criteria for option comparison. Similar flexibility is also needed in the selection'of
preferred decisionmethods for option selection.
The results indicated that PhaseThree of the positioning processmight be unproved
in two areas. On one hand, the implemeneation arrangements could be improved by
elaborating on the range of objectives and by detailing the normal activities of this stage,
perhaps with crossreferenceto standard project managementprocedures.On the other hand,
the review arrangements could be improved by having a more structured re-assessment
processwithin a Strategicplanning approach for repositioning in due course.
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9.3 Practical Modifications
The general ideas for further improvements in each phase were summarised in the
previous section.This section attempts to apply theseideas to achievepractical improvements
to the framework and tools in short term. Severalmodifications including additional elements,
simplifications, relocations of sub decisions and other changes were undertakeiL Ibese
modifications are outlined below.1. The addition of a 'specific issue' category within the processof information collection to
ensure that particular or unique information of significance to FM arrangements for a
given organisation would not be overlooked.
2. A structural simplification to the framework by consolidating stagesfour and five of the
prototype into a single stage-'Option Comparison and Selection.
3. Relocatingcontingency arrangementsfrom phasetwo to the implementation phase.
4. Redefining the re-assessmentprocess.
5. Simplification, through redesign and consolidation of the workdocuments for
investigating facility and support servicesdemand and supply (2.4.1and 2.4.2),to reduce
any redundancy in fi-tispart of the process.
6. The improvement of the tool for option identification, generation and elimination through
the revision of the evaluation processconcerningthe viability of potential options.
7. The relocation of the workdocument tool for profiling short-IbW FM options to stage
four.
8. The addition of new workdocuments were proposed to support the demand-Supply gap
identification (workdocument 2.3), the FM key issues and priorities identification
(workdocument 2.4), the option selection (workdocument 4.24.4) and the review
arrangement(workdocuirumt 6.1).
9. The inclusion of instruction to usersfor processingworkdocuments 3.1 and 3.2
Thesemodifications have led tD a more compact and simpler positioning framework
and set of decision tools, with the constituent stagesof the processreduced from seven to six
stages.The number of workdocuments was reducedfrom seventeento thirteen. The flowchart
for the positioning framework as simplified and altered, is shown in Figure 9(2) with Table 9
(1) summarising the differences between the prototype and the modified versions of the
positioning process.The modified tools are Included in Appendix F, page 337.
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Table 9(1) Comparison of Prototype and Modified Versions
PROTOTYPE

MODIFIED

Decision

93 Phases

3 Phases

Process

07 stages

6 stages

Information of key factors collected and
presented inclusively.
An inclusive'gap

identification'

into general and specific issues.
process.

Separate stages for Option Comparison
and Option Selection.
Contingency

0 Key internal and external factors divided

arrangements as part of

Option Selection stage.

specific 'gap identification' process.

*A

0 Option Comparison and Selection stages
combined.
9 Contingency arrangements included in
the Implementation stage.

Decision

Total 17 Workdocuments

* Total 13 Workdocuments

Tools

9 Workdocuments for Phase One

*5 Workdocuments for Phase One

06 Workdocuments for Phase Two

*5 Workdocuments for Phase Two

02 Workdocuments for Phase Three

02 Workdocuments for Phase Three
04

new

Workdocuments

Identification,

FM

Key

for

Gap

Issues

and

Priorities Identification, Option Selection
and Review Arrangements.

This chapter has summarised and discussedthe ideas for improving the positioning
framework and its tools based on the feedback of opinions and suggestions from the
"applicability triar. Opinions and suggestionswere first examined in tam of their relevancy
to the generic remit of the positioning concept Next, the potential improvements that might
be undertaken for each phase were considered, leading to specific proposals for further
improvements or development Overall, it was possible to simplify the structure of the
data
by
its
improved
The
information
scope
of
extending
process.
collection phase was
coverage, especially in relation to the specific issues of a particular organisation.
Improivements to the option consideration phase included the development of a more
structured decision-maktng process with the identification of additional decision UMIs
needing to be developed. Finally, the potential for implementation and the generalusefulness
of the framework was examined and improved through modifications involving the
The
to
the
positioning
process.
and
additions
consolidation, reduction, simplification
modifications resulted in a more compact process overall with six constituent stages,
supported by a consolidatedand reduced number of workdocuments. The final chapter of this
thesis will summanse the outcomesof the research,the findings that it has produced, their
theoretical and practical implications, and will speculate on the further work and
development to positioning framework that needsto be undertaken.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions
The concluding part of the tlesis summarises the findings, contributions and main
achievements of the research and highlights the opportunities for further research and
development The first part of this chapter re-examinesthe original researchpropositions, the
key questions and practical objectivesof the work and summarisesthe study's achievements
overall. This is followed by a review of the researchprocessand its results, reflecting on the
strengths and weaknessesof the process that was adopted. Next, the contributions that the
research promises to make to theory and to the FM knowledge base are considered,
identifying the main areas of potential application. The Wowing section discusses the
implications of the researchfor FM practice and for professional developments in the field
generally. Finally, the opportunities for further work and development are examined,through
which the positioning decision framework and its decision tools could be extended and
enriched through further research.

10.1 ResearchObjectives and Achievements
The researchreported m this thesis was built around dim theoretical propositions, as
set out in Chapter One on pages7-8. First orgartisationsshould adopt an appropriate set of
FM arrangements that reconciles the generic knowledge and principles of FM with deir
particular organisational needsand circumstances.Second,in order to support the corporate
strategy and operations of an orprusation, facility management arrangements need to be
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responsiveto the specific needs of an orpnisation within its businesscontext Third, in order
to sustain this support over time, FM arrangements must be reviewed, modified and
restructured as organisational requirements change. Each of these three basic propositions
was strongly supported by the results of the study. In relation to the first proposition, the
study showed that neither the adoption of a standard 'best practice' position, nor the
development of a unique 'one-off solution, provided an adequate or sufficient basis for
positioning decisions. The case study investigations in Thailand found that FM practices
tended to use an adaptive approach where generic knowledge and global experiencewere
modified and adjusted to meet specific organisational requirements and local conditions.
Thesestudies confirm that no single 'best practico' solution should be expected.In relation to
the second proposition, the study results confirmed that no single managementapproach is
likely to suit all circumstances,even within the sameregion, sector,culture and context These
results imply that the importance of 'best practice managementmodels and exemplars may
have been overstated in the past In relation to the final proposition concerning the need for
FM arrangementsto be reviewed, modified and restructured as organisational requirements
change, this was clearly and consistently demonstrated throughout the study. The research
findings indicated that the purposes, degrees and extent of change varied widely from
organisation to organisation, but that the frequency of changewas generally far greater, in all
of the organisations studied, than had been anticipated at the outset of the research.
ManagementmeasuresfDr the continuous repositioning of FM arrangementswould arguably
appear to be as important, if not more important, d%anthe Initial positioning decisions.11te
issues of continuous change management arrangements, annual adjustments, frequent
repositioning with the periodic restructuring of FM practica, may be the dominant model for
future developments.

Theseinitial researchpropositions give r3seto flu"

key questions that needed to be

addressed in order to achieve the four practical objectives of the study, as summarised on
page 8. How should the policy, scope, role, fii; wflon, and practice of FM be determined,
structured and positioned to support the needsof a given organisation?What key factors need
to be consideredwhen selecting and positioning FM support arr
How should FM
practices be positioned and repositioning overall? With hindsight, a further question
specifically concerning the impacts and relative importance of the key factors on
organisational performance, would have enabled the research to probe the decision of FM
arrangements in more detail. The research results, as reported in this thesis and in the
following section IO.Z has produced new insights and knowledge into the dynamics of FM
support arrangementswith detailed answersto each of the key researchquestions that were
raised at the outset of the study. Overall the researchhas put in place a comprehensiveand
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securetheoretical and practical basisfor positioning and repositioning FM. All of the practical
objectivesof the researchhave beenachieved.The researchhas produced:

eA

definitive problem statement, clarifying the area for researcli,its component parts and
structare.
A comprehensive structured summary showing the variety of FM remits that are
currently adopted.
A new conceptual model of the generic FM positioning process, backed up by a
comprehensivereview of published material and expert opinion.
Novel insights and understanding of the dynamic set of relationships linking
organisational change,organisational support requirements,businessoperational strategy
and changesto FM support arrangementsover time.

"

New empirical findings from the investigation of the key decision issuesand priorities of
FM practice within the context of Tbailand, adding to empirically basedknowledge in the
field.

"A

theoretical and practical basis for positioning FM arrangements, supported by the
literature review and empirical studies.

"A

prototype decision framework providing a systematicmethod for positioning FM, with
associateddecision tools, criteria and workdocuments.

"A

novel 'Applicability Triar methodology for testing the hypothetical potential of the
details
first
field
framework,
trial
decision
the
the
together
and
of
with
results
prototype
of subsequentmodifications and improvements.

"

Original Knowledge Basematerial relating to FM generally and FM support arrangements
in detail.

10.2 Research Process and Results
The research process that was adopted for the study had four main stages, as
illustrated in Figure 1(1) on page 9, focusing on Conceptual Development Empirical
Investigations, Decision Framework Development and Testin& and Improvement and
Applications. This process incorporated generic studies on the one hand, together with
specific investigations on the other hand. These generic and case specific components were
undertaken in a cyclical fashion, where generic knowledge concerning FM informed the basis
for the specific case investigations in Thailand. The empirical results then in turn, informed
and supported the further consideration of the theoretical basis for positioning FM. The
researchprocesswas therefore structured around a 'generic-spedfic-generie framework for
knowledge development and application (Nutt, 1999). However, it should always be
PositioningFM In Thail"
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remembered that feeding back insights from specific casestudies to the general knowledge
base can give rise to some difficulties, when findings seem to be specific to a particular
country or region and might not be applicable elsewhere. The research began with the
clarification of the generalarea of study leading to a definitive problem statementand a set of
generic questions to provide a clear and unambiguous focus for the research. This was
followed by a wide ranging literature review to searchfor and examine all potentially relevant
and available knowledge, theories, practices, i4as and published opinions concerning the
issues and questions of the research. Selective findings from this review informed the
development of a preliminary conceptual model of FM positioning issues and areas of
decision and concern,which concluded the first stage of the research.The secondstage of the
research process involved the collection of empirical evidence and insights into the FM
positioning processfrom five specific caseinvestigations in Thailand. The information gained
from theseinvestigations was analysedand compared acrossthe five casestudies, leading to a
systematicconsideration of the possible generic interpretation and implications of the specific
set of results. The knowledge gained from the empirical investigations and the cross-case
comparisonswas used during the third stage of the researchprocess,to refine and add detail
to the theoretical and practical basisof the conceptual positioning model and then to develop
the prototype positioning decision framework and its associateddecision tools. In the fourth
stageof the rese%rchprocess,the applicability potential of the positioning decision framework
was examined and tested against expert opinion, with the results of the trial leading to some
modifications and improvements. Fituilly, the generic outcomes and conclusions form the
researchprocessas a whole were considered,as summarised in this chapter.The main results
from eachpart of the researchprocessare htghli*ted next
The literature review found no evidence of researchhaving been undertaken into the
problems of positioning FM specifically. It confirmed that positioning arrangementstended to
be selected and undertaken discretely and that a strong case could be made for a more
systematic approach to assist and underpin the unstructured and Informal ways in which
positioning decisionsare taken currently. The review highlighted the reed to understand the
dynamic relationships linking FM practice to organisational.characteristicsand their context.
It Indicated that there were no secureand comprehensivemethods to assistorganisations and
their FM teams to consider their business support environment and to select their facility
management arrangements and practim. Based on the published Information, ideas and
documents, the research developed a definitive summary of the FM services remit, as
illustrated in Figure 2(1) on pap 29 and as described in Chotipanich (2004).This structured
summary shows the range of alternative sets of res

flities and scope that are currently

Included in the remit of FM practices.It also suggeststhat FM practitioners should be aware of
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'other' responsibilities and services that might be required in the future due to changesin
processes, workplace characteristics, organisational requirements and public
expectations.It should be remembered that the literature review focused on the key issues
work

that were considered to be of direct relevance to the areasof research.With hindsight, other
theoretical areas of study, such as the strategy formulation process, service operations
management,orgardsationalchange management and decmon support systems,might have
6
receivedmore attention.
Given the limited amount of published material In the area of study, the researchset
out to develop a secure conceptual foundation to support the investigation of all recurrent
factors that might influence FM positioning decisions.Conceptually, FM arrangementsshould
be affected by both internal and external factors, internal influences due to an organisation's
set of support requirements and external influences arising from the locational, social, legal,
economic and market context. Furthermore, it is to be expected that FM arrangementsmay
need to be adjusted from time to time as these internal and external factors change. Given
thesetheoretical axioms, a five-stageprocessmodel for positioning FM was proposed initially
as illustrated in Chapter Three, page 58. The process started with the investigation of
organisationalrequirementsand the examination of existing of facility provisions, followed by
an analysis of the 'gap' between supply and demand, which in turn lead to a search for
alternative FM support arrangements, option evaluation and choke, and finally the
.
implementation of the selected FM position. After a thorough and systematic review of
commonly used descriptDrs,the conceptual process model was developed further around
be
FM
characterised.
can
set
of
eight selectedattributes, with which any given
This conceptual position was used to underpin the ce investigation methodology and was
subsequentlydeveloped further in the light of the empirical molts from thesestudies.
The caseinvestigations covered, examined and anabFsedsix situations of FM change
and eleven different circumstancesof FM arrangements.The mndts indicated strong linkage
between the selected FM arrangements and key internal factors, including the stage of
organisational development organisational policy and structure, corporate culture, business
factors
Key
hftrests.
affecting FM arrangements
external
operational strategy and stakeholder
included local economicconditions, the local FM skill market and the legislative and cultural
context The study indicated that by far the most significant internal factor that impacted on
FM support arrangementswas organisationalpolicy. This was a consistentfinding in all cases.
11wmost significant external factor influencing FM support arrangementsin the Thai context
was the local FM skill market This affected the options for FM service delivery, which in turn
impacted on FM support
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the internal and external factors tended to induce changesto the FM support arrangements.
The case study results highlighted six major recurrent areas of decision concerning FM
arrangements and changes to them, the assessment of current support arrangement
capabilities, the review of facility resource availability (supply) and orgenisational
requirements (demand), estimating future support service needs, defining the purposes and
determining the extent of the changes to be undertaken, and the ways in which the
implementation of change are to be effected. Ten recurrent decision issues that all
organisationsshould consider when positioning their FM arrangementswere identified. The
relative priority given to eachof thesedecision issuesvaried from organisation to organisation
depending on the characteristicsand constraints of the particular organisation, as shown in
Table 6(3) on page 146. It should be remembered that these ben decision issues do not
constitute an exhaustive and definitive list, individual organisations might need to add their
own specific issuesor criteria.
The empirical findings and the insights gained from the case studies, together with
the results of the cross-casecomparisons,were used to develop the initial conceptualmodel of
the FM positioning process.They were generalisedand applied in the development of the
prototype positioning decision framework as described in detail in Chapter Seven and
illustrated in Figure 7(2) on page 160. This positioning framework has three general phases
and seven specific stages of consideration and decision. The three general phases are
information collection, option generation, consideration and selection, and finally option
implementation and subsequent review. To facilitate and support the process, a set of
workdocument decision tools was developed.ThOframework was intended for multi-purpose
use, including the initial establishmentof FM arr

ts, the assessmentof an existing FM

position and its capabilities, and the consideration of repositioning possibilities as
circumstanceschange.As discussedIn Chapter Seven,the framework and its associatedtools
were not intended to be prescriptive, but adaptive and flexible to adjust to the specific
chx-umstances
and requirements of any given orgardsationor sectors.
In the final part of the research process, the potential application and use of the
decision framework was tested and assessedthrough an 'Applicability Triar. The testing of
theoretical ideas and conceptual frameworks generally and the systematic scrutiny of
managementmodels and FM methods m particular, have been neglected in the past The
'Triar methodology that was developed to test the framework provided an opportunity to
addressthis issue,is an important output of the researchin its own right The outcomesof the
trials were highly positive and indicated that the framework and tools were thought to have
both practical and generic value in assistingFM practitioners to propose appropriate support
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arrangementsfor a given organisation, particularly in changing organisational circumstances
(seeAppendix D on pages320 to 330).The strengths of the framework were perceivedto be its
comprehensivenessand its logical and systematic structure for information collection, option
appraisal and decision processoverall. The need for further work on the option consideration
and appraisal stages, and the detailed development of the decision support tools, was
suggestedby some of the experts. The generic potential of the decision framework and tools
was consistently supported by the opinions of senior practitioners, both in the UK and in
Tludland. Following the trial, modifications and improvements to the framework and its tools
were undertaken, based on the opinions and suggestions of the experts. The decision
framework was revised into a more compact format as detailed in Chapter Nine and
summarised inTable 9(1) on page 200. Additional components concerning 'specific issues'
were included within the first ýtage of the framework to ensure that essential information
relating to the particular concernsof their organ.
q'sation andi ts businessoperati ons wo,ul d not
be overlooked. Examples of the specific issues mentioned were customer profile,
organisational politic and business context The process framework was simplified by a
reduction from seven to six stages, through the amalgamation of the interrelated 'option
comparisoW and 'option selectiore stages. Contingency arrangement considerations were
moved and included within the implementation stage. In addition, the number of
workdocuments was reduced from seventeento thirteen through a processof consolidation.
Overall the researchprocess and its methodology has produced highly satisfactory
results within the resourceconstraints of a Ph.D. investiption. The researchdesign proved to
be useful in answering the 'how' and 'why' questions that were raised by the problem issues.
The adoption of a qualitative casestudy approach enabled the researcherto gain valuable indepth information of a relatively unexplored area of researchas intended. However, with this
approach it was only feasible to investigate a small number of cases.Despite this limitation,
the approach was able to produce useful empirical evidence that supported the initial
theoreticalbasisof the study.
The semi-structared interviews in the caseinvestiptions were found tDbe of pracdW
value in collecting in-depth information, concerning organisational Policy and priorities and
qualitative information about FM arrangements, practices and priorities. With a wellstructured questionnaire pro-fonju6 the researcher was able to obtain facts and opinions
concerning FM arrangementsand the reasonsfor changedecisions.The face to face interviews
allowed the researcherto clarify the questions with the respondents, to probe more deeply
when unexpected answers or information wasproduced, and to cope with the variance of
cases,the different levels of managementand interviewee types. SinceFM is a relatively new
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development in the country, with rapidly evolving practices, collecting the information that
was needed for the study was a relative difficulty undertaking, particularly within the local
culture which tends to be tolerant and not openly critical. Financial data was especially
difficult to access.In addition, it was very difficult to obtain 'hard' information about FM
practices in the past, since most organisations did not retain written records of their FM
arrangements. It was also found that the semi-structured interview approach was less
effective in collecting information about external factors, particularly the cultural issueswhich
were a very sensitive and subtle matter. Here, future researchwill need to develop specialised
methods to gain an in-depth understanding and to assist in the investigation of how the
cultural context can be specifically related to FM arrangements.
In interpreting and analysing information gained from the semi-structure interviews
and the supplementary documentation, the research adopted a mixed approach that
combined a number of qualitative analysis techniques,as suggestedby various authors and
discussedin Chapter Four on page 77.The researchquestions and their theoretical framework
were found to be very useful in sorting and coding the casestudy information, but the process
was time consuming. This research relied largely on qualitative information, so the
interpretation of the results of the analysis may seem to be rather subjective. In future
research,more extensive and quantitative questionnaire information and analysis might be
obtained to verify the results and their interpretation
The 'Applicability Trials' proved to be a very interesting and useful method for
testing ideas, new manapment concepts, or proposed novel approaches such as the FM
in
be
There
decision
framework,
Istage.
some
weaknesses
might
early
positioning
at an
largely
format,
is
the
trial
then
this
that
type
since
adopting
of approach
usesa questionnaire
uncontrollable and is reliant on the participants understanding of the questions as asked and
their subjective opinions. To overcome these potential weaknesses,the research adopted a
relaxed timeframe for the questionnaire reply, and used only highly qualified and
knowledgeable FM experts from various sectors.The complexity of the trial questionnaire
probably contributed to the limited number of thirteen responses.However, the results from
the trials were found to be informative and useful for assessingthe applicability of the
developed framework and tools at this early stageof development before 'real world' testing.
It is apparent that a larger number of expert opinions and a wider variation of the participant
groups and countries would have provided a more secure database for comparison and
verification. Overall as mentioned earlier, the testing of theoretical ideas and conceptual
frameworks during this research could, in itself, provide a distinctive contribution to the
development of the FM knowledge baseand its methods.
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10.3 Implications for Theory and Knowledge
Overall, the findings of the researchhave contributed to the development of a secure
and detailed theoretical basis for arranging FM support that has not been fully addressedin
the past, providing a tested decision framework for considering what might be the most
appropriate set of support arrangements,and what might not The researchoutput provides a
theoretical foundation from which to integrate a number of important fundamental positions
for FM that have been discussed earlier, particularly the business support environment
approach (Green, 2004), the resource management approach (Nutt, 1999; 2004) and its
developments(Grimshaw, 2003;Then, 1999),with a variety of generic models (Barrett, 1995;
Atkin and Brooks, 2000),the support service approach (Bermett,2000),the service operations
managementapproach (McLennan, 2004),and other valuable theoretical categorisationsfor
FM (Price,2004;Kaya and Alexander, 2005).This opportunity that the researchhas createdfor
the partial integration of a number of respectedbut different theoretical FM positions, could
be a significant outcome from the study. It also begins to provide a theoretical position from
which applies the concept of a 'resource platform' for aligning organisational, support
arrangements to meet their dynamic corporate requirements and employee and customer
needs, considering support services as a unified distinctive set of functions within its own
managementstructure and systems.Four major implications for the development of facility
managementtheory and its knowledge base are discussedbelow, relating to the theoretical
basis of organisational support, external constraints and opportunities, facility management
dynamics, and operational and strategic management.
Organisational Support

The findings of the researchshould make a significant contnbution to the developing
knowledge base within the general field of 'support managmonent'.The research results
confirm that organisational characteristicshave a strong influence on FM arrangementsand
practices.This was demonstratedin all of the cam that were investigated. Despite a general
consensusthat organisationalrequirements are the starting point for determining FM support
arrangements,both practitioners and academicsseem to be undecided on how this linkage
between demand and supply might be practically achieved. Support management
arrangements must, at the very best, be compatible with the specific requirements of a
particular organisation, acting to reduce any facility and service constraints to its business
operations. Appropriate support managementarrangementscan also contribute positively to
organisational efficiencywork productivity, business flexibility, property performance and
use value :improvements (Nutt, 2004).Organisational policy was found to be the sinigly most
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important factor that effected the scopeand lev..-I of support requirements and the selectionof
FM arrangements. A clearly stated and documented organisational policy can provide a
secure starting point for the consideration of the scope and priorities of FM support
arrangementsand the management approach that should be adopted. On one hand, where
organisational policy makes explicit reference to the support environment that it requires,
including the consideration of its resourceand service base in policy terms, then this can be
interpreted and used to guide the development of FM policy structure and practices.On the
other hand, an organisational.policy that excludes the support environment from its concerns
at a policy level, will reduce the likelihood that its support requirements are properly reflected
in the FM support arrangements that are adopted. This implies that communication and
understanding between an organisatioes businessmanagementteam and the FM team needs
to be established formally as part of the management structure overall, on a two-way
communication basis. The research results demonstrated the significance of this issue and
implied that linkage between organisational policy and FM policy was an important area for
more detailed consideration. Two aspectsneed to be addressed. First, organisational policy
documentation should include a section on the support environment and how in principle, it
developed
be
documentation
FM
be
Second,
and
should
considered
should
policy
managed.
in a more formal way, linked to organisational.policy at corporate as well as operational levels
of management Overall, organisational poficý needs to be interpreted In relation to its
requirements for business support and should be reflected explicitly in formal FM policy
documentation.Through measuresof this kind the theoretical basis of 'Support management'
could be advanced, with FM policy, strategy and priorities linked to organisational policy,
businessstrategy and requirementsmore directly in the future.
Constraints and Opportunities
FM practicesneed to respond to the influences and impacts of all of the key factors
that were identified during the research, with both 'externaIr and 'internar issues being
considered.The researchresults indicated that, with the exception of the FM skill market and
local service supplier availability, external factors and influences tended to be insufficiently
considered.Where there was some shot indication,of external factor consideratiort,am this
tended to have been undertaken informally and indirectly There was clear evidence that the
local FM skill market and service suppliers had a direct impact on an organisatioWsoptions
for service delivery in all of the casesstudied. In contrast there was no clear or consistent
evidence from the empirical studies that the FM remit and its responsibilities had been
seriously considered in relation to the cultur4 community,

legal and other

'externar issues.The casestudies indicated that external factors tended to have some direct
el
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impacts on organisational policy and business operations, which in turn may have indirectly
influenced FM requirements and arrangements,but that this was not addressedexplicitly by
facility managers in most cases.It should be remembered that the case investigations were
undertaken in Thailand and that casestudies in the UK USA and Australia might produce
quite different results, particular in relation to the impact of legislative and environmental
issueson the FM positioning process.Finally, it should be mentioned that while the types and
degrees of impact of these external factors on FM may vary within different countries,
businesssectors,local economiesand cultures, a securetheoretical basis for the consideration
of external factor impacts has yet to be developed. In addition to the impacts and constraints
of external factors, insights into the opportunities that ýM can offer to the local community
and its servicesmarket should be further explored.
0
Facility Management Dynamics

One of the major sets of theoretical implications of the researchrelates to the extent
and rate of change to FM positioning that was discovered and to the important insights that
the empirical studies provided concerning the changing purposes, patterns, characteristics
and priorities of FM practice over time. As expected, it was found that the changes were
undertaken generally as or when FM became less capable of providing suitable support to
satisfy an organisatioWs current or planned operations and needs. As discussed earner in
Chapter Six, changes to FM arrangements originated from one or a combination of four
primary generic sources,organisational change, changes to bushmseoperations, contextual
changes,and internal changesto FM practice. Ile scale and degme of change tended to be
related to the extent of organisational changegenerally and particularly to the need to adjust
the balance between FM operational and strategic support capabilities. Wid-dn the cases
studied, the degree of change ranged from minor adjustment to radical restructuring.
Extensivedegreesof FM changetended to result when changesoccurred acrossall four of the
generic sources, while modest degrees of FM change commonly involved self generated
incremental adjustments and improvements to FM practice arrangements that were not
necessarily a consequenceof any contextuaL organisationaL business or contextual changes
per se. Between the extremes of 'extensive' to 'shghf degrees of change, the research
developed the basis for a theoretical framework for considering the combinational
circumstancesof FM dynamics as sunmratrisedgraphically in Figure 6(4) on page 154. The
'Origins of Change', as clarified in section 6.4, has helped to develop a theoretical framework
for considering the extent of future changesthat may be required and the review of the level
of FM changethat should be undertaken in any given circumstanceand at any point in time.
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The cross-casecomparisons highlighted six primary purposes for changing FM
arrangements;to support new organisational policy and structure, to support new business
strategy and work operations, to support facility acquisitions and developments, to achieve
operational improvements, to support internally modified FM purposes and to adjust FM
operations. These changes were classified within one of six different degrees of change,
ranging from radical reposition to minor positioning adjustment (seeTable 6(5) on page 149).
An organisation needs to select an appropriate degree of change that best suits its
circumstancesand context.Theoretically, changescan be undertaken proactively or reactively
in relation to organisational,businessor contextual change.They may also be undertaken mparallel, through a stepped approach.The caseinvestigations showed that in practice,changes
tended to be implemented in one of these three ways, through proactive management,
reactive managementand through changesundertaken in-parallel with organisationalchange.
The implementation of changes tended ter depend on the planrwd timeframe for
organisational change with the speed of implementation relating to the relative criticality of
FM support to organisational operations. This implies the need for a system to monitor and
detect imminent changesso that organisations are able to anticipate and respond to both
planned and unplanned changesmore effectively.
Operational and Strategic Management
The research results clearly indicate the need for a shifting balance between
operational and strategic management capabilities as organisational circumstances and
requirements change. Organisations give emphasis to operational support fimcdons when
they are in a relatively stable stage of development, within periods of low-change or
incremental adjustment On the other hand, strategic support function have high priority
when there are turbulence circumstances,periods of major r

change, or when

there are significant changesto businessoperations or to the market environment The ability
to adjust the balance between the operational and strategic emphasis and priorities of FM
should therefore be awn as a crucial component In the positioning and repositioning process.
Unplanned, unpredictable and uncontrollable changes give rise to high levels of
organisational.uncertainty which tends to demand particularly responsiveand flexible forms
of strategic support, backed up by secure contingency arrangements. However, the case
studies showed that after a volatile period of rapid or significant change, organisational
priorities may be readjusted back from strategic to predominantly operational concerns.So
securing an appropriate balanceand maintaining a consistentalignment between the specific
operational and strategicbusinessneedsand the operational and strategic support capabilities
of FM as circumstanceschange,should be a central concern of the posidoning process.This
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concept of 'support consistency' was developed by the research, leading to a matrix of
alternative FM change strategies and position% as summarised in Figure 6(5) on page 156.
Here the results of the researchmay argue for a rather fundamental shift in the paradigm that
is commonly adopted when considering the operational and strategic aspects of FM.
Normally, it is recognised that the provision of constant, secure and reactive operational
management support is the primary function of FM, and that proactive strategic support
needs to be provided occasionally, as and when required. It can now be argued that the
simple distinction between 'strategic and proactive' and 'operational and reactive' positions is
non-dynamic and insufficiently subtle to face the realities of FM practice, and that continuous
adjustmentsbetween operational and strategic capabilities are required to support changing
organisationalneeds.
A new theoretical basis for linking operational and strategic positions in FM needsto
be established therefore, to permit a fluid and flexible change of emphasis between
operational and strategic management functions as organisational and business dynamics
dictate. It has been suggested that FM support arrangements should be focused on the
characteristics of the 'operational strategy' of an organisation. rather than on separate
operational managementand strategic managementmeasuresas at present (Nutt, 2004).This
notion of 'operational strategy' could provide an important theoretical position from which to
build more effective links between Fhfs own operations and strategy to the corporate
businessstrategy of an organisation.This is a potentially significant area for further theoretical
consideration,researchand development
Overall in addition to the development of the FM positioning concept and the
positioning framework and decision tools the research has added to facility management
theory and its knowledge base in a number of areas. The results promise to contribute to
theoretical developmentsthat include-

The integration of established conceptual positions particularly those relating tD the
business support environment, resource management, support services and service

operationsmanagement
9

The theoretical basis for linking demand and supply between changing organisational
requirementsand responsivefacility markapment provisions.

9

Tlxetheoretical basis for the consideration of external factor impacts, their constraints and
opportunities.

e

Positioning analysis,measurementand evaluation.

*

FM dynamics, repositioning and changemanagement
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*

The basisfor operational strategy formulation.

10.4Implications for Practice and Application
From the outset, the researchhad clear practical objectivesconcerning the subsequent
use and value of its results and outputs. The promise of practical benefits for the short term is
particularly important in developing countries such as Thailand. Four specific areas of
implication for FM practice arising from the researchshould be highlighted.
Practical Applications

The main contribution of the research for practice has been the development of a
tested decision framework for positioning FM, supported by the knowledge pined from the
caseinvestigations, the cross-casecomparisons and the expert opinions of the 'applicability
triar participants. Overall, this decision frameiýork will help FM practitioners to review their
current management arrangements, to identify and select a more appropriate set of FM
arrangementsand to reposition their FM practicesif necessary.The positioning framework is
intended to assist, but not to replace, the ways in which discussion, evaluation and
professional judgement are currently made. It should not be considered as a prescriptive
processthat is to be followed in all casesand under all circumstances.The framework will
however, enable facility managers to use a more systematic process fDr collecting essential
information, identifying key issuesand options, and should encouragea more thorough and
critical examination of alternative FM arrangements in a rigorous way, prior to
implementation of any change.The implementation of the decision framework in 'real world'
situations will be a major priority for further work and development
Policy Documentation

The researchhas clarified and profiled the key components and stepsin the collection
of essential information for the generation of a practical database to inform positioning
decisionsin a structured and systematicway. Second,given the proven importance of the set
of linkages between organisational policy and FM arrangements as mentioned earlier, the
researchresults suggest that the basis of FM policy and the remit and responsililifies of FM
practice, needs to be documented in a more professional manner. Without authoritative FM
policy documentation that is equivalent to normal corporate policy documents and business
strategy statements, a direct practical link between organisational requirements and FM
support provisions will probably continue to remain obscure. Furdwrmore, FM position
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documentation is essential to ensure that changes to organisational policy are detected and
then reflected in repositioned FM arrangements and practices as appropriate. So
documentation is essentialtD establish securelinkage between an organisations policy and its
FM policy, securing a foundation for understanding, mutual recognition and communication
between core businessmanagement and facility support management at a senior level. The
documentation will need to clearly state the practical goals and objectives of PM, its policy,
strategy, plans, programmes and performance criteria. Moreover, the documentation will
need to prescribethe basisfor alignment, evaluation and subsequentadjustment,modification
or repositionin& as and when required. Ilds development of FM policy documentation
should lead to the improvement of 'demand-chaiW coherence (Nuttý 2004), where the
changing needs for organisational support can be reconciled more closely with the
managementsupport systems.
Change Management

The third practical implication of the research will result from a more realistic and
detailed understanding of the factors that can Jnducechangeto FM support arrangements.In
order to becomemore responsiveto changing organisational,priorities and requirements, FM
practicesneed to be versatile with continuous adjustmentsbackedup by practical contingency
arrangements.The researchresults have confirmed the expectation that a given set of FM
arrangementsis unlikely to be able to support Ow diversity of organisational requirements in
different circumstancesand at different times. It indicated however, that between times of
major change,more frequent minor changesthan are commonly anticipated might be required
for continuous adjustment arid re4mdancirkgof priorities. Given this dyrumm context FM
practitioners should be aware that a flexible responseto rapidly changing circumstanceswill
be needed, with the adoption of a more agile management approach generally. In practice,
continuous monitoring proceduresand periodic review arrangementsmay need to be Put in
place formally, to help FM practitioners to become more aware of ongoing, Proposed Or
probable changesin organisational policy and structure, to)alert them to the introduction Of
new busmess strategies and work operations, and to provide 'intelligence' information On
changing market conditions. In addition, measures that would give early warning of
impending changes would give IFM practitioners an opportunity to act more proactively
within the changemanagementprocesses.FM practitioners need to have systemsin place that
prepare them fDr unexpectedchangeswith contingency arrangementsto extend management
options, within the positioning processwith which tD face unpredicted circumstances,should
they arise. With arrangement such as these, consistency of support management can be
retained throughout the organisational lifecycle. However, it should be rememberedthat the
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frequency and degreeof change tend to vary widely from organisation,to organisation, so any
changemonitoring systemsand period reviews will need to be arranged in relation to specific
organisationalcircumstances.
Extending the Remit of FM
Another implication for practice relates to the clarification and reconsiderationof the
FM remit The researchhas provided a generic list of the range of services that FM might
cover, Figure 2(1) on page 29. As discussedthroughout this research,the FM remit should be
selectedto meet the specific requirements of an organisation, and that FM practitioners need
to be aware of other possible FM services.This implies that in practice the remit of FM should
not be limited by the current list of services adopted generally, but should be ready and
flexible to develop additional servicesas needed by a particular organisation. The application
of the framework and its tools will help practitioners to be aware of and differentiate, between
the range of operational needs due to different organisational policies and requirements and
different business strategies, and priorities, within a wide variety of facility types and
customer-interfacesituations. As work patterns and workplaces change,it should be expected
that the FM remit might also need to changeand that new servicesmight be neededunder FM
umbrella. For example, new services such as self support arrangement, event management
and work-life balancesupport are now commonly included within the FM remit (Jones,2000,
Reeves,2000;Roberts,2004;Nutt, 2004). In addition, the potential scopeof FM responsibilities
could be extended to cover larger scale facilities such as public infrastructure, community
services and urban facilities (Roberts, 2004). As discussed in the previous section, the
development of the FM remit at this larger scalecould be crucial to FM practice in Thailand in
the future.

The extent to which the framework should be applied will depend on its practical
effectivenessin use to handle any specific set of circumstanceswithin a particular organisation
and its sector.Calibration and customisation of the decision processwill therefore need to be
consideredin order to make the best practical use of the positioning framework. Extensionsto
the positioning decision process may need to be considered when FM practitioners are
involved in highly complex organisational support arrangements,while a simplified process
with fewer stages of decision, might be adopted in small organisations with relatively
uncomplicated support requirements.
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10.5 Areas for Further Research and Development
The researchreported in this thesis relates to an exploratory and open-endedfield of
study which, at the outset, was only partially informed by previous work and published
information, relevant concepts and practical experience.The general area for researchwas
poorly defined with few established approaches,securemethods or general theory on which
to build. The results of the research implies that support managementgenerally and facility
management in particular, needs to develop its own 'practical theory' to underpin and
enhance its professional and practice capabilities in dealing with positioning afigrunent to
business,resource allocatiort, support service arrangements and change management.Since
the research was subject to the typically tight constraints that are associated with Ph.D.
studies, a considerableamount of further works and developmentsis required in a number of
areas,both to improve the reliability of the researchoutput in the short-term and to advance
the fundamental knowledge in the field over the medium and longer terms.
While the researchhas created the bask platform for studying FM positioning and
repositionin& this needs to be extended and generalised in order to check the reliability of
findings and to validate the approach further. A major priority for further researchshould
therefore be to undertake a much larger number of case investigations covering a wider
variety and range of circumsfakriceswith a more extensive and representative sample of
questionnaire surveys and structured interviews. It is particularly important that the next
stage of research should also cover a wider range of organisational sectors to identify and
characterisethe generic priorities, emphasisand positioning criteria for eachparticular sector.
In the caseof Thailand, further researchshould include all major sectorsthat are important to
the country and its economy, particularly the hotel, leisure and hospitality sectors, retall,
healthcare,public infrastructure and n-dxed-un facilities. In dwee sectors,the managementof
facility resourcesand support serviceshas a direct impact on external customersand is critical
to their core businessoperations.So by developing specific applications of the framework and
tools for these sectors,the country could benefit in economic tern and in improved public
services overall. With the insights gained from further studies of this kind, organisations
should be able to position their FM arrangementsto deliver facility support andservices that
respond to the needsof a given sectormore effectively.
Many more 'Applicability Trials' need to be undertaken in different sectors and
countries,basedon larger and more diverse participant groups in order to validate the results
and to develop the method In its own right. In addition, a programme of applied researchwill
be necessarytD help to realise the full potential. and practical benefits of the study results.
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Trials of 'real-world' applications of the positioning framework and its tools will be essential
to examine the effectiveness of the framework and tools in practice and in real time as
circumstancesand priorities change, leading to a more thorough and detailed evaluation of
the real value of the positioning framework. Thesetrials would help to verify the applicability
of the framework across a wider sample of circumstancesand sectors,and could result in
further refinements of the positioning process. Targeted investigations of parts of the
positioning framework would also be beneficial to overcome the minor reservationsthat were
expressedin the 'applicability triaW, particularly concerning the option evaluation stage.
Furthermore, some stagesin the positioning framework need to be developed or extended to
meet the particular needs of specific sectors,particularly those facility types where there is a
direct interface with external customers,as mentioned earlier.
In parallel to the 'real-world' trials of the framework, perhaps the most important
other area for further work relates to the development of the individual decision tools and
procedureswithin the positioning process.Eachof the thirteen decision tools shown in Figure
9(2) on page 199, need more detailed consideration, development and testing. These
workdocument tools and other available techniquesrequire further investigation concerning
the degreeto which 0" could be modified and customisedfor use in different circumstances
and sectors,and how they could be improved for practical use, perhaps as part of computer
software packages. Additional decision tools may also need to be integrated within the
processto help practitioners cope with specific issuessuch as environmental managementor
the arrangementsfor legal compliance.Where there is an existing basis or proposal for a new
decision tool that is relevant to a particular stage of the positioning process,then it should be
examined and evaluated for possible inclusion in the process.Examples here might include
the application of the 'opportunity-risk appraisar approach for option comparison or the use
of a 'resource profiling schemaýto investigate FM support provisions, both as existing and as
required, widdn stagesthree and four of the positioning process.Furthermore, researchand
development work should be undertaken in relation to one or a combination of the many
existing'serviceability tools' to determine whether they might contribute to the consideration
of alternative support servicegroupings in stagethree of the process.
Over the medium to longer term, the posýdoning framework and tools could be
developed into a decision support system that utilises the advantages of the available
information technology. A co-ordinated application of crow-sector benchmarking
information, key performance indicators and other available databam could be incorporated
within a consolidated computer based data structure tD support the positioning framework
and decision tools. Tids in turn, could becomepart of a web-basedsystem for positioning FM
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relating to a larger community of framework applications. As with other expert systemsand
web-based applications, this would help to organise and collect data, to store records and
information, to track the progress of the decision processin real time, with links to decision
tools for data processingand option evaluation, producing report documentation as required.
A web-basedapplication would also enable working groups to share information, to access
internal and external databases,and to develop a customised set of procedures to suit their
specific needs.Finally, it would enable the user to relate the positioning methodology to the
family of other well established and available web-based decision tools such as risk audits,
environmental impact analysis and project managementapplications.
Finally, the researchhas uncovered a number of areas where further fundamental
researchcould lead to significant advancesin the theoretical understanding of the field study.
Areas for further researchmay include:
SectorProfiling: researchto characterise,classify and differentiate between the typical FM
support positions within eachof the major organisational sectors.Researchoutputs would
clarify the fundamental similarities and differencesof FM support requirements by sector
and help to establisha practical basisfor a positioning taxonomy for ME
Ofigins of Ch4nge:detailed studies to investigate the full range of 'origins of FM change' as
introduced in section 6.4. The researchcould lead to a comprehensiveunderstanding of
the combinational impacts of the set of change origins on the variety of support
managementresponsesthat may be undertaken.
ChangeManagementProcemin F.M. empirical research into the specific basis for change
mana

decisionsand implementations in FK Including the nature, timeframe and

wale of change processes,whether continuous, incnonental or discrete, undertaken on a
single or multi stage basis. The results could provide an authoritative understanding of
the range of changestrateelesfor support managementgenerally and for FM in particular.
Strategic Support Positions:fundamental research into the influences of organisational
policy and support requirements on the dynamic balance between the short-term
operational and longer-term strateec priorities of FM. The researchcould demonstrate
and establish the areas of real linkage between the operational strategy of the core
business and FM's strategic support arrangements, thereby further developing the

'genericpositioningconcepeasdescribedin this thesis.
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ConceptTesting:applied research to further explore and develop the 'applicability triar
methodology as employed in this thesis. This researchwould need to examine existing
testing and trialing methodologies generally, analysing their strengths, weaknessesand
suitability in relation to new approaches within the field of facility management The
outcome could lead to the development of a generic framework and methodology for
testing FM ideasprior to their implementatibn in practice.
FM SupportInnovation:research to explore, extend and enrich the possible scope, remit
and support arrangementsof FM. The FM positioning decision framework as describedin
this thesis,could be used to structure a systematicsearchfor novel support management
exemplars and opportunities. It could also be used as a framework to generate and
consider new and innovative support arrangementsin FM.

In conclusion, despite the encouraging developments in the field of facility
managementover the last twenty-five years, specific theories and methods to underpin FM
practice are rare and its position in regard to its potential contributions to organisational and
business support remains unclear. By conducting a comprehensive literature review,
developing a conceptual approach for positioning FM, undertaking the caseinvestigations of
the practical and theoretical factors that are involved, the researchreported in this thesis has
has
The
basic
the
the
to
explored the
research
of
study.
provided answer all of
questions
recurrent areasof decisionconcerning FM arrangements,the key factors that affect FM change
framework.
The
decision
for
basis
has
developed
tested
the
positioning
a generic
and
and
knowledge and insights gained from this research should help to build a more secure
platform for the development of FM theory, its disciplinary baseand its professional activities
for the future. Hopefully, this researchwill contribute towards the development of a more
definitive FM positions to support the operational strategiesand changing requirements of
organisations of aU kinds and across all sectors.
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APPENDIX A: Case Study Reports
This appendix includes the case reports for the five casestudies that were undertaken as a
central part of the research.The casestudy approach that was adopted used mixed methods of
data collection, including semi-structured interview, document search, questionnaires and
direct observations.All of the information obtained through these methods and sourceswas
transcribed and sorted in a 'case report' format, describing the detailed information for each
organisation,its facility resources,servicesand FM practices.

Case Report [A]: Facilities Management for An International
Telecommunications Company
Backglound
Theorganisationin CaseA is oneof threelargestwirelesscommunicationserviceprovidersin
Thailand.It offersa wide rangeof mobilephoneand telecommunication
services.It is a joint
venturebetweena largelocalcorporationwhosecorebusinessis agriculturalproducttradin&
anda multi-nationaltelecommunication
corporationwho is well known in providing wireless
communicationservicesin many countries.The companywas initially establishedin 1994,
and was takenover by a largeThai agriculturecorporationwho owneda landlinetelephone
companyand wanted to expandits communicationbusinessto mobile phonebusinessin
1999.Laterin the sameyear,the organisationwasjoined by a telecommunication
corporation
from theUK Eachlocaland foreignpartnerinvestedin an equalproportionof fifty percent
The organisation had a very fast development path. It began its businessin 2001and reached
the full stageof businessoperations in the late 2002.The organisation was able to acquire 15%
of the total market and became the third largest telecommunication servke provider in the
country.
The co-investmentled to the adoption of the international brand of the foreign partner, giving
the organisation business goodwilL reputation, and the import of know-how, experience,
technology, and business structure to the newly formed entity In this case, facility
management was one of practices transferred from the foreign partner. The FM issue and
practice were emphasised by the foreign partner since the conditions of property and
environment issueswere regarded as key image of the 'Brand.

Position: Before 2000
Orpniution
During this penodýthe organisation was small, with informal organisationalstructure, having
a small number of staff. It adopted a tentative, informal and compact/flat organisational
structure based on primary functions. Its orgardsational structure was informal and simple
with short hierarchical level. The organisation had a relatively large number of foreign staff.
Its stekffconsistedof the mix of foreign and local employeesat the ratio of 3:7. The organisation
did not start its businessand serviceoperationsyet at this period.
Business Strategiesand Organisation folicies
The main businessstrategy of the company at this first stage was concernedwith seeking a
businesspartner with a well-known telecommunicationbrand and to commenceits business
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operations as soon as possible. During this period, the organisation intended to keep its
operations compact and simple, rehdning the small amounts of its assets and staffs. All
business resourceswere allocated for business preparations and preserved for the pending
businessoperations. The organisation adopted minimum standards in providing all support
and services.
Work Operations
Most of the businessoperations involved planning and forming businessstructure of the new
coming enterprise and preparations for the pending business and services launching. The
main activities involved business planning, preparations and negotiations, facility resources
planning, organisational resources planning, etc. The working processeswere in ad-hoc
fashion, with compact and simple operations with informal procedure.
Facility Resourceand Use
The organisation was located in a office of 4,000 Sq. in. The office was leasehold space in a
commercial office building with inclusive basic building services. It was intended to be a
temporary, interim head-office for the organisation during the setting up stage. The
full
before
business
had
the
to
to
office
a new
organisation
relocate
a certain plan
commencement This office was mainly used as a workplace for the small working teams and
businessmeetings.There were no formal standards of office spaceand facility.
FM Practice
FM practice during this period was relatively simple. The FM team involved the issues of
facility resourcesacquisition and development planning, and building service coordination
and provision, and planning for workplace accommodation when the new offices were
finished. The Facilities team undertDolkthe role of office and building services coordinator
linking the organisation with the landlord and building service providers, and delivering
other services needed for office operations. However, the project planning was perhaps the
functions
The
department
function
the
time.
important
the
planning
at
of
most
and critical
were considered to be an important function in businessand organisation development On
the other hand, it coordinated and handled all basic facility services while being in the
temporary, rental office, with the landlord. The FM team was concernedwith two key Issues:
1) preparing plans and actions for physical resourcesacquisition and development in the next
delivered.
building
inclusive/
2)
that
the
were
regularly
services
provided
stage; ensuring
Responsibilities and Scopeof Services
The FM team was responsiblefor basic, routine building servicesand operations within the
temporary head-office.The scope of FM servicesthen was quite limited covering only office
basic
facility
The
the
servicessuch
covered
office
and
services.
administration
administration
as cleanin& security, office housekeeping The fadlity servicesincluded building operations
and maintenance.On the other hand, it had main responsibility for the organisation's facility
resourcesplanning. The FM team was allocated with a tentative operating budget
Management Participation and Decision Authority
The FM team participated regularly in businessmanagementplanning and meeting to receive
the policies and briefs of facility resource development and acquisition and report the
progress of the facility planning. The FM took a main role in supporting the decisions for
facility developmentswith the businessexecutives.Its decisionswere mainly concernedwith
the daily operational decisions.
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FM Organisation

At this stage, the FM department was structured in a simple form, having small number of
staff. It adapted a typical form of property managementfunctional structure consisting of two
main functions: Office servicesand Facilities services,as shown in Figure A(l).

Facilities Management
Department

F-----Office
Services
['Office
Se"rvices
&
Admirdstration

Facilities
services

Project
Unrdng

FOperations
I
L

&I

-aritena--.---

Figure A(l)

FM Structure in the Mception Stage

Service Delivery Arrangement
Due W the limitation of resources,the organisation decided to adopt outsourcing approach for
its service delivery. The outsourcing was the combination of service suppliers and external
consultants, while most building services were provided by the landlord. There was no
pattern of servicecontracting.
PerformanceMeasurement
At this period, the performance accountability was not yet to be a priority issue as the
Organisationconcentratedon emerging in the market and the fc)rmal work practice was not
fully established. In tam, there was no formal performance measurement for facility
management.

Position: Between 2000- Late 2002
Ormahisation
crThe organisation began its business growth period in the middle of 2000. It executed the
resources acquisition plans. During this period, more than two thousand new staff was
recruited. The physical resourceswere being acquired to support the operations. A formal
organisational structure and working processeswere established,adopting multi-divisional
structure. 11worgardsatioresstruchm and culture were adapted from its foreign partner. The
organisational functions divided into the core operations and the support functions, as shown
in Figure A(2).
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Figure A(2) CaseA Organisational Structure in 2002

The core functions were the ftinctions that involved business operation of the corporation,
including products and services,salesand distribution, marketing communication, customer
management, quality and process, technical operations, and IT. In this organisation, two
technical operations were considered to be the core operations; network technical operation
and IT operation. The network technical operation was a highly critical function of the
business operation, responsible for operations and maintenance of all ceINPitesand Base
Transmission Station (BTS)' which were essential to the service operations overall. The IT
department was responsible for IT network operation and maintenance, data centre,
programme and all IT and computer equipment. The support functions of the company
included HR, Ugal, Regulatory and Brand coordination. The FM function was formed under
the HR division.
However, this OrPnisational structure was different than the corporate operations adopted in
other countries where the IT operations were part of FM function. Nonetheless,ags structure
was feasille and practical to the orgardsation while its IT operations was still in establishing
stage.It was told flat it would be possible that the functions of IT operations and maintenance
would be included within FM deparbrient in the future when once all the system were
completed and operatedfully.
Business Strategy and Organisation Policies
During this period, the num business plan was to gain market share from the other two
existing competitors and to establish the Brand in the market The market entry was
considered as the most crucial issuesof businessoperations in this period. The commercial
advertising and the physical appearanceof company's buildings were used to publicise the
brand and servicesof the organisation.In doing so, its commercial brand and servicesmust be
dMerent and distinctive. The businessprocessesand the organisational image were adopted
from the international stmulards of the foreign partner. The organisation developed its policy
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Case A Organisational Structure in 2002

The core functions were the functions that involved business operation of tile corporation,
including products and services, sales and distribution, marketing communication, customer
management, quality and process, technical operations, and IT. In this organisation, two
technical operations were considered to be the core operations; network technical operation
and IT operation. The network technical operation was a highly critical function of tile
business operation, responsible for operations and maintenance of all cell-sites and Base
Transmission Station (BTS)1 which were essential to the service operations overall. The IT
department was responsible for 11' network operation and maintenance, data centre,
programme and all IT and computer equipment. The support functions of the company
included HR, Legal, Regulatory and Brand coordination. The FM function was formed under
the HR division.
However, this organisational structure was different than the corporate operations adopted in
other countries where the IT operations were part of FM function. Nonetheless, this structure
was feasible and practical to the organisation while its IT operations was still in establishing
stage. It was told that it would be possible that the functions of Ff'operations and maintenance
would be included within FM department in the future when once all the system were
completed and operated fully.
Business Strategy and Organisation Policies
During this period, the main business plan was to gain market share from the other two
existing competitors and to establish the Brand in the market. The market entry was
considered as the most crucial issues of business operations in this period. The commercial
advertising and the physical appearance of company's buildings were used to publicise the
brand and services of the organisation. In doing so, its commercial brand and services must be
different and distinctive. The business processes and the organisational image were adopted
from the international standards of the foreign partner. The organisation developed its policy

1 The BTS is the network transmission and connection of the wireless communication
services.
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and culture basedon the international corporate guidelines. The organisation emphasisedon
the working environment and health and safety of staffs in the corporate facilities.
It was also emphasisedthat the facility resourceshad to be ready on plan for the full business
operations of the company in the next stage. Failure to achieve this goal would damage the
company in short-term and long-term. Acquiring physical resourceswas also a priority. The
organisation intended to acquire and develop the needed facility resources as quickly as
possible. It was very critical to complete the development of facility resourceson schedule.
The main policy of the corporation in property holding was to lease rather than to own in
order to retain small number of fixed assets.This approach was found to be viable and
feasibleto the organisation while it was in this developing stage and needed to use most of its
financial resourcesfor the business operations and competition. Moreover, leasing was the
most feasible option during period of office oversupply market To acceleratethe processof
businessoperations, the organisation adopted dual-track development approach by starting
its partial business operations and and implementing its resourcesacquisitions at the same
time.
Work Operations
The company partially begun to implement the business operations, marketing, and service
networks, and customer services in the late 2001 known as 'business soft launchine. The
organisation began the formal work operation system and started its customer servicesand
product sale in its retail shops throughout the country. The working processesand services
foreign
from
the
the
of
and
standard
practices
guidelines
operations/ standards were adapted
partner. The work operations applied the use of computer and information technology. The
organisation had both working types of individual and group working.
Facility Resourcesand Uses
The increase of staff resulted in the need for a new office that could accommodate the
increased number of staff, facilitate the business operations, and represent the image and
brand of the service.The company decided to relocateits head-officeto a new building. By the
An
its
began
implement
2000,
the
to
plan.
acquisition
physical resource
organisation
end of
office spacein a prime commercialoffice building in the centre of BangkokCBD was acquired
Sq.
11,000
head
for
head
The
m., and was
of
consisted
office
and occupied
office.
new
a new
facilities
to
from
head
Apart
the
in
May
2001.
the
needed
several
company
office,
completed
support the operations launch. Theseincluded a 5,200Sq. m. Call centre, 6 regional rollout
kiosks.
&
10
20
8
3
retail
units
offices,
offices, regional maintenanceoffices, areamaintenance
The former temporary office was converted to be the call centre 2. In total, the organisation
was being occupied more than 40 buildhW, with more than 30,000Sq. nL The construction
continued until early 2002.Thesefacilities had to be completed before February 2002,so that
the operations would not be delayed and interrupted. Once the buildings were completed, the
relocations were begun immediately. Office relocation and accommodation was one of the
high
during
this period,
In
turn,
the
the
was
very
chum
rate
of
organisation.
main priorities
and reduced considerably after the relocations were completed. These office buildings and
facilities were consideredas the support resourceof the organisations core operations.
FM Practice

Basedon the corporate policy adopted from the parent company in UY, FM was considered
and required as an anchor support function of the organisation. Prior to the implementation of
facility resourceacquisition and development, the organisation realised its current FM team
was incapable of supporting the changesand increasing operations of the organisation and
handling the increasing facility resourcesand support servicesin the coming stage.The issue
of FM restruchning was raised. An external consultant and an internal consultant from the
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UK were brought in to assistthe company in reorganising the FM function. The reorganisation
processcovered three issues:
1. Defining roles and significance of facilities. - Wtat uvuld the companywant thefidlity to
perform?'
2. Identifying scope of services and works that were needed to operate the facilities and
achievethe function of facilities.
3. Structuring the FM function by dividing into key functions basedon the amount of work,
the priority of work and the policy of the organisation.
The implementation of FM reorganisationprocessentailed a set of activities:
1. Group workshop including collecting information of all tasks, tasks analysis and
evaluation, regrouping all the current and future tasks, and shaping up the future
Facilities Managementteam
2. Individual interview with the manager including collecting all details tasks of each team,
getting rid of unnecessarytasks & processes,and estimating the quantity of all tasks and
set up eachteam.
3. Analysis all tasks and workflow including collecting and analysis all information from
workshops and interviews, and creating new and modifying existing workflow and
processesto attain the higher efficiency.
4. Reorganisation.including creating new organisation chart base on information from the
workshop and interviews, and clarffying new roles and duties for eachteam.
In turn, Facilities Management department was re-establishedunder HR division. FM was
considered as part of HR becauseit had main involvement with all facilities and services
supporting people whfle they are in the organisation. The management and planning of
facilities were centralised within the FM department Its key priorities included assisting the
other business units to start up their operations in the new offices and other facilities as
quickly as possible, completing and allocating the facility resourcesto the company on time,
and attaining the facility and health and safety standards of the company. FM then must
ensurethat:
Facility resources were completed and acquired on plans within budget and quality
target
Buildings were operatedimmediately after their construction completion.
The organisation could operateits businesson plan.
FM was the main function for facility strategic planning and facility project n1anagement.
During axis period, FM was considered as a very crucial function of the Organisation
responsible for acquiring facility resources for its business operations. The readiness and
completion of facility resources were very critical to the Organisation and its business
operations overall. Facility planning and programming fanctions/services were also essential
at this stage. The priority of maintenance and repair services were regarded in low level
becausebuildings were still new and built in high quality. In addition, these tasks were
conducted by the property managementteam of the landlord since the buildings were rental.
The life quality of employeewas regarded as a key issue in Organisationpolicy.
Responsibilities and Scopeof Services
The FM function, of the company in Thailand is dWerent from those in other countries. In
some countries, FM function is responsiblefor building services and maintenancefor retail
shops. In some other countries, FM function includes IT and network Its scope of
responsibilities was defined as the management and services in physical aswts that have
people or users. FM was a function for managing all offices and facilities of the company,
involving physical and human issues.In Thailand, FM department was and was designatedto
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be responsiblefor 3 issues:property, facilities and environment, health & safety, and security.
Its responsibilities covered all workplace- and facility-related tasks and services, except the
cell-sites, their system and equipment of the network, and BTS. In this case,the Technical
department was responsible for entire technical operation systems such as engineering
systems,accessnetwork, network link system, and BaseTransmission Station, while the IT
department was responsible for the operations and maintenance of data-centre, network
system support, database,and computer software and applications. In term of task, the FM
department was responsible for an facility projects delivery, relocatin& allocating and
accommodating the organisation in the new office facilities, and providing the essential
facility servicesto support the facility use and office operations.In addition, it was responsible
for finding the locations for regional office and retail shops,and undertaking all the property
deal negotiations.
The FM services covered an extensive range of facility services including real estate
transaction services, project management, facility maintenance and repairs, building
operations and services, office services, planning and programmin& space plannin& and
facility services administrative management, environment services, heath and safety and
security services,and FM help desk. The project managementservice was considered as the
key function of the department, especially in the first period of the organisation development
stage,while the real estate transaction was an essential since the organisation continued to
acquire facilities for its retail shops. The Environment and H&S were considered as critical
issuesfor the organisation according to the corporate policy. There was no corporate guideline
for defining the scope of facility services.The range of facility serviceswere provided based
on the standard needs of office operations, facility operations, maintenanceand use, and in
relation to the corporate issues.The list of FM servicesduring this period is shown in Figure A
(3) below.
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Figure A(3) Scopeof FM Services
The FM depariment had 36 permanent staft and employed a few temporary staff for office
services and operators. The budget of the department was divided into 2 types: Operating
expenses(OPEX)and Capital expenses(CAPEX).During the growth period, the ratio of OPEX
to CAPEX was 1:6. The FM department was responsible for with the very large capitol
investment budget of approximate 1,2DOmillion Baht, and approximately 200 milhon Baht for
facility operating expenses.The profile of the FM expensesin the late 2002 is illustrated in
Figure A(4) below.
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Figure A(4) FM Expenses in the 2002

Management Participation and Decision Authority
operations overall, FM function
acquisitions were critical to the organisation's
was regarded as a critical function and had to participate in weekly executive meetings to
ensure that the facility development and acquisition were under schedules. FM function was
very much concerned with mid-term planning issues and project management, focusing on
completing the facility construction
and office relocation. The department was empowered
with an extensive decision-making
authority, according to its ability to sign off tile financial
budget and the amount of capital investment and operating budgets. It was entitled to spend
the capital investment budget for the facility development without the need to get approval
from the business management. on the other hand, it was allowed to set out the operating
budget for the facility services and management.
As the facility

FM Organisation
The re-organisation process resulted in a new FM organisational and functional structure. Tlie
new structure of FM function was designed based on the key issue of supporting,
organisational operations rather than providing basic building services to the user as in the
past. The structure of FM department adopted a functional form dividing into six sections
based on skill or type of work: Real estate services, Building services, Administration services,
Project management, EH&S/Security, Transaction, and FM llelpdesk, as shown in Figure A(5).
This structure was constructed based on a typical forniat of the corporation using in every
country.
"
"

"

"

Building services involved workplace improvement, workplace management, furniture
management, M/E/P systems operations and maintenance services
Office & adininistration services involved office equipment and supplies, fleet services,
janitorial services, conference room booking, employee ID & business card, employee
business mobile phone, mail and courier services, front desk, operator, and visitor
assistance and facility services of the retail shop.
EH&SISecurity involved the management of the environment, health and safety issues in
workplace, the environmental issues, the safety training, the security access control
system and guard, the occupational medical supply services, the first aid treatment and
health consultation, and the massage service.
Project nianage?
nent involved projects design and construction, and maintaining office's
standards by using the corporate guideline from UK.
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Transactionsinvolved establishing and coordinating all real estate contacts, managing
leaseadministration and contracts,managing leasedatabaseand any information related
to the organisatioWsproperties, deliver facilities about telephone & lease fines for retail
shops.
FM helpdeskinvolved internal contract for helpin& consulting and advising the building
user (employees) concerning facilities related services, monitoring and maintaining the
stand level agreementson facilities serviceswith the service providers, and keeping all of
facilities records.
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Figure A(S) FM Departinent between2000-2003
It was told that in setting out FM operational management structure the factor of the
geographical locations of the facility resourceswere taken into considerations in order to
ensure that the facility services could be delivered within the'same standards of time and
quality. In turn, the facility services were divided into Bangkok and Regional service
operations. The Operations and Maintenanceservices were divided into 'Office' and 'Retaff
sectionssince their building characteristicsand systemswere different
Service Arrangement
Outsourcing was the main method for delivering services.Outsourcing was consideredto be a
practical and feasible option, allowing the department to keep the minimum number of Its
staff There were two sources of outsourctng. professional service contractor and
individual/temporary staff More than ninety percent of facilities services was delivered by
professional servicecontractors,while the temporary staff contracting was used to deliver the
low skill and non-technical services such as operator and reception. The department
contracted out formally on facility operations and maintenance service, security, and oftice
cleaning services to major vendors shwe Ouse tasks require high reliability and specialised
skills. It was told that each type of these outsourcing sourceshad different advantagesand
disadvarttages.The temporary staff tended to causehigh turnover rate and require learning
period, but was less vqxmsive, while formal contracting out was more expensivebut more
reliable. The department also hired a consultant company to assistthem in delivering projects.
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The consultant provided supports on expertise, technical skills on the task, and human
resourceon the task. There were few services that were delivered by in-house staff, such as
in-house
boy
Mail
were
still
retained
messenger
services
service.
and
minor/ emergencyrepair
becausethe organisation did not want to lay off its staff.
The organisation intended to keep the management and planning authority within itself. It
was told that the capacity of local facility services/skills market did affect the option of the
servicedelivery arrangementof the organisation as the head of FM commentedthat
'Thereweretoofew reliablefiwilify serviceproviders.Most cu,re, t serviceprovidersin
'
themarketarestill not capableof providingan effectiveFM servicepackage.
The FM department preferred one contract. for each service, with two-year duration. The
duration of the contract was also considered in relation to the characteristicsof work, Le.
simple or complicate, and creditability of the service provider. Most simple services were
likely to be contracted for standard two years. It was told that outsourcing was a typical
method adopted in other countries, albeit there was no official corporate policy on sourcing
method. However, the outsourcing arrangementstended to subject to the capabilities of local
FM department and skill market, and cost advantage.In some other countries, FM department
adopted the total facility managementarrangement, and undertook the role of coordinator
between the company and TFM service provider. In Thailand, this partial outsourcing
approach was found to be the most feasible and practical option as there was no a TFM
service provider available. Cost was the key issue in selecting the arrangements of
outsourcing. In this case, the groups of service delivery were decided in relation to the
practicality and feasibility of service provision. Overall, the head of FM considered that
outsourcing method provided the advantage of flexibility to FM practice in the short and
longer terms.
Performance measurement

At this stage, the FM and the organisation did not give much attention to performance
In
turn, there
in
facilities
totally
facility
the
yet
use
were
not
servicessince
measurementon
focus
Overall,
for
FM
the
formal
of
main
services.
performance measurement
was no
development
facility
the
of
completion
quality
and
performancemeasurementwas placed on
projects/facility resources.The system of performancemeasurementand evaluation was still
informal and not fully applied until the completion of resourceacquisition.

Positiorp.From Late 2002- Present
Organisation
The organisation moved into the steady stage very quickly. It commencedthe full business
in
Thailand,
became
largest
2002,
in
the
third
company
communication
and
operations
holding about 15% of the market share and generating gross revenue of approximately 1,5W
million Baht annually All offices and services were fully operated. It was reported that all
facility constructions were finished on time and all office accommodationswere completed.
At this stage,the local partner becameto take the leading role in businessmanagement.The
organisation determined to retain the current number of its employees,and had no plan to
future.
focuses
All
in
the
were
near
attentions
and
more
expand or acquire
physical resources
given to the businesscompetitions and operations. Meanwhile, the demand on office space
becamestable and the chum rate was decreasingsignificantly. The organisation intended to
retain its organisationstructure for some thries,expectingto have low number of internal staff
kiosk
Howevez,
the
there
and
and
expansions
relocations
of
retail
were
continuing
relocation.
shops,and network shoo.
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Business Strategy and Organisation Policies

The business goals of the organisation were changed to focus on retaining market share,
completing its service network, and seeking to increasetheir customersfrom the new users.In
order to gain and sustain its competitiveness,the organisation needed to expand its service
network to cover the whole country as quickly as possible,and must have retail shopsin good
locations as many as possible. Recently the competitors began to use cost-cutting strategy
forcing the organisation to adjust its business strategies in turn. The brand and image
remained to be a main marketing tool, differentiating the organisation and its serviceproducts
from its business competitors. The organisation employed the concept of 'look and feer in
creating its office environment to comfort its staff and customers while they were in its
premises.
At this stage,the organisation turned to focus on core, regular businessoperations.The issues
of customer-satisfaction and relation were crucial to the business operations and
competitiveness,while the effectivenessand efficiency of businessoperations on the routine
basis becamethe ýey businessissues.Due to the technical and legal issues,the organisation
separated its retail operations from the core operations, having an affiliate company
responsible for the business of retail shops. The organisationýspolicy concerning facility
managementand services largely remained the same as that in the previous stage.The cost
issues became the main concern of the organisation, as the business was becoming more
competitive. This led to the cost-efficiency policy aiming to reduce all operating expenses
including office service costs. It was reported that the business performance of the
organisation was still below the target. All unnecessarycosts and expensesneeded to be
reduced.
Work Operations
At this stage, all business units and department began their fall operations. Most work
operationsand processesin the head-officewere typical office works using the combination of
all sorts of technology and computer applications. The customer services and product sales
were mainly occurred at the retail shops.The organisation continued to open and relocatethe
retail shopsto match with custDmer-base.
Facility Rescurces,and Uses
In 2003,the facility resourcesof the organisationconsistedof*
0A

06
03

05
0

*2

Head Office accommodating more than 1,300 organisation staff, plus average 3,5W
visitors per month. It is the centre of the bushum operations of the corporation. Main
activities in the HO were back-office operations. There were customer services and
contactson the ground floor.
regional rollout offices- operational office for network and business expansion in new
areas.
Regional maintenanceoffices (RMO) accommodating office of technical operation and
regional office. Building sizes of the RMO are between400-600Sq. m. The main activities
in regional offices are office operationsand technicalservicesof the system.
Area mainterianceoffices (AMO) accommodatingoffice of technical operation. Building
sizesof the AMO are between200400 Sq.m.
29 retail shopsand 55 retail kiosks accommodatingcommercial activities such as customer
services,products and servicesselling, and payment services.Building sizes of the retail
shops are between 150-200Sq. m. Budding sizes of the kJosk shops are between 120-200
Sq m. They are usually irt temporary buildings. Main activities at retail shops are
customer smvices, product sales, and payment services. This type of facility has high
intensity of customercontacts.It is critical to the core operations of the company.
Contact-centres:customer servicecall centre.
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*2
*2
*1

Network maintenancecentres(NMC) accommodatingnetwork-switching systems.
Data centresaccommodatingserversand computer mainframe.
Billing centre.

Among all these facility resources,there was only one freehold building. The office facilities
were consideredas support resourcesfor office works and not the most critical to the business
operations.
FM Practice

At this stage, more than ninety-five percent of the property acquisition, the facility
construction and the office accommodation were completed, and the needs of real estate
services, facility planning and programming, and project management decreased. The
priorities of FM changed from project-oriented to the routine facility operations and services.
The FM practices and arrangement buned to focus on the routine facility operations and
services,securing the regular and routine facility operations and services.Its objectiveswere
to retain the facility in good conditions for working and company image and to provide the
sufficient support services for building usage and office operations. The issues of the
health
building
their
the
customer
satisfaction
and
service
use,
continuity of
operations and
and safety in the buildings and the cost performanceand control becamecrucial to FM service.
The FM department undertook the role of managementfunction, rather than operational unit.
All FM serviceswere centralised,where all the work orders must report to the help desk at the
head-office in Bangkok. FM service tended to respond in the reactive mode. The FM service
standards were formed in relation to the need of the local employee whom the head of FM
noticed that tended to be more tolerate and less concerned with environment than foreign
lower
Thailand
FM
in
than the
In
the
turn,
were
slightly
staffs.
service standards of
international ones. It was told that the main problem of FM practice was the uncertainty of
FM.
budget
business,
the
tended
to
operations
of
and
plan,
affected
policy and
which
Scopeof responsibilities and services
The scopeof FM responsibilities was similar to that of previous stage.covering all workplace
business
the
that
support
providing
operations,
and
accommodate
staff
physical
assets
servicesof both facilities and office servicesfor the entire organisation. The cell-sitesand the
BaseTransmissionStations(BTS)remained to be excluded from Fbrs responsibilities.The FM
department was responsible for the operations and maintenanceof building systemswithin
the organisatiods rented space, together with the electrical supply gerwrator and Urgent
Power Supply (UPS)for the operations in the head-office,while the main building operations
building
The
landlords
by
the
contracts.
a
part
of
as
were
provided
and maintenanceservices
major groups of FM serviceswere reduced down to five groups; office services,health and
safety and environment management,and property transaction.The scopeof ER&S/Security
and Occupational health service was slightly reduced, especially environmental services.The
issueof working environment and comfort was found to be not a critical issue,exceptthe fire
head
According
the
becomes
to
the
than
the
the
of
concern.
main
stage
previous
as
cost
safety,
FM department, the FM practice of the company in Thailand had less emphasis on the
environment and health and safety issuesthan in other countries, due to the local culture and
unrestricted law.
Different from the previous stage,the investment budget was decreasedsignificantly due to
the completion of project development and physical resources acquisition. The FM
department became mainly responsible for the budget of facility operating expenses.The
department was allocated with the total budget of approximate 250 million Baht a year,
divided into operating expensesof approximately 190 million Baht and investment budget of
60 million Baht The facilities project investment budget was used for facility modifications.
The office rent was the main operating expenseof the department while the budgets for
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maintenance and upgrading and building services were relativelY low since the buildings and
facilities were still new. At this period, the ratio between Operating expenses and Capital
expenses was 4:1. The proportion of the FM expenses in 2003 is shown in Figure A(6).
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Figure A(6) FM Expenses in 2003
According to the head of FM department, the FM budget was normally approved as requested
since the organisation realised that the FM services had effects to tile working performance
and life quality of the employees. The FM department still retained similar number of
permanent staff of 35 people, while there were approximately 200 outsourcing staff providing
facility operations services.
Level of Management Participation and Decision Authority
The involvement of FM in the business planning and management of FM decreased
significantly. It was not required to participate in the business meeting anymore. Tile
department was mainly responsible for short to mid-term plans and decisions concerning
facility operations, maintenance and service performance improvement. It had authority for
setting out its own operating and project budget, and tendering, all service contracts. It was
also entitled to conduct the purchasing of technical accessories and equipment, and tendering
the service supplier contracts by itself.
FM organisation
After the completion of facility resource acquisition stage, FM realised that the project
management function was far less required, and the organisation had no plan to increase its
physical resources in the short-term. This led to the redundancy of the project management
function. Recently, the FM department re-adjusted its departmental structure aiming to retain
the efficiency of work performance. The main groups of FM functions were reduced to five,
Services, FI-I&S/Security,
consisting of Building Services, Office and Administration
Transaction and FM help desk, as shown in Figure A(7).
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Figure A(7) FM Department in 2003
The prqJectmanagementfunction was subsumed within the Building Serviceshux-tion, and
there were no longer the separation between external and internal projects. The Building
services function was responsible for both the facility operations and maintenance and all
internal project management The Office and Administration services function remained to
have the same scope of service. The Transaction Service function was responsible for all
financial and budgeting issuesof the FM department sinceit had the knowledge and skills.
Service Delivery Arrangement
Outsourcing remained to be the main service delivery approach of the company. T1wservice
delivery arrangementsremained to be the sameas the previous stage.
Performance Measurement

As the organisation moved into a stable period, the attention on performancemeasurementof
facility serviceswas anse. The performancemeasurementsystem and benchmarking were set
out to assure that the quality of facility management services reachesthe standard. Ile
department applies the zero-budgetingsystem in controlling it annual budgeL FM was mainly
concernedwith performance evaluation of its service vendors and conbuctors, using KPIS to
control and evaluate performanceof the contractors.The FM deparbnent was planning to set
KPI for internal performance evaluation. The indicators would include customer satisfaction
feedback, task completion, responserate, facility service quality, cost performance, lag-time
and rate of breakdown. The FM department would report the results of these performance
measurementsto the board of managementon quarterly and yearly basis.
Future Plans
There was tendency that the FM department might be diversified into an independent
division, rather than being under HR, m.the future.
The organisation still looked for a possibility of total FM outsourcing option. This would
depend on the developmentof the skill market
In the near future, the department planed to apply a Facilities Management Information
System(FMIS) to improve its work performanceand collect all essentialdata.
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The FM department would look for possibility to reduce the number of its permanent staff
as the head considered that a total number of between 20 and 25 people should be
sufficient

CaseReport [B]: Facility Management Arrangement for the
Headquarters Office of a Manufacturing
Corporation
BackgEound
The caseis one of the largest construction materials manufacturing corporations in Thailand.
The corporation was established in the early Twentieth Century to produce cement for the
country by a Royal Decree of a King in order to reduce the need of imported cement The
corporation was founded basedon the national interest and participates in the country's social
development for prosperity, aiming to produce construction material for the Thais at
economicprices, and to develop and improve the construction materials manufacturing. The
organisation had had steady growth since it was established.It becamea public company in
many years later, and diversified its businessesand products to meet the needsof Thailand's
economy,continuing to produce a wide range of construction products. In 1980s,it expanded
its businessoperations in many areas and establisheda large number of new businessunits
and affiliate companies.The cement products remained to be its core businessand products,
supplemented by building products, ceramics, gypsum, petrochemicals, and paper and
packaging. In 1972, the Organisationundertook the very first management restructuring to
adjust its businessstructure to match with the large expansion of its product line, and form
the new structure of corporate group. The group continued to expand in downstream markets
as well as diversifying into new areas.Its markets covered both domestic and international.
The corporation becameone of the largest industrial conglomeratesin Thailand, having very
strong financial foundation and business goodwill. It had a good reputation in corporate
governance.According to the corporate statement,the Organisationadopted four fundamental
corporate philosophies;adherenceto fairrmss,dedication to excellence,believe in the value of
individual and having social responsibility. In turn, the Organisationtended to value highly its
staff and consider ffiem. to be one of its most important business assets.The Organisation
strongly valued its employees,and beenvery concernedwith community and public interests.
Theseorganisational principles were the key influences in forming the corporate culture and
paradigm. The organisation was very committed with the social responsibility and
community contributions by providing support to projects which are beneficial to education
and public welfare. It was very concented with the conservation of good environmentil
conditions. The organisation.was known for being very concerned with life quality of its
employee and high payment and salary, extensive staff welfare, and the provisions of staff
and family amenities.HR issueis always regarded as a crucial concernof the organisation.

Position: Before Business Restru
Organisation
In 1990s,the organisationwas known as a large and old genuine TIW corporation of extensive
building construction material manufacturing, with widely recognised brand. It had strong
unifwd culture organisation adopting largely bureaucratic and hierarchical organisational
structure. A senior FM staff describedthe characteristicsof the organisation at that time as:
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"a large and hierarchical organisation with medium-change, having strong and
unified organisatimal cultu re."
Before 1998, the organisation was in a stable period having steady growth, having strong
bases of finance and HR capacities, and engineering expertise and resources. All business
units were managed under one corporation having the same organisational culture. The
organisation adopted a multi-clivisional organisational structure based on its product types.
The organisational structure was divided into profit-centre business units and support
functions, consisting of eight business groups and one support line. T lie main business groups
were cement, building material, steel industry, ceramic, electronic and metal product-,,,
petrochemical industry, pulp and paper and motor and motorcycle. Each group had a
particular vice-present overseeing its operational planning and management. The board of
director, managing director, and vice-presidents were responsible for business strategies of
the organisation overall and each business group. The organisation grouped all non-core
functions, such as FIR, Finance and Accounting, and Law, and Central Administration
Services, under the line of Financial and Administration Support. These support functions
provided support services across business operations. The organisation's structure before its
business restructuring is shown in the Figure A(8).
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Business Strategies and Organisation Policies
Before the business recession period in 1998, the main strategy of the organisation was to
sustain its business growth and expansion in the long term, focusing on producing
construction materials for the use in tile country and expanding its product exports and
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investments in the neighboring country. In term of investment strategy, it determined to
diversify its business into related businesses with the best partners in the field, mostly
through joint venturing with the successful enterprise in the field. The issues of customer
satisfaction and product quality were always the most critical concerns of the organisation.
The issueof quality control and assurancewas the basic practice of the organisation.
The organisation.had a policy in retaining its employeesby providing strong individual and
family support and generous rewards. It also intended to operate its business with high
responsibilities to the nation and the society. These two issues led to the emphaseson the
issuesof employee life quality and welfare and community supports.
All business units shared business resources including head-office facility. The facility
resourceswere consideredas a central corporate resource.All the operating and using costsof
the facilities were covered and paid by the corporation. The organisation had had policy in
gathering all support servicesin single functional division. The managementof all facilities,
their servicesand office serviceswithin the head-office complex were under the responsibility
of the Central Administration Services(CAS).The CAS was under the supervision of Financial
and Central managementline which directly report to the Presidentof the corporation.
Work Operations
The organisation had two types of core operational processes;plant operations and office
operations. The organisation separated its office operations from the plant operations. The
office operations involving front- and back office operations were mainly located at the
corporate head-office in Bangkok, while the plant operations involving manufacturing and
The
Bangkok
located
in
office
sites
outside
manufacturing
production processes were
hour
between
7
4
to
m.
a.
of
office
standard
regular
a
operations were routine processadopting
p.m. and employing the udx of paper work, meetings and computer for processingall the
works. The staff tended to work mostly on the basis of individual working. The churn rate
between
job
high
there
the
always
rotations
since
were
within
organisation was reported very
businessgroups and divisions.
Facility Resources
The head-office site used to be an original manufacturing site of the corporation. In 1980s,all
the factory and manufacturing operations were relocated to other locations outside Bangkok,
and the site was converted into the corporate head-office to accommodate all the office
In
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business
due
the
its
demand
to
increasing
the
mid
expansion.
space
operations and
head
The
head-office
this
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to
complex.
organisation was completely relocated
In
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head
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the
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of
offices
corporation office and all
accommodated
the complex consistd of 40 office buildings, with the total spaceof approximate 60,000square
buildings
head-office
land
The
56
located
in
the
of
a
contained
variety
site
of
acres.
metres,
These
lot,
facilities
amenities.
and
sport
parking
and
including conferencerooms, canteens,
buildings are the mixes of old and new buildings, and low-rise and high-rise buildings. All
the facilities and the property were solely owned by the corporation. There were a few old
factory buildings left to be converted when the new demands of spacearise. Geographically,
the Head-office area is divided into North-zone and South-zoneby a local road, as shown in
Figure A(9).
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North Zone

Figure A(9) Head-Office Site

The head-office sites accommodated more than 4,500 permanent staffs of more than 50
companies, and more than 1,500 daily visitors. The primary activities and uses within headoffice were office works which involve information processing, data collection, in(] customer
servicing. Facilities, space and support services were tile central and shared resources of all
business units of the corporation. The corporation was the provider of the centTal resources
for its business units accommodating within the premises of" head-OffiCe. In term of the
importance of the head-office facilities related to the core operations of the organisation, the
Vice-President for Finance who was responsible for supervising the operations of FNI
described the office facility as:
'a support resource with medium criticality
to the core operations,
performance and risks might not much affect on the other operations'

where its

It was told that the occasional failures of facilities operations of the head-office inight partially
interrupt some of the office operations, but unlikely to cause a serious harril to the core
for
business operations
deiiiand
The
office space
overall.
and production,
- manufacturing
continued to increase over time as new business entities were initiated. This increasing
demands of new space would largely be fulfilled by the continuing conversion of old factory
buildings within the head-office.

FM Practice
The organisation was well known for its good practice of support service management. The
organisation had a Central Administration Support division responsible for all business
support and facility services. The FM department was a part of the Central Administration
Support division responsible for providing support services of building and offices to all
business groups within the area of head office. Its organisational structure composed two
main departments: the Office Administration Service (OAS) Department and General Service
Department. The Office Administration Services (OAS) department was responsible for
handling and providing services for building and office uses in tile head-office area, while the
General Service department was responsible for the supplement business support services
such as business insurance affairs, travelling services, government relation affairs, and office
supply procurement. This arrangement had been adopted since the organisation moved to
accommodate in this site. The function was considered as a cost-centre operation.
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The key department concerning facility management issues was the Office Administration
Servicesdepartment (OAS). The department was responsiblefor operating and maintaining
buildings and facilities within the Head-office area, and providing all office support services
All
facility
building
costs and
services.
central
office
services,
users
services
and
covering
held
department,
it
the
facility
the
to
to
the
as
of
uses
were
allocated
account
expensesrelated
budget for the support services copts and expenses.It was the genuine cost-centreof the
organisation.
FM practices largely adopted facility-oriented approach, focusing on mid-term and routine
issues.It was considered as a support function that was required to complete jobs and to
facility
deliver
FM
The
to
the
target
essential
was
main
policy
achieve
customer satisfaction
FM
The
to
overall
standards.
good
quality
within
employee
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all
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quality whfle
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The facility resourceswere operatedsmoothly and efficiently.
The facility resourceswere maintained in good conditions.
The servicesfor office and facility supports were provided and delivered at the agreed
standard level within the budget

The practices focused on tactical planning, central routine operational management and
services, facility operations and maintmume. All the services were provided on the same
department
functions
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former
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the
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Responsibilities and Scopeof Services
Basedon the corporate policy, the FM team was responsiblefor the entire physical resources
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"
"
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Building etigbieering services involving building construction and repairs, building systems
operations, repairs and maintenance, and energy management.
Security involving
all physical safety and security divided into north-zone security and
south-zone security, traffic management, and registration services.
Central adniinistrative services including
information
services, internal and external mail
services, office stationery services, and document storage.

Since there had been building conversion projects all the time - converting old factory to office
building. The OAS was responsible for project management, building design and construction
management. Mainly the department focused on operations and supervision. It was
designated to provide services to support office uses and operations of the corporate business
companies.
The FM team was responsible for the annual budget of approximate 140 inillioll Baht. 'File
budget covered the operating expenses of facilities services and support services within the
head-office area. The majority of the budget was allocated for overhead, utilities and
maintenance and upgrading, as shown in Figure A(10). The overhead expenses were quite
high because the staff salaries were paid at the same rate as the business management salaries.

Employee support
andservices Miscell, 11011s
Office services 0.3%

FM Staff/overhead

Building service!
14%

Faci Ii ty

-

Maintenance

&
IIIItI

upgrading
19%

23 '/.

Figure A(10) Operating Expenses of OAS in 2002

FM Organisation

The FM department adopted a functional structure for its organisation. The department
consisted of the office services and business hospitality services, tile building engineering
services, the office space planning, the security, and the information and stationery, as shown
in Figure A(11). The groups of these functions were determined based on common skills,
knowledge and areas of services.
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FigureA(11)

Support Service Structure Before Restructuring

In practice, the services of the office service and the security were divided into north and
south services in respect to geographical characteristic of the site. This division allowed the
department to provide and control its operations and services more effectively. Tlie total
number of the OAS staff was 48 people in year 2000. As the position of staff was ranked by 3
levels of Management, Supervision and Operation, the FM team consisted of 33 operational
rank staff, 10 supervisors, and five management rank staff. The department managed
approximate 400 operational staffs of the e\ternal service contractors.
Management Participation and Decision Authority
The department had medium-low management position - operational management. The FM
department was located under the Financial and Administration support line same as other
support functions, reporting to the Head of Central Administration Service and the VicePresident for Finance. Having been an operational function, tile function concentrated very
have
division
The
daily
only
normally
would
much on
operations with short-term plan.
annual action plans. It participated occasionally in the business management meetings, and
facility
development
the
inputs
the
resources and
of
management
provided
and
concerning
services through the vice president as requested. The department communicated with the
business management on a two-way communication basis. The department was entitled to
have authority on the service supplier selection and the service contract tendering. However,
most of its decisions were mainly concerned with the operational and short to mid-terni
issues.
Service Arrangement

Delivering the operational and support services by outsourcing arrangement was a preferred
option. The option was considered to be flexible and cost-effective to the organisation. Each of
the services tended to be provided by a single service contractor. The organisation wanted to
retain the management and planning authority of the FM. The department employed partial
outsourcing method on the building engineering services where it employed internal
engineers to plan and design the required systems. There were a small number of services that
were undertaken by in-house staffs such as internal mail distribution services and room
reservation services, which there were no external service providers available. A senior IN
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staff described the FM ski.U markets in the past as 'a limited servicemarketwith onlyfew service
providersavailablewhile mostserviceproviderswerecapableoftroviding a singleservice'.
PerformanceMeasurement
Performanceaccountability and measurement was a fundamental issue of the organisation.
The performance measurementconcerning FM was focused on the physical appearanceand
conditions and the service delivery performance, such as job and project completion, service
performancebasedon servicecontracts,and the completion of annual action plans. However,
the measurementsystem tended to be based on the standard system of the organisation. The
department also undertook a zero-budgeting system to manage and control its operating
budget

Position:

After the Business restructurin

Organisation
During year 1997 to 1999,the organisation was affected by the regional economic recession
crisis like other businessorganisations.The devaluation of the Thai Baht causedthe significant
increase of the organisation's overseas debt amount, affecting its financial status and
capabilities. The organisation needed profound and pervasive corporate restructuring
concerning its business structure and organisational management in order to retain its
position in the market, to sustain its businessviability, to ensure competitivenessand to build
in greater institutional flexibility to handle change and to meet the challenges of the
financial
A
consultancy
and
management
well-known
globalising world economy. number of
firms were hired to assist the organisation restructure and identify its future directions. The
consultantssuggestedthat the corporation neededto be more flexible, focus on profitable core
businessesand high potential businesses,and cut off infeasiblebusinesses.
In 1999, the corporation begun the implementation of a 'business restructuring' programme.
The restructuring resulted in re-organising the businessand organisational structures, selling
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5
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Organisation B
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in 2003

After the restructuring, the organisation retained five strategic business groups consisting of
approximately
eighty affiliate companies under five business groups, employing
approximately 17,000 people and producing more than 64,000 product items in total. The new
organisational structure delegates to each business line responsibility for achieving optimum
results in concert and in coordination with other business units. After the restructuring, each
business unit can develop its own distinctive organisational culture. Nevertheless, it must
complement to the core corporate culture. This alteration causes significant changes oil
corporate cultures and standard services. The organisational cultures dild policies on support
services and facility quality became diverse. Consequently it affects the facilities provision
policies and methods.
Business Strategy and Organisation Policies
During the business recession, the organisation was forced to change its business strategies
immediately and significantly. It had to halt its business expansion and investment plans.
Then it was forced to reduce its operating costs and expenses as much as possible. It also
determined not to lay-off any employee. After the restructuring, the organisation aimed to
utilise all business resources for the core businesses, and to enhance the corporation resource
management and strengthened its operating fundamentals by focusing on businesses where
the corporation has long-term competitive advantages. The main areas of the restructuring
included the increase of the core and profitable business performance, the termination or
disposing of the unprofitable businesses, the reduction of the burden of central costs by
allocating them into the companies using the services, and the spinning off the support
functions into subsidiary companies.
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The organisation had policy in allowing its sub-holding companies to have their own
authority on their business operations, decisions and management The support functions
such as finance and accounting, law, and office administration services,were spun off into
subsidiary companies. These subsidiary companies became the main support service
providers for the affiliate companies. The restructuring had led to new policies in support
servicesproviding and cost sharing. The facilities and support servicesprovision policy was
changed. Facilities and office space in the head-office were no longer common corporate
resourcebeing provided with no costs.Any usesof the facilities and servicesincurred coststo
the users. The service charge-back on office accommodation and service provisions were
literally implemented. AD affiliate companies were responsible for their business and
operating expensesincluding office accommodationcosts and rendered services.On the other
hand, the subsidiary companies providing these support services had to generatesufficient
income to cover their costs and expenses.They provided the servicesbased on a non-profit
making policy.
Work Operations
As, the organisation becamediversified, the work operation processeswithin the head-office
complex became diverse. The diversity could be seen in terms of working style, time and
technology used in the offices. Each affiliate company was entitled to apply technology and
working procedures, and office hours that suited to its specific requirements. Overall,
database and Information system and technology were brought in use for the business
operations.Group working was adopted to practice.
Facility Resourcesand Uses
Most features and the amount of facility resourcesremained to be the same as before the
business restructuring In 2003, the value of buildings and lands of the head-office were
estimated at approximately 2.1 billion Baht The total costs of Furniture, fixtures and
equipment were about 0.9 billion Baht. There were more 50 affiliate companieslocating in the
head-office area. It was reported that the occupancy rate was approximately 95% in most of
the time. The head-office becamea commercial office building, while the affiliate companies
were treated as the taunts. In tam, the head-office facilities were turned into an income
property of the organisation. Most activities remained to be involved with the front- and backoffice of the affiliate companies.
FM Practice
A property holding company was establishedin 2001.This holding company was responsible
for martagmg the corporate industrial land and land banks, and for facility managementfor
the head-office complex. Its main businessescovered industrial land, property management,
and office facility management A subsidiary Industrial Land and property was establishedto
operatesfluve industrial. sites, and to nuudmisethe sale and leaseof the corporate properties
that are available nationwide.
The arrangementsof FM operations were altered to respond to the businessrestructuring and
the new policy of resourcemanagementand allocation. In order to respond to new resources
distribution and managementpolicy of the corporation, managing facilities requires new set
of the practice paradigm. Managing facilities and providing support services needed to be
customer-oriented. The new company was established to serve the new policy of
organisational facility resourcemanagement.A new FM company was founded to provide a
completely integrated array of convenient, modern, and comprehensive office facilities and
integrated and complete servicesolutions for eachhufividual customer to meet its own service
needsand standards, beyond mere standard services.The primary functions of the company
were to provide office spacewith basic services,generateincome to cover the operating costs
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of the head-office. An integrative role of property and facility managementwas adopted. Its
main priorities were given to achieve the maximum utifisation of the property, buildings,
facilities and spacewithin the head-office, controlling and minimising all costs incurred, and
supporting the operations of all companies locating in there. The FM adopted the concept of
customer-orientedand solution provider-oriented.
Key Issues and Priorities
The main priorities of the FM company were given to tenant retention, service satisfaction,
income generation, cost control, and the performance and convenience of tenant business
operations. The FM team had to ensure that all facility resources were effectively and
efficiently used, all the tenants and their business operations were served, supported, and
satisfied, and the office spaceof the head-officegeneratedsufficient income to cover operating
and management expenses.It needed to be more concerned with the more extensive and
increasing building use regulations, where there were impending law and regulations of
workplace health and safety. The facility operations of the head-office were subject to comply
with the energy conservation regulations and needed to have better energy management
system. The company had to managethe head-office to be competitive with other commercial
office buildings as the businesscompaniesnow free to choosetheir office locations and service
suppliers as they prefer. Although the corporation Implemented the charge-backpolicy on
office spaceand support servicesto its subsidiary companies,the aim of the FM practice was
not to generatethe maximum profit The corporate businessgoal and achievementremained
to be the key issuesof the FM company.
Scopeof responsibilities and services
By replacing the old OAS, the company took over the management of all physical assets
within the head-office site and all related services except the first aids treatment service,
together with environment and site infrastructures. It was also responsible for long-term
planning on facility utilisation and development and all user health and safety and
conveniencewithin the parameterof the head-office.
As becoming a commercialproperty managementservice,the new functions such as customer
relationships, quality improvement and assurance,customer relationships and marketing and
marketing were added. The FM team was also responsiblefor group central procurement of
non-core material. The procurement covers all sorts of office supplies, inventories, furniture,
equipment, and things that are not used as production material.
Supporting the business operations of the corporate companies was more difficult than the
past as the affiliate companies were allowed to set their own standards and to require
particular kinds of servicesto suit their needs.Failing to satisfy such demandswould result in
losing the tenant, and income on the property. In dealing with various demandsand needsof
subsidiary companies,the company needed to extend its scope of servicesbeyond the bask
building services,aiming to be the facflity and servicesolution provider. The scopeof work of
the FM company was the consolidation of the selective services of Office Administration
Services and General- Services, covering a wide range of services such as building
management, building engineering services, office space plannin& building inventory,
travelling arrangement,office services,office stationery procurement, and customisedservices
as requested.
The number of managementstaff increasescompared to that of the OAS, increasing to 58
people. There are approximately 400 operational staff provided by the vendors. In the new
management regime, managing facilities involved with both income generating and costs
expenditure. The head-officespaceand service provision charge-backgenerateda turnover of
about 445 million Baht per year. The turnover can be divided into rental fee of approximately
300 million Baht, and the servicefee of approximately 145 million Baht The total operating
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expenses in running all facilities in the head-office complex were approximately 118 million
Baht. The majority of the budget was spent on utilities which include electricity, water and
telephone bills, while the facility maintenance and upgrading and building services costs were
accounted for 38% of the total operating budget. Figure A(13) illustrates the structure of the
operating budget of the HO complex. The net income of the FM company was around 10
billion Baht.
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Figure A(13) Operating Expenses of the Head-Office in 2002

FM Organisation
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function was specifically established having 4 sets of building management teams ill order to
build a close relationship to the tenants. The FM was structured with 4 core functions
including Building management, Business development, Building planning and maintenance,
General services, as shown in Figure A(14). Each function covers areas of service as following:
Building management function involves supervisions and site management.
Business development consists of customer relationship and marketing, and special
affairs.
Building maintenance function including Building engineering services, office planning
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and
Building engineering service plays roles of planner and designer on building operations
and maintenance.
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Figure A(14) The structure of the FM Company
Management Participation and Decision Authority
The company had direct accessto corporate management and decision meetings, having
higher managementposition and strategic-oriented.It regularly participated in management
development issues.11w company
meetings concerning facility management and prop"
communicated with the businessmanagementof the corporation based on a reciprocal basis.
It was subject to provide the input and information for facility improvements and
developments, and to develop long-tim mid-tim
and short-term facility plans. The
company was allowed to set out its own annual budget All the facility service arrangements
were under the considerationand decision of the company.
Service Arrangement
In delivering the facility services for the tenants and the head-office sites, the company
remained to undertake the outsourcing approach. There were rearrangements of service
outsourcing by bundling group of facility operations and maintenance services to a single
service provider. The FM company began to take the advantage of more alternative FM
serviceoptions available in the market and more serviceproviders
Performance Measurement

The company continued to use the operational service assessmentby using the outputs of
tasks. The operational performance such as service quality, utilisation rate and facility
performance. The temant and user satisfaction would be used as one of key performance
indicators. In assessingthe performance of the company, a few new indicators, such as
revenuetarga achievement,have beenused.
Consequencesof the now structure and position
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The customer survey in 2003indicated that the tenants were more satisfied with the services
of the FM company than that in the past. This implied that the FM re-oranising resulted in
better serviceperformance,The communication and relationship between FM and the service
recipients were improved. Thesetwo factors were considered as the key successfactor of FM
in the future. In addition, the managing director of the FM company believed strongly that the
FM team could better serve the tenants with more extensive/comprehensiveservices.it was
also told that the new FM organisational structure and management position within the
corporation provided the FM team with better capabilities and authorities in supporting the
organisation overall.

Case[q:

Facilities and Property Management of An
Intemational Bank

Backg[ound
The organisation of this caseis an international bank that has headquartersin the UK and has
been known as a leading international bank around the world. It employs 28,000people in
over 500 offices in more than 50 countries in the Asia Pacific Region, South Asia, the Middle
East, Africa, United Kingdom and the Americas. In Thailand the Bank has been doing its
businessesfor more than a hundred years, since 1894. It is the oldest foreign financial
institution in the country. Before 1999,the bank had been operated as a Thailand division of
Singaporebranch, facilitating corporate banking servicesfor international clients. Initially, the
Bank focusedon corporate banking sincein the past the government allowed foreign banks to
do only limited banking servicesand to have only a single office. During 1997 to 1998, the
country faced a major economiccrisis causing significant turbulent to all local banks. After the
crisis, foreign banks have been allowed to merge with the local banks and to provide the full
range of services.The Bank took this opportunity to merge with a small local bank and to
expand its banking services/businessesIn Thailand. Since 1999, the Banking business in
Thailand and the operations of the Bank had changed significantly. After the government
decided to allow foreign banks and financial institutions to joint venture with local banks and
offer full consumerbanking servicesas local banks. The Bank decided to merge and take over
the operations of a local Bank. The Bank expanded its businessesto cover both wholesale
banking and consumer banking, and focus much more on local markeL The merger led to
significant changes to business operations and support service requirements. There were
expansion in business operations and services,and increase of staff, customer and facility
resources.Thesechangesdirectly affected facility managementpractice of the bank, leading to
its significant change.

Position: Before the Mer&er
Organisation
Beforethe merger in 1999,the organisation was a Thailand Division of the Singaporebranch.
The operations of the Bank were confined its businessservicesin only corporate banking It
mainly focused on institutional and multi-national clients. Its business concentrated very
much within Bangkok Metropolitan Areas where most corporations located their head-offices.
It had quite small operations. With the limited business operation, the Bank did not have
branch office. All servicesand operationswere conducted at the head-office.The total number
of the staff was around 400 people.The organisation was largely in stableperiod having small
and limited businessoperations and services.
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Business Strategiesand Organisation Policies
As the country division, the bank focused on the corporatebanking services,international and
corporate clients especially within the Bangkok area. Banking was a restricted businessthen,
where foreign banks could operate only partial services. As a divisional bank, it business
operations were kept small and compacL It was told that the Bank intended to retain the low
amount of fixed property assetsin order to maintain its business operational flexibility and
agility. The operations in Thailand applied the corporate/global and regional policies,
standards and guidelines, emphasising on customer safety and security issues. Generally,
outsourcing was a preferred approach for its all support services.
Work operations
The organisations size was relatively small at that time, with partial banking services
provision and limited businessoperations with no retail branches.The work operations relied
the use of computer and telecommunicationat the moderate level. TIM operations in Thailand
were under the supervision of the Singapore branch. Most customerswere corporate clients.
There were low customerinterfacesat the office.
Facility Resources
Due to small and limited operations,the organisation required a relatively small office. Before
the change in 1999, the organisation rented a single office in a first-class commercial office
building with short-term leaseholdof three years, located in the CBD of Bangkok. The office
occupied 4 floors of the building, with approximate 5,000 Sq. m. All building services,
including facility operations and maintenance, cleaning, security, pest control, had been
provided by the building landlord as inclusive services.An standard building services,such
as cleaning, security and building services maintenance, were provided by the property
managementteam of the building. The rent including servicescost the Bank about Baht 46.8
million a yew. At fie time, this office served for both front- and back-officeoperations within
the office There were moderate custDmerinterfacesoccumng in the office, but not very busy.
The office facility was consideredas the support resourceof the organisation.
FM Practice

The Central Service Division was a main function for providing general business supports,
responsible for general purchasing, providing cleaning the premises, maintaining the
premises, keeping the security system, and approval all premises bills. The division
comprised three main functions: administration, fwilitles and property management and
security. The administration and security were more active functions than the facilities
management Sinceproperty servicesand maintenancewere included in the building services.
And there was only single office. Security within the Bank's area, including security guard
and system and fire safety, was supervised by the security department The security
department was responsible for overall business security and risk, and office safety and
securityT'he arrangement of FM function was quite informal since the facilities and property
managementfunction did not really need to be active. FM had a limited scope of works and
responsibilities. Its main works was concerned with lease negotiation and contract
monitoring. Thus the head of the division handled the property management issues by
himself Facilities and property management was only a sub-function at that time. The
charactersof the task were very much routhe with annual and short-term plans. 71maim of
the function/service was concentrating on support the regular needs of the bank operations
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with smoothness. In managing facility at this stage, FM team %vas to ensure that tile
organisation had an appropriate and sufficient office space for its operations, and to provide
sufficient supports of facility services. In addition, the FM team must ensure that the services
of the building have been delivered as contracted. The FM team undertook a function of
facility coordinator and property representative for the organisation in dealing with the
property management team of the building and its service contractors.
The priorities of FM were emphasised on achieving the best deal of the property leasing, and
providing necessary services such as office churn from time to time. It aimed at assuring the
steadiness of service delivery, and fulfilling the basic needs in property/ office issues. The
issues of health and safety of the organisation's employee and customers, 111dbudget control
were also concerned. Accommodating in a prime office building with all inclusive and high
quality building service reduced the concerns of the organisation on the building inaiiitenance
and services.
Responsibilities

and Scope of Services

The scope of facility covered only the office area rented in a commercial Office hLfildiný'.
Mainly it handled property lease and services and facility operations and service of the bank's
office. It was the coordinator of the Bank on the issues of building operations and services,
including cleaning and housekeeping services, and facility operations and maintena rice. As
mentioned earlier, FM was not responsible for the security services. FNI tedin was allocated
with a fixed budget for property leasing and related support services of about 47 million Balit
annually. Since most building services were inclusive, their costs and office rents were d irectlv
paid by the Bank. As the small business division all the costs were covered in(] p,lid directly
by the bank, there was no formal operating budgeting allocation.
Management Participation and Decision Authority
Its management involvement then was tentative as it was senii-operating. FNI was included
within the works of CSD office under supervision of the division head. It had limited deCiSiOnmaking authority. Mostly its decisions were concerned %vithroutine and operating tasks.
FM Organisation
The FM department was located within the Central ', ervice Division. During this 1)('Fi0d, the
department was not formally established as a department.
It ivas an FM te, 1111under the
supervision of the Head of the division, as shown in Figure A(15).
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Figure A(15) The structure of CSD before the merger
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Service Delivery Arrangement
Outsourcing was the main method. It served the bank well as it operated on divisional basis.
The outsourcing can be seen in two groups. The first group was the building services that
were servicesprovided by the landlord/building. The secondgroup included the servicesthat
the Bank had procured by itself for specific needs such as internal security, office
housekeeping,etc.
Performance Measurement

The FM serviceswere treated as typical support servicewithin the Bank. The FM performance
was evaluated on value-to-money and target achievement annually. Therefore the
budgeting
then
control and service performanceof the
about
performancemeasurement
were
serviceprovider.

Position: After the Mer
Orpnisation
In the late 1990s, the economy of the country was the recession period. Many financial
institutions were closed and out of business. The government decided to restructure the
economic system of the country, particularly financial sector. The government had initiated
the bank restructuring program by allowing foreign banks to joint venture with local banks
that were under crisis/had businessdiffIculty. Consequently,many rules and legislation were
business.
banking
including
business
in
those
to
the
of
and
economy,
relaxed order
recover
The new regulations allowed foreign banks to merge with local bank if they want to provide
the full services of consumer banking. The organisation took this change as an important
businessopportunity to expand its businessin consumerbanking sector.
In 1999,the bank made a strategic businessmove by acquiring share of a local bank, in order
to expand and improve its business services and products. The local bank was a smallmedium bank that provided banking services and operations throughout the country,
Main
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shwkg&en growth of business with a provision of products and services of International
bank
leading
in
bank
the
build
the
country,
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and
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position
competitive
improve
orgardsatiores
and
investment in -chosen segment of -the markeL Ile orgardsation acquired a 75 percent
shareholding in the local bank, combining its original service products, modem technology,
business
distribution
the
principles
with
risk managementsystems mid sound management
network of the local bar&
T'hemerger led to the hummm of number of employeesand assets,htming the organisation
into a diversifying stage.The number of the staff increasedto more titan 2,000 people. The
merger enabled the organisation to,provide a compielunwdverange of products and services
to individuals, corporate custoiners, odw banks and investment insfitutions, equipping ft
branch
connections
and
offices, in operating the
such
customer
with new resources,
as
consumerbanking business Their customersincreasedfrom 100,000to over 500,000in a short
the core businessesof the organisation were
period. Within the new business comprised of Consumer banking, Commercial banking, Global markets, Group met
management,and Country finance, together with six businesssupport functions of Legal, HR,
Technology, Corporate affairs, Audit, and Central services.Its organisational structure after
the merger is shown in Figure A(16) below.
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Case C Organisational Structure after Merger

The organisation adopted corporate international standards and culture to the wliole business
operations, The management of the Bank after tile merger was structured in 3 levels:
Corporate/ Group, Region, and Country. The Group provided global business strategy and
corporate standards on practices and methods, while the Regional office controlled tile
operations of affiliate banks in each country within that region. In this case, all operations in
Thailand and Southeast Asia region are reported to the regional office in I long Kong.
Business Strategies and Organisation's Policies
After the merger tile bank began to provide a comprehensive
range of banking, services,
including Wholesale and Consumer Banking. Consumer Bankiiig iI)VOlVed tile Services MILI
businesses of credit cards, personal loans, mortgages, deposit taking dnd wealth management
services to individuals
sized businesses. The Wholesale Bank involved the
and small/mediurn
businesses of financial services fo; multinational,
regional and domestic corporate and
institutional
trading, cash management
and custody, foreigil
clients, such as financial
exchange, interest rate management and debt capital markets. As a result of the merger, all
property assets and retail branches of the local bank were transferred to tile portfolio of tile
organisation. The organisation attempted to make tile best use of all resources it gained from
the merger, including the use of local network and local branches.

The organisations focused on a selective range of customers and businesses that could
generate high and quick investment returns. One of the main business strategies was to focus
on banking markets and customers in Bangkok and large cities only. The number and location
of the branch offices needed to be adjusted to fit with the new business strategy. Only fortyone branches were selected to continue their operations. In turn, a number of branches outside
its strategic locations needed to be closed down. The redundancy of these facilities
incorporating with the intention of organisation in holding a minimum amount of fixed asset
led to the implementation of property 'sale-lease-back" programme.
It was told that the organisation emphasised on fast operations with quick decision making
and changes in order to respond effectively to the volatile characteristics of its business sector.
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So the organisation intended to have shorter-term business plart, up to 3 years, rather than
typical five-year businessplan. This allowed the organisation to be able to adjust and.change
its businessand service products rapidly. It was told that sometimes the organisation could
have unexpected change without planning. The change of business operations and service
products tended to affect the organisation's support requirements, resulting in high rate of
office adjustment and churrL Corporate identity and its brand image were regarded as
important issues, which needed to present through physical appearance, working
environment, and public image. The organisation continued to emphasiseon health and safety
issues of customers and staffs. Outsourcing was a preferred approach for the non-core
operations.
Work Operations
As its banking serviceswere expanded, the work operations and processesof the organisation
were extended significantly. The merger and business expansion led to the increase of
customer contactsand the intensity of.customer interaction at the retail branches.The amount
of front-office activities increasedsignificantly. The organisation adopted working processes
by using computer and IT for its businessoperations. The organisations operations, systems
and information system had to be compatible with other affiliates around the world. The
organisation adopted a corporate hierarchical power structure and delegated management
power and budgeting sign-out authority based on the management level and ranking.
Although the organisation was a multinational bank, it had a small number of foreign staffs.
The regulation of the Bank of Thailand allowed the foreign banks to have no more than 20
foreign staff.
Facility Resources
The business merger led to the significant increase of property asset and facilities, as
mentioned earlier. The organisation had acquired the head-office of the local bank located
within the perimeter of CBD area,and 67 branchesin Bangkok and other cities. The total area
of branch office was approximate 40,000Sq. m. Table S(S),in Chapter Five, page 105, shows
the changes to the capacities of facilities of the bank between 1999 to 2003. In 2000, the
organisation's head-officewas relocatedto the head-office of the local bank merged with. The
head-office was located in a large condominium-office complex, with the total space of
approximately 23,500Sq. m. As located in a condominium office, the organisation owned the
freehold of its occupied office space and co-owned the common space and facilities of the
complex with other corporate residents.Thesecommon spaceand facilities were managedby
the juristic organisation of the building. The juristic organisation was responsible for
management and maintenance of all common facilities and space, hiring a professional
property managementcompany to provide the basic building and accommodation services
such as ][ift and air-conditioning systemoperations and maintenance,cleaning and security.
In year 2003,the branch retail offices are reduced to 41 branchesincluding the main branch at
the head-office and micro branches.The total area of brandies was reduced to approximately
21,000Sq. m. Most of brancheswere located within Bangkok vicinity area, only 7 branches
located outside Bangkok The branch offices were accommodated in three building types,
which are bufldm& shop-house or lease space, with diverse building types, locatiorts and
tenures. There were two types of ownership on branch buildings: freehold and leasehold.
Apart from these office facilities, the organisation also acquired the non-performing loan
assets which were foreclosed from the indebted customers from the local banks These
foreclosedproperties consisting of various Mw of buildings needed to be mainudned before
being sold out in due course.
The head-officewas mainly the
of fie bacik-officeoperations,where the retrA
brancheswere the front-office facility with the high interwity of customercontKt The physical
resourcebecamemore important, as the operations in the branch cIII ý11were crucial to the
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core business operations and the head-office became liable for health and safety of a large
number of employees.
FM Practice
The FPM department was fully developed in 2000 in order to cope with the increase of
property, space, users, and amount of service works. The development of FM departmeiit wits
undertaken based on the corporate guidelines for propertv and facility nianageiiieiit practices.
The guidelines described general FM scope, responsibilities, ati thori ties, and standards of
practice. A veteran property manager was recruited from a high-protile prolessimial property
management firm to be the head of the property and facility mariagenieiit depai tmeiit. Figure
A(17) shows ail overview of the Facility and Property Management Departineilt after the
merger.
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The FPM department

became the central unit for managing and operating all facilities and
utility systems, having the main role in monitoring
and evaluating performance of service
contractors. FM was concerned with providing sufficient space, bijilding services, and services
that were required for the business operations, in terms of quantity and quality- The role of
FM involved
being a coordinator
of all facility services mid the representative
of tile
organisation on the property issues. Overall, the FPM department was designed to comprise
of two key main areas: facilities management and foreclosed property management. The
functions of FPM were divided into two sides. Facilities inatiagernent was concerned with the
buildings
handling
involved
organisation's
and facilities,
while property
mariagement
foreclosed property.

The main purposes of FPM after the merger were to provide sound and supportive facilities
and services for Lhe operations of the Bank, and to manage and control facility resources and
services in the workplace. It aimed to retain the facility resources in good conditions for
business operations support, security and safety, working and the organisation's public
image, and to provide adequate support services for building usage and office operations. It
has adopted a typical concept of facility management oriented to business and customer
support. FM tended to undertake reactive actions in response to the business requirement and
operation changes. Normally, the department was informed the facility plans after the final
decision of business plans. In addition, it was quite difficult for the I'M team being proactive
to the change and planing for the long-term business support since the business plans and
operations tended to change in a very short period. As the FPM Head said:
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"it will bewaste,ratherthan useful,in preparingficilities for uncertainbusinessplans.
Quickresponse
to theneedsof themovesseemsto bea sensibleactionof theFPM".
The key priorities for the FM department were concerned with the consolidation the headoffice operations into the new head-office, involving the relocation of the former two headoffices and the re-accommodation of the business units inside the new building. The key
operational issues included H&S of Bank's employee and customers, budget control/costefficiency, and achieving technical standard and services quality. Later, after the intensive
activities of property transferred and office relocation during the merging period, the
organisation intended to stabilise the size of its businessoperations and facility requirements
for the next few years. The number of brancheswould be kept stable for the near future. In
turn, the number of property affairs decreasedsignificantly, while FIVE
becameto focus on the
operationsand maintenanceand building services.
According to the Corporate Operational Risk Guidelines (CORG), which described the
standards,guidelines and key risk indicatDrs for operational risk of facility management,the
organisation tended to be concernedwith five major risks relating Its businessoperations and
activities,which include credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk, financial risk, and operational
risk. The first four risks were related to the core businessoperations, while the operational risk
was the risk of the failure of technology, process,infrastructure, personrwl and any other risk
having an operational impact that could incur the direct or indirect lossesto the organisation.
The failures or downtimes of facility operations and building serviceswere included within
this category of risk. The organisation was also well aware of the risk of liabilities arising from
failure to comply with regulations concerning its property and facility management
operations. The breach of the banking regulations could lead to operational risk causing
damages to the core business operations. The penalty ranges from fine, suspension, arid
withdrawing the license.The Bank realised that the violations of the regulations can result in
heavy fines, and damage of the business operations and image. The FM therefore must be
very careful with this issue, and tried to prevent this risk by following the regulations
precisely,and reporting all its property activities accordingly.
Responsibilities and Scopeof Savices
The responsibilities of the department covered all property assetsof the Bank including Bank's
owned buildings and facilities and foreclosedproperty. The FM department was responsible
for all physical resourcesused In businessoperations of the Bank and the managementand
liquidation of the foreclosedproperty. The FM departinent was responsiblefor providing the
comprehensive facilities services, issuing invoke and rent collection, and accommodating
tenants, and the health, safety and security of the user within the bufldhVL The FM was
responsiblefor the procurementsof the technical componentsfor the building operations and
maintenance since the activities required speciallsed technical expertise. The property
management function also provided the property and price comparison analysis and
recommendationon the property price for other businessunits.
The department was responsible for providing the services for all premises of the
organisatiort, at the head-office and branches. Its services covered the operations and
maintenanceof air-conditioning system, electrical system, water supply and sanitary system,
the minor office renovation, the building construction project, the cleaning and maid Services,
the provision of office equipment, the pest control, and the chum managementand services.
Theseserviceswere grouped into six groups as following.
Head-OfiSw
and BraxclwsFadUfieswrvkgr. head-office and branchesfacilities serviceswere
concernedwith technical operations and maintenanceof mechanical and electrical QA&E)
systemsof these buildings, mordibring and providing advice to the building engineering
servicevendors, and providing emergencyor minor repairs. in providing the services,the
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facilities services were divided into the head-office services and the branch services to
cope with the different characteristicsof building systems.
Churn and Cleaning services:Churn was responsible for relocating staff and furniture
inventory arrangement The tasks of chum were divided into head-office chum and
branch churn. The head-office churn involved the internal department office and staff
relocations, and the extension and reduction of office space.The branch chum involved
the closing and relocation of branch offices, including office close plannin& sorting and
packing office assetsand documents,assetsstoring, selling out the unwanted office assets
and furniture, moving and transporting office assets,and sealing the building accesses.
The chum section was also responsible for space management and planning
Housekeeping and cleaning function was responsible for controlling and monitoring the
servicesprovision of the vendors.
Administration and utilities support scruker. Administration and utilities support services
function involved all kinds of hIIIaIIe
works such as corresponding with the Bank
of Thailand, cost tracking and monitoring, and negotiating and renewing leaseagreement
Property project management:This function involved with with all property project
managementof facilities services.It is also responsiblefor recruiting necessaryconsultants
in the project, coordinating among consultants,businessesand contractors,and ensuring
the projects were completed in according to the organisational businessrequirements and
standards.
Facilitieshelpdeskand bookingservices.This function involved receiving, forwarding and
distributing service orders to all related ftinctions. It also conducted service analysis in
responsetime and outstanding works.
This function involved the servicesof providing primary
Foreclosed
propertymanagentent:
facility services and managementto the foreclosed prop",
preparing property report,
reviewing property consultant recommendation, assisting the decision-making on and
facilitating property disposal, and supporting information on property market, managing
and disposing foreclosed properties, and negotiating lease and handling legal issuesfor
closed branches, new branches openin& and Operational branches in term of lease
negotiation.

However, there were some systemsand equipment that were operated and managedby other
unit For example, the installation, operation and maintenance of rr, computer, sum, and
communication systemssuch as telephone,fax and PABX were under responsibility of the IT
department Since these systemsare aU integrated in the rr system of the Bar& The security
function and equipment, such as fire system and alum, remained under supervision of the
Security and Risk Management deputnent, covering physical security and business
operation loss prevention, Le. policy and banldng risk
FM was considered as a crucial function in mirdmising fluse risks. IU role and responsibility
of FM concerning'Operational Risks' was stated in the organisadWs policy. The operational
risk issues concerning facilities and property management included due diligence, local
legislation, corporate and social responsibility, leaseholds, inimrance, ethical standards, project
risks, building condition, relationship with the service vendors, environment and local
infrastructure, physical security, building emergency, contingency planning, property data.
However, it was told that to some extent handling these operational risks was difficult to the
FM department as the physical security and the building emergency systems were belong to
the responsibility of the Security Risk Management department.

Similar to other large orgardsations, the organisation implemented service charge-back
schemefor the office spaceand support servicesin order to allocatecostsback to the usm and
enhancethe efficiency of resourceudlisation. This enabled the FM to generateits revenue of
approximately 240million Baht a year. The deparbnent was allocated with approximately 220
million Baht for annual operating budgeL More than 50% of the operating budget were spent
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for the utility costs and the office services, such as churn and cleaning, costs. Figure A(18)
shows the profile of the operating expenses in 2002.
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Figure A(18) FM Expenses in 2002

Management
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and Decision

Authority

The department was located in the middle-nianagenient position on the organisational
structure. The head of FPM directly reported to the head of central service division,
cooperating with the business management based on two-way communication basis.
According to the corporate policy, the department was empo-.vered on selecting and tendering
facility services contracts, and entitled to propose and set out tile 1111111al
inVeStIllent 111d
operating budget. The operations and performance of FM also liad to be reported regularly to
the regional property director, while the value of property portfolio had to be inforined to the
global property management at head-office in LIK from time to time
FM Organisation
FPM adopted the functional structure based on the type of serviCL-S,11dVingSi\ fUI1Cti0IIS:
Head office and branches facilities, churn and cleaning services, administration and utilities
support services, property project management, facilities helpdesk and booking services, Mid
foreclosed property management. Figure A(19) shows the structure of the FNI department
after the merger.
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Figure A(19) The FM deparbnent after Merger
This departmental structure was partially designed based on the typical structure of the
corporation and corporate guideline. The functions of PPM department were arranged or
grouped in according to type of services, skilb, and the amount of works. The functional
arrangementsof building services,administration and utility, property project:management
and help desk, were typical to corporate FM department structure, while the separating
arrangementof security, chum and cleaning serviceswas unusual. According to the Head of
FM department, the reason to have specialisedfunctions of cleaning and chum was because
these functions had a large number of headcount and needed specific management 11W
function of property foreclosure and scope of each function were arranged in according to
specific demands of local operations This structure allowed the property management
function and databaseto link on the similar platform worldwide and exchangeinformation of
facility and property managementamong countries In addilim ft allowed the headquarters
in the UK to track the performanceof its facilities managementaround the world. In 2003,the
department employed 12 permanent staff, with 120 vendor/service supplier staff providing
servicesin all facilities.
Service Arrangement

Outsourcing was chosen to be the main method of all service deliveries. The method and
delivery
determined
based
issues
the
of
service
were
on
tts
of cost and value, the
... g. n.
efficiency and effectivenessof the provisions, and capacities and constraints of the local
service suppliers. R was told that the extent of outsourcing varied by different countries due
W the different capabilities of local service providers. In this case the building maintenance
In
and operations, cleanin& churn services, maid service, UPS
precision air
condition, and lady sanitary deposit box were outsourced. The department retains technician
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staffs for building minor repair services and providing the advice to the contractors.
Meanwhile, the organisation intended to retain the managementauthority of FM inside.
The option of total facility management was reviewed and found not to be feasible for the
operational context in Thailand. First, FM had to work closely and directly with the Bank of
Thailand, which the external total FM contractor was not allowed to do so for this time being.
Second,the existing local service providers remained to be incapable of providing an effective
total facility management.Theseconditions tended to limit the option of outsourcing for FM
servicesfor the operation in flijs country.
Performance measurement

The department conducted regular evaluation on the overall performance of the department.
The service performance of all service providers was assessedmonthly. The key performance
criteria included the customer and employee safety, the cost efficiency, and the operational
service performance.The department employed key performance indicator system to control
and monitor the operating and service performance of the vendors. The performance of
building services was mainly concerned with safety indices, time and costs, where the
performance of services will be evaluated from safety indices, requirement completion and
standard. The overall performance of the FM team was assessedon annual basis, concerning
its achievementson planned targets,cost saving, and its specific key performancetargets such
by
FM
These
targets
the
time
were
set
conservation.
energy
as cost saving,
achievement and
head.To an extent, the performanceof the department was evaluated in relation to the budget
control and project completion, and its annual targets such as cost saving on the expensesand
energy consumption of the organisation overall. It was informed that the performance
measurementissuesand systemvaried by countries.
Future Plans
In the future, the department intended to implement the following initiatives at somestage:.
There was tendency that the orgaWsationwill transfer the responsibility of the physical
FPM
department
Risk
Management
fire
from
Security
to
the
the
safety
security and
department in the near fature. This would make the remit of FM in Thailand similar to
thosein other countries, and improve the performanceof theseservices.
The FM team would begin tD focus more on measuring and controlling performance by
having a specific FM performancemeasurementsystem.
The FM department planed tD bundle its putsourcing contracts into a small number if the
FM skfll market becamemore developedand advancein the future.

CaseD: Physical ResourcesManagement of A Local University
Backaound
The case is one of the oldest universities in Thailand, founded in 1917. When it was first
founded, the university had 380students taking classesin four faculties which were Faculty of
Medicine, Faculty of Public Administration, Faculty of Engineering and Faculty of Arts and
Science.The University is located in the CBD area of Bangkok. The University evolved largely
in responsetD the duknging needsand requirementsof the country and its people. During the
last century, the university had grown in size as well as In interests and activides. Sinceit was
established,the university had gradually growth. Its facility resourceshad been developed
and expanded in along with the increaseof students. Today, the University had produced
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over 85,000graduates in various fields of specializati n. The graduates had contributed to the
development of Thailand. The university provides the extensive academic programmes
covering wide area of knowledge and study.
The university had been well known for its excellence on teaching It has long history in
producing graduate students to serve the government and society. The University was wen
reputed for its strength at the Bachelor'sdegree level. In 1999,the government had a policy in
giving universities an autonomy to manage their orgardsation and academic policies by
themselves. In the same time, the University decided to Implement a re-engineering
programme to improve its capabilities for the long-term competition. Thesetwo factors led to
the significant changes to the entire organisation. In 200, the University had eighteen
faculties and a number of schools,institutes and projects, which are engaging in teaching and
other related activities. The University offered 30 international programs, 344 major subjectsin
four main areasof study, namely, health sciences,scienceand technology, the social sciences,
and the humanities. There are 100 degreeprogrammes at the undergraduate level, 26 graduate
diploma programmes and 217 postgraduate programmes which include 57 doctoral degree
options, 159 master's degrees, I higher-certificate project in a wide range of areas of
specialization. There were more than 10,000 graduate students and 19,000 undergraduate
students -enrolling each year. The univimsity always attempted to retain its position as a
Idpacesetter"among Thailand's higher educational institutions, and reach the international
educational standards. It was planning to expand and increase its research capacities and
postgraduateprograms many more in the futures.

Position: Before the EgmEn&
Organisation

Before the re-engineering, the University was one of the government education institutions,
subsidised both investment capitol and operating budget by the government Its
organisational strategiesand policies were stemmed from at the government policy through
the ministry of education. As a government university, it had adopted governmental
procedures and paradigm for its organisational management, the policies of management,
human resourcemanagement,resourceallocation, and the working culture. The organisation
had two separated lines of management; the management of core functions and support
functions was separated All academic activities were controlled by the Office of Academic
Affairs. All the academicdecisionswere centralised W the board of management On the odw
hand, the Office of the President was responsiblefor managing the supportfuncWns of the
University, including the Building and Ground division and Planning'and Development
division. Figure A(20) shows the organisationodstructure of the University in 1997.
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Figure A(20) Organisation Structure before Re-engh-wering
As a government university, the University was subsidised by the governmental budget
of the University in past can be
receiving from the government annually. The
regarded as routine and very low changeorganisation. The organisation structure was highly
bureaucratic with a number of levels of hierarchy. Its working processeswere formally
codesof practice.
conductedbasedon standardised
Business Strategiesand Chganisation Policies
Since it was established,the University had focused primarily on undergraduate education
and taught programs, and provided the wide range of academicprogrammes and studies at
that level. Its mam mission, as stated in the
policy, was to produce the
long-term
The
the
the
the
to
plans and
society.
and
government
needs
of
graduates support
developments of the university tended to follow the government's education strategies and
higher
than
that of post-graduate
The
well
was
student
plans.
number of undergraduate
students. It had a policy in centrallsing the academic management to the university
administration, and decentralisingthe support function managementto the faculties/schools.
The entire organisation adopted a zero-budgeting system to control its financial operations.
Like other typical governmental organisations, the university intended to do both core and
support operations by its in-house staffi. It was informed that during this period the
organisation was not very concernedwith facility numagementand performance issues,and
had no explicit policies for building managementand maintenance.
Work Operations
The focus on undergraduate education had impact on the
of the activities
within the campus. As a taught university, teaching and studying were the main activities
within the campus. Theseactivities were conducted m routine and traditional mannu, with
formal teaching and learning in the classroomand having certain office hours of between 8.00
a.m. to 4 p.m. The activities occurring outside thesehours were rare.
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Facility Resources
The university was located in the inner Bangkok, occupying a large piece of property of about
of 500 acres. The university's property was divided into campus and off-campus areas. The
campus areas covering approximate 250 acres, 904,656 Sq. ni are used for the education
purposes only. While the off-campus areas are either lending to other government igencies
and schools, or using for income generating purposes. The main campus consisted of three
separated sites, as shown in Figure A(21).

Figure A(21) Campus Map
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FM Practice

Similar to offter government agencies,the university was notorious for its low concerns in
building managementand maintenance.Managing buildings and facilities in the past tended
to be undertaken without proper knowledge and sufficient budget. There were no preventive
maintenanceplans and actions, while repairing was the priority job. The facility resourcesand
their servicesof the were managed by the Building and Ground Division. The division was a
typical and traditional facility management adopted for the governmental organisations. It
was a part of the Office of University President
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Figure A(23) Office of President
During this period, the attention on building and facilities maintenance of the organisation
was relatively low. Different from other government academic institutes, the organisation
adopted a dual system of FA The organisation had empowered its faculties to handle and
managethe facilities that they were occupying While the rest of the facilities were handled by
the Building and Ground division. The policy on and practice facility management and
maintenanceof each faculty facility tended to be subjectiveto the capabilities and the level of
concern of that faculty. This dual-management system was unusual. Some interviewees
argued that it was a part of the organisation culture which had been developed for a long
time. In this case,the study focused only on the central facility managementof the Urdversity,
not covering thoseof the faculties.
Overall, facility managementfunctions in the past were rather fragmented. The functions of
facility planning and facility operation were separated,where the facility planning function
like Campus planning, was located in the Phmrdng Divisiom The Building and Ground
division was mainly assignedfor maintaining and repairing infrastructures of the university,
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and providing occasionalsupports on minor or emergency repairs for the faculties facilities.
The main purposes of the division then were to maintain and repair the building engineering
systems,and infrastructure of the campus in a workable condition, and to deliver construction
projects for the university. It focused on routine technical operations and services, and
construction management The division tended to focus on physical development and
occupancyrather than their managementand maintenance.There were two important issues
concerningthe works of the division: the facility operational conditions and the completion of
construction projects.The main concernsof the division were to ensure that the building and
their serviceswere in workable and safety conditions.
Responsibility and Scopeof Services
The division was responsible for communal facilities and the infrastructures within the three
campuses,and providing basic servicessuch as maintenanceand repairs for common/central
facilities and infrastructure. The division was also responsible for the university's building
construction projects, but not involved in campus and facility planning. The scopeof services
included building design and construction management,security, building and infrastructure
maintenance,gardening, and housekeeping.The division was the function for facility services
operator emphasising on providing maintenance and repair works, carrying the bask
building services such as cleaning and security. The ground services included ground
cleanin& corrective maintenance, and standard security. Occasionally, the division was
responsiblefor preparing the venue for special occasionsand ceremoniesand the royal visits.
The scopeof FM serviceswere relatively limited focusing on typical maintenanceand services
only. The division was allocatedwith the small amount of the operating budget for emergency
repairs and regular maintenance,and had the tc)talstaff of more than 240people.
Management Participation and Decision Authority
The division participated rarely in the organisatioresmanagementand planning meetings. Its
relationship with the managementof the university was a one-way communication where all
the plans were decided and formulated by the organisational management Mainly the
division involved with operational decisionsconcerning daily and short-term decisionson its
routine works.
FM Organisation
The division adopted a functional stmcture, and consisted of six operational functions, as
shown in the Figure A(24). These functions were Design and Construction management,
Security, Maintenance, Garderung and Housekeepin& Building management, and
Administration. The structure of the division was constructed based on the typical format of
the government, emphasising on maintamince and repairs. The functions were divided by
their skills and specialisation.
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Figure A(24) Building and Ground Division in 1998
Service Arrangement
During this period, the main method of service delivery of the University was in-house. The
facility serviceswere mainly delivered and provided by in-house stafts of the division. The
method had been developed for long Wine W fulfil the needs of the university itself and was
considered to be a sensible option while there were no service available in the markeL In
addition, it was a generalpracticein government organisations.
PerformanceMeasurement
There was no formal performance measurement system for the facility services and
management There was only assessmentwas about individual performance evaluation
undertaken for salary promotion.

Position: After the RS:EnZLnesLi-ng
Orgadsation
The impacts of the globalisation, rapid changes of the country, and the changes in the
government policy on education attempting to transform the government universities into
autonomous university, forced the University to change its goals, management and
organisational structure. As a former President of the University said that 'use(the university)
haveto survive in the new and ivorseenvironment'.To cope with the challengesand sustain its
position, the University decided to implement the 'University Re-engineeringProgram'. The
program was aimed to improve four key area of effectiveness, efficiency, quality and
flexibility in the University's a
if
and academiccapability.
In 1998 the university had implemented reerq0raering process to respond to its contwdual
change. Mahdy the university had a policy to shift its position from a taught university to a
research-leduniversity, while remaining to provide wide-range of undergraduate and postPosibordngFM hi Thagand
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graduate academic programmes. The reengincering affected the University's academic
strategy, working and teaching patterns, and restructuring organisational structure. The
academic management was decentralised to the faculties, while the management of
administration and support services were getting centralised. The University started
reforming and restructuring its administration organisations in 1998.
The main ideas of the initiative were to centralise all support functions, and decentralise the
core activities - academic management, to the faculties giving academic freedom in arranging
and managing courses, programmes, and research. The Office of the University became the
cluster of administration and support functions divided into main support function, semicooperative function, specialised function and other function. The main support function of
the University were Administrative Affairs, Financial Affairs, Human Resource Affairs, and
Physical Resource Management. These functions were positioned at the 'Office' level
reporting directly to the president and the council. In addition, the re-engin eering also
resulted in restructuring academic management system, HR management system, and
physical resources utilisation system, and changing budgeting system.
The reengineering involved comprehensive changes across the organisation. The university
to the faculties. The
was given autonomy in formulating academic plans and administrations
new organisational structure was flatter, divided into academic and administrative groups, as
shown in Figure A(25). This structure reflected the concept of decentralised management on
the academic affairs. With the new structure, the university was able to concentrate much
more on its core operations - academic activities. All academic units, such as faculties,
colleges, schools and institutes had more freedom on their academic management and
development. While the support services and activities were established as a set of specialised
Offices. Each support function could develop its core competencies as professional specialist,
and contained with its own planning, managing and operating functions.
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Business Strategy and Organisation Policies
The university aimed to become a research-baseduniversity in the next stage of its
development In doing so, it shifted its focus to graduate studies and Researchby initiating
more post-graduate programmes and researchcentres.The university becameto focus more
on research activities and academic services. The University undertook new strategies
focusing on higher education and research, providing more international courses and
increasing researchactivities and collaborations. It encouraged and supported all faculties to
offer master and doctoral programs. Learning and teaching, researchactivities and academic
services were considered as the core operations of the University. The quality assurance
programme was initiated and implemented to improve the effectivenessand efficiency of the
university in every aspect Since then the performance and outcomes of all works and
departmentshad to be evaluated regularly.
In the sametime, the facility and environment within the campus,both physical resourcesand
support systems,needed to be improved to support the extension of the academic activities
and the new policies. The university becamemuch more concerned with resource utilisation
and conditions. It recognised that the physical resourcesbecame an important factor to its
operations and long-term success.Keeping up the facilities with the pace of technology and
changesin learning and teaching methods was regarded as a crucial issue of the University.
To support the long-term goals, the University set out an explicit policy on physical resources
development and managementas following;
Developing the infrastructure necessaryfor effective learning and teaching,research,
administration, and improvement of the environment
Improving the meansof raising revenuesand managing its properties in order to facilitate
the operation and development of the university.
The above policy implies that the upgrading, development and construction of facilities will
be essential and need to implement continuously. Irt the new policy the organisation became
more concernedwith the surrounding and internal environment of the campuses.Preserving
green areas,air quality, and preventing all kinds of pollution and poor environment became
priority issues stated in the organisational policy. Meanwhile, the organisation was facing
several problems concerning physical resourcessuch as physical and functional obsolescence,
unpleasant environment, very high operating expenses,and low performance and trufficient
utilisation. Theseissuesled to the needsofImproving the infrastructure capacity
Improving the campusenvironment
Setting up a banding managementorganisation/system to cope with the use and
complexity of the lately built high-rise buildings, and enhancebetter performanceof
existing facilities.
Work Operations
As the University aimed to be a research-orienteduniversity, the integration of researchand
teaching activities becamemore emphasised.There was increaseof the researchactivities and
the diversity of teaching methods. This resulted in longer time of working and more group
working. A large number of academicprogrammes were initiated. Thesenew activities led to
the needs of flexible and extensive office hours and days including evening courses and
weekend programmes.
Facility Resources
The size and feature of the facility resourceswere largely much the same as previous stage
During the research,the University had 193 buildings accommodatingareasof 846,= Sq. m.
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Most buildings and facilities were built in between year I QoI and 1986, that was the time that
the University had been expanding extensively. Most high-rise I)Uildillý',S were built iii 1987 to
1996, when the university started to use the policy of building co-use/sharing to viihaiice the
efficiency of utilisation. The buildings are diverse in ages, heights, sizes, types, aild buildiilg
engineering systems. Figure A(26) shows the diversity Of building profiles v, ithiii the c,unpus.
The building
faculty or academic bllildillý; S, laboratory,
libr, try,
types include
accommodations, mix-used buildings, auditorium, sport facilities, niuseum, historic buildings,
stores, and art gallery. In addition, the university also had large uit'rastructure system, such as
inner roads, sewage, main electrical system, water system, hIndscape, and so on. The campus
accommodated approximately 19,000 undergraduate students, 11,000 graduate students, 2,700
academic staffs, and approximate 5,000 supporting staffs.

Figure A(26) Campus View

The new policy and orientation on academic management of tile UniversitN' attecttýd file use
and management of the facility in many ways. It increased number of user, variety of use, and
the expansion of building use time. The facilities and buildings had to serve for postgraduate
courses in the evening and Nveekend, beyond typical office hours. Sharing physical resources
built
for
buildings
faculties
became
the
tile
were
among
organisation's main policy, while new
communal uses. The facility resources were considered as one of important resources of the
university.
FM Practice
Apart from restructuring
organisation, improving and reforming the nianagernent of physical
The practices and
progranitne.
resources was one of the key issues in the re-engineering
the
arrangements of FM were changed in order to irnprove their capabilities in supporting
new policies and the long-term needs of the University. An integrative FM approacli linking
planning, use management, operations and maintenance,
ivas required to cope with the
the operation processes, the facility uses, and the
changes of the facility characteristics,
long-term goals. The new Office of Physical Resource nianag vtnent (OITNI)
organisation's
_,
division
by
formed
building
to replace the old
consolidating
and ground
all functions
was
related to facilities services, management and common support services into one dep, irtment.
It was the first time that FM-related function was positioned at the 'Office' level equal to
functions,
finance
I-IR
and included within the 'Main ILinctional Group'.
and
academic,

However, the use and management of the faculty facilities and the communal facilities were
still separated. The organisation centralised facility planning and management of central
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infrastructures and their services,including the common buildings, but still decentralisedthe
managementand servicesof academicbuildings to each faculty. This was expectedto change
some times in the future. The main purpose and policy of the OPRM were changed from
facility focusedto the academicactivities supporL The main aims of FM at this period were:
To support the core operations - academicactivities, with effective physical resources
management,effective facilities, and clean and safe environment
To enhance,maximise if possible,the performanceof facilities and buildings.
The OPRM undertook the function of facility resources management and coordinator,
including planning. The Office retaireedan essentialrole in physical development and project
delivery according to the physical development policy. The OPRM placed its priorities on
three issues:safety and security of user, especiaBythe students, cost control, and resources
utilisation. The Office Director indicated that the Office was highly concerned; health and
safety of all. users, especially the students, and physical condition of all communal facilities
and their operating costs. The main tasks of FM included building operations and services,
maintenance,spaceplanning and management,and project management
Responsibilities and Scopeof Services
In 2002,the FM was responsiblefor merely 20% of the total building space,and all communal
facilities and infrastructures including 32 buildings, landscape and stadium. The total area of
land under responsibility of the FM was approximately 422AM Sq. m. However, it accounted
for all common areasincluding street, infrastructure and gardens outside the ground areasof
faculty buildings, which was accounted of a half of the premises overall. The OPRM was
responsible for Planning of physical development and improvement, and Building use and
space management for these facilities. The Office was directly responsible for health and
safety of all users within the campus, as majority of core facilities still under the control of
faculties. T'heOPRM remained a large office with more than 200 staffs working. Most of the
staff were operational staff such as security guards and technicians.The FM servicescovered
building design and construction, infrastructure operations and maintenance, building
services,security, and transportation services.
The Office was allocated with 2 types of budget the operating budget and the development
budget The operating budget referred to the fund used in utilising and maintaining facilities
on regular basis, while the development budget was allocated for building development,
alteration, renovation, or upgrading. In 2002,the OPRM was allocated an operating budget of
approximately 63.5 million Baht, as shown in Table A(I). The FM gained an accessto the
university's investment funds for capital investment on facility development and
improvement
Table A(I) Annual Operating Budget in 2002

The University Budget Allocation Profile
Buildingmanagement
Landscape
Operations,
MaintenmemidRepaW
Design,
Mgmt
Planning
andProject
Security
andtraffic
Carfleet
Campus
transportation
Administration
Sumof thebudget
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Figure A(27) Operating Budget of OPRM in 2002

Management Participation and Decision Authority
The Office participated regularly in the University management mectings and involved it,
decisions concerning physical resource issues. It established two-way communication with the
management team of the organisation. The FM became more il)VOIVCLIwith tile long-tern)
planning, particularly on campus and facilities development master plan, planning aspects
such as maintenance programme, and management. Tile Office was therefore entitiled to
budget.
its
facility
long-term
off
operating
sign
resources and
propose
and action plans on
FM Organisation
The Office adopted functional structure based on type of %vork. I fie organisational stru( ture of
the Office was comprised of 3 divisions of architectural and infrastructure division, building
Figure
A(28).
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Figure A(28) FM Structure of OPRM

The responsibilitiesand coverageof eachdivision are describedbelow:

Architectural and Inftastructure division was responsible for design and planning and
constructions. It consists of Campus master plan section and Design and construction
managementsection.The campus master plan section is a planning function responsible
for designin& revising and reviewing the master plan of the University from time to time.
It also accounts for gathering data and information concerning physical resources
management The design and construction managementsection is a crucial function as the
University has continued to develop and improve its facilities all the times. It is
responsiblefor building and facility design, and coordinating in construction projects. In
term of infrastructure including the power supply, the communication system and the
water and sanitary system, the division was responsiblefor managing energy utilisation,
planning main power and communication systems, and planin& maintaining water
systemwithin the campus area.
Building and Ground division was responsible for three issues which are building
management, maintenance, and landscape management The building management
function mainly deals with administrating the routine servicesrelating to building uses.
The maintenancefunction accountsfor maintenanceand repairs of common buildings and
facilities, infrastructure and street furniture. Informally, building and ground division
works in zoning systemin order to reduce workload of the central operation.
Security and transportation division divided into security and traffic section and
transportation section. The section was responsiblefor providing security and safety in
common areas, traffic management The transportation section was accounted for
providing transportation for university use, maintaining car fleet, and controlling the
shuttle bus servicewithin the campus.
Service Arrangement
The University adopted the mix of in-house and contracting out servicedelivery for its facility
service delivery. This could be done due to the re-engineeringand the changesto government
policy on university autonomy. The outsourcing was necessary as the existing in-house
facility staff was not capable of handling the systemsof the new buildings. In addition, the
The
did
increase
the
outsourcing
to
staff.
support
organisation
not want
number of permanent
services were undertaken on individual service basis due to the general procurement
its
University
This
the
to
the
received
when
change
government
was expected
regulations of
full autDnomyauthority.
Performance Assessment

A systemof performancemeasurementwas initiated as part of 'quality assurance'programme
of the organisation. The performance accountability of FM was concentrated on the
accomplishmentof annual plan, the quality and cost of the servicesand implementations, and
the achievementof the targets in its quality assurancereference,such as general cost and
quantitative targets. OveralL the measurement system was applied from the general
measurementof the organisation.
Future Plans

The University was attemptingto centralisethe managementof all physicalresources
ManagementAccordingto
under singlemanagement- the Officeof PhysicalResources
thelong-termplan of the University,theOPRMwould graduallyre-gainthemanagement
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of faculty facilities. Once this plan was achieved, knowledge and skills in facility
management,strategicplanning will need to transfer. The role and scopeof the FM would
be expectedto changeagain.
As the campuscovers quite a large area and is geographically divided into two campuses,
the University planned to adopt a zoning maintenance scheme to increase the
performanceof maintenanceand servicetime.
The FM had a plan to develop a comprehensivefacilities data-baseto support the longterm management

CaseE: Property Management of a local Bank
BackSlound
The organisation in this case is one of Thailand's leading banks, having a strong and large
customer base. The organisation began its operations in 1944, and gradually expanded its
business from the customer-base in Bangkok area to the rural areas. In early days, the
organisation was operated and managedas a family businessand very conservative.Its core
business of the Bank concentrated on consumer bankin& especially saving account and
personalloan services.The Bank's branch network was expanded into rural areasvery much
during 1950 to 1980. Many branch offices were built throughout the country as essential
channelto get the customer contactsduring this period.
In early 1990s,the organisation was the first Thai commercial bank that made a net profit of
over Baht 10,000million in a year and becamethe largest company in Thailand, listed among
the top 200 banks in the world. During year 1997to 1999,the bank had been heavily affected
by the regional economic recession.Its profit was recessedsignificantly. Furthermore, there
was increase of business competition and competitors from overseas banks due to the
deregulation of the BOT that allowed these banks to extend their operations in the country.
Consequently, the bank was forced to restructure its operating processesand functions in
order to regain its position in the market and competitiveness.In doing that, the organisation
had implemented 'businesstransformation! initiative. The 'transformation! led to downsizing,
centralising some businessdecisionssuch as corporate loan approvals, standardising business
practices and support operations, staff laying off, terminating unprofitable business units,
introducing international standards and practices and information technology, and
restructuring organisation of internal units including its FM team. In 2003, the organisation
held twenty-five percent of market share,owning approximately US$ 30.5billion total assets.
It had a large number of branches and electronic networks throughout the country, with
around 1,700ATM machinesand over 600 branches.It had nearly 10 million customers,and
overseasnetwork of 21 branches,including two representative offices in London and New
York.

Position: Before Business Transformation
Organisation
Before 2000, the organisation could be described as the largest local bank growing from a
family-busmess bank. It was quite a conservative enterprise with decentralised decisionmaking on businessoperations.Its culture can be viewed as a highly politics and low-change
organisation.The organisational structure of the Bank was divided into two major parts based
on income and cost generating, as shown in Figure A(29). The core operations include all
businessunits or profit centres,while the support operationsincluded all support functions or
cost centres incurring the costs and e)qxnses in supporting the core operations. Due to its
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large operations and different characteristics of business, the organisation arranged its
organisational structure based on the type of business services and tasks, and its geographical
operations: Bangkok and Provincial operations. The Bank- had adopted tile multi-divisional
structure divided based on business and functional units.
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Figure A(29) Organisation's Structure before BusinessTransformation

Business Strategies and Organisation Policies
During this period, the organisation provided the wide range of banking services, vvith focus
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the other hand, these fixed and physical assets were used as business security asset. Therefore
the development of property assets was always a part of the Bank's capital investment. Like
other banks, the organisation emphasised on the excellent customer services. It intended to
allocate essential resources to achieve its operational goals. The organisation adopted a 'check
and balance' system to control its operations and resource utilisation.
In term of facility services, the organisatioii had policy in separating facility operatioiis of tile
corporate offices from the branch offices. The facility services of the corporate offices were
assigned to the responsibilities of Central Service Division (CSD), while tile organisation
delegated the responsibilities of facility services and maintenance to the management of the
branch. There were no formal facility management policies and plans, except operational
plans. It was told that the facility issues were a secondary priority, not linked to business
operafions and performances.
Work Operations
The organisation adopted a typical work processes using tile combination of paper work and
computer. The business operations at the corporate offices were mainly back-office operations
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involving routine office works processing and business meetings. They were typical office
operationswith the routine office hours.
Facility Resources
As its primary business was consumer banking services focusing on saving of the local people,
the commercial branch was a key mechanism in expanding the organisation's business. The
facility resources represented the brand and image of the bank. In the past, the property assets
were considered as an operational assets of the Bank, using as a business collateral/ security
according to the rule of Bank of Thailand. Obtaining freehold right of the property assets was
crucial and beneficial to the operations of the organisation. In addition, the continuous
development of physical resource represented the stability and creditability image of the bank
to its customers. In 1999, the organisation owned freehold tenure of all property assets,
including more than 600 buildings consisting of 600 branch offices, a head-office and 5
corporate offices. The corporate offices were a group of high-rise office building mainly used
for back-office operations of the organisation. One-third of the head-office area was a branch
office having the intensive customer interface. The branch office was an essential part of
business development, very important for making connection with the customers in far areas
while there were no better ways in communication. Without IT technology, the organisation
needed to have branches as many as possible to get into the clients. The number of branch
offices was important for building its service creditability to the customers.

FM Practice
In the past, the organisation was not much concerned with the facility issues, since the
operating costs were quite small compared to the size of its profit. In turn, the significance of
the operating costs of property assetswas overlooked. There was no formal database of
facilities costsand utilisation. Similar to other local organisations,the Bank had adopted the a
traditional concept of facilities management that only dealt with building engineering
maintenance and operations, and delivering general building services. Overall, there were
four major departmentsinvolving in the issuesof property and facility management:
Building design and Office assets department. The department was responsible for
building project design and construction management,and office and furniture lay-out
planning. It was a key function in supporting physical development of the Bank.
Central services deparbrient. The department was responsible for mechanical and
electrical operations and maintenance,cleaning and security of the corporate offices, and
department
for
Central
branch
The
was recognised as
service
offices.
emergency repair
the main function in handling routine operations and servkes in all property assetsof the
Bank, except thoseof foreclosedproperty and the branch offices.
Property department The department was located under Chairman Division, responsible
for property assetregistration, managing and disposing the foreclosed property. In case
that the foreclosedproperties required upkeep and management,the department usually
do
the tasks.
to
service
provider
professional
management
commissioned a
property
Foreclosed property included land, office, residential, factory and machine and
equipment The department was also responsible for the organisation's property
acquisition in associating with the business strategic management unit that was
responsible for location selection for branch offices. Property department was a
specialised function in acquiring the property for the Banles business purposes, and
negotiating on the property contracts and purchasing. Location selection considered as
businessstrategicissuewhich neededto be handled by businessmanagementfunction.
Office of president The office had a sectionresponsiblefor property and facility plartning,
and tendering and procuring.
These functions were separated based on the reason of accountability and process
transparency.The organisation also adopted the system of 'Check and Balance' to control the
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pre-construction and post-occupancy outcomes. The facility planning was normally
conducted by the Office of president as a part of the organisatioWs business plans. Most
physical developments were led by the marketing strategy and business needs. Although it
was the main function in building design and construction project management,the building
design and office asset department did not involve directly with the business and facilities
planning. The main department responsible for its facility servicesand managementwas the
Central ServicesDivision (CSD). The CSD had two primary purposes: to ensure that the
facilities of the corporate offices were operating smoothly, and to deliver building projects on
time, within the budget and quality target The division had adopted the concept of physical
services/operation-oriented focusing on operational performanceof buildings and its systems
and quality of building projects. Overall, the FM practice can be viewed as a fragmented
arrangement where since there was no integration of facility plannin& management and
operations.The practice can be characterisedas the combination of building service operator
and building project management,emphasisingon an operational function.
The main issuesof the CSD were concerned with the appearanceand condition of facilities
and the completion and quality of building construction project. The division gave a priority
on facilities operations and project managementover the other issuesas the development and
construction of branch offices were vital to the organisation's businessgrowth and expansion,
while the continuity of facilities operation was critical to the business operations in the
corporate offices. It was told that the continuity of businessoperations and facility operations
as well as health and safety and costs of the operations were the key issuesin the practice of
the division.
Responsibilities

and Scope of Services

The division was responsible for the facility operations and services of the corporate offices
and construction delivery for the new branches, including design and construction
management and coordination. As mentioned earlier, the organisation delegated building
operations and maintenance responsibility of branch offices to the branches,so the central
service department was predominantly responsible for operations and maintenance of the
corporate offices including the head-office. The FM services under the remit of the division
included building project design and managementand office planning of retail branches,and
mechanicaland electrical operations and maintenance,cleaning, and security of the corporate
offices. As an operational, support function, the CSD was mainly allocated with the overhead
and facility maintenancebudgets. In year 2000,the central service division was allocated the
operation budget of approximate 350 million Baht per year. Ninety-six percent of the budget
was allocated to the central service department, which was mostly used for utility expenses.
The central service division had quite a very large number of permanent operational staff,
more 350 people,as in-house service delivery was the main approach.
Management Participation and Decision Authority
The division was not quite connectedwith the businessmanagement It was positioned as an
operational management with a medium-low management position and did not regularly
participate in business management meetings. Most of the time, it communicated with the
businessmanagementon a one-way communication basis while the facility development was
led by the business demands and constraints. The division had limited decision-making
powers, mostly concerning with short-term operational decisions. In practice, the division
worked on annual planning basis.
FM Organisation
Overall, the Central Service Division was divided into two departments: Design and Office
assetsdepartment and Central servicesdepartment. The design and office assetsdepartment
was responsiHe for building design and construction management,and office services.The
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central services department was responsible for facility operations and maintenance. The
planning function was separatedfrom the CSD, and allocated wiffin the office of president
The division adopted a functional form. The central service division was mainly structured to
facilitate the delivery of maintenance and operation of properties, especially the corporate
office, and building projects.
central service
Division

Depaftnwnt of Building and Office
Aomb

Depairtaumof Cmftd
5«Vk»

E
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I
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Figure A(30) Structure of Central Service Division
0Service Arrangement

The organisation adopted a conservative approach in sourcing its support services and had
policy in delivering the servicesby its in-house team. The main reasonsof undertaking this
approach were there were very few facinty service supphers or vendors and some services
were considered critical to the operations. The Bank had employed its own security guard,
building technicians,engineersand architects,and even cleaning staff.
Performance measurement

The division adopted the standard businessperformancemeasurementof the organisation to
evaluate its generalperformance,concerningits operational outputs such as number of service
jobs, project completions and grossbudget spending. However the evaluation results were not
taken seriously by the business management It was told that the issue of FM performance
measurementwas overlooked since the operating costs of facility resourceswere considered
to be trivial to the overall budget of the bank. Mainly, the performance measurementwas
focusedon individual staff performancefor the work and salary promotion.

Position: After Business Transformation
Organbation
The economic recessioncaused the significant negative impacts to the local economy and
forced the Bank of Thailand (BOT) to allow foreign banks to fully do businessin local banking.
This resulted in the increaseof furious competition in banking business.The bank was directly
affected by the influx of the competition from foreign banks. As the organisatiows profit
margin was decreasingdue to the increaseof businesscompetitors, it becameessentialto the
organisation to reduce operating costs quickly and to improve its resources utilisation
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efficiency. In order to respond to these threats and to remain competitive, the organisation
decided to implement a re-engineeringprogramme caUedBusmessTransformation' (BI).
The 'transformatioW began in 2000,leading to changes tD the way of work and reduction of
number of staff, with an aims to increasethe Bank's businessoperation flexibility and agility.
The business transformation programmed involved the significant changes to the entire
organisation; downsizing and centralising all operations. The orgardsation attempted
downsized its businessoperations into efficient level by reducing its excessivehuman power
and resources.Many operations were re-centralisedback to the central management,and the
decentralisationof businessdecisionswas reduced. The total number of the staff was reduced
to approximately 18,000people. Overall, the organisation retained the same organisational
structure, and still had strong internal politics. As a result of the transformation, all cost-centre
units including HR and central service divisions had to re-checkand improve their working
processesto reduce the operating expenses.
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Figure A(31) Organisation Structure after BusinessTransformation
Business Strategy and Organisation Policies
As its business competitors were expanding their businessesand providing many new
banking instruments and services,the organisation needed to be capable of providing more
innovative banking services in order to remain competitive It was considered that saving
account services were no longer the organisatiorfs primary business. In the new business
strategy, the organisation turned its businessfocus to the other areassuch as investment loan,
other commercial services.Information technology was brought in to support its new banking
services. It was vital that its financial services must be faster, more convenient and more
secure. The organisation began to adapt some international management standards and
practicesto improve its operations.
In order to provide better customerservice it must make continual improvements in customer
service at every level of the organization. To achieve this, the organisation re-adjusted its
business management structure by setting up four business groups based on the types of
customer,Consumer,Business,Commercial and Corporate clients. The organisation had eight
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key business units, including Corporate, Commercial, Business, Consumer, International
Bankin& Treasury, SAM/Recovery and Investment Banking.

After the economiccrisis, the Bank of Thailand no longer allowed banks to use their physical
assetsas businesscollateral/ security. In turn, the organisation changed its facility policy and
strategy,adopting a more flexible assetacquisition approach. It intended to reduce number of
fixed assets and changed to expand its business through temporary/small branches. It
planned not to build the new branch offices by itself and retain freehold property right, and
turned to seek for more flexible options of facility resource acquisitions, such as renting
building and space,opening temporary micro branch in shopping mall, and opening more
ATM points. It tends to use smaller branch operations in shopping malls and office lobbies for
banking services.The organisation also intended to reduce and dispose its excessivefacility
resourcessuch as some of its old, existing branch offices that had excessivespace or are
unresponsiveto the new operation of the bank.
The new policies emphasisedon improving efficiency and businesscompetitiveness,reducing
the amount of fixed asset and the development of the full-commercial branches, aiming to
improve the operational efficiency in every sector of the organisation. The organisation
became more concerned with its investment and operation costs. The overhead cost,
technology and property investments were defined as the first three largest costsof the Bank.
In order to reduce the investment and fixed costs, the facility acquisition policy was also
changedfrom building its own facility resourcesto leasethe available property in the market
The new buildings and facilities would be acquired based on short-term leasebasis. In turn,
this reduced number of the property development projects, and made the organisation to
focus on utihsing its existing property in more efficient ways. Outsourcing becamea preferred
option to reduce the fixed overhead costs and the need of acquiring human resource for
support functions. At this period, the key successfactors of the organisation included human
resources,technology and systems and customer satisfaction. The security and safety of the
customerremained crucial issues.
Work Operations
The organisation, supported the transformation by upgrading its business operation
technology to enablethe businessunits to expand their range of products and servicesto meet
the different demands of diverse customer bases. The business operations were moving
towards IT-basedwork processesusing advancecomputer and information technology. With
a variety of its new banking services, the organisations began to have a variety of business
operating hours. Although the servicesof e-commerceand e-banking were introduced to the
market, most of the customersstill preferred doing their businessesat the front-desk services
making the branch offices to continue to be important.
Facility Resources
There were two major types of property assets:foreclosedproperty and the Banles property
asset The former was property foreclosed from the Bank's non-performing loans, with
various building types. The latter referred to property and facilities used for the Bank's
operations.The amount of facility resourceremained very much the sameas that was prior to
the transformation. In 2003,the Bank owned 620 buildings, with more than 1.6 million Square
metre, throughout the country. Most of the property assetswere built and owrwd by the
organisation.The corporate office consisted of five buildings, including a 140,000Sq. m. head
office, two offices locating nearby the HO, and three offices locating in various locations. The
Branch offices were categorisedinto three types; Businesscentre branch, Commercial branch
and Micro branch The businesscentre branch was the comprehensiveservice branch, while
the commercial and micro branch was a standard branch providing counter service for
consumer banking with no loan services.In addition, the bank installed A7U in more 6=
700 locations. Branch offices tended to be small, low-rise buildings equipped with simple
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building engineering systems.Table A(2) summarisesthe number of office facilities and space
of the organisation in 2003.
Table A(2) Facility Resources in 2003

Building Types

Buildings

Corporate
BusinessCentre
Commercial Branch
Micro Branch

Area (Sq. m.)
5

311,951

83

283,000

444

1105115M

88
Totall

620

4,5W
IM,

951

Me corporateoffices continued to be the main accommodationof back-office operations of the
Bank, and its on-ethird was still used for the front-office operations. In 2003,the total number
of the staff accommodatedin corporate office was approximately 3'M people. There were
about 1,400people working in the head office. However, these facility resourceswere getting
intc) the state of deterioration and out-of-date. There was increasing redundancy of the office
spacedue to the staff lay-off in the processof the businesstransformation.
FM Practice
FM practice change was a part of the 'BusiTtess Transformation' programme. The
improvement of FM efficiency and effectiveness became key issues- in this case, the
organisation became more aware of the importance of facility resources, as the head Of
property managementpointed that
"fiicilities that are critical to the businessoperationsShouldbe well managedand
maintainedin an effectivecondition."
The view of Fm goals also changedshould be a 'business-driverefunction as the Head of FM
emphasisedthat
"if uv unnt to servelsupportthe businessof the bank, the methodand practiceof
(property)management
shouldbe driven along the business.We haveto think how to
"
saveandmaximisethecostsandinvestment.
The key problems concerning FM practice in the previous were identified. It found that the
fragmented structure of facilities-related functions had causedslow implementation, conflicts
betweendepartment, work redundancy, and lack of consistentstandard. There had no been a
property and facility managementstrategy for the Bank. Moreover, the building upgrading
led to the increaseof complex building systems,which some were far too sophisticatedto be
handled by existing in-house technicians. It was also pointed that managing facilities and
property assetsshould focus not only on maintaining the good conditions of property assets
and deliver sufficient services to the user, but also on adding value to the business and
meeting the changing businessand financial needsof the Bank. In achieving that, the property
and facility managementstrategy needed to allp with the needs of the businessoperational
requirements and the organisation's long-term objectives. This led to a need of significant
changes to FM practices. The head of design and office asset department proposed an
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initiative to integrate all functions related to facility plannin& management and services
under one department and to change the role and orientation of the practice. A consultant
company to assist it in restructuring the practice. The restructuring process can be
summarisedin Figure A(32).
Identifying and
consolidatingall
related
functions/units

Defining the
role of new
function

r*

Identifying the
priority

Structuring/
Grouping
functions

Figure A(32) FM restructuring process
The Head of FM team determined to shift the role of the department from operational to more
strategic and managementin order to improve the alignment of FM to the businessneeds of
the organisation. As stated in the FM restructuring proposal, the strategic improvement of the
facility managementpractice should focus on:
Setting up a proactive team that capable of supporting the growth and the changing
demandsof the organisation in advance.
Increasing its capabilities tD support the business operations and enhance working
productivity of the organisationalstaff.
Improving its capability in managing corporate facility portfolio as a businessasset
The restructuring the central service division began in year 2003. A new department of
property management, was emerged to replace the central service division. The Property
Management department was formed by the consolidation of all facility-related functions,
which were Central Service Department and Building Design and Office Asset Department,
Property Department and Facility Planning function. The department chose the title of
'Property Management' becausethe board of managementconsidered that this title was easier
to be recognised. and conununicated than the title of 'facility managemenf. A facility
management database and information system was set up as a part of FM capability
improvement This restructuring was under going process that would continue for anodw
period, where the changesto FM department structure and practice were consideredto be an
intermediate meansof the master plan.
The new FM practicesaimed to provide the businessmanagementwith the strategicsolutions
for facility and workplace management,the strategy in running and managing its property
assets,sound and supportive facilities and servicesfor the operations of the Bank, to increase
the utilisation and performance of the existing facility. Ift addition, the FM team aimed to
maintain the value of facility and property and to enhance the operational performance. It
became concentrated on strategic issues such as property portfolio management, business
support performance, and strategic facility management by reducing the focus on budding
operations, services and maintenance. The operations and maintenance and the services
provision were less emphasised. The FM department also focused on increasing the
workspace utilisation to reduce the capital investment and operating costson property assets.
Meanwhile the existing buildings were in the state of deterioratin& the budding renovation
and upgrading would becomea priority issueFM in the mid-term.
Responsibilities and Scopeof Services
FM was mainly responsiblefDr the facility operations and servicesof the corporateoffices.The
scopeof FM responsibility was extended to cover spacemanagementof the corporate offices
and branch offices. The FM team was also responsible for cooperating with the Bank of
Thailand concerning the issuesof property management The scope of FM servicescovered
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Property management, Property project, Property operations, FM technology, Administration,
and Stationery and Logistic.
"

"

"

"

"

"

Property Management including the functions of
Planning
-Space
-Capital planning
-Outsourcing management
-Procurement management
Property Projects responsible for
development
-Project
design
-Engineering
drafting
-Design
-Construction management
Property operation and maintenance consisting of
BAS
Telecommunication
operation,
and
-Property
Maintenance,
Electrical
Mechanical
Maintenance,
Building
and
maintenance:
-Property
Office services and Facilities Help Desk
-Building management
-Corporate security
-Transportation
FM Technology responsible for
System
development
Information
-FM
Support
information
-FM
Central Administration incorporating
HR
management
-Department's
-Administration
Stationary/ Logistic responsible for purchasing and delivering office stationary in 110 and
branches.

In 2003, the number of total staff within the property management was 331 people. The
budget.
for
Balit
department
460
the
openitine,
million
was allocated with approximately
Figure A(33) illustrates the profile of facility operating expenses iii 2003. The department
managed a large permanent headcount of more thaii 300 staffs, most of them are operational
staffs for security services. According to the Bank's annual report in 2002, the expenses on
premises and equipment increased to 4.9 billion Balit.
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Figure A(33) Operating Expenses of Property Management in 2004
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Management Participation and Decision Authority
As shown in Figure A(31) above, the department was located in the same hierarchical position
as the old central service division. However, the Head of the department gained an accessto
participate regularly in businessmanagementmeetings tc)be involved and provide inputs on
the facility management issues. A two-way communication basis between FM and the
business management was established. The FM team overtook the authority on short and
mid-term facility planning issues. The department was empowered to tender service
contracts,and to propose the action plans and long term plans for facility development and
management.
FM Organisation
T'heconsolidation of all facility-related functions led to the re-organisation of FM department]
The new departmental structure is shown in Figure A(34). The department adopted functional
structure arranged into six sections; Property management, Property project and Property
operations,and support FM functions, i.e. FM technology, Administration and Stationery and
Logistic. Overall, the structure was divided into core functions and non-core functions. The
core functions were property management,property projects and property operation, while
the support functions were FMIS, administration and stationary logistic as non-com functions
of the department The property managementfunction was responsible for strategic property
portfolio, dealing with both physical and financial planning, and facility management
strategy. Property projects section remains a necessaryfunction as the department anticipates
the continuity of building renovation and upgrading projectsin the near futures.
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Figure A(34) Structure of Property Management
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Service Arrangement
Overall, the organisation adopted a combination of outsourcing and in-house service delivery
arrangements.The department provided building design, facility engineering superintendent,
and construction managementby the in-house staff. Under the new managementregime, the
department intended to do more outsourcing. It contracted out most of facility services,except
the security services which the organisation still did not have plan to outsource its security
services and lay-off the security staffs. The building services of the branch offices were all
outsourcedto external service providers. The FM team sought for assistancefrom consultants
in other issuesand works that it did not have expertise.The organisation determined to retain
the managementand planning authority on facility resourcesin-house.
Performance Measurement

Performancesof Businessoperation and facility operation becamethe main interest of the new
function. During the research, the specific performance measurement system for facility
managementwas under development The department was developing the list of specific key
performance indicators for facility services,which would include bask FM issuesusing the
local preferences.In the longer term, the department expected to use a comprehensiveset of
international FM performance indicators to ensure that FM services were provided
appropriately and to enable the deparl3nent to benchmark its performance with other
organisations.
It was told that the new FM arrangements enhanced the planning and management
capabilities of the property management department and enabled the FM to serve and
support the businessstrategiesand operationsbetter. On the other hand, the FM changeswere
consideredto be an appropriate responseto the businesstransformation overall.
Future Plans

The restructuring was a part of the long-term corporate facility-property management
plan The ultimate goal of the restructuring was to diversify the FM into a businessentity
of corporate facility management The head looked to integrate all powers and property
assetsand facility resourcesunder the managementof this company in order to provide
the organisationwith more effective corporate facility management
The head realised that the significanceand coverageof security function were increasing.
In the future, it was expected that the security issueswould extend beyond the physical
security aspect and require higher expertise and skills. Therefore, the department had a
plan to spin off its security function in order to establishan stand-alonecorporateSecurity
function when appropriate.
The department aimed to used a new FM performance measurement system that could
reflect FM contributions to the business operations and performance. The department
planed to establish systematic measurements using business-related indicators in
associatingwith cost performanceindicators and user satisfaction.
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APPENDIX B: Semi-structured Interview Questions
lNMVrEWEES

Name and position - Responsibilities

1 CURRENT FM PRACTICE ARRANGEMENTS
" Scope of services - Areas of Responsibility
" Main Focus - Key Issues - Priorities
" Policy - Operations - Strategy
" FM Support Concepts - Management Methods
" Characteristics of FM Tasks
" Departmental Structure - Levels of Authority
" Relationships with Core Business - Management Participation
" Performance Indicators - FM Accountability
" Development/Changes to FM functions
" Problems - Constraints
" Other Commentp and Opinions: Current Performance and Constraints - Future
Improvements and Opportunities
2 CURRENT ORGANISATIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES
" General characteristics - Organisational History
" Organisational. Policy - Strategy - Plans
" Business Operations - Conditions - Circumstances
" Facility/Real Estate policy
" Support Services Policy
3 CURRENT FACILITY RESOURCES
" Overview of facility resources: development history - characteristics - problems
" Overview of support services: range - characteristics - standards - problems
4 PREVIOUS FM PRACTICE ARRANGEMENTS
" Scope of services - Areas of Responsibility
Main Focus - Key Issues - Priorities
"
" Policy - Operations - Strategy
FM Support Concepts - Management Methods
"
" Characteristics of FM Tasks
" Departmental Structure - Levels of Authority
" Relationships with Core Business - Management Participation
" Performance Indicators - FM Accountability
" Development/Changes to FM functions
" Problems - Constraints
" Other Comments and Opinions: Current Performance and Constraints - Future
Improvements and Opportunities
5 PREVIOUS ORGANISATIONAL, CIRCUMSTANCES
" General characteristics
" Organisational. Policy - Strategy - Plans
" Business Operations - Conditions - Circumsteinces
" Facility/Real Estate policy
" Support Services Policy
6 PREVIOUS FACILITY RESOURCES
" Overview of facility resources: development history - characteristics - problems
" Overview of support services: range - characteristics - standards - problems
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List of Interviewees
CASE ORGANISATION

NAME

POSITION

A

Mr. jesada Kanjanabose
Mr. Nartpisit Peekanont

Head of Facilities
t
Building Service Manager

Mr. Andrew Green

Consultant

Mr. Aviruth Wongbuddhapitak

Vice-President for Finance

Mr. Ekasith Sinthusam

Managing Director

Mr. Nut Hmeethong

General Manager

Mr. Chokechai Chaiyato

Former Head of Central
service department
Former Office Facility
Department Manager
Site-1 Manager

B

Facilities Management of An
International
Telecommunications
Company

Facility Management of the
Head-office of a Local
Construction Materials
Manufacturing Corporation

Mr. Kamol Surinandha
Mr. Prakass Sutabutra
Ms. Boonruang Ariyanonvitaya
C

Facilities & Property
Management of
an International Bank

Mr. Surakit Chamamahattana
Mr. Vorapon Techa-akkrakul

Ms. Rungrawee Fakphairoj

Mr. Sanirath Rathjinda
D

Office of Physical Resources
Management of a University

Prof. Dr. Thienchai Keeranant
Assoc. Prof, Bundit Chubmi

Mr. Buncha Charabirom

Mrs. Yannanuth Thanusingha
E

Property Management
Department of
A Local Bank

Mr. Bhakorn Vanuptikul
Mrs. Pompen Pimviriyakul
Ms. Nanthaka Udomphaiboon

PositicmingFM in Thailand

Building engineering
services assistant manager
Senior Vice President for
Central Services
Senior Manager for
Property and Facilities
Management
Property and Facilities
Management Operational
staff
Leasing Manager
Former President of the
University
Former Deputy President
for Physical Resources
Management
Director of Office of
Physical Resources
Management
Head of Design and
Planning division
Senior Vice President for
Property Management
Facility Management
Manager
FMIS senior staff
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Appendix C: Trial Package

APPENDIX C: The Applicability

Trial Package

In conducting the applicability trial, the researahsent out a packageof the applicability trial to
each participant The package provided a brief summary of the decision framework and its
associatedtools together with a three-page questionnaire inviting expert opinion about the
proposed approach.The packageincludes:
"
"
"
"

Introductory letter
Attachment A: A summary description of the positioning process and A schematic
diagram of the stagesof the decisionframework.
Attachment B: Examplesof the tools and their documentation
Attachment C: A three-pagequestionnaire
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Appendix D. Trial Results

APPENDIX D: Applicability

Trial Results

This section presentsthe primary results of the 'Applicability Trials. First, it lists the name
by
followed
This
is
the
in
the
trials.
summary of
the
experts
participating
of
organisation
and
it
Finally,
framework
tools
reports the expert
the
capabilities.
the expert opinions on
and
lists
Table
D(1)
the
framework
its
tools.
name and
the
and
of
comments on each phase
by
lists
trial
the
responding the questionnaires.
participants
of
organisation
Tahlp T)(1I

Uqt of Trial Resnondents

Name

Title

Company/Organisation

Ms. T. Bailey
Ms. J. Brooks
Dr. A. Dabson

Civic Centre Manager
Estates and Facilities Division
Former International Director
Property Management
Manager of Facilities
Management and Corporate
Services
Regional Director
Facilities Co-ordinator
Head of Facility Mana
Director

Embridge Borough Council
University College London
MCI

Mr. M. Dowsett

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

A. Green
P. Hammersley
C. Latta
M. Loosemore

Mr. N. Peekanont
Mr. K Sindusek
Mr. D. Svenson
Mr. B. Vanaptikul
Mr. F. Young

Assistant Vice President,
Administration
Facility Manager
Director of Works and
Operations
Head of Property Management
Director of Operations,
Infrastructure and Procurement

Barclays Capital

Faber Maunsell
KPMG, UK
British American Tobacco
Property Information Management
Services (PRAS)
HSBC (nmiland)
jone Lang Lasalle at Shell (Thailand)
Royal Free Hospital
Bangkok Bank
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, UK

Eight,
Chapter
Table
8(1),
in
The results of indicative commentsare summarised and shown
page 185.
vo

Expert Comments
Phase 1: Information

Collection

Q 1.1 In your opinion, doesthe FM positioning information gathering processand tools
for
data
in
positioning
basis
the
to
of
essential
sorting
and
collection
assist
systematic
provide
FM?
Comments:
" Good checklist T-I

"
"
"
"

It canprovidea goodbasisfor genericdatacollection.T-2
Thetoolsprovide
Theframeworkprovidesa goodunderstandingof overallprocesses.
T4
logicalandsystematicsequences.
Thekey factorsseemto beflexibleand adaptable.0-3
Generallyit capturesall salientpoints.04
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"
"
"

It can assistthe data collection and support prioritising requirements.0-5
There should be more emphasis on gap arialysis.E-3
The processappearsto be extremely comprehensive.H-2, C-3

SuggggtiLons:
" It should include political context within legal or market context, consumer requirement
and profile. P-2
" Need to put information gathering sheetsin to an overall framework which helps to make
the processmore cohesive.C-2
" It may need more simplification. C-3
Q 1.2 Do you agreethat the essentialand relevant data and information can be collectedby
using the processand tools
Comments:
" Generally essential data will be collected. T-1
T4
be
Mostly
information
collected.
will
essential and relevant
"
" It seems comprehensive. 0-3,0-5
" It is helpful and systematic. E-3

It may need adaptation or modification for specific management/organisational
characteristics.T-1
There are someother essentialdata that should be collected such as the goal of the
T-2
be
time
data
The
to
with
as
well.
concerned
collection needs
company.
SugMtions
There may be the need to further clarify or' sub-topic to make the answer precise.T4
It should be aware of the lack of clear organisationaldocuments.0-3
It should include customerviews and expectations,levels of quality/cost of services
provided. 0-5
Should the organisationalneedsinclude servicecustomers,stakeholdersand their
requirements?P-2
It should add legacy issuesand assessmentor current performanceas measuredby the
C-2
the
the
services.
of
consumers
and
core organisation
Q 1.3 Do you agreethat the information to be collectedby the processwill be sufficient for FM
be
data
that
If
collected?
should
suggest
additional
positioning? not, would you please
Comments:
" It can provide tangible information. T-1
" Generally they can provide sufficient information. T-4
Suggotions:
determine
FM
that
It
include
to
and
strategy
vision,
mission
need
company's
"
may
position. T-1
in
flexible
fit
factors
be
key
to
to
the
The
internal
arrange
organisation
should
"
and external
specific context T4
It should include organisationalsize,location and branding. 0-2
Document 2.1.2should be aware of the relative differencesand importance of business
units sincethey affect importance or expecting of services.0-3
Document 2.2.1and 2.2.2should take more accounton the existing state of IT
infrastructure and supporting engineering solutions. 0-4
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"
"
"
"

Should try the wider organisational context P-2
It should include internal political factors. PR-2
It may need to add data collection of the morale of the current organisation.C-2
It would becomeeven more businessfocused if there was a measureof direct relevanceof
the data to the businessneeds.C-3

Q 1.4 Do you agreethat the data and information gathering processand tools could be
adaptedfor use acrossa range of organisationsand sectors?
Comments:
" Very good starting point and any organisation can adopt and adapt to fit its needs. T-1

"
"
"
"
"

With small changeor development, it can be used for all kinds/ types of FM organisation.
T-2
They are generic and adaptable.T-4
Flexibility is the key, but the supporting guidanceneedsto be provided to indicate how
flexible this architecture is before being cofitpromised.0-4
Generally adaptable,probably too broad for certain sectorssuch as healthcare.0-5
It appearsto be time consuming and may only benefit large organisations.H-2

5m=tion:
e Somesensitivity is probably neededto different sector.C-3

Phase 2-.Identification

and Consideration of Positioning Options

Q 2.1Do you agreethat the FM options considerationprocessand tools could provide a useful
framework for'identitring and generatingpossibleFM position options?
Comments:
0 3.1 and 3.2 are very much subjective,but good for generalevaluation of current and past
situations.T-2
0 Generally the tools provide help to organisation to determine possibleoptions. However,
the organisation might need additional tools to guide them through and help them on
their thinking process- how to transfer strategicissuesinto options. T4
but
3.1
3.2.
FM
Conceptually
is
improve
to
the
there
the
need
sense,
a
and
process
makes
0
profiles (priority and relative criticality) would be valuable if there were known
correlation between profile and servicemodels.0-3
%
0-4
Workdocument
3.1
is
0
not clear.
0 The information will allow the organisationto identify where the positions are.0-5
0 The option identification processseemsto omit the involvement of the existing and
potential suppliers/ partners. E-3
Sugg!mtions:
A 'status quo' option to act as a comparator to the other options might be helpful. PR-2
Need to createa range of generatedoptions. C-2
A measureof the businessrelevanceof an option could be useful to preserveand promote
the strategicimportance of the right positioning. C-3
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Q Z2 Do you agreethat the processand tools will help to agreeon feasibility criteria and
eliminate infeasible positioning options in order to define a short-list of potential options?
Comments:
" The feasibility criteria can effectively filter out the non-feasibleoptions. An additional
suggestionis to provide servke focus referencesor examplesto make it more clar. T4
" Only if appropriate weighting can be determined (4.2) for evaluation criteria. It is always
difficulty. The danger is that greater analysis produces more criteria and more complexity.
It should be consideredlimiting number of evaluation criteria. 0-3
" It will help organisationsto realisewhere there may be gaps in their processesand set up.
0-5
Su&Mtions:
" Someother factors need to be consideredsuch as businessrelationship, future
development and other benefits,etc.T-1
" The criteria for. assessingfeasibility should come before considering option feasibility. P-2
" Need to add transition/ implementation feasibility criteria.
Q 2.3 Do you agreethat the examplefeasiblecriteria proposed in WorkDocument 3.1 are
useful and sufficient for eliminating nonviable options? If not, would you pleasesuggestother
essentialfeasibility criteria?
Comments:
" 'In any organisations, you can provide the shortfist and recommendation but the
management can still select the option you thought was not viable because the
management may weight other factors more than you did. ' T-1
" The evaluation form is useful and sufficient The four elements have covered fundamental
factors for the considerations. Another criterion to be added could be'compliance to
business direction. ' T4
" The criteria may be redundant at this stage. 0-3

ELuggestions:
" Workdocument 3.1 needsto be improved in order to get the clearerresults.04
" He is not sure if the data is sufficient for eliminating nonviable options. The criteria need
to be more in depth and cover a more robust decision making process.0-5
" Organisational characteristicsshould be featured in the feasibility criteria. E-3
" Other feasibility criteria may be stakeholder/customer requirementsand the political
context P-2
be
data
included
items. PRimportant
Cost
as
separate
should
very
and
"
and scalability are
2
" Plausibility, supportability, manageability,serviceability, sustainability could be benefit
from reinforcement C-3
Q 2.4 Do you agreethat the processand tools will assistorganisation.and facility manager in
comparing the potential options, and selectingihe preferred option?
Commentr.
" The forms provide necessarycoveragefor comparing and selectingthe option that the
organisation prefers. TA
valuable addition to this stagewould be an overall assessmentof the current
"A
organisation againstbest practice- this would help in identifying the areasrequiring
change.C-2
"A
comprehensivecollection of tools but the use of the data in aggregateis unclear. C-3
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9

It helps to focus on the real needsand requirements and identify feasibility. 0-5

Su&Mtions.
" Need more works on the three FM models. 0-3
" It needs more detaffed work. E-3

Q 2.5 Do you agreethat the comparison criteria provided in WorkDocument 4.1 are useful
and sufficient for comparing the viable options? If not, would you pleasesuggestother
essentialcriteria?
Comments:
* Most major factors are listed. T-2
* It is useftd but a little too simplistic for some.0,5
SugMtions:
Business relationship, 'business synergy should be evaluated as well. T-1
It is similar to SWOT analysis. The workdocuments provide compact and efficient method
of comparison. T-4

"
"
"
*

Other criteria for comparing the viable options may be the impact on customer,
experience/capacityof suppliers. 0-3
There might be need for another box to scoreidentitftg criteria for anabisis.P-2
He suggestedan intemal PEST(political, economic,social and technological)also;with
emphasison the'ly and'T'. PR-2
Too bask - need more science. C-2

'Flexibility for changehits the heart of the matter! He would like to seegreater emphasis
on the processbeing cyclical perhapsby using the businessplanning cycle. C-3

Phase3: Implementation of Selected Options
Q 3.1 Do you agreethat the implementation and development processand tools provide
useful and necessarystagesfor the implementation of the selectedFM arrangements?If riot,
would you pleasesuggestfurther stagesthat might be needed to implement the selected
option?
Comments:
for
but
for
implementation,
The
the
table
the
tools
provided
provide necessarystages
"
action plans could be structured differently; more detailed table could make it clearer and
easierfor the information providers and readers.T4
" At this stagea preferred model or approach hasbeenidentified. The key to getting it right
is the transition of this into a practical deliverable solution supported by appropriate
suppliers/partners. Is there a need for a stagelooking at evaluations/ selectingservice
providers? 0-3
" It doesgive a clear path to follow, it makes no allowarice for'gut feer. 0-5
sugulgom
Potential/ preferred suppliers involvement is needed. E-3

Should include training and CPD as a single heading. Or, it could be a sub-headingof
sustainability. H-2
Perhapsa rise/ use of short-term, medium-term, and long-term planning would help to
improve the stagesof implementation and weighting. C-3
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Q 3.2Do you agreethat the periodic reviews will assistthe essentialactivities for reexamination and development?If not, would you pleasesuggestwhat other activities should
added?
Comments:
T-1
internal
factors
be
than
the
Most
to
tend
one.
the
external
changeswill
of
"
An
by
duration
type
the
He
of
services.
the
that
vary
may
periodic review
agrees
"
T-2
duration
guideline.
needs
services
of
major
appropriate
how
this
the
to
trying
'If
FM
is
judging
tool
strategy,
themselves
the
re-examine
and
using
"
'
0-5
do
be
judged?
to
their
so
can
capability
be
believe
'I
that
the
more explicit about the need
perhaps
methodology should
"
identification to go through the gap analysisand if internal/external changeshave
occurred.E-3
C-2
low/medium/high
Do
the
criteria.
not understand
"
Sugggýtions:
User's input would be a good sourceof information for re-examination and development
T-4
'Matrix approachbalancing strategicand operational is sensibleand could be useful. My
practical concernwould be that the basisfor scoring capability to support strategicchange
0-3
knowledge
be
arrangements.
of, and satisfactionwith current operational
might
Keepsthe focus on ensuring servicecontinues to meet the operational need. P-2
The reviews should be continuous. PR-2
Need to link the'positioning' to a businessplanning and budget cycle: 1 year and 3 years.
C-3

Q 3.3 Do you agreethat the processand tools *ill provide systematicbasisto assist
for
FM
the
decision
in
facility
when
arrangements
manager repositioning
organisation and
context changes?
Comments:
The sameprocessand tools can be applied whether it is the new positioning or reevaluation of the existing position. T-I
The tools are flexible enough to re-examwhen the context changes.T4
'More convinced about value of tools to identify need for changethan to provide template
for required changes.If it provides the formal and prompts dialogue and debateabout the
latter. It would still be a valuable process! 0-3
How can the capability of FM be judged? 0-5
Suguatfilons:
'It risks appearing unduly complex. Could it have a high level with key process,and then
' C-3
break down to lower level, supporting, processes?

Overall Featuresof the Framework and Tools
Q 4.1 Do you agreethat the FM positioning processand tools will provide a useful basisin
for
facility
any given organisation?
practice
management
arranging
Comments:
This would work in most casesbut somemodification is still required to fit specific
factors.
T-1
and
cultural
organisationalgoals,visions
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but
flexible
the results are then evaluated with
The
tools
open
questions,
with
are
"
changeablecriteria, so they are very pracqal for any given organisation.T4
" It is easyto follow and logical/ systematic.P-2
be
Public
business
It
tool
a challenge.
this
sector
may
sectors.
acrossall
a useful
could see
"
0-2
decision
debate
framework.
If
to
and
uses guide process,analysis,
good conceptual
"A
I
If
be
too
it
judge
I
that
would worry,
rigorously
applied
valuable.
would
making, would
it would only ever be as good as the people who use it 0-3
in
framework
forward
that
'Overall
to
work
is
will
robust
a
a good and useful attempt put
"
the real world. "Overall thesetools appear to provide a complete and systematicprocess!
0-4
be
the
first
tools
process!
'Yes,
of
these
a
part
the
as
should
used
alone
process
step
of
"
as a
0-5
FM
find
this
He
procurement cost effective.
thinks
of
method
not
may
small organisations
"
H-2
P-2
logical
It
approach.
encouragesa systematicand
"
holistic
from
benefit
forward.
Could
it
vision: creation of a support
a
more
great step
"A
C-3
business?
the
the
of
needs
environment meeting
Q 4.2 Do you agreethat the processand tools provide a systematicand logical approach to
positioning FM?
Comments:
Yes, it is systematic approach. 0-2

'It doesallow the FM to consider options and weigh up some of the possibilities in a
planned manner.' 0-5
Would be a5 for someand a3 for others depending on maturity of FM market But the
logic should always be meeting the support needsof the business.C-3

Q 4.3 Do you agreethat the processand tools could be adapted for use in a range of
organisationsand sectors?
Comments:
It is flexible and adaptable.T4
Maybe a divide between private and public sectors.0-2
It focuseson the hard strategicissuesand not on customer focusedservices,which often
found in healthcareand education.0-5
It may not be cost effective for smaller organisations;in eachsector.H-2
It has sufficient flexibility to allow the adaptation in a range of sectorsand organisations.
P-2
SuggmgiLons
May need to emphasisemore the intangible assetsto suit thosefirms for whom money is
not priority one. C-3
Q 4.4 Do you agreethat the processhas sufficitpt stages?If not, would you pleasesuggest
which stagesare redundant and/or missing in the process?
Comments:
The processesare quite detailed and they are divided into stepsthat can guide the
organisation through effectively. T-4
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The processmap contained in one page is useful. The conceptualmodel would, over time,
be supplementedwith checklists,correlated results, examples,etc. 0-3
'Potentially a daunting number of stages! C-3

Sugmtions:
It needsextra tools that allow the FM to undertake customer feedbackand requirements,
thesetools need to be very specific in gathering information that will be of real use in
positioning the FM services,not a likes and dislikes list The tools take no accountof
environmental issuesand corporateresponsibility. 0-5

Strengths
Information gathering
Process
" The sequencesare structured clearly and systematically.T4
" It is comprehensive.0-2
"A
good checklist 0-5
" It is comprehensive.H-2
" Quite comprehensive.C-3
Tools
" The tools provide a good start for organisationsin clarifying and arranging the
information and key factors.T4
" It is systematic.0-2
" It will presentclear understanding of organisation. H-2
" Comprehensiverange of options/headings. C-3
Position generation
Process
" Helpful in trying to determine what levels of services win be provided. 0-5
" The clarity of process. H-2
Main heading identified. C-3
"
Tools
" It will indicate existing position. H-2
good array of tools. C-3
"A

Option comparison and selection
Process
Q
The process provides thorough analyses for the decision making. T-4
It is easy to understand and systematic process. H-2
Sound approach. C-3
Tools
" Relevant criteria used. H-2
" Good use of profiling. C-3

Implementation and periodic review
Process
It is a good shuter. 0-2
It is sbuctured processand easyto follow. H-2
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* Emphasison flexibility for change.C-3
Tools
" Clear process.H-2
" Most stagespresentand neat mature summary. C-3
Overall strengths of the framework and tools
"
"

"
"
"

"
"

It coversall major related data, and can be used for all types of businessor organisations.
T-2
It focuseson understanding the businessand its requirements.Its strengths include the
simplicity of priority and relative criticality diagram, the two-step approach of feasibility
analysiswith scoring which is sensible.It has simple, easyto understand matrix. It is
comprehensive.The checklistsand proformas are well presentedand appropriate. It is
good as a genericapproach.It seemsto be very concentratedon information gathering
and positioning generationstagesrather than evaluation and implementation stages.0-3
Clear, logical and fairly pragmatic/straightforward to implement. E-3
It is easyto follow and logical/systematic. P-2
Process:'I found that the processforced m-- to think quite hard about my decision
making which is precisely its objective.Tools: ' I found theseuseful as far as they went'
PR-2
Process:eachindividual processis logical but they need to be 'jam-up'. Tools: good set of
tools. C-2
Can be used in changing environment H-2

Weaknesses
Information gathering
Process
It should have a section to illustrate the gap or relationship between demand and
"
supply to ensure that there are no redundant efforts or missing requirements. T4
It relies on the user input 0-2
"
" Some information may be difficult to obtain. H-2
" Sorting could be simplified. C-3
Tools
" The profiles of requirements and existing support services should be combine
together for an easier comparison. T4
Reliant on knowledge of person inputting information. 0-2
"
Many case knowledge of business will allow the process to be simplified, e.g.
"
combining 2.4.2.0-3
May require significant efforts. H-2
"
Not too much help in populating the JQpIds/boxes.C-3
"

Position generation
Process
" Reliant on accuracy of information. H-2
Emphasis not strong enough on business relevance/value of position chosen. C-3
"
Tools
" The simplification of 3 FM models/modes - basic, conventional, and advance, needs
to link to market models - TFK client-led, supplier-led, etc. 3.1 and 3.2 seem
adequate but not continue by content/detaiL 0-3
Reliant on skills of person undertaking the process. H-2
"
An easier route to aggregating the results might help. C-3
"
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Option comparison and selection
Process
The option generation process is not structured in such a way as to promoted possible
innovative solutions. There appears to be no explicit (instruction) of the need to
involve suppliers/ potential partners. E-4

Subjectiveweighting. H-2
Suggestedadditional criteria at 2.3,sustainability needsgreater emphasis.C-3
Tools
Too many criteria and over complexity of weighting could make getting clear or
reliable results difficult Need further development 0-3
Relieson correct criteria being selected.H-2
Comparison diagrams not clear. C-3
Implementation and periodic review
Process
" Would seethis more as a jumping board rather than periodic review. 0-2
" Time consuming. It could be difficult if managementchangeand do not buy into the
process.H-2
9
" Use attractivenessof early, quick wins. Align positioning with businessplanning
cycle.C-3
Tools
" The matrix may be too simple. Can strategiccriteria be packagedand measured
simply as high, med, low, ditto opertional? Need further development. 0-3
" It may be difficult in quick changing environment. H-2
tactical level betweenthe strategicand operational could help. It can give the
"A
internal consistencyrequired by stakeholders.C-3
Overall weaknessesof the framework and tools
"

"

"

"
"

The different organisational characteristicsmay make it very difficult to implement or
apply standard tools to the positioning process.Someinformation will be subjective.The
decision
be
details.
There
is
for
FM
tools and
to
no
needs
more
guideline
repositioning
guidelines for developing the option. T-2
It should have a section to illustrate the gap or relationship between demand and supply
to ensurethat there are no redundant efforts or missing requirements.The profiles of
requirementsand existing support servicesshould be combine together for an easier
comparison.T-4
Process:'I found I neededto read fl-dsseveraltimes before I understood it, when I did,
they were fine.' Tools- 'I believe far more emphasisis neededon change,risk and cost
for these- just a thought)'. PR-2
information (it might be worth using metrIC'S
Process:there is a need to more clearly link the demand of the organisation for FM and the
criteria used to evaluate the positioning options. C-2
The processand tools are very complex documents.Understanding of outputs and actions
required would be a challenge.0-2

Other comments
'Positioning FW needsa clear definition. PR-2
'I regard this pieceof work well focusedand important' It is important to recognisethe
relative criticality of FM to an organisations core business.The framework should include
the internal politics and the power base,and the relative wealth of the organisation.PR-2
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D. TrW Results

Suggestions for Further Improvement
"
"

"
"
"

"

"

"

Determining FM position should be concernedwith both objective and subjectivefactors
simultaneously. T-1
Using graphic integrative diagram that includes time may reduce the number of diagram,
and createbetter understanding to top managementteam for improvement action
approval, [improve outcome presentation/ exhibition] T-2
Understanding businessneedsis fundameftal. The real value added is in specifying and
implementing the optimum servicemodel. 0-3
More works required to clarify and identify those stagesenvisagedat stage3
(identification and generationof FM positioning options) 0-4
The tools will only work with people who have a clear understanding in the knowledge
and practice of FM. There is a great use of jargon. It may be over the top for the majority
of practicing FMs. 0-5
Needs more.clarification for 2.4.1and 2.4.2.(Shesuggested)putting the review/ agree
selectioncriteria and selectionmethod in stage4, either with or below the identification
and evaluation boxes.P-2
An on-line version could provide a platform for swift analysis.Intangible assetsand the
operating and financial review (OPP)need some emphasis.The impact on the business
needsto be a common thread throughout and may justify reinforcement C-3
The organisationalchangecharacteristicsshould be included for consideration.He
suggestedthat the Bostonmatrices can be a useful tool as the businessmarket and the
relative market shareare excellentindicators of businesschange./ External factors in
Document 1.1, the political factors in context in terms of risk and support should be
considered./A 'status quo' option to act as a comparator to the other options might be
helpful. PR-2
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Appendix R CrowCase Aralyses

APPENDIX E: Cross-Case Analyses
This appendix exhibits the detailed anaIysesof cross-casecomparisonsin Chapter Six.
Table E(1)GeneralPattern of Relationships
ATT RIBUTES

is

ORGANISATIONAL
ATTRIBUTES
[All JA12

[All JA12[A

Development-cap

JAII JA12
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Table E(2) The Pattern of Change
IIFM

M UTE OUME
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Table E(3) Pattem of FM Arrangement Profile
FM AW RIBUTES

1

1

1
ARFANGEMENT
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_
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Table E(4) Pattern of FM Profile Change
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Table E(5) Comparison of FM Emphases
[A]l [A12 [A13 [B]l V1]2 [C]l JC12 ID11 [D12 [E]l [E12 m
FM FUNCTION
4
2
1
2
4
1
4
1
2
2
4
2
FM Strategy
3
3
4
2
4
1
4
3
4
2
5
2
FM Planning and Programming
2
3
3
2
4
1
3
4
3
4
2
Clinent Representation
A3 _
__
-a
ýent
51 31 ý35 H3
41
21
3
4
4
JFMAdministrative Manaj;
31
51
2
31 51
JIM Service Operations
31
51
3
2
4
41
21
31
FM RESPONSIBILrrIES
Real Estate
Planning & Programming
SpacePlanning & Management
Project Management
Administration
Maintenance
Building Operations & Services
El
lOffice Services
lEmployee Support
FM PRIORMES
BusinessContinuity
ResourceAvailability
Organisational Financial
Facility Operation
Physical Condition
Facility Cost
IH&S and Life Quality
jPublic & Community Support
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5
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1
3
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2
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1
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4
2
2
1
51
3
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515
5 15
3
4
15
3
4
5
4
4
5
3
4
4
3
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2
4
3
4
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Table E(6) Comparisonof FM Emphasis Changes
FM FUNC71710NCHANGE

FM Strategy
FM Planning and Programming
Clinent Representation
IFM Administrative Management
IFM ServiceOperations
FM RESPONSIBIUM CHANGE
RealEstate
Planning & Programming
SpacePlanning & Management
ProjectManagement
Administration
Maintenance
Building Operations& Services
ICIfficeServices
lEmployeeSupport
FM PRICIRUY CHANGE
BusinessContinuity
ResourceAvailability
OrganisationalFinancial
Facility Operation
PhysicalCondition
Facility Cost
H&S and Life Quality
Public & Community Support
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1* [A

2
3
2
1

2->[A]3 [B]16> [B]2 [C11* JC12ID11* [D12 IEU* [EJ2
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2
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3
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1
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3
1
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9
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A
0
3
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3
4
4
-4
74
1
1
2
1
2
-3
2
5
1
2
4
-2
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2
0
2
0
4
-1
-3
1
7
3
0
0.
2
1
0
1
1
0
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2
0*
2
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1
0
1
2
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1
1
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1
3
0
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3
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2
2
4
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2
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0
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0
0
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2
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1
0
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1
8
0
2
2
4
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1
2
1
0
0
2
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0
0
0
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FACTOR CODINGS
By adopting the open coding and axial coding approaches,the caseinvestigations have gained useful
empirical findings and insights of how and why the facility managementan arrangedand changed.
This sectionsummansedthe key findings from the analyses:the factors of FM arrangementand their
properties,and the factors of FM changesand their properties. 7he investigations and analysesindicated
that there are many factors concerningfacility managementarrangements.The factDrsof FM
arrangementand their properties captured from the casestudies are summarised and codified in tables
below.
Table EM Catestories of FM arranstement factors

Intemal. factors
1. Organisational.state
2. Organisational culhuv
3. Organisational policy
4. Businessoperational Strategies
5. Organisationalstructure
6. Facility type
7. Facility feature
8. Facility tenure
9. Facility condition
10. FM resource

External Factors
1. Economics
2. Culture
3. Legal context
4. FM market

Table E(8) FM Arrangement Internal FactDrs
Factors
Organisational
state
Organisational
culftwe
Stakeholder
Interest
Organisational
policy
Business
Operational
strategies

Organisational

Codin
Properties
, ORGSTAT
The state of the organisation within the Iffecycle: formalisation/inception,
growth, zn&Luýh, diversification, consolidation, restructuring, etc.
ORG-MT
Basic qualitative charactedstks such as organisational culture, beliefs,
values, internal regulations, social responsibilitin, etc.
STH-Wr
The interest, benefit and risk of all the parties involving in the orgartisation,
includN employees, employers, customers, etc.
ORG-POL
The set of organisatioes business and management initiatives including
organisational strategies at all levels such as corporate strategy, business
strategy
operational straten, policies, and manegenunt statement, e1c.
BUS-SMT
The explicit/document of mission statements, business goals, forecasts and
plans, etc., and Mw characteristics of the primary operations of the
organisatim such as work processes, procedures and practices, office
operations, working patterns and activitim, key business drivers and/or
key success factors, etc.
ORG-GMUC
The form of the organisational structare, divisions and lines of delegation.

structure

The typology of facility resource, e.g. office, rftiL healftarei education,
recreation, mixed-use, manufacorin-& leisure, etc.
Facility feature Facility attributes Including the number and sim of facilities, dwir
locations and morphology, their technology and amenities, etc.
Facility tenure
The property portfolio characteristics - owned, leased long-term,
temporary, etc.
Facility
The physical characteristics of the site and facility including access,age,
condition
I condition, physical appearance, physical problems and constraints, e1c.
I The capacities of FM deparbTmt including skills, staffi, equipment,
FM resource
.I

PAC-TYP

Facility type

PosifiordngFM In ThMiand

FAC-FEAT
FAC-TEN
FAC-COND
I
FM-RES
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Table EM FM Arrantrement Extemal Factors
Generalcondition or state of the national and local economy,including
Economics
relevant economicindicators, trends, real estatemarket and labour
condition, etc.
The prevailing attitudes, beliefs,values, tolerance,and preferenceswid-tin
Cultural
the local, culture and factors affect level of servicestandard and quality.
contexts
The local law, legislation, codesand regulations that directly impact on
Legal context
facility managementresponsibilities and procedures.
FM market
The capacity of the local facility managementmarket, including services
availability, skills and competencyof service providers.

ECON-CONT

CULT-CONT
LEG-CONT
I
FM-M[Kr

The key factors of FM changeare summarised in the bilowing table.
Table W10) FM Arranvernent

"Factors'
_Organisational
statechange
Organisational
policy
Business
Operational
strategy
change
Organisational
structure
chanize
Facility type
change
Facility feature
change

Clianve Factors

Properties
The changeof organisational state.

Coding
STAT-CHNG

The changeof orgar-tisationalstrategies,policies, and management
statement,etc.
The changeof businessfocus,strategies,and plans, and the changeof the
organisationalprimary operations,such as work processes,proceduresand
key
business
and
activities,
patterns
working
practices,office operations,
drivers and/or key successfactors,etc.
The changeof the organisationalstructure, divisions and lines of
delegation due to organisationalrestructuring or reengineering.

POL-CHNG

The increaseor decreaseof facility resource

The changeof facility resourcecharacteristicssuch as the increaseof
number and sizesof facilities, their locations, their tKhnology and
I amenities,etc.
Facility tenure I The changeof property acquisition type.
change
The changeof Generalcondition or state of the national and local economy.
Economic
context change
Cultural
TIvechangeof prevailing attitudis, beliefs,values, tolerance,and
factors
level
local,
the
of wxvice
and
affect
culture
context change preferenceswid-tin
standard and quality.
Legal context
The changeof capacity of the local facility managementmarket including
of serviceproviders.
I
servicesavailability, skills and
FM market * The changeof the local facility managementmarkArtcapacity,&g. dw
change
increaseof serviceproviders, types of service,abilities of serviceprovidws.

STRAT-CHNG

SMUCCHNG
TYP-CHNG
FEAT-CHNG

TEN-CHNG

ECO-CHNG
CULT-CHNG

LEG-CHNG
bW-CHNG

There are variations of changein eachdepartment of FM arrangements.Four types of change
actionshave beenfound from the investigation.
Tabip IRM11 Catpanrips of Chanap

Type of
dtange
No change
Modification
Diversification
Diversion

Properties

Coding

Remaining the sameas previous -state.
Slight changeor adiustment
Moderate change
Radical change

NO
MODF
DIVRSIF
DIVRT
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Appendix F: Revind Dedsion Tools

APPENDIX F: Revised Positioning Tools
This appendix includes the revised positioningdecision tools as discussedin Chapter Nine.

Positioning FM in Thailand
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STAGE2: INVESTIGATIONOF REQUiR-6ERiF'-

OOCUMENT 2.1: PROFILE OF REQUEREMENTM
Document2.1 is for identifying the requirementsfor support servicesof the organisation.
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